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PREFACE

In the publication:The U«F.O. Investigator,printed by the

National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena,.there

appeared the following.- •.■„-:'■_: \ . - - ■

8On Aug. 7» 1966, readers of the Washington "Star" had
a big surprise —in fast, several surprises. Before then,
a serious discussion of UFOs in the "Star" was almost
unheard of. But there in the Sunday edition wa3 a full-
page fact p'iece on "flying saucers."

Surprise No.2: The artical was written by Lt. Col.
Charles Cooke, USAF, Ret., founder and editor of the
Air Intelligence Digest. Col. Cooke, refusing the offic
ial explanations, calmly set down his conclusions t.-tat
the UFOs are real and from somewhere in outer space.

Colonel Cooke»s Air Force service record has other
surprises linked with UFOs. In WorlJ War II, he was
intelligence officer for a bombarment group in Europe,
whera-he heard first-hand reports from pilots who en
countered the mysteriuos 'foo fighters. • In 19^-1952,
at the Pentagon, he became the founder and editor of
»Air Intelligence Digest1 —the worldwide AF intelligence
publication. Later, in Tokyo, he became editor of FEAF
—the 'Far East AF Intelligence Roundup.1 During all
this time, 'information copies' of steadily increasing
UFO reports flowed across his desk....'No one in the
USAF assembly line down which the reports passed read
and pondered them more absorbedly, more dedicatedly,
than I. I duly noted the myriad 'Explanations' given
out by the Blue Book staff-widely referred to as 'The
Little Blue Boy Blues' or 'The Little Blue Boys' —of
sightings which they evaluated as mistakenly identified
stars, planets, meteors birds, reflected lights,

mirages, marsh gas —or as delusions, hoaxs, publicity
stunts, eot.'

In discussing the massive UFO evidence, Col. Cooke
corrects one of the most widespread false beliefstThat

UFO sightings began on June 2H-, 19^7, with Kenneth
Arnold's famous report of flying discs over Mt. Ranier.
..'•♦Far from having begun in 1947, 'says Col. Cooke,
'reported UFO sightings go way, way back.*

Commenting on the new(l966) Frank Edwards book —
fFlying Saucers -Serious Business' —Cooke says
•Edwards book gives me great joy in its attention to
Pre —3 9^7•' Citing one famous case related by Edwards
—a bishop's report of a torpedo-shaped body hovering
above a building —Col. Cooke wryly asks 'I can't
help wondering what Project Blue Book's 'explanation9
of this ranort would have been. Marsh gas?' ■



Chapter On© p#1

De Libria Revolutlonum flarratlo Prlma

When the great Leonardo da Vinci (1^-52-1519) helped to lay the

foundation of modern science five hundred years ago, by shaking

free the grip of preconceived ideas on That should be purely

scientific observation, he refined the methods of scientific re

search previously proposed by Roger Bacon. By slow, agonizing

steps, the proper gathering and evalulation of information for

scholastic study had reached a milestone that marked the emerg

ence of the scientific spirit from the long torpor of the Middle

Ages.

One of tne very first results of this scientific renaissance

vvas staggering in its implications. It .vas Nicolaus Copernicus'

essay: Ce Libris Revolutlonum Narratio Prlma, <vhich dared to

suggast a profound phlloaophioal-soiantifio hypothaaiaT

r~. u)«~r-.Science confirmed Copernicus' theory, the idea that the

earth was not the center of tae universe, and we owe the Polish

scholar a large debt of graditude for his courageous and vital

mital step to.vard the ultimate truth about the cosmos.

As hard as it was for mankind to eventually come to terms with

a universe that vas not geocentric, a vastly more profound pro

blem arose from the ruins of the harmonious astronomical-

philosophical conceptions of'Antiquity, and that was the question

of the uniqueness of Homosapiens. If the planet earth could be

demostrsted to be a mere speck in the Milky tfay, oust one of many

possible vorlds orbiting many stars and not holding a special

f*\ ^place in the heavens, - why not other races of intelligent
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The detection of extratsrrestial sentential life offers a

mammoth challenge to science, one that seems impossible -,.

****** UP considering the physical distribution of the stars

compared to mankind's present day technological limitations,

to: say nothing of the philosophical resistance of those who

either fear the very thought of alien creatures,or who flaunt

a confident and cultivated scepticism based on comfortable

notions similar to pre-Leonardo times.

The apparent insurmountable barriers to the confirmation of

the distrubing hypothesis that we n.ight not be alone in the .

universe, would be greatly simplified, of course, if the

heavens -rere so populated the earth could count on the inhabit-

ants ofAsolar systems to achieve the feat of crossing the vast

distances of space, and produce themselves here on earth for

examination, thus save us a great deal of effort and speculation.

Whether a.'super-civilization would trouble itself to sent

ambassadors to the United Nations, if one did discover our planet ,

is an open question, since an advanced race of intelligent

beings mayMnore of value in the lower • forms of life on earth,

than the higher, being content to merely gather scientific

samples and leave mankind alone to continue its endless political

bickering. Pursuing this train of thought further^e^cannot

^~-1:Ly beS*n to guess .That may lurk out there in the black void

of space, asS we may not even recognize an alien visit when, or if,

that moment comes. "

Liodern science has rrogreased considerably since the days of

Leonardo de Yinci, but in spite of the many laws of nature since
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discovered and definded, there remains something unexplained,

something that moves through the atmosphere with ease and has

characteristics of a solid, intelligently.controlled, device-

of a non-natural* origin. This phenomenon ia called an unidentified

flying object (UFO).

Where to begin the history of unidentified flying objects

offered a problem in itself, as it seems the whole subject is

strewed .vith difficult judgementSji 'examining many written

treatments of the subject,from naive pamplets to ponderous

tomes, one can select a date never before used and be satisfied

on reasonable grounds: Tecember 16, 17*1-2.

Some, using an undisciplined selection process,retreat so far

back into history they find themselves amid the annals of

ancient Rome. With good cause, the use of/^chronicles to prove

something, resembling scientific fact should be veiwsd with ''

great scepticism. .. Granted there exist quite a few reports

of strange things in the sky in-documents:of great age-that

resemble modern sightings/ but observers of the past consisted

of unschooled mentalities far the moat part and to quote such

sources with their superstitious embellishments approaches the

ridiculous. As we shall see, the temptation to interpet the -

unknown in terms which were a bias to one.'s belief continued

among laymen into modern time3, though the unknown with which

we are ooncerned with has slowly become lesa enigmatic in the

Ia3t fifty years. • . - -

The observing, recording, and evaluating of natural phenqssna

did not rsally come into its o.vn until the formation of scientific
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■ academies around the year 1560 with the appearance of the

Accademia Seoretorum natural in Nales, followed by the

Aooademla del Linnei, in Rome in 1603, and the Royal Society

' *or the Improvement of Natural JtoanlaAp* founded in 1662

under the patronage of England's-King Charles the II, which

became better known by the shorter expression:"Royal Society".

It is in the journals of these academies that we should look

for the earliest objective record of the type of unidentified

flying object that interests us, and a diligence search is soon

rewarded:

Micdie of the Parade in Sr 7W' p /'r r '"g u:

ten, but wa this manner,

v

|^° be a''ght Hame, turning backwards fro^i the Refift

4Length, -. on.tehrhofaD'.pWm
C. AI.
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I«
Certain characteristics of this 174.5 sighting should be kept

in mind as we progress to more recent depictions of this type

of phenomena* Specifically,one should commit to memory the

defiance of gravity as shown by the objects level flight, which

had the peculiar secondary feature of being undulatory. And the

object itself is of an ovoid configuration clean of protuberancess

hovdver there seems to be a distinct horizonal axis with a

prominent white illumination on the leading portion while the

rear trails some sort of emission,indicating a definite

orientation from right to left. The main body appears to be

divided into sections lit up by a red glow so intense it re-

mined the observer of burning charcoal. Were it not for the

unusually low, horizonal,flightpath of this reported object,

one would be tempted to tag the phenomenon a common bolide in

spite of details claimed to have been discerned.- ■/

If the phenomenon alledged to have been sesn and recorded in

December,17^2, was of an unnatural origin and perhaps the product

of an exterrestial science, one wonders why the owners aid not

land to say hello after crossing what seems to us the, incredi

bly vast reaches ;of space that modern soie.nce..asserts quarantines

the earth from such visitations(current scientific opinion and

theory hold that the solar system is void of intelligent life

and speeds surpassing that of light impossible, ruling out visits

^hile it may be premature to mention- it now, a bit.early in

our discussion of unexplained aerial objects, the injection of

a certain theory at this point aides immeasurably in making

some sense out of some confusing and mysterious data.
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Imagine a cosmic scheme of things in which, throughout the

galaxy there are numerous alien super-civilizations,which

find flitting from star to star an elementary- achievement,

with routine convoys of their spacecraft entering our own

solar system to pause momentarily .before resuming their

voyage to far off destinations. These super-mentalities

may have little or no interest in "the occupants of earth,much

like an airplane swooping low over a small island inhabited by-.
/ndgM: cr>v an.

hostile.primatives in the Pacific Ocean. Such an alien flest, *

accompanied by miscellaneous debris carried along by momentum,

would no doubt cause a spectacular show as it 3kidded to a stop

in the upper layers of the terre'stial atmosphere. As farfetched

as such a mental picture might seem, it has been proposed to

help explain to some degree the amazing display of November,

1833* commented on in-the astronomy book: Geography of the

Heavens. If the discriptions given in thi3 volumne (see

illustration) have-any -validity, a suspicion arises whether or

2
not something "highly unusual"- took place.

A less grandiose example of "bizarre meteor activity" can be

sifted from the English jlech?nic and Mirror of Science of July

10, lS6g(see illustration).'After examining this example of

strange meteor behavior, one asks the question how an."inert

mass of rock" can navigate through the air as if it had wings?

Either science has a lot more to learn about the Tfall of

meteors" or observers of the heavens in 1S6S were far from

accurate.
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one and the same point, a little southeast of the zenith. Follow

ing the arch of the sky, they ran along with immense velocity
describing, in .some iustances, an arc of 30' or 40° in a few

HITKOETC SHOWER Or NOVEMBEB, 1S33.

seconds. On more attentive inspection it was seen, that the

meteors exhibited three distinct varieties ; the first, consisting

of phosphoric lines, apparently described by a point; the second,

of large fire-balls, that at intervals darted along the sky, leaving

luminous trams, which occasionally remained in view for a num

ber of minutes, and, in some cases, for half an hour or more;

the third, of undefined luminous Indies, which remained nearly

stationary in the heavens for a long time.

Those of the first variety were the most numerous, and resembled a Bhower of fiery
finow driven with Inconceivable velocity to the north of went. The second kind appeared
more MVefalling stars—a spectacle *vhich was contemplated by the more unenllKhturieil
beholders with great amusement and terror. The trains which they left were commuillr

Dhlte, but sometimes were tinged with various prUmatio colors, of great beauty.

299. These fire-balls were occasionally of enormous size. Dr.
Smith, of North Carolina, describes one which appeared larger

than the full moon rising. " I was," says he, " startled by tlio

278 What remarkable eircurastanc< attended this phenomenon? Variety of meteaMf
209. Wt.at bald of the ftrelmlla seen? Of their use?

FALLING OR SHOOTING STARS. 159

A Lisas ketsoa.

cplcndid light in which the surrounding scene was exhibited, ren
dering even small objects quite visible."

The lame ball, or a similar ono,
tr«i at New Haven, passed off in a
northwest direction, and exploded a
IlUe northward of the star Cuuella,
Irftting, just behind the place of
riplosion, a train of peculUr beauty.

The line of direction »us at first
Dearly atr-iight; but it soon btgun to
contract I" length, to dilute 111 bi eadth,

ami 19 assume thts figure of a serpent
tntoMixa itself up, until it appeared
Me a luminous cloud of vapor, float-

Ing gracefully in the air, where it
mnalned in full view for several
minute.

If this body were at the distance of
llii miles from the observer, it must
h«tf liail a diameter of one mile; If
11 the distance of 11 miles, Hi dlame-
t. r »aa US feet; and if only one mile

off, It must have been 43 feet In diameter. These tonjlderatlons leave do doubt that
many of the meteors weie bodies of large the.

i

300. Of the third variety of meteors, the following are remark-

able examples:—At Poland, Ohio, a luminous body was dis

tinctly visible in the northeast for more than an hour. It was

very brilliant, in the form of a pmnivg-hook, and apparently

twenty feet long, and eighteen inches broad. It gradually

settled toward the horizon, uutil it disappeared.

At Niagara Falls, a large luminous body, shaped like a square table, was seen near
ft? zenith, remaining for some time almost stationary, emitting large streams of lig'it.

301. The point from which the meteors seemed to emanate,

»as observed, by those who fixed its position amoug the stars,

to be in consteltation Leo ; and, according to their concurrent

testimony, this radiant point was stationary among the stars,

during the whole period of observation ; that is, it did not move

along with the enrth, in its diurnal revolution eastward, but

uccouipanied the stars in their apparent progress westward.
A remarkable change ofwentlitr, from warm to cold, accompanied the meteoric

•hover, or immediately followed i: In all parts of the United States, tins change wii
ruturkable for its suddenness aL'd intensity. In many places, the day preceding had
vm unusually warm (or the season, but, before the uc.it morning, a severe frosteoaucd,
snp-iralleled for the time of year.

302. In attempting to explain these mysterious phenomena, it
k argued, in the first place, that the meteors had their origin

byond the limits of our atmosphere ; that they of course did not
Wong to this earth, but to the regions of space exterior to it

800. What other variety of meteors described? Wheref
J"/ seemed to emanate? What change of weather folle«ed!
h l h di h th t Vfc

SO1. Point from which
/ emed to emanate? What change of weather folleed! 802. What fact assert.-.I

lu the distance from which those meteors camo VrofcBsor Olinsted'a estimate ul
dilutee?

o
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Another puzzle, in regards to meteors that inexplicably deviate

^ from the norm, can be found on page 14-6 of the December, 1S72,

issue of the magazine Nature, which mentioned a witness of an

unusual event near the village of Slough, England. A Sir J.C.

Cowell submitted a sketch and a brief written note on a "curious

fireball" . Allegedly, Sir Cowell saw a fiery object zoomed

down out of the 3ky and explode, producing a flash of light 12

feet in diameter aocompanied by a denotation like that made by

a heavy cannon. What Sir Cowell believed curious about this

"meteor" was the fact that it exploded the very last instant

before reaching the surface of the ground, "like a well-timed

shell", as the Englishman put it.^*

The mystery of meteors violating the accepted rules of falling

^ .gained in frequency toward the end of the lSOOs. Correspondence

t0 the Scientific American. July 22, 1882, for example, called

attention to a "suppose* meteor" that drifted nonchalantly

across the 3ky:

"On the evening of the 6th, while engaged in
•sweeping' the vicinity of Ursa .Minor for double
stars, my attention was drawn to a bright object
about the size of a star of the 3scond magnitude
moving sloyly from west to east. It passed with
in a degree of Polaris and continued stsadily on
its course eastward, disappearing from vie.v in
the neighborhood of Capricornua. In color this
object, a meteor doubtless, was a deep red, with
out scintillations or train of any kind, and its
slow movement <vas in marked contrast vith the
rapid flashing of the common 'shooting star'. It
was visible to me fully three-fourths of a minute,
varying but slightly in brightneas durin'g that
time. In the closeness' of my attention to its
movement I neglected to note the time of its
appearance, but judge it to have been near half

. past ten.

Perhaps there were others of your -readers who
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observed the phenomenon, and oan add more
specifically to my testimony." £

N.S.Drayton

Jersey City Heights

July S, 1SS2

In a vay ¥r. Drayton's hopes were fulfilled One wonders

if he read the newspapers and noticed the sensation that

erupted across the continent in the autumn of IS96

0
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Chapter Two

The Amazing Airship of 1896

J

J
■\

CENTRAL ELECTRIC RAILWAY.—CAR-HOUSE.

On September 20, 1896, an astronomer named Swift noticed a point of light

the magnitude of Venus out over the Pacific Ocean approximately one degree from

the setting sun as twilight fell over San Francisco. The following afternoon

professor Perrine, working at the Lick Observatory atop the U,000 foot high Mt.

Hamilton due east of San Jose, California, received a telegram from Swift announc

ing the possible discovery of a new comet. At dusk, on the 21st, professor

Perrine mounted a Herschel-prism on a 12-inch telescope and scaned the sKy in

every direction in the neighborhood of the solar disc as it slowly sunk below

the horizon* However, the "comet" had disappeared. '*

About the first week of November, 1896, as dusk was descending on San

Francisco, His Honor, Mayor Sutro, drove up in his carriage to his mansion west

of the city, overlooking the Pacific. . Members of his household staff rushed

out to meet him with a remarkable story. It seems a "strange object" had hovered
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in the air just offshore over seal rocks* The darkness had masked the features

of the unknown aerial thing but a powerful light had been discernible on the rear

portion as it finally flew away toward the east, passing overhead at an estimated

500-foot altitude. The Mayor noticed that his servants were "full of wonderment"

at the sight. He gave the episode no more thought for two weeks*

On Tuesday, November 17, 1b°6, Charles iAisk, cashier of the Central Electric

Street Hallway Company at Sacramento, California, stepped outside for some fresh

air at his place of residence at 2i*th and "0" Streets'» The weather had been

worse than usual that winter and the black evening skies troubled with intermit- ■ -

tent rain drew his attention* Suddenly there appeared over the rooftops a bright

light sailing on a westward course at a 1,000-foot altitude. The following day,

I Mr. Lusk reported the sight to the fellows at the Car Barn, where, to his surprise,

the "light" was already the main topic of discussion that morning. There was a

faint shape visible behind the light and the insn agreed the thing could only bev a

powered balloon of some sort. Others in the neighborhood had apparently witnessed

the same passage of the mystery light as the city's two newspapers carried an

account of i\, George Scott, assistant to Secretary of State Brown, had been

chatting with a trio of aquaintances on the steps of the State Capitol building

when the floating sky light caught his eye. He^called attention to the remark

able sight^but one of his friends tried to brush it off as due to an illumina

tion on some distant hillside. Privileged to have a key to the Capitol build-

ing, Scott«led the others to the observation deck at the very top of the Capitol

dome. Erom their excellent vantage point the group discerned the dim outline

of a dark body^with three lights sweeping through the air.

A few of the townsfolk remembered a boast of some New York inventor a few

days previous in the newspapers about his intensions to 3et sail?

in a powered balloon for California, and on the strength of that

rumors began to grow fast. An Associated Press story from New

York, dated November 17th, had told of a man— ~~~__—-->)

#Tha San Francisco Examiner later learned that these servants
had also discerned a row of lights along the side of the objoct*
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named Leon who was constructing an aircraft in Hoboken which allegedly* could

carry him across the continent. So some of the carmen ij ocularly volunteered

k^J to the press that they heard crewmen aboard the "balloon" shouting orders to

the helmsman to avoid church steeples. One fellow who used to work for the

street railroad, R. L. Lowry, outdid his former buddies with this description:

I was standing near the Sacramento brewery

when my attention was directed skyward by hearing

a voice up there call out: 'Throw her up higherj

she'll hit the steeple1, evidently mistaking the

tower on the brewery for a church steeple* Then

I saw the light. It seemed like a light within

a globular glass covering that magnified it.

Above the light I saw two men seated as though

on bicycle frames and working with a bicycle

movement. I heard one of them say: 'We will

get to San Francisco about half-past 12', but

not mentioning whether midnight or afternoon.

Above these two men, who seemed to be working

their passage, was a kind of mezzanine box

capable of holding two or more people, but I

saw no others. Above this was a cigar-shaped

body of some length. There were wheels at the

side like the side wheels on Fulton's old steam
boat. £ f

J. H. Vogel, a bartender, was standing just down the street from the car-

barn crowd, and^told a different story: "I saw the light and above it a dark body

dimly outlined in the form of an egg, with the small end forward. I heard a muf

fled buzzing of machinery." "f. That was all Mr. Vogel would claim.

The carbarn foreman, Mr. Snider, didn't engage in the elaborations of the

other employees when approached by a reporter from the Sacramento Bee. Mr.

Snider merely affirmed that a white light, neither a star nor a meteor, had been

seen by him and his men about 7 o'clock on the night of the 17th.

Stillja few stories persisted that "voices" had been heard, though some

liken ^sounds heard to a sweet chorus of singers that seem to have the artificial
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quality like that produced by a phonograph. Many were unable to make out any

distxnct words^ flaming such difficulty on the intermittent intensity of volume

due probably to wind currents in the air. Not everyone would volunteer even a

conservative opinion. E. Caverly was approached by a reporter from the San

Francisco Call, but stayed mum on what he saw, giving the impression he had

• witnessed something uncanny. *'

Those residents that lived in Oak Park, a Sacramento suburb, told news

papers that something had circled high in the sky over that place the day before

leaving a smoke trail, and now they were wondering if there could be a connec

tion with the sky light mystery. I®*-

The Sacramento Uecord-Union published a very sketchy item on page four in

contrast to the Bee's front page treatment. Not sure what the "light" was, the

Record-Union called the light a "wandering apparition" and titled its article:

"What Was It?" ''' „

A reporter for the San Francisco Call telegraphed word of the sky light

t& his paper which print9d an account on the 18th^telling San Franciscans

that a "light" had approached Sacramento at about 1,000 feet altitude and then

rose to about double that height as it came in from a northeasterly direction.

When it arrived at the city limits, the article continued, it turned to the

south, and bore southwest toward San Francisco. In the process the light had

floated over the streetcar company barn which caused they\ employees of that place

to emerge en masse. The story "added that the passage of the mysterious visi

tant took thirty minutes; furthermore a postal telegraph lineman had spotted

a similar phenomenon earlier, near tfuisun, at 9 o 'dock Sunday evening. * The

C&ll told its readers that the carmen had glimpsed a faint shape that resembled

a balloon, so there was a general conclusion in Sacramento that it could only be

some kind of powered balloon-airship since it moved into the teeth of a heavy
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wind, ^'

On the 19th, the Sacramento Bee ran more on the Tuesday episode on its

front page which asked: "Airship or What?", calling it a "queer phenomenon".

The light was/^bhe talk of the town with «*e opinion split between a meteor and

a balloon. The description given by a couple of persons of voices and an ellip

tical, propeller-drivenjAirship were regarded by; the majority of Sacramento

citizens as the embellishments of hoaxters. General agreement ^entered around

the arc-lamp type light. Nonetheless, unsubstantiated rumors were circulated

that a balloon contrivance was tentered yon the outskirts of the city, ' The

Sacramento Union, on the 19th, a critic of the local uproar, painted the mood

of the populace as 99% skeptical, a $he center of attention, five of the electric

railway motormen, T. P. DeLong,,,D, Curl, F. E. Briggs, M, F, Shelly, and the ex-

employee, R. L, Lowry, f ound their names in the Union along with details

on the "voices" and the alledged specifications of the airship. '^-

As the days passed and the "unknown New York inventors" did not land, the

motormen became the object of ridicule with every fare boarding the electric

railcars making flippant remarks about when the next Airship was due. It was

not long before the number of wisecracks approached intolerable levels, iNovem-

ber 20thhiuul by qn-ifrkly. The Sacramento Union ran a comic fictional piece of

a group of hillbilly types engaged in a country store, cracker-barrel, wild tale

contest on the "Airship", complete with humerous accents,

The Union noted that: "Hundreds agree on the light rising, falling, and ,

moving slowly, but only two or three hold that they saw the machine and only

one(R. L. Lowry) gives any rational description of it,"

The San Francisco Chronicle mentioned nothing until the 19th when they carried

a small story on page five titled: "Strange Tale of a Flying Machine", "Romance

-. from Sacramento", "Said to Have Been Seen by Many Citizens", "It Looks like a

j
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Fake of large Size", "Ifysterious Light Seen at the Capitol City". The San

Francisco Chronicle preferred to see more of a hoax than an Airship, diagnosing

the Airship sightings as the affliction of the staggers, wondering in print why

the marvelous flying machine had neglected to pay its respects to San Francisco.

The Chronicle suggested that the Bible-pounders around town may be right when

they sermonized loudly that the citizens of the bay Babylon were Hell bound

and hardly the place any decent soul would venture near. All day, the Uhronicle

went on, shoppers and businessmen "glanced furtively" upward expecting to see a

black oval and passing off such unusual interest in the sky as concern for the

weather. A reporter down at Police Headquarters had told the editor's desk to

relate the fact that the local enforcers of the law characterized the sky light

as a fake, but that the night squads planned to engage in some amateur astronomy.

Meanwhile, said the Chronicle, a peddler had spent a profitable day selling cheap

telescopes on Market Street carrying a sandwich board advertising: "Watch Out

for Great New York Airship". The Chronicle jysought the advice of professor George

Davidson who saw the nonsense as the work of the imaginations of the "wild-eyed",

holding thaty^i reported helter-skelter arrangement of the rumored propellers on

the "Airship", andithat people on the ground could hear clearly conversation of

• the "Airship's" crew 1000 feet in the air, was the product of a "freemasonry of

liars". He could expect, he snorted, that at least-a "thousand fools" would be

victims of eyestrain having spent their eveings searching the heavens.

Weather observer Hammon shared the professor's conclusions, annexing it with his

own comment that only a true heavier-than-air craft could perform as the^Sacra-

mento "balloon".

Elsewhere editors shared "the" disbelief of.Dr* Davidson. ,

* "Hie Stockton Daily Independent f i nallytook notice of the ruckus with an

r\ editorial jibe at the imaginations of its northern neighbors, a*ys3&& that they
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werefystill under the influence of the "airy flights" of the recent Presidential

campaign, *°-

"A letter to the editor was published in the Sacramento Be©

which chose to use the words:"A Car Barn Conspiracy" to title ■

a complaint of the sky light tomfoolery. -And ithe- Bee's editor

began to be concerned about reputation of Sacramento. l^-

On the 20th, the Chronicle's airship enthusiasm had shrunk to the size of

a small article on page 13 titled: "More of a Hoax than an Airship". Along

with the paper's waning interest someone on the staff made a careless error by

referring to the Sacramento mystery object as a "black oval speck with out

stretched wings and mysterious wheels". Not once did any Sacramento witness

ever mention wings. And as for the mysterious wheels, that can be traced to

the sole imaginative mind of R. L. Lowry. However, one must keep in mind the

state of technology of the late 1890s. It was very difficult for the average

O Victorian to imagine a possible flying machine moving through the air without

the aid of flapping wings or machinery powering fans of some sort.

What had happened to the "Airship"?

No one could offer any information on that score,^news value of the "hoax"

was all but dead and public opinion was more or less convinced that the "Airship"

was being kept aloft with the hot air of. liars. Besides, one might be at a loss

to explain the lull with so many eager observers on station.

South of Sacramento at a small town named Tagus, about 10 miles west of

Visalia, California, there occurred an incident that seemed unassociated ?ith

"Airship" stories up north. It seems that about 2:00 in the afternoon of Novem

ber, 20, Mr. S. H. Hison claims to have seen what he believed to be neither an

airship nor a balloon:
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(it was)•••more like a canvas sheet spread out

Q floating in a northeasterly direction at about

an altitude of two thousand feet. He says he

was pumping some water and a tramp came up and

asked him for a drink. While drinking the water

he saw the object floating in the air and called

Mr. Hison's attention to it.

They watched until it was out of sight and

could see nothing but the canvas,* Mr, Hison

had not heard nor read of the Airshxp at Sacra-

mento.4- £|.

On Saturday^ the 21st, the Chronicle ventured to ask if the strange light

over Sacramento might have been Diogene's ghost, fruitlessly searching the town

2.2. •
with his lantern - a jest with unflattering overtones for the citizens there*

am.

Victorian Sundays were relaxed affairs andAthe Sabbath of November 22, 1b"96,

feww^ittle in the afternoon newspaper editions,^bout flying balloons and such.

The Sacramento Record-Union tried to put the finishing touches to the Airship

debate by suggesting Ignis Fatuus(swamp gas) and other jejune logic. ' -

At 5:30 of the churchday afternoon, the sky was obscured with a dark, angry

ceiling of clouds, resulting in a premature twilight ^when "it" came out of the

northwest exhibiting a small ^searchlight flashing out in sharp relief against

the solid, low hanging overcast. **Et**evidently was bent on a repeat of Tuesday's

runjonly this time it was not going to skirt the city out where the Car Barn

C£tJ 'X
was located, bafc/vheaded directly for downtown!

Mr. Isaac Gough, who happened to look up while walking near Second and "Kj1

Streets, claims to have been the first to see the incoming marvel. After a

moment's hesitation to convince himself he was not seeing things, he dashed

down the street shouting the alarm in all the stores, saloons, and hotels.

People^spiiled out into the cool evening air to see the amazing aerial prodigy

with their own eyes. As the word spread like wildfire, the much abused motor-

men raced their trolleys across town yelling and clanging their car bells with

^Apparently something else besides the "canvas" was seen, but unfortunately >2r.

Rison did not elaborate.

+ Sas note at the end of this chapter
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all the zeal they could muster, now that the opportunity to salvage their repu

tations unexpectedly presented itself.

Luckily, the enigma was in low gear and Jacob Zemansky, a cigar store pro-

prietor, had a small telescope which he brought to bear. He gave the crowd a-

round him a running account of a dark mass rising and falling to which the bright

light seemed to be attached. The staff of the "we'll-believe-it-when-we-see-it"

Record-Union, hearing the uproar outside, charged through the front door, of their

office bugayed. '■ - - ■ ^--"•■,.< ■ i. ■

Though the dark sky did not permit them to distinguish details they returned to

their desks impressed by the large, bright, evidently electric^light carried

along by the mystery ship. *■**' ^5. 26.

Edward Carrgher, owner of the Saddle Rock Restaurant, had a pair of field

glasses which also disclosed a large, dark body supporting the light. Dr. Amiel

Morris of Woodland, California, was called outside by Carrgher who pointed out

y what the doctor believed to be a ball of fire sailing along about 600 feet in the

air. £?•• .

The Sacramento representative of the San Francisco Chronicle, ColvinBrown,

a leading debunkerA was horrified at what was happening. During the twenty

minute, passage the chagrined journalist grabbed an almanac and attempted to con

vince a nearby knot of people at Seventh and "K" Streets that the planet Venus

must have slipped its orbit and was now coursing overhead. Making no impression

on the excited observers, the never-say-die newspaperman went off in search of

Sergeant Barwick, the head of the weather bureau,to ^explain the thing as a meteor. w#

The Contra Costa Gazette, which was published weekly at Martinez, California,

managed to obtain ccnnplet© 'information for its November 28th issue. The

"light", it seems, appeared in the northwest and headed slowly southwest. As'^A-

£c& reached the southern edge of Sacramento, the enigmatic visitor turned west

/ and then south, after which it was absent for a period of time. Later the pheno-
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menon made another appearance out of the west^oess&gifeto leave the skies over bac-

cramento on a northwest heading. The Gazette allowed that whatever it was, it

permitted everyone an extended look, 2&,

Among the groups of witnesses that evening, one cluster was composed of

State officials and lawyers of repute which fancied themselves above the hysteria

of the p_rofanum vulgus and thus were among the most astonished. r , The

r- *

Governor's executive secretary took in the sight with amaaement ■, appraising the

flicking mystery as definitely not a star(the sky was overcast,anyway) or some

breed of meteor, but undeniably an arc light. The aerial riddle moved with such

quickness, he swore, that he had to keep shifting his position as the downtown

buildings intervened. Dignified reticence kept him from endorsing the "Airship"
CL4t

theory, ^.though heiyagrsBd that the traveling light was neither a phony nor a

mistaken celestial body.

District Attorney Frank D# ^ran stared at the spectacular sight and mut

tered aloud:

And there will be strange sights seen in the

heavens. Wars and rumors of wars, I shall cer

tainly attend church tomorrow, for this may be the

advent of the millennium.

p

And then the feeling that^oayfee he was becoming too serious, ffcran forced

a laugh and turned to those around him and spoke in a lighter tone:

Ihat thing is too deep for me, I don't under

stand it. It might be that aerial travel has been

accomplished. It seems as strange and improbable

as were the inventions of the telephone, phonograph

and the electric power applied to streetcars, ^ o.

Ihe regional military Signal Corps Commander, also an onlooker, subscribed



to the anti-hoax theory and suddenly remembered an inquiry two gentlemen had

made at his office around h o'clock only that afternoon. A Mr. Haines and a

Mr. Fleetheart both said they had the good fortune to have been gazing upward

when an object crossed high overhead in the azure and vanished in the northwest.

The Signal Corps lieutenant assured the two men the dark, misty thing could only

have been a cloud, but the miffed duo insisted that the rapidity of its passage

and the then clear sky precluded a prank of the weather. Now, an hour and a

half later, a strange flying body had issued from the same compass reading, 30

the officer informed the press that the public could well believe a real air

vessel was of operational status. ^«*

It will be remembered that our mystery light had disappeared to the south

of Sacramento for a short spell. Tne Livermore Herald fills in an interesting

gap here. The Herald quotes two gentlemen who said they had a fantastic en

counter near Knights Ferry in Stanislaus County(southeast of Sacramento) the
O,

. , evening of the 22nd. Miile their buggy rattled across a bridge, something "like

a ball of fire" caught their eye about a furlong ahead. The "fireball" rose

slowly and then flew low for 100 yards before beginning a shallow climb.- The

strange thing began its takeoff, in the direction of the perplexed witnesses,

yet made a half circle maneuver to keep its distance. At two hundred yards the

men discerned a couple of lights on the "nose" at right angles to the body and

another on the rear as it swung by. The two watched openmouthed as the thing

gathered speed and sped off. In relating their story to the editor of the Herald

the gentlemen discounted the meteor possibilityj>remarking that the thing skimmed

the surface of the ground. Nor did they want to give credence to the popular

balloon rumors. However, xif not an Airship, then what could it have been? They

left the editor with statements that the aerial mystery must be shorn of the

^-v, burlesque antics of irresponsible newspapermen, for they could vouch for the
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authenticity of the phenomenon, lhat is still quite a whopper to tell on the

Sabbath; however, in this case a fib was unlikely. The witnesses were two pro-

32.
minent Methodist ministers, Rev. H. Gopeland, and Rev. John Kirby. Wfi"

One is also inclined to believe these men of the cloth because the descrip

tion correlates with the one given by Nick White, editor of the Hecord-Union:

"...(I) at one time saw several smaller lights' in addition to the larger light.

When the direction(of the Airship) changed, but one of the lights was visible."

Back in Sacramento on the 22nd, convinced/crowds^chattered in homes and

hotel lobbies long into the night about the new wonder of science they had^seen

with their own eyes. The saloons were doing a roaring business as endless toasts

were offered to the unknown inventor that had finally mastered the age-old dream

of air travel. The Wednesday edition of the Call, that had carried speculation

and told of the Hoboken inventor

on the possible workings of Airships k ^was hunted down all over town by non-

subscribers and was not to be had, as the Call editors prouldy related, for "love

3U Jfo
or money". ■H»a%ydssue was passed around among friends but jealously guarded as

to ownership. Even Walter Mallory, the deputy sheriff, now stepped forward to

be formally listed' as an original Tuesday night witness of the visitant's passage.

Mr, Mallory told everyone he had, just left the jail and was walking near Kearny

and Broadway on Tuesday night when he happened to notice »^a-unusual sight:

It was a strong white light, seemingly moving.

I thought at first it was a balloon attached, but

on a closer observation I thought I recognized a

dark body immediately over the light, somewhat of

a different shape than a balloon. The more I ob

served it the more puzzled I became as to what it

was.

\ The papers the next day proclaimed that there could be no doubt as to the

Airship's reality, describing how suddenly and completely skepticism had evapor-
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ated by the display of the previous evening.

The "light" had not finished its nocturnal wanderings, for having left the

Sacramento sky at approximately six o'clock, -tit 1f>0 miles to the southwest^a

brilliant shaft of light ^?as seen ; over San Leandro, on the East Bay,

south of Oakland, California. This "mysterious bark", as the Oakland Tribune

termed it, rose and fell in an undulating fashion and was seen by Selby Yost,

a motorman of the Alameda electric railway line(those Car Barn types again), as

well as passengers: C. H. ELlis, a Miss Wilson and an unnamed friend. An un-

identified youth kJk> had first spotted the "bark" and dashed to the nearest

"expert" on the phenomenon — the local streetcar operator, 35.

K A large dark shape \raa sssn emitting a stream of light from its

forward part, i floated rapidly toward the northwest and then turned in the direc

tion of Hayward where it vanished in the darkness. Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Rodda,

strolling the street that evening, backed up the witnesses on the Alameda

,(_,) car^saying they discerned a light in the sky about the same tiae.; '*&.

The light wasyisupposed to have hovered over Saint Mary's College in Oakland

which had reporters knocking on the door of its director, Brother Walter* He

said:

I gave no special thought to the light that

was seen, because there was nothing to attract my

attention to it until I heard some oi the people

about the college discussing the airship story.

I found, upon talking to several students and mem

bers of the faculty, that none who observed the

illumination gave any thought to it except to sur

mise it was a meteor, although it moved rather

slowly for that. Nothing, I learned, was visible

except the light, and that was of such a character

as to cause no special comment.

^^^ One would believe the unknown aerial navigator had made a direct transit

from Sacramento to San Leandro, yet accounts have the aerial visitor leaving
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the Capitol city on a northwest bearing. Luckily, a telegraphic message was

received by the Sacramento Record-Union office reporting,^the Airship Skyx&g

near Folsom, 20 miles west,Asite of the new hydroelectric plant, shortly after

six, moving along on a southern heading before pivoting to a southwestern track,

taking it into a bank of heavy clouds, ^t,

At 11 o'clock, Frank averette, living in'Santa Clara, south of Hayward^

glimpsed the light bound for an unknown destination in the southeast, ^'* .

The foregoing times and direction do form a rough sequential scheme for

the night of the 22nd and make it appear unlikely all of the witnesses had been

inspired by telegraphic accounts, which lends credence to the actual physical

character of the phenomenon.

Now that thousands had viewed the Airship over Sacramento, the suspense

became unbearable wfcsite waiting for the genius responsible to land his craft

and exhibit the machine for public inspection. -iMaipgitne month of November,

a Bay Area attorney had received assurances from an inventor, who1wished to re

main anonymous, that the problems of air travel had^boen solved. George D. Uol-

lins, who had a law practice in San Francisco, let it leak out that a mysterious

client of his evidently had been the one cruising among the clouds over the Capi-

tol, Collins had been impressed with the claims of the unnamed improviser/that

$100,000 and five years had gone into perfecting a 150-foot machine equipped with

canvas wings. Furthermore, this San Francisco member of the Bar declared he had

40.
been "favored with a demonstration at a secret location". Up to the day of the

21st such claims received\3$&&3Bggaam reception, but the sensation at Sacramento

on the 22nd caused the overrunning of Collins' home and office by reporters andjZ**X J

snoops pressing him for details. Backed into a corner, Collins said the aerial

nocturnal wonder was hidden in a Berkeley barn during the daylight hours, and

that a mysterious Dr. Benjamin of Ellis Street had something to do with the con-

41-
struction of the vehicle. That temporarily got everyone off Collins1 back and
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anything but a light. 1 had a long talk with Selby

Yost and he admitted that he saw nothing out a mov

ing light in the air. The airship proposition was,

I found, not considered lor a moment,

The talented iacaminer cartoonist, James 3winnerton,Ahad a field day with

the airship>,at the expense of true believers.

The Call, involved in a circulation struggle with the Hearst uae£a&t, ex-

pressed a conviction that the Examiner's negative outlook was»due to the fact

that they had been scooped by their crosstown rival.

The November 24th issue of the -Call carried charges by-attorney

Collins that:"...a Chronicle reporter had misrepresented him

(claiming) he had actually 3een the airship and was processing a

patent for^ it." Furthermore that:"...the Exaj&lner sent a man

to me today who said they had treated the whole aliair as a huge joke, but iound
r '

that the people were looking at it in a serious manner and they were ready to

give the news received, regardless oi how improbable it might look. He asked

me to give a true account of the matter as far as I knew anything, but when I

denied having seen the machine work or having ridden in it he laughea and said

I was hedging." 44.

Similarly, Collins snapped to a reporter from the San Francisco Bulletin;

w0h^ now, what are the papers saying?" "Why, my airship grows larger and larger.

It is expanding indefinitely. The first day I was its sponsor, today I am hedg

ing it on behalf of its sponsor. Oh, I get lots of funny letters and see lots of

funny people and I think they are likely to get worse. One man wants space for

a peanut stand on the airship; another a barber shop." '"

Newspapers with Collins' remarks hadn't been on the street more than a few

hours when something was spotted hovering high over Sixth and Broadway Streets in

Oakland. Around 7:00 that evening the sidewalks began to fill with crowds gawking
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upward. The light would hang motionless and then move around in diiferent

directions. Witnesses said it performed "evolutions" and blinked on and off.
i

Reporters noted the more prominent persons among them for their readers: Colonel

Garrity; George Hatton, the managing editor of the Tribune? city electrician

Carletonj and Melvin Holmes, ex-deputy Superintendent of Streets, The aerial

rover, as the Call termed it, seemed to move to a position over San Francisco

and then return to the dark night sky over Oakland where it disappeared for awhile.

Three man- just south of Oakland,at that time,saw a powerful light

southeast of them moving toward the bay. One of the men, Mr. Hooson, made the

observation that: "One peculiar feature of the light was the way it changed

from time to time. It appears as if the operator of a searchlight was placing

red and blue glass before the light occassionally so as to make the light more

noticeable*•.no star has ever done that in the past and I am not ready to be

lieve one is doing any such capers at present." " '

The Call quoted Deputy Constable Robinson's estimate that some 5,000 people

were watching when the mystery light reappeared over East Oakland:

-> ^ — ~~"1

u %

It wheeled around over Alameda and then seemed
to cross cv*r San Leandro toward Piedmont. Ey - - ,' »
the time it <va3 headsd for ^iadmont the ex

citement was intense. Proprietors and clerks came

to the shops doors, bartenders left their pumps, ' -

ladies stopped walking and directed their attention

heavenward. Cable and electric cars slacked up so

that passengers might peep at the wonderous light.

» - , -.At the Golindo Hotel the windows were thrown open

and guests appeared with all manner of spyglasses

and looked at the traveling light. Sometimes they

declared that there were several smaller lights vis

ible and that they could see a dark object, but it

was too hxgu in tue air for any of chew to detect

the nature of its wings or tail, if it had any. 43,

Sometime before midnight the light moved out of sight in a northeastern

direction.
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A cause for confusion was the phantom's habit of popping up again and

again all around the state.

steering southwesterly at JO o'clock on the evening of the23rd, the "light"

dropped xn on Stockton, California. The Stockton Daily Independent carried ac

counts of citizens seeing, a bright, swift light moving through the rainy, black-

curtained sky." Fro*n the suburb Cf Lathrop a Mr, Saguinette telegraphed

that the light *as growing rapidly brighter aa it approached out

of ths dark sky in the north, exclaiming he would try to signal the Airship
S> M Aft*.

to land. A nightwatchman in -one area^gave testimony that a cigar-shaped sil

houette with smoke issuing irom both ends dipped low near the building he was

patrolling^announcing its arrival with two loud booms. Because the guard here

is speaking about the grounds of the Lathrop State Insane Asylum, it took a bit

of nenre^o tell the tale to the Independent the next morning. The Independent

was presented with another engrossing yarn when a steamboat captain turned up

to demand the local Justice o± the Peace prepare an affidavit dealing with a phe

nomenon that had disturbed his sleep the previous night(the 24th). Ihe Captain

had the document read,that he had been enjoying the slumber of the justjwhen about

midnight his Chinese cook busted into his cabin yelling excited canton gibberish.

The cook grabbed his arm and dragged him out on deck to see something. There in

the night sky .?as a flying cigar-shaped thing, accompanied by dull thuds, was*,,

high-tailing it along surrounded by a "shifting" light. The Chinaman was terrified

at the sight and jumped ship at the very next mudbank. ^**

A looal Stockton oitizen then stepped forward with thia
account:

W. Bruce Harrison of the Farmer's Union also
saw the 'thing'. It was on Thanksgiving(the 26th)

night and he declares that the brandy in his mince
pies was not strong and that there was no sherry in

his plum pudding sauce. He saw the lights out to
the northwest of the city over the tules. He says
it might have been ignus fatuus(swamp gas), but

it was not a lantern tied to a wild goose, nor a
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paper balloon, nor a star hidden by the mists. He

does not pretend to say that the thing was an Air

ship nor that it had people aboard, but he does de
clare that it was something which he had never seen

before and something which he could not explain and

would like well to have someone else try to. 52..

As a crowd gathered around the ^dependent office while *fee reports were

tallied, one townsman offered to pass the hat to raise funds for a trusted and

sober member of the community to spend the night perched atop the highest church

steeple(with one hand placed over his heart). Still th.9 disbelieving ~~

staff of the Independsnt remained sceptical, preferring to

traat tae idea of machinery challenging the olouda as absurd

"dreams of Verne."

Big city papers gave news or some scavcerea\*siglitings over the thinly pop

ulated western part of San Francisco(at long last)* but a low level swoop over

Market Street never materialized. The Chronicle continued to report the plight

of attorney Collins harried by M&amg squads of "Baker Street irregulars", report

ers, and outright cranks. "Airship" Collins, as he was now known among his de-

tractors, changed his tuneAand denied ever having any knowledge^of a fully com

pleted aircraft. The Washington, D. C. Patent Office sent disclaimers in response

to a flood of mail inquiring if Collins had applied therej furthermore, the pa-

triarch'Sln residence at the Smithsonian Institution refused even to comment on

atmospherical apparitions across the continent.

The Sacramento Record-Union continued to call for an explanation insisting

that a dark object carrying an arc light was an undeniable fact, but its nature,

St.
whether natural or supernatural, remained in doubt. Miether or not it was due

to the continued publicity,a few Sacramentoans observed a third overflight at

2 o'clock on the morning of the 25th,with the ooject rusning away to the north-

: 55.
west. -

Also on the 2^th ,the Chronicle felt it was time to ring down the curtain on

r,



the Airship operetta and devoted a number of lines to the continuing recanting

by Dr. Benjamin, now nicknamed "Aluminum Benjamin", and "Airship" Collins, plus

their latest woes. Up and down Market Street reporters polled passersby as to

their opinion, the Chronicle men finding the planets Mars and Venus vying for

first place as the explanation for the "light" in the sky that had been fool-

lib ±kiU fnjj^^-
ing impressionable individuals. Dr. Benjamin complained ft1oudly that he had to

move to escape the curious^ and that eating in public restaurantsproved impos

sible because throngs would quickly gather to stare, giggle, and gesture at the

windows of the establishment. He feared his mind would soon become unhinged.

Collins opened the Wednesday edition of a leading newspaper to page 16 and

saw the result of his contradictions-- a huge cartoon of himself puffing on an

opium pipe!

Waning credibility in San Francisco meant little to the wandering enigma.

A perusal of newspapers of various localities elsewhere had the Airship still on

the prowl. Some, accounts were old as well as new.

J. B. Loser, who ran the Analy Hotel in Sebastopol, California, claimed to

have seen a dazzling flying light while enroute to the County seat around the

22nd. 5^'

C. T. Musso, who had some fruit orchards near Bowman, Placer County, told

friends that he had witnessed a singular vision four weeks previous(October 2$)

when he beheld:

!«..the prettiest sight that his eyes ever

viewed...(which) appeared to be three very bright

lights moving horizontally and easterly at a rate

of perhaps 100 miles per hour. 58.

Mr. A. H, Thompson concurred by testifying he saw the same aerial display

which he described as;
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"...three very bright and large lights appear

ing about eight feet apart, the forward one as be

ing larger and brighter than the rest, and moving

horizontally eastward rapidly and gracefully...(xn

sight for) several minutes." 59,

Under the heading "Santa Rosa excited", the San Francisco Call printed a

news dispatch that said:

...at 7:30(on the night of the 23rd) a light

appeared to be moving in an eastly direction, oc-

cassionally disappearing entirely from view with a

dull red glow, only to reappear more radiant after

a few seconds* It was impossible to see anytning

beyond the light, owing to the distance. 60-

Also from Santa Rosa was this report:

On Saturday night(the 21st), just before raid-
{ ) night, several reputable gentlemen of this city saw

O""* - a light moving in a southwesterly direction. It
was first observed about two miles southeast of town,

just above Taylor Mountain, and seemed to come from

the Sacramento tfalley. It moved quite swiftly and

-disappeared in the direction of Alameda County. This

is vouched lor by Charles Winters, a well-known mer

chant, and William ttohrer of the firm Rohrer, Ein-

horne, and Company. €>!•

The San jfrancisco Bulletin, which had generally ignored the whole airship

, finally gave in and carried a dispatch from the northern section of

California's great central valley:

At about 6:1*5 P. M.(on the 2Uth) a crowd which

was standing on the corner of Walnut and VJashington

Streets(Red HLuff, California) noticed almost dir
ectly west of them what appeared to be a star? but

which was moving rapidly in a southwestly direction

toward the mountains.

Dr. J. A, Owen, who was in the crowd, called to
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several others who were1 near, and the crowd watched

the object till it went out of sight over the moun-

tains* C. H. Chase, the attorney, says that he saw

it first while standing on the corner of Main and

Walnut Streets and that it was rapidly moving toward

Leesville, He watched if for about twenty minutes at

the end of which time it disappeared over the moun

tains, Mr, Chase says that it was going directly

west, as part of the time when the ship was on this

side of the mountains anafrffinaa*'Uwrt^hej;ould see the

summit of the mountains above It'^ne^noticed that it
was not going north or south, but appeared to be get

ting further away. Soon after the object had passed

out of sight a telegram from Chico was received stat

ing that the object had passed over there a few min

utes previous, %

The Chioo Enterprise confirmed the San Francisco Bulletin's account re

ceived from Red Bluff:

&t. fck aim*, a-
When lirst seen last evenihg^south of this

city and gradually trayled to the north with an

irregular motion finally disappearing behind the

trees*

tarties who witnessed the strange sight from

the Normal building(a small teachers college now

the site of Chico State College) perhaps had a bet

ter view of the phenomenon than any one else in this

city. To them the light appeared to be about the

size: of a ball, which threw rays oi light from four

or five different sides. Prom the elevated position

on the Normal building it could also be plainly seen

that the mysterious object was moving, as though it

were coming to the ground, and then rise high in the

air, all the time pursuing its northward course.

Itie Bulletin's ded Stuff dispatch continued:

W» H, Huges, a carpenter, climbea to the top

of the(ftea Bluff) City Hall after it had disappeared

and says that alter making a lew turns it came back

over the mountains and a few minutes later again

passed over this place, a telegram was a short time

later received from Leesville saying that the strange

craft had gone as far as that place ...several people
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say not only the light was visible, but on the re

turn trip the body oi the object was seen. The wit

nesses compared it xn shape to an egg»

Again the Chico foiterprise confirmed the flight path of the mystery light.

The light,.or an object bearing a light, had retraced its flight path and ±iew

by Chico once more:

•••a bright light was seen west of this city

apparently at a distance of about 6 miles. The

light was a whitish color, and had the appearance

of an electric light.

Second Streed was thronged with men, women and

children who had heard of the strange light, but had

not before had the privilege of seeing it. &5

Elsewhere the Placer Herald, printed in Auburn, California, told its readers:

Several citizens...assert they discovered a

brilliantly lighted barrel-shaped object passing

over town Wednesday(November 25th) night. It was
■away up in the sky1 as they put it...^and) tra

veling very rapidly and had a sinous motion up and

down* €&

And then there were two items from the Hayward, California, area. A man

named Webb told George Oakes, the editor of the Hayward Journal, the light was

seen by him and his family over Hayward traveling east toward Castro Valley on .

Wednesday about 9:30. The spectacle must have been convincing, for a certain

Fred Hoyt stated to Oakes he probably saw and chased on foot the same leisurely

floating enigma near Liedel place close to San Lorenzo. Hoyt had fallen head-

long into a ditch while running in pursuit. **''

„ Still more. A story in the Call titled: "San Jose Startled", dated No

vember 2k, stated:
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• ••11 o'clock a bright light moving rapidly m
the heavens toward Gilroy, was testified to by isu-

Seae BarrQf Dan ^lannlng, and Jerre bullivan, who are
employees of the Sunset Telephone Company. About
one hour aiterward others saw the same mysterious

light moving northeastiy very rapidly, as if it were
returning from the direction of Gilroy. 68

The airship business was also still making headlines in the Bay Area in

regards to who was responsible for the construction of the craft. W. H. H.

Hart, one time Attorney General, -teufebsea convinced^ apparently by one of the

dozens of local "airship inventors", ami stepped forward to claim that he was

in secret communication with the mysterious genius^replacing Collins as the focus

of attention, a "You know the idea is not now to get it patented, but to use it

for war purposes(leveling Havana)."

Almost overlooked among the Airship stories was a sad note from Oakland.

John Griser had schemed since 1880 to perfect a contrivance for navigating the

atmospheric sea. Laboring lor years, existing in squalor, Griser's spare time

and funds had gone into the building of a rickety, wood-iramed Airship behind

his modest house near Lake Merrit. After a score of attempts to get his device

off the ground he believed he was close to success by the iall o± ib"96. when

the newspapers began headlining stories of an Airship already in the air, he went

out to the shed in his back yard, took one last look, and then kicked sixteen

years work to kindling. *

The P&I1 li&t the world know that lour strong men had lormed the "Mission"

Dolores Vigilance Committee" to track down and punish practical jokers with bal-

loons. Apparently, this article Has meant to intimidate the

Examiner whxoh waa sanding aloft toy balloona to hoax 1

airship believers and embarrass the -Call and

,-. -»~ Call had found the airship good front page stuff for over a week, with
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the lawyer Collins and "Aluminum" Benjamin providing local excitement. Now

Collins had washed his hands of the whole matter and Dr. Benjamin had fled

into hiding leaving what personal effects he had heft behind in his apartment

to be auctioned off. However, local curiosity still continued. As workers

cleaning out Dr. Benjamin's apartment speculated on some copper dental fittings

. found, a few reporters still around scribbled down the laborers1 remarks that

perhaps the metal was meant for bomb cases. "^ •

The San Francisco Bulletin and Examiner had been unenthu3iastic all along

and the Chronicle threw in the sponge on Wednesday^the 25thjwhen Collins recanted.

The Chronicle, on the 2£th, titled a special article: "Mars and Venus under Su

spicion", "Planets Sta^ Out Late at Night", "Airsnip Hunters Seek Them", and

"Conjurer Collins Explains the Reasons Why He Didn't Do What He Did". And on

the 26th, when the dispatch from Red Bluff and points north came in, the Chronicle

carried them, but also included editorial opinion of a negative nature under the

headings: "The Airship Craze Fast Fading Away" and "Star-gazing Has Ceased".

To keep some life in the Call's news leadership, the paper needed two things.

First of all, local airship news was essential. Secondly, the Call needed an ex

clusive pipeline to the center of the mystery to keep the public plunking down

their nickles for the latest revelation.

4*b ex-Attorney General, W. H. H. Hart, fortunately had come forward to re

place Collins as a spokesman for another secretive airship inventor. A bearded,

distinguished-looking gentleman, Mr. Hart filled the bill as a convincing source

of information. Or so it seemed. The mysterious airship owner, Hart assured the

public, would without a doubt demonstrate his craft in the daytime for all to see

at some future date he would soon announce.

•. 'Rle Call announced Hart as tne new custodian of the aerial macnine secrets

on the 25th. On the 26th, the Call carried a story that expanded on W. H. H.
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Hart's claims which the Call backed up with the headline: "The Mystery Again

Seen at the Capitol". "Without a close perusal one would think the Call was

offering a new airship episode, however, the information was merely a retelling

73,
of the sighting over Sacramento the evening of November the 22nd. 'l'he Call had

lacked the second ingredient vital to a front page treatment and that was some

local aerial maneuvers by the elusive air ship.

Luckily, the unidentified voyager of the air put in an appearance over San

Jose at the south end of San Francisco Bay on Thanksgiving eve, the 26th, in

front of some excellent witnesses. The Call carefully gathered what information

it had on hand and hit the streets on Sunday, the 29th, with a full page spread

built around the San Jose sighting with statements by Professor Cross, Ltean of

the University of the Pacific, and Professor H. B. Worcester, two who saw the

passage of the mystery light with -their-very =©w»«eyes. On the same page was a

full statement over Hart's signature again affirming the existence of an aerial

invention,Vthat*would soon be perfected and dispatched to aid Cuban insurgents

fighting their Spanish overlords,

A friend oi Professor M. S, Cross, Professor H, B, Worcester, President oi

Garden City College, gave an account of what happened on the night of the 26th:

There was a small party at my house in

San Jose on Thanksgiving Vav and it was prolonged

until about 7 o'clock in tue evening. The com

pany then retired to the front of the house to en

joy some music and I went into the rear yard to

get a lantern, I happened to look up and saw sev

eral miles away, apparently about College Park or

Santa Clara, a large light moving rapidly toward

San Jose. In fact I surmised it was the myster

ious light which people had seen and which was

said to be attached to an airship. In order to

call the attention of those in the house to the

same I ran around the house to save time and cal-

lea out that the airship was passing. Everyone

rushed out into the front yard.

i.
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Within the time it had taken me to run around
the house the light had changed course from east to

southwest and had traveled several miles and was in
line with the southern portion of San Jose. The en
tire party saw the moving light go west, then turn

south and then change to the southeast. We watched

the light finally disappear behind the horizon.

When the ship turned to the southeast I could

distinguish two lights, one behind the other. The
single light first seen was ab,out the size oi an

engine headlight and nad wore of the appearance of

a large incandescent light than anything else. It

was moving at the rate of from 60 to 100 miles an

hour only a few moments before it had disappeared

behind the horizon.

There were three things regarding the light

which impressed me, viz.: xts velocity, its regu

lar movement and its apparent intelligent control

•••I have seen many fire-balloons, but the light I

saw had none of the characteristics of such a toy.

Its velocity was great tor a balloon on such a still

night and its movements too regular. The light was

mahout 1500 feet high when lirst seen and may have

continued at that elevation, but it appeared to low

er as it disappeared...the party consisted of Pro

fessor Cross, Dr. and Mrs. Allen, Colonel and Mrs.

Moore, Mss Annie Chase, and Mrs. Worcester. 74.

Professor Cross backed up his colleague:

I was visiting at the residence of Professor

Worcester and was called into tne yard by him to

view the airship, whether it was in fact an air

ship of course I am not prepared to say, but cer

tain it is there was a rapidly moving light in the

heavens far too large and bright to be an electric

street light. To my eye.it appeared to be about

six inches in diameter. It was moving in a south

westerly direction and apparently at a high rate

of speed.

The motion was not steady. It wavered and

swerved, rising and falling slightly. The motion,

however, was not that of a balloon. I have fre

quently watched ballons in the air, and the motion

of this light was in no way suggestive oi the man

ner in which i have always seen them bahave. More

over, it was a quiet night, what slight wind there

was I think was irom the south, let this light

traveled rapidly in a southernly direction. As it

left us the light seemed to broaden. This suggest-
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ed to us that there might be two lights which as
the craft swung broadside to us joined rays and
gave the appearance of a wide streak of light. 7£T

Professor Worcester described the light's undulatory, bat-like flight,

as suggestive of "the alternate flapping of wings." That statement gave the

0811 tne chance it needed and it wasn't long before a farmer, John Bawl, was

located to testify that he had discerned viings propelling the mystery object.7^'

While the San Francisco papers continued to entertain their readers with

personalities and gadgets, the mystery light began to shift its attentions

elsewhere.

At Modesto, on the 26th, around 10:30, the cashier of the First National

Bank, J. E. Ward, alerted his friends and neighbors to witness the passage of

some flying lights thought to be the famous airship. Deputy Treasurer W. B..

Bell; C. P. Schafer, the bookkeeper of the Slrst National Bankj County treasur

er W. A. Downerj and Armory L. J. Maddux joined Ward to see the lights float by

at a great height in a northwesterly direction.

Also on the 27th, observers in and around the city of Woodland informed the

Woodland Daily Democrat that bright and unusual lights were seen in the sky fly

ing in a southwest direction around 10 P.M. Accounts mention that at first the

display was believed to be a group of stars.7®.

The strange light began to shift more and more to the south as telegraph

dispatches followed its progress toward the Los Angeles area.

In Fresno, California, at 6:30 on the evening of the 25ththe airship

tfas oaan: - : - -

---u...traveling high up in the western hori-

i zon in a northwestern direction...(it was in sight

from) two to seven minutes.-..(and appeared to foe)
several miles distant. It sailed toward the earth

for a time and then took a sudden swoop upward.

-O
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The light was not at all like a star, and its pe

culiar motion makes it altogetner unlikely.

The light seems to be double as it there were

one in iront of the craft and one behind. The

light was irregular as if it were being turned in

different directions. 79.

In Visalia, California, The Weekly Delta carried this about a sighting on

the evening of the 26th:

•*.a number of people in the south part of

town saw the vessel in the air and the sight

created considerable excitement. £. 0. Larkin

testilied that last(Tuesday) night about 7 o1

clock Mrs. b. M. Jeiferies came rushing over to

his house exclaiming: 'come see the airship.1

At first it seemed to be traveling a north

westerly course at an apparent speed o± a train

of cars in a straight linej then it moved upward,

then downward, then to the right and again to the

left, but all the time moving onward in its north-

westly course until it finally passed out of sight

as if it had gone beyond the Uoast rtange mountains,

and in the direction of San Francisco.

Sometimes on its course the light would dis

appear for a moment as if behind some object, but

it would emerge agaxn as bright as ever. The same

night it appeared over Hanford(about 20 miles west

of Visalia)...the lianford Sentinel says that the

aerial visitor was seen by will Mathewson and Mort

Hornbea(who)..,saw a great light at an angle of h$
degrees in the heavens...The light was not a bull's-

eye lantern because it was too high upj it was not

the north star because it was too low down; it was

not a comet because it had no tail.

The light was surrounded by a halo the pris

matic beams of which so dazzled the eyes of the be

holders the true form of the ship was obscured.

The light was a reddish hue. Its course seemed to

be from Bald mountain, northeast skirting the bound

ary line between Kings and Fresno counties, thence

in and across the counties of Fresno and Madera

toward Mariposa where it was lost to view in the

horizon.
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In Bakersfield, California, on the night of the 26th:

Several parties declare they saw the airship

about 8 o'clock...in the heavens over toward Tejon,
Mr# Goode, the fruit vender, was one of the parties.

He declares that all he could see was a monster red
looking light, while the others who saw it claim

that something encased the light. Mr, Goode says

his eyes are bad and in consequence he could not
see as well as the others. g|

In Bakersfield again on the night of the 27th:

A. Hughes of Hughes Drug Store saw something

against the western sky in the early evening...'It

looked like a great moving white looking light sim

ilar to a street electric light not very high mov

ing slowly south,1 Mrs. Webster said that on

Thanksgiving(the 26th) she was driving home from
Pbso and saw it...'show blue and white lights. Seen

through a telescope it looked like a balloon in con-

r+f~-\ struction as it glided slowly toward the south.' g>>

W, H. Sanborn and Hobert HLodge confirmed the presence of something odd in

the sky over the Bakersfield area on the night of the 27th when they told the

local paper, The Daily Californian, they:

...saw the mysterious light low in the south

western heavens 7:30 Friday while looking out the

back of Me Kelvery's store. They declared it moved

out of sight in a short space of time and it also

had a descending and ascending or undulatory move

ment. It was a very large, bright light, inese

gentlemen do not claim Dnat it was an airshxp, but

a mysterious moving light, and that's all, go

singular report among the last sightings around the state was that of
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the episode at Tulare, Caliiorma, on November 29, 1896:

Over one hundred Tulereans positively assert

that they saw the now famous Airship that has been

wandering around in differen. sections o± the state.

Those who saw it say it iirst appeared just west of

town last evening about f o'clock, between the resi

dences of E. T. Cooper and Mrs. C. Castle. It came

down quite a distance, then went up and took a

straight shoot for Hanford(westward)• Red, white,

and blue lights were seen in succession, but no part

of the ship was seen. They seemed to have perfect

control of the ship, as they moved it around in many

different directions. It was seen from every section

of the city, and many people watched it as long as it

was in sight(ijj> witnesses named in the news account). 84.

About 35 miles south of Tulare the same night there came this account:

Reports came from Delano that the airship was

seen there Sunday night* The whole population

turned out to gaze at the heavenly visitor and there

is abundant assurance that if not a real airship

there is still something mysterious floating in the

air.

The San Francisco Call notified citizens m northern California

on December 1st that the afcias over Los Angeles had finally

been visited. It seems that on November 30th:

...strange lights made rapid flights over the

San Fernando Valley, in Los Angeles County. Last

night the people of Los Angeles City were treated

to the strange sight. Two fixed lights passed over

the city at a high rate of speed and at a very great

distance from the earth. A third light that appeared

to have all the characteristics of a searchlight m

the hands of a skillful manipulator was also seen in

conjunction with the two fixed lights. These passed

according to reports from the northwest to the south

east, and two hours later they reappeared, passing

the southeast to the northwest,
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The Times had ignored reports of strange flying lights in the air over

Los Angeles on Friday, November 27th, but when there was more on the 30th the

paper published the previous accounts:

Last- Friday evening numerous citizens of Los

Angeles discovered a bright light in the heavens

near the southern horizon, it was first observed
about 6 o'clock and attracted the attention of many

people who were on their way home. The most intel

ligent account of this particular appearance of the

phenomenon is that given by Capt. Frank B, Taylor,

United States Army, North Key West Street, About

6:3u *nday evening Capt. Taylor was called out by

a neighbor and his attention was directed to the

light which was then near the horizon. To the naked

eye the object seemed like a iixed star, although

no scintillation was perceptible Capt, Taylor brought

out a field glass and made a careful observation.

In describing the light as it appeared through the

glass, he said: 'The light was apparent at a consi

derable distance perhaps fifteen or twenty miles

through the glass it appeared pear-shaped or like a

soap bubble when suspended from the pipe. With the

apex tilted a little to the left. About one-fifth

of ttie surface, on the left hand side, was dark and

and the remainder was very bright and covered at reg

ular intervals wi$h still more brilliant spots. It

was up about 20 or 25 degrees in the heavens and

appeared to be moving away in a southwesterly direc

tion. I watched it through the glass ior about ten

or lifteen minutes. It finally disappeared apparent

ly going toward the ocean, I did not think it was

an airship. It seemed probable that it was some

novel affair sent up by someone to impose on people.

It might have been a fire balloon, although it hardly

had that appearance, I could not see any indication

of a car or any other attachment, though if there

were anything of the kind it probably would not have

been visible, #7,

On November 30, fessf at rtedlands, California, claim to have been the last

to catch a glimpse of the brilliant sky light that Monday eve. And at the other

extreme end of the state two gentlemen, E. G, Case, grand chief ranger of the

Ancient Order of Foresters of the iaciiic, and William Held, official steno-
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grapher of the local Superxor Court of Ukiah, California, were on their way

to Potter Valley, twenty miles north of Ukiah, when they encountered the "air

ship". About two miles from their destination and around 7:30 P.M., on Novem

ber 28, the "object" passed so close to the double team oi horses that the

animals became panicky, ihe two telephoned Ukiah from Held, Caliiornia, with

a short message that they had seen the "aerial wonder. It was cigar-shaped

and was evidently suspended from a balloon."

A news dispatch from Anderson, California, told of something spotted near

there on the 25th, about an hour after the report from near Potter Valley:

►the aerial monster passed over Anderson last

evening about 20 minutes past 8. Her citizens claim

to have seen the stranger in its flight.

It was first observed from the corner of East
Center and Ferry Streets by a reputable citizen no

ticing a peculiar light to the' west. He called the

attention of others to the seeming phenomenon, and

quite a crowd collected. It was generally conceded

that this must be the long-talked-of airship. Its
course was south to west, and the lights soon dis

appeared in the south. The light was large and bril

liant and seemed to move in a steady course, go

The stories of regular overflights of California cities had an unnerving

effect on H. W. Herne of Portland, Oregon. A loner and an eccentric, Heme

became depressed at frequent reports of a successful airship. According to

neighbors, Herne "became violently excited over the airship stories and declared

one of his ideas was stolen in its makeup." Barricading himself in his home and

refusing food, the brooding recluse was finally hauled off to the insane asylum

by authorities.^ '

The San Francisco Call squeezed a final drop of ink out of the controversy

by attacking its arch rival, Randolph Hearst's Examiner, maintaining that the
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two Hearst papers, one on the west coast and the other on the east coast, had

engaged in a two-faced game. The Call knew Hearst tightly controlled the

editorial policies of both the Kxaimner and the New York Journal, and it appeared

the Airship business had been enlisted to do battle in the young journalist's

attempts to draw readers away from other newspapers. The truth had evidently

been an early casualty, Hearst's San Francisco paper warred against the Call's

big headlines about mysterious Airships by vigorously blaming the aerial visions

on those under the spell of the Roman god Bacchus^while the Journal ^excited New

Yorkers with sensational tales of powered balloons zipping all over California.

Leaving nothing to chance, Hearst had artists on the Journal's staff sketch

picturesque impressions of the Airship right down to the wiring on the rudders.

The Call printed selected excerpts from both Hearst papers for side by siae

comparisons• *l •

The impression received from the Calilornia "airship" news reports would

play an important role during the summer of I6y7jfor an important event had

taken place on November 2U, 1ti°6. On the 2Uth,<^ mysterious phenomenon had

appeared in a state other than California,

Ejy an odd coincidence, the first appearance outside California of what

would become a national sensation by April, 18y7, took place in the same area

a pilot would see nine unexplained flying objects on June 2k, 19U7, and that

would later create another and greater sensation. --,-

On November 2^, 1396 the following oocurred in the state

of Washington: _

i

i

,' ^ Last Tuesday nignt the operator of the airship
is believed to have visited and explored the top of

j Mount Tacoma(Rainior)» Tuesday night druggist L
George St. John closed his drugstore on Pacific
Avenue at 11:30 and went home. He reached his res- '
idence on Tacoma Avenue fifteen minutes later and

(f~) . • soon retired. It was a beautiful moonlight night
and the window curtains a few feet away from the
bed were up.



Before Mr. St. 3ohn could drift off to sleep he uas awaken by his

wife:

Just about 12 o'clock Mrs. St. John saw the

strange light and called her husband's attention to

it. It appeared to be high up in the heavens east

of Mount Tacoma and moving in a southeastly direc

tion. The distance from Tacoraa must bave been at

least fifty mxles. They watched the heavenly stran

ger over an hour. They first saw it through a north

window in their room but after a while they could

see it through a window several feet further south

without having changed their positions. This proves

that the airship traveled a long distance during the

time they were watching it*

Mr. St. John says that vari-colored lights were

shot forth in all directions. They were emitted

from each end and both sides. Sometimes the light

at one end or one side would be cut off. Some of the

lights were white, others red, blue and green. These

four sides were distinctly visible, \lixen all the

lights were shining the aerial monster seemed incased

in a brilliant glow, having the appearance of a pow

erful electric searchlight. The size then seemed to

be that of an arc light. It flashed often sending the

various colored rays shooting out from the center in

every direction like spokes in the hub of a wheel.

Sometimes it had a waving motion and swayed back and
forth in its course through the heavens like a vessel

at sea in a storm, but the undulating motion was its

chief course, being varied by frequent dartings.

The moonlight was not strong enough to permit

a distinct view of Mount Tacoma, but the airship was

seen to approach the neighborhood of the mountains

at what seemed to be its exact height, and dart

hither and thither as if aa exploration was in progress.

The identity of the California sky light or whatever it uas, has

never been established. Though everyone at the time insisted

the mystery uas due to either a hoax, a natural phenomenon of

some kind, or a n airship of .timid inventor, one gentleman of

that Victorian age, a detective named Uilliam Ahern, conducted

his oun inc/Tliiry and came to the following remarkable conclus

ion:
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... there is nothing improbable about our re

cent Airship visitor. The only doubt that can arise

is as to the origin of this particular messenger.

In my investigations of this subject it would

seem that this visitor is from our neighboring planet

Mars. We know from the evidence of scientists and as

tronomers that Mars is many millions of years older

than this Earth. It is but reasonable to agree and

oonaiderthat the inhabitants of our planetary neigh

bor are more advanced in the sciences and have more

knowledge of the use of the great scientific power

than the denizens of the barth. Many tnousands of

years of experience have given the perfection of in

vention which would appear marvelous to our making

(sic) people.

1 The Lord Commissioner of Mars had evidently

sent one of his exploring expeditions to the younger

but larger world.

The Airships are constructed of the lighest and

strongest fabrics and the machinery is of the most

perfect electrical work.

Aluminum and glass hardened by the same chemical

principles that form diamonds contribute the chief

( materials of their most perfect Airships.

x When in use these vessels at a distance have the
appearance of a ball of fire being operated by the

electric current generated on such vessels.

The speed of our Martian ships is very great and

can be registered to the rapidity of a thousand miles

a second.

in fact, with the Martian ships space is almost

annihilated. These aerial craft can so adopt their

course that when they desire to rest they can anchor

within certain degrees of latitude and wait for the

revolution of the Earth, for resistance to bring any

particular locality desired much nearer then without

the necessity of any aerial navigation.

On Mars, all the great electrical power is con

verted by the waves of the ocean, thus making elec

tricity a common utility for everything necessary for

the arts, science, manufacturing, transportation, etc.

It is supposed that the Lord Commissioner of Mars

is sending out his Airship seeking to establish at

least telegraphic or telephone communication between

the planets.

It is probable that in a short time his ambas

sador will make a call on the President. Perhaps they

are delaying until McKinley assumes the administration

of affairs on the ^heory there may be more advanced ]

ideas in his head.N $3 ,
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Chapter note

On April 2ii, irifi i rn»ili1iim saw a mysterious ellipsoid resting on slender

metallic legs in the desert a few miles south of Socorro, Mew Mexico. Near the

O

object were two small figures in white coverall type suits.wfee^retreated inside

the oval machine when a police patrol car drove toward the scene to investigate.

Spurting flame from its bottom, the craft flew away in a horizontal direction

barely a dozen feet above the small mesquite bushes that dot the arid area.

Though jwlfcwyfdid not get near enough to make out small details, an "insignia1'

in the form of red geometric lines was seen on the side of the object*

Authorities investigated the incident and found that the report seemed very

sound and well substantiated. When the government denied that the object was

\ American made, the episode became an overnight national sensation.

'' But the Socorro case was not the only report of something unusual in the

region. Within a week many odd sightings were reported to local newspapers.

A "ball of fire" landed and then took off close to a radxo station at Las

Vegas, New Mexico.

A gentleman living in Edgewood, New Mexico, emptied his revolver at a large

egg-shaped object hanging motionless 100 feet in the air.

State police»o»e evening watched a strange glowing object hover over the

Port of Entry building south of Las Cruces and then move slowly west to a posi

tion over Demxng, New Mexico.

On April d9, a group of witnesses in EL Paso, Texas, saw an egg-shaped

object drop down out of the sky and hover a snort dxsuance away. One of those

watching it, a ten year old girl, stood her ground when the rest drew back.

The young girl had to be treated shortly afterwards by a doctor for burns about
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the face, apparently inflicted by some sort of infrared radiation.

The EL Paso Herald-Post carried one story in particular on the 28th of

\ April that stands out from the rest. A group of eight youngsters saw something

in the air over their school in EL Paso and they made this statement: "It seemed

to be floating in the air covered with something like a sheet. It was* about 51--
i

6' tall and sort of egg-shaped."



THE THING OF WHEELS AND CRANKS AND FROLIC,

Ofc, say, you airy phantom,
Far up aloft afloat,

Are you some nervous goblin
Who likes to steer a boat?
Say, do you usa the atmosphere,
As others use the sea?

And as you note our wonder
Do you chortle in your glee?

Yo*u hang, outfights of .warning -
Across the misty sky,

But then you quickly vanish-
Oh, how? and whence? and why?

Some have not had the honor
To see your trailing gleam,

Yet ftis against all reason
To say the others dream.

Some have not heard the voices
Your crew sends forth at night,

But still, as a phenomenon,
We vote you out of sight.

We cannot solve the problem:

Are you all gross, material?
With wheels,joints and enginas-
Or wraithlike and ethereal?

We'd like to learn about you;
Permit us then to guess,

For you have got us rattled
To a point of keen distress.

Are you a Shortridge thunder bird,
Turned loose among the stars

From interstellar spaces
To scare the -rorlike Liars?

Or does the ghost of Hornbrook
Whirl do*n the giant void,

Revisiting the worldmgs
His fables once annoyed?

Flammaricn predicted
That stars sould fall as rain-

So far as we have noticed
• The most of them refrain.
To bring a pour of stars it seszos
Was quite beyond his power,

But lights Ixke yours may indicate
He did scare up a shower.

Magnetic ourrsnts-fsar3oaa,T3feird-
Maybe have made ths flash

To let the erring mortal kncv
His globs i3 soon to crash.

One editor is certain
You really ara a snip,

.'And most adroitly manage
To give his sleuths the slip.

He thinks that'now, or later,
rThe human race will'fly}

So oan*t you, as a favor, soon
Take him aboard and try?

For if your motive po^er consists
Of force akin to wind,

Ho ia as large a bag of that
As you will ever find.

Our faith it might be stronger,
But earth is rich in liars

'flho do not pause to ponder
The future and it3 fires.
They*d Bee a ghost on every cloud
To sell the tale for space,

And spend the price for pie and cake
Wherewith to fe*d ths face.
But come again, oh, toy balloons.'
We rather like your atyle-

We s#e'your catch of.suckers
And join you in a smile.

The San Francisco

November 26,1396,page 13.



Chapter Three

The "Airship" Moves East

O Atout the time the la8t wor<* was heard on the "California
Airship" in December IS96, the sparsely populated range lands

of central Nebraska became the haunt of the sky ghost. Nebraska*

opinion varied as stories reached Omaha about the strange

skylight seen ovsr the rual regions to the west. Some supposed

unusual atmospheric disturbances were responsible, while others

guessed the lights were probably artifioal and controlled by

*" a human agency.

From Decsmbar to Fsbruaryskylight stories from the interior of

the state continued to mount,: yet some still attributed the

reports to "distorted imaginations and befogged fancies", but

the believers in the phenomenon gained considerable ground

as the list of witnesses kept growing and the popular rumor

whioh asserted that the world's first successful airship was

being tested secretly under the cover of night, seemed to be

bore out by olaims which stated the lights often moved swiftly

through the air.

Around too first of March a big light appeared in the sky

south of Omaha, causing a lot of speculation, but nothing

definite was visible.

Two weeks later, March l4th, the puzzling sky light sailed

into view over southern Omaha about 9:30 p.m., coming out of

the southeast. The light floated to the west, and then to the

north, before passing out of sight. It was visible for 30

minutes. A group of people on the way home fromkn evening

churoh service saw the light.



Among those returning from ohuroh was a Mr. J0J, Copenharve

who testified: — -'

j "We thought at first it was a balloon...If there is
I such a thing as an airship, however, I believe now
that it was one. There was a bright light, about a

1 foot in diameter, and some of us who saw it thought
• we oould distinquish some dark body below the light, .
\ but we might have been mistaken in that.0 £.

Railroad men working in the Qmaha railroad yard said the

light altered its oourse to a northwest heading before dis

appearing below the horizon.^'

The skylight excitement smoldered for about two weeks and

then burst into full flame with massive sightings at the end

of March:

"Topeka, March 2g, Residents of a dozen or more
northern Kansas towns are excited over the appearance
of a strange^ight which has been sesn in the western
sky for sever al nights. Reports from some localities
are that it is an immense ball of fire, while other
observers say it resembles an airship.

J.A. Rea of Belleville, reports that the light hovered
over the city three-quarters of an hour Friday night
and then moved rapidly away. It looked half the size of
a locomotive headlight and was of a bluish tint.

Last night hundreds of Bellville people watched for
the light, and it appeared at 10 o'clock. This time
the light was so strong that it reflected brightly
through the windows. Several people who looked though

a strong glass claim they oould distinquish the outline
of an airship.

About 8:30 ololock last night a strange light appeared
in the sky west of Topeka, evidently the one reported
at Bellville, It was about the shape and twice the

size of a man's hand and was blood red. It was travel
ing slowly in a northerly direction. It was in sight
about half an hour and then disappeared with a flicker
like a candle put out by the wind.

Several hundred people witnessed the light from the
State-House steps. Among them was Gov, John ¥. Leedy.
He said:'That i&^very strange light. I don't know what
it is, but I hope it will solve the railroad problem.
If it is an airship maybe it will1.

The light was also seen last night at Atohison,
Hiawatha, Halton, Concordia, and elsewhere." »
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Like the first sightings of the mystery ligit over Sacramento,

California on November 17, 1396, various individuals were

quick to seek a limited fame by claiming knowledge of an

operational airship of a conventional design. A Topeka news

paper carried a story on March 29th which declared that a

local farmer had stated an airship's grapnel had snagged his

trousers, picking him up and dumping the poor sodbuster in a

pasture among his grazing oows. The account was annexed with

an assertion of the farmer's reputation of truthfulness. 5*.

Whether under the influnoe of April Fools Day or simply the

fact many were caught up in the general enthusiaum of man's

first experiments in aerodynamics, a rash of airship sightings

broke out on April 1st. Galesburg, Michigan residents claimed

that a sky guest of giant dimensions, black in the night

heavens and sporting a brilliant headlight, visited that

town that day. On the same eveing, Everett, Kansas, alerted

neighboring^o-TOS that an airship had spent the latfttnlgrt
hours over that city «***, illuminating the sky with a white

headlight while a greenish-blue glow emanating from the air

ship itself.'Both accounts contained additional details. At

" W&S alledSed ^ a'few P**1* that human
heard. And at Everett, for several minutes,the outlines

of the mystery vessel were alledged to have been seen by a

number of others which indicated an airship of familar design:

gas bag, basket, and wings.

Notwithstanding that it was the first day in April, the •_ "

holiday dedioated.to practical jokes, Kansas City, Kansas,

succumbed to the airship affliction:

"At g o'clock last night...the'strange lights*
appeared in the sky soSth of ...(the) city and
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caused the highest interest among the people.
To those who saw the lights all talk of Venus

and other planets will not be listened to. .A
one man put it, Venus does not go zig-zag i n

criss-cross along the horizon, as they dec
this light does." $,

A situlation developed that was identical t<

flap in California the previous November. Numerous reports

of moving lights in the night sky pored into the offices of

the nearest newspaper. Inevitably someone with ambitions

exceeding his more conservative neighbors would fcoast the

vision of an eagle and give testimony that he had oaught a

glimpse of the physical features of the asriai craft, pro

posing the mystery ship to be something within the bounds of

advanced Viotorian science. Editors, beset by so many sightings

O of an unexplained nature, printed the only ra±4afeie,and one

might say pausable, details available which turnedfito be

dirigible descriptions.

Oocas ionally, editors attempted to back off and regain their

objectivity. The Kansas City Times, on April 2th, for example,

seriously questioned the airship sightings and printed only

what scanty facts it could .-obtainedAthe glowing points of

light. The .Times, could only print that a odd light flew over

the city^little after S:00 the previous eveing, sending out a:

white oolored ray that eventually turned a red hue. 9t • .. r

Again, on April 6th, dispatches from Omaha carried reports of

the ghost of the heavens. It was stated some members of a looal

fraturnal order ware alerted to the passage of the mystery

craft, light, or whatever, when the glare produced by it lit up

the interior of their meeting hall. Apparently the sky vessel
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relatively close beoause.it caused a rush to the windows

by the members. T&e Knights,claimedthey got-acpeek fctatHet

«raftcbutvthe4r?disoription8.mention-onlyia metallic looking

fcube\of,>s6me sort.about 3lx20« and/\a wing flapping gas bag.

By the 10th of April the Chloago Daily Tribune splashed big

headlines about the appearances of the "airship" over that

Illinois metropolis,^ooasting through the heavens over the

southern suburbs, swinging its headlight to and fro. Hundreds

of Ohicagoans were eyewitnesses as the sky phenomenon invaded

a new section the country. Evanston, Niles Center, and

Schermerville, Illinois,^sighted the multi-colored glow among

the clouds. Professor Hough of Dearborn Observatory, Northwesten

University, quickly advanced an explanation, Tbutlitedidunot3d

meet/with anyone's satisfaction. He said the lights were due to

the fliokar^ngs of the Orion constellation, though the pedagoge

confessed he could not explain why those stars only just resent-

ly excited such great interest. "*

Norman, Oklahoma, joined the ranks of towns reporting the

airship on April 9th, telegraphing that a torpedo with a

bright, white, light and with flashes of orimson down its

side, made its way though the air^in a zig-zag fashion. *'

The same night a 100 oitiaens at Wausau, Wisoonsin, esasa

made out a dim, egg-shaped^object in the sky, uis&*e residents

6f Mount Carroll, Illlnios, testified the mystery ship;*- was

seea there, coming out of the northeast and then switching to a

weatarn course. The people there also reported that ths object •

was oblong and had a great red light on it. '**'

With the arrival of the 11th of April,the continued rumors

of the mid-west aerial mystery caught the attention of the



sensation orientated New York dailies. Telegraphed dispatches

t0 th9 New York Herald quoted Professor Hough's theories, but

that paper was more impressed Tith acoounts of-. something with

a white searchlight on a snivel just ahead of a green light,

then a,small white one, and finally one red in oolorf'Yet

Chicago produced even better grist for the New York sensation

mills. A Max L. Harmar, an offioier of the Chicago Aeronautical

Association, expounded at .length to the press that he had

knowledge of the craft and its owners. He said the air vessel

was constructed of paper and «as in the process of a coast to

coast flight. Furthermore,/) Ootave Chaute, the president of the

association, was then in San Franciso to register the powered

balloon ship in official records in order to raise additional

funds for the new invention^ expenses, - ...

Da9 'P«xtoap«k-*o theiolalms.of-Mr^Harmariramew twistto; the

airship anglecdeveloped^The. oity^Newton, Iowa, on April 10th,

send word to Chicago that thousands of its residents were in

the streets gazing upward at a darkc shape - marked by lights?

a spark, or somekind of glowing fragment, was seen to detaot i=.

itself from the strange shape in the dwe*. heavens and float

downward. Rumors quickly swept through the crowd that some

attempt w*s being made to send a message to those below. ^*

Meanwhile>there were many run-of-mill sightings. The same

day the rumor of. messages fro<n the airship got its apparent

start in Newton, Eldon and Albia, lorn, reported airship

sightings. A0ttumwa, Iowa*, headlined its initiation to the

airship club:"Aerial-What-Is-It?". Eldoria, Iowa, tells us

that on April 10th reputaSaLe residents there spied the airship
19.

which had the look of"polished silver", while police in Elgin
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( Illinois said the 10th of April marked the day a red, blue,

and white lighted object was seen there, coming from the direct

ion of Chicago only to turn after a -vhile and reverse its

course. Furthermore, the Chicago Tribune passed along the

information in its April 10 issue^that a multi-colored thing

flew over south Chicago and that it had been under observation

by numerous field .glasses and small telescopes as it approached

the city out of the mists hanging over Lake Michigan. Consensus

of what was e*»n discerned with the optioal devices turned out

to be very meagre,and even then results were qualified with

the admission by the Tribune's edltor^that estimates of size,

when the distances to the flying object were unknown,would be

unreliable. The best guesstimate arrived at was a slender

C " i object some 70 feet Ions.2**

Milwaukee, Wisconsin was the next city of major size to re---

oieve a visit according to the Chicago papers. On April 12th,

the airship approached Milwaukee from the direction of Lake

Michigan. The strange "machine", or whatever, as the janitor

at the Central Police Station termed it, came to a halt 1,000

feet over the Milwaukee City Hall, appearing as an oval form

from whioh a light was suspended. The police station caretaker

would^admlt to seeing figures like another witness named Mayer,

but he thought he could detect some rotating.motion he suggest

ed might have been kind of fans in operation.*That•s all the

New York Herald needed, as that/\beg3n running big front page

spreads on the historic scientific milestone of man's finally

aohi9veinS the Powex of flight. The fact that the inventor

was unknown.and-the airship was leading everyone a merry chase

thoughout the midwest gave the story .extra elements of mystery
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and intrigue hard to resist.

The New York World tried to ahoot down ths burgeoning

airship story in the rival Herald by running an item from

Omaha,that detailed a confession of a oouple of rcaoiioal

jokers, Some^men -teart declared they had sent up a fireballoon

April 1st and that it had fooled the whole town. It wasn't

completely convincing, but the confession sowed the seeds of

doubt and helped counter Herald's bid for expanded readership.

The Herald^the challenge with a oomTteroffensive. On Monday

a dispatoh from Chicago was carried in the Herald telling of

the two photographs •:. taken of the phantom airship. Four persons

were named as witnesses to the capture of the airship on film.

The image alledgely consisted of a long gasbag of silk, below

which hung a frail framework where a man was seated working

the propellers and rudder.

Not oontent with that tale, the Herald mentioned a olaim by

a Omaha inventor, hitherto ignored, that the Capital Tsuao mma.

Trans-Mississippi Exposition offioiala could confidently expect

a flying machine of his manufacture to be available shortly

for exhibition. And then there was the New York Herald's file

on San Franoisoo's attorney George Collins and his supposed

temog&gm client,the anonymous Oroville airship inventory even

the bragging of a San Jose, California, electrician that he. had

flown to Honolulu and back as a guest of the unknown airship

improviser. The Herald got out all that old material and stuffed

it into its April editions.

Tales of airship inventors helped fill out stories of airship

sightings.: -4£sBft were coming/jroutine. Dawn St. Louis: way the

Burlington Fast Mail was patted by a "huge spectacle*,' details^
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of'which are lackingj"but .which the train engineer surmised
/ ' 23.
I ) could only have bean the much talked of airship. The wave of

sightings hit a crest on April 12th when the aerial mystery

chased another train leaving Chicago, outdistancing the loco-

motiva by the time Lisle, Illinois was reached. Rushville,

Europia, ^Washington, Iowa, as well as various towns in Kansas,

reported sightings. Warren, Illinois and Munoie, Indiana wer

listed as new locations of sightings '$£~ the 12th.

April 15th the Herald printed another routine report telegraph

ed to that paper from Anderson, Indiana. Citizens there would

only attest to something moveing though the air that looked to

be bigger than a star* but the Herald played up^rfcheofadt

eleven well-known citizens^igned affidavits.x't ^

\ At this time a significant ohange took'place in~ the-scripts -..*

V-V of tks more sensational dirigible dramas. At Girard, Illinios,

it was alledged that a winged," canopied encumbered, dirigible

landed and then quickly took off again afteryjof its crew made a

fast inspection of the craft's rigging. As the story goesja

large nMn followed by some smaller letters that'could not be

made out at a distance were claimed to have been visible on the

side of the gas bag during the airship13 brief touohdown, fiS"

A very similar tale originated in Brimingham, Iowa, placeing

relianoe on the word of a "respecable citizen".^'

Resisting the spectulative trend, a Baptist minister at Wash

ington, Iowa, a Reverend Gray, rsfuaed to claim he had seen

an airship, perfering to call what he observed as probably

r~\ > anburned out star". ?'
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The New York Herald drowned but such cautious talk and

dewelldd on a theory from Chicago, April 12th,that told

of a controversy over the whereabouts of yet another airship

inventor ^nd the status of his patent papers.

It must have been.strange to t.iose who believed in the airship

to read about touchdowns of airships complete with detailed

discription of the crews at apparently radom locations around

the midwest, while none of the highly touted inventors could

manage to land thier craft at agreed places and times in front

of reliable committees of witnesses to reap the large cash

rewards and immortal fame that awaited them at any of the

publioiaed sites,

A fisherman boating on Lake Erie later let it be known

that he had spotted the airship hovering over that body of

water and that he could make out the crew quite clearly. He

said he saw a man, a wosan, and a small boy. All were

wearing.conventional clothing and -were fishing from the deck

of their airship.2?-

The conservative ^arwwpgg New York Tribuna viewed suoh

stories with disapproval. Snubbing the "scareship" business,

the only thing in the air as far as the Tribune was con

cerned was the possibility of a political compromise between

Turkey and Greece over some Balkan., real estate. But the

airship kept its place on the front page of the Herald up to

April 13th,when at Carlinville, Illinois,it was alledged the

airship alighted repeatedly and was depicted as a winced

cigar-shape. However, the noveltjjof such tales was quickly

waneing and the rumormongers sought new innovations.
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It wasn't long before a teJagram from Appleton, WlTsoonsin

was made public. On April HHh the public^Learned that a note

had been dropped by the mystery airship to enlighten those

who wanted to know the specifications of the aerial vessel

and the workshop of its birth. The message turned out to be

a new version of a George Collin'a type run-a-round, but for

a while it put new life into the airship story. Encouraged,

an offioial of the Tennessee Centennial Commission posted a

25,000 reward for the craft»s appearance at the coming state

exposition, but there were no takers for what was a handsome

sum even by modern standards.

By now the airship uproaryjsent waves far afield. Paris,

France learned of the American airship excitement via the

New York Herald's European editions. The Paris paper Figaro

expressed alarm at the apparent aoheivements of American

engineers, having taken the Herald's version of the situlation

at faoe value. France, the Figaro warned, must be far behind

the United States in the important work ofA discovery^- and

application of motive power to the/rcmer of aerial flight.

Back in the United1 States^ the community of Lynn Grove, Iowa

telegraphed that the famous airship had swooped low near there

and that some towns people had picked up some ballast bags

alledgedly tossed overboard^to regain loet ^altitude. As

proof the bags had besn put on display in the windows the
3 5*

local drugstore. '

Appleton reoaptured attentioned once again)when more airship

missives, thi3 time attached to iron arrows, were olaimed to

have been sent earthward by the mystery craft as it passed

near that oity. These letters were rich with information on the
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mystery airship's mission. 3*»'

( ) Greenburg, Indiana came up with an intriquing oase on April

15th. A multi-colored sight^made its appearance in the night sky

there. The report of the sightings told of a trio of lights:

green, red, and one large white headlight centered between

its tinted associates. The colors ohanged positions occassional-

ly ^d once in a while dimmed to extinquishment. An ethusiastio

professor named George Kealy had posted himself in a tower to

await just suoh an^airship passage,^^ when the strange £r£0 3

of lights appeared , Mr. Keely climbed down from his peroh

to boast of the advanage hifl ^oxfasight had permitted. The

recent polyoromatio visitor, he stated, had been a 60-foot

oigar-shaped balloon with a 20 foot enolosed cab slung under-

aaath. Professor Keely said he spied a bearded cold .man and

-^ ' a young blade sporting a "cuban crushed hat" which evidently

made up the orew. Both skysailers were clearly seen though the

oar's windows,Keely claimed. '*

When^rumor reaohed the Topeka State Journal , April 16th, that

the airship had arrived over the suburbs of Washington D.O.,

the report must have generated talk about the oraft»3 vovage

being completed, yet the^versions: of- airship, tales^ or<5pr»ing up

got more elaborate. **-•

Waterloo, Iowa, previously the location of a pile junk a

fellow claimed was the* airship and charged 5yQQQr-persons a

small fee to se3, again made headlines with a yarn that told of

a functional flying machine landing on a Waterloo farm for

/ } repairs and that onlookers that gathered were held at bay
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bv aA armed guard. Alledgedly the parked airship was covered

witl1 a fabric sealed with repeated layers of varnish in order

to protect the craft on its foreooming round the world trip.

That y\the guard was suppose to have told the people.he was

warning away, °

A slightly more believa ble aooount of an airship report

came in from Parkerburg, West Virgina on April 17th:

"What is believed to be an airship passed
westward over this city at 9 o»clook last
night. It was seen by a dozen responsible
persons. The visitor was the shape and size
of a box-oar, with a flashing headlight. A
red, a white, and a blue light were seen.
The object's speed was about eight or ten
miles per hour."^©.

a theme to top the tales from Waterloo, Iowa, showed

UP in *he Dallas Morning News on April 19th t concerning «tta

small community of Aurora, Texas. According to the news

item citizens of Aurora had been startled 6 o«clock in the

morning of the .17th by an airship that .zoomed low and

as a re suit ran into a windmill, exploding and destroying

both the windmill and the flying, machine. The story asserted

that the remains of the aerial vessel's pilot and an,examination

of papers discovered in weckage covered with incomprehensible

heiraglyphics provedrthat the pilot:"...was not an inhabitant

of this world(l)". A member of the U.S. Signal Servioe, an

officer by the name of T.J. Weems, was suppose to have aired

his belief the crashed airship and its helmsman must have been

fr<>fl tke planet Mars!
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POSSIBLE GRAVE OF 'AIRSHIP' PILOT

SOUGHT IN OLD TEXAS COWTOWN

Small gas station at edge of Aurora, Texas, is owned by Brawley Oates, whose property .ncludes grove of trees in right background (arrow) that hides
old well sue where strange "airship" reportedly crashed in 1897. Body of pilot was allegedly recovered at crash s.te. (Photo courtesy William Case)

Discovery of a grave suspected to con
tain the remains of an 1897 "airship"

occupant has put the subject of UFOs back

on the nation's front pages.

Evidence uncovered late last month in

dicates the alleged crash of_a strange aerial
device near Aurora, Texas, in April 1897

may be factual, including the reported

burial of a "small man" whose dismem

bered body was supposedly recovered from

the wreckage and interred in the Aurora
cemetery.

Aviation writer William Case,of the Dal
las Times-Herald, has reported to NICAP

that his search for information on the crash

has led to an obscure gravesite marked on

ly by a small stone on which a crude draw

ing has been cut of an elongated object.
Although partially obliterated by effects

of the weather, the drawing closely resem

bles eyewitness descriptions of the object

reported over Aurora on April 17, 1897.

According to Case, metal fragments

found at the alleged crash site have been
submitted to scientists in the Dallas-Fort

Worth area for analysis. Preliminary results

indicate most of the samples are ordinary

materials, although one remains a puzzle.

Dr. Thomas' Gray, a physicist at North
Texas State University, says his tests have
shown the unidentified sample is predom
inately iron and zinc. Unlike most mater

ials containing large amounts of iron, this
sample is nonmagnetic.

Early reports from Aurora indicated le
gal steps had been taken by an Oklahoma

UFO group to exhume the body of the

alleged UFO occupant, despite resistance
from local residents. According to Case,
these reports are inaccurate, since no legal
ly acceptable basis for exhumation has
been established.

Initial reports of the alleged crash ap

peared in Texas newspapers on April 19,

1897. The Dallas Morning News reported

that early risers in Aurora on April 17

"were astonished at the sudden appearance
of the airship which has been sailing

throughout the country." The paper said

the object was spotted about 6 a.m. com

ing from the south at very low altitude.

It passed over the Aurora town square and

moved north towards a small hill owned

by a judge named J.S. Proctor. As it trav
eled over Proctor's yard, it struck a wood
en tower atop his well and exploded. The

blast threw debris over "several acres,"
wrecking both the tower and the judge's

flower garden. Persons who arrived at the
scene found a badly disfigured body, which

was moved to the Aurora cemetery a few

hours later and buried on April 18.

Reportedly, one of the witnesses to the
explosion was a farmer named James

Stephens, whose son Charles still lives in

Aurora. Now 86, "Charlie" Stephens re

cently told newsmen he remembers his fa

ther talking about the incident:

"It was just a big light up there, and he
seen it and didn't know what it was. He

said, 'I'm going to Aurora in the morning

and see...' They were scared to death, they

didn't know what it was. They thought the
world was coming to an end. My daddy

often took me up there in a wagon. I can

show you within 20 feet of where that

(See Grave, Page 3)
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Grave
(Continued from Page 1)

thing crashed It was all burned around

there."

Stephens added that his father did not
see the object prior to the explosion and

did not view the wreckage until the fol

lowing day. Stephens said he did not recall

his father saying anything about a body.

In the last week of May, Case located a

91-year-old woman, Mrs. Mary Evans, who

lived in Aurora in 1897 and claims to re

member the day the crash occurred. A

teenager at the time, Mrs. Evans told Case

her parents visited the scene of the wreck

and saw the body but would not allow her

to go with them Her parents described the

man as about four feet tall

The property where Proctor lived has
been owned for the past 26 years by

Brawley Oates, who now runs a small gas

who normally rules on such matters, would

not likely approve a petition without addi

tional evidence that exhumation would be

justified. Man/ of the graves in the ceme

tery contain the bodies of children stricken

in a typhoid epidemic that hit the Aurora

area the same year of the supposed crash.

The Aurora sighting was only one of

many alleged observations of an airship

traveling over Texas and other parts of the

country in April 1897. Most accounts de

scribed the object as shaped like a dirigible

and powered by two propeller-type en

gines, one on each side of the. object. Some

witnesses said the airship had a rotating

blade on top, portholes on the underside,

and a bright light at the front. It was re

ported to move at an estimated speed of

10-12 miles per hour.

The gravestone drawing discovered by

Case shows a rough outline of what ap

pears to be a cigar-shaped device with o-

Page3

with no inscription. It was among those

stolen by vandals.

In mid May, a man who gave his name

as Frank N. Kelley appeared at the Oates'

property and took readings in the chicker

yard with a metal detector. He unearthec

various metal fragments in mounds of dirt

and told newsmen, "In more than 25 years

of recovering metal...I've never seen metal

like that." Newsmen who later tried to

contact Kelley discovered the address he

had given them was fictitious. Sources in

Corpus Christi, Texas, whe^e Kelley said

he lived, also reported no record of such a

person. Kelley described himself as a treas

ure hunter and geologist.

The Aurora case is reminiscent of the

incident that occurred near Alamosa, Col

orado, in September 1967, when1 the re

mains of a horse named Snippy were dis

covered on a desert ranch. Speculation

that Snippy had been killed by a UFO

C)

Gravestone at site where "airship" pilot may be

buried shows vague outline of what could be

front half of ship. Circles could be windows or

other structural features. Outline has been

sketched over with chalk to make it easier to

photograph. (Photo courtesy William Case)

Artist's sketch of "airship" reported over various

towns during April 1897 shows dingible-4ike con

struction and prop-type engines. Object that

crashed at Aurora was reportedly made of "un

known metal resembling mixture of aluminum

and silver." (Art courtesy Southern Living^

•» ~j» it

In summer of 1896, California inventor Charles

A. Smith was granted patent for this airship de

sign, which used screw-propeller and internal en

gine. Patent application said ship would be made

of "aluminum alloy" and filled with "hydrogen

or other gas." (Art courtesy U.S Patent Office)

station on it. Oates reports he helped seal

the old well in 1945, along with the local

marshal I, H.R. Idell, and a nephew. The

site is presently occupied by a chicken

yard, with the former well housing being

used as a coop. The metal fragments re

moved for analysis were dug up from the

well site and yard.

The Aurora cemetery is owned by a

small association of local citizens, who are

anxiously trying to protect the property

from souvenir hunters. Since late March,

when the Oklahoma group announced

plans to seek an exhumation order, 20

tombstones have been stolen and other

vandalism reported. The association has

been forced to post guards at the site and

may seek a court injunction to keep out

the continuing string of visitors.

Because of the vandalism and other dis

ruptions caused by the publicity, most of

Aurora's small population is opposed to

any attempt at exhumation. Since the ex

act gravesite, if not the entire crash story,

is still in question, the local county judge.

penings on the bottom and a structural

feature at the nose. Case says the stone

has been broken and does not contain the

complete drawing. No trace has been found

of the missing section.

In 1897, balloon technology was well

advanced, and motor-driven dirigibles had

been successfully flown in Europe. Al

though no evidence exists that inventors

had developed powered airships in the

United States as early as 1897, it is known

that a patent for a self-propelled dirigible

had been granted by the U.S. Patent Office

in 1896 and a device of this kind was de

veloped in Texasnear the turn of the cen

tury. It is a matter of speculation whether

unrecorded experimental flights could ac

count for some of the airship sightings.

Prior to Case's discovery of the grave-

site, the Oklahoma group had selected an

other burial plo' as the probable location

of the alleged pilot's grave The exact spot

they chose was among other graves known

to have been dug in the late 1890s The

only marker at the spot was a small rock

brought news reporters on the run and

triggered a spate of headlines that still turn

up in books on UFOs. Investigators even

tually determined that Snippy most likely

died from an apparent infection associated

with two bulletwoundsin its hindquarters.

Snippy's skeleton is presently on display

in an Alamosa pottery shop.

Aurora, Texas, unlike Alamosa, is a vir

tual ghost town, located some30-odd miles

northwest of Fort Worth in rural country.

In 1897, it boasted a population of 3000

and was a busy stop on the old Chisholm

Trail. Cotton buyers and cattlemen fre

quented its 15 saloons, generating enough

news to support a local paper. Some pre

sent citizens of Aurora have suggested the

airship report was a joke cooked up by rail

road men, possibly as a stimulus to busi

ness. Other skeptics point to a 19th-cen

tury news correspondent named S E. Hay-

den, whose financial interest in the cotton

trade may have prompted him to indulge

in fanciful publicrelations for Aurora Hay-

den wrote a story about the Aurora crash.
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That such a sophisticated theme turned up in a Dallas

(■ < newspaper back in April of 1S97 need not be surprising. Indeed,

the Victorian age had been introduced to more polished version

at exactly this time, a coincident that should not be ignored.

The first installment of H.G.Wells* War of the Worlds had

reaohed the public in the May issue of Cosmopolitan magazine

and was being advertized in most leading newspapers; H.G.Weils

did not write his fiction novel of interplanetary war xrith the

airship mystery in mind, and if his brother Frank had not

suggested the idea, the gifted visionary may never have

put pen to paper in regards to the subject. Once unleased,

however, the genuis of Wells produoed a soiencefiction

olassio. To introduce his war between worlds Wells used

the following quotes from Kepler:

t \

\ _,

"But who shall dewell in these worlds if they
be inhabited...Are we or they Lords of the World?
...And how are all-things made for man?"

Meanwhile, reports of ->. mysterious spindle shapes with, small

running lights ! oontinued to turn-up in the newspapers even

without sensational elaborations.

Bathing Sisterville, West Virginia with its searchlight, a

phantom spindle cruised over that town for a considerable

time and the streets below were jamed with gawkersiif one

can believe what was printed in the Sisterville paper. W«

And then, on the days of April 20th and 21st, thelS97 air- ,

ship story reached its climax. First*the curtain came down on A

Someone in Astoria, Illinios,with a talent for publicity,

stuck-an iron"arrow in*the-ground*and'tied a message to it.



The arrow was.discovered and taken immediately to the:.c :

Astoria- telegraph office. The New York newspapers were alerted

because the message turned out to be a letter adressed to

America1^ foremost inventor:Thomas A. Edison. The message

read:

"From airship. Notioe to the finder: Please
mail letter inside. Passed over about 2:30 P.M.
on April 16, 1S97» Friday, about 2,300 feet high,
going east and north. Excuse dirt as just got
done oiling. (Signed) Harris." f£

()
Tuesday, April 20th the following appeared in the New York

Herald writen by a reporter of that paper:

"I showed Mr. Edison yesterday afternoon the
letter published in the Herald.

•This is the latest, isn't it?, • inquired he,
leaning back in his ohair and glancing over the
letter a second time. •You can take it from me
that thia is a pure fake. I have had several men
in my employ, but I know nothing of C.L. Harris.•

Mr. Edison then grew more thoughtful and
stated that he had no doubt that airships will

• be successfully constructed in the near future.
In reference to the western 'airship1 he added:
1 —It is absolutely absurd to imagine that a
man would construct a successful airship and
keep the matter secret. When I was young we used
to construct big colored balloons, inflate them
with gas and would float for days.

Whenever an airship is made it will not be
in the form of a balloon. It will be a mechanical
contrivance, which will be raised by means of a
very powerful motor of little weight. At present
no one has discover 3d such a motor, but we never
know what will happen. We may wake up some morn
ing and hear of some invention which sets us all
eagerly to work within a few hours, as was the
oase with the Roentgen rays,"

'I am not, however, figuring on inventing an
airship. I prefer to devote my time to objects
which have some commercial value. At best airships
would be only toys." n

the Edison interview brought speculation in the New York

newspapers more or less to a closejsince the great JehTbva

of inventing had spoken and the airship" idea found wanting.



The.airship' sightings*reached a climax on the following day,

f ^ tne 2lst, when an affidavit was filed in the small town of

Le Roy, Kansas. At first glance the episode seems truely

mysterious, but considering other casss containing similar

details: dangling ropes, red lights in.the sky, cigar-shaped

objects with carriages slung underneath,affidavits of honesty,

tales of Martian airship pilots, ~eot..,.§ot,,: the' account loses

a-lot of:its credibility. One^say this though, Mr. Hamilton, if

he was fibbing, oarefully omitted any detail that would be a

dead giveaway,^All factorsrconsidered.there^is.noJway of .asert^v

aining^the,ve*aitycofLthei.following statement, though a oheok

made in the 1960s established the fact that the people mentioned

in the case really existed:

r^} "LaSt Monday night about 10:30 we were awakened by a
Vv noise among the cattle. I arose, thinking that perhaps

my bulldog was performing his pranks, but upon goin<* to
the door sav to my utter astonishment that an airship
?*?*8l0flrl¥ de8csn<iing upon my cow lot, about forty rods
VooO feet) from the house.

Calling my tenant, Gil Heslip, and my son Wall, we "
seized some axes and ran to the corral. Meanwhile the
snip had been gently descending until it was not more
than thirty feet above the ground, and we came within
fifty yards of it.

It consisted of a great cigar-shaped portion, possibly
three hundred feet long, with a oarriage underneath. The
carriage was made of glass or soms other transparent sub
stance alternating with a narrow strip of some* other
material. It was brightly lighted within and everything
was plainly visible —it r*as occupied by six of the
strangest beings I ever 3aw. They were jabbering together
out we could not understand a word they aaid.

Every part of the vessel which was not transparent
was^pf a dark reddish oolor. We stood mute with vonder and
fright. Then 3ome noi3e attracted their attention and they
turned a light directly upon us. Immediately on catching , .
sight of us they turned on some unknown power, and a
great turbine wheel, about thirty feat in diameter, which

f\ 'vas revolving slowly belov tha craft, began to buzz and
*W JhQ vessel rose lightly as a bird, mien about thres

hundred feet above us it seemed to pause and to hover direot-
ly above a two-year-old heifer, vhich was bawling and



jumping, apparently fast in the fenoa. Going to her, we
found a cable about half an inch in thickne33 made of
some r9d material fastened in a slip knot around her

neok and going up to the vessel from the heifer tangled
in the wire fence. We tried to get it off but could not,
so we cut the wire loose to see rthe ship, heifer and
all, rise slowly, disappearing in the northwest.
We went home but I wa3 so frightened I could not sleep.

Rising early Tuesday I started out on my horse, hoping
to find some trace of my co,v. This I failed to do, but
coming baok in the evening found that Link Thomas, about
three or four miles vest of Le Roy, had found the hide,
legs and head in his field that day. He, thinking that
someone had butchered a stolen beast, had brought the
hide to town for identication, but was greatly mystified
in not being able to find any traoks in the soft ground.
After identifying the hide by ay brand, I went home. But
every time I would drop to slesp I would see the cursed
thing, with its big lights and hideous people. I don't
know whether they were devils or angels, or what; but I
don't want any more to do with their."

The foregoing account .vas signed^Alexander Hamilton, of Le Roy,

,' a Kansas on April 21, IS97. Attaohed to the above statement was

the following affidavit:

"Hamilton has been a resident of Kansas and known
all over Woodson, Allen, Coffey and Anderson counties.
He was a member of the House of Representive3. He

staked his sacred honor upon the truth of his story.
As there are now, always have been and always

will be skeptics and unbelievers whenever the truth
of anything bordering the improbable is presented,
andkno-ving that some ignorant or suspicious people
will doubt:the truthfulness of the above statsment,

now therefore we, the undersigned, do hereby make
the following affidavit:

That we have known Alexander Hamilton for one to
thirty years, and that for truth and veraoity we
have never heard his word questioned, and that we
do verily believe his statement to be true and
correct.

Signed:

E. Wo Wharton, State Oil Inspector

** " ' M. E. Hunt, Sheriff

W. Lauber, Deputy Sheriff



H. H. Winter, Banker

H. S. Johnson, Pharmacist

J. H. Stitcher, Attorney-

Alexander Stewart, Justice of the Peace

F. W. Martin, Registrar of Deeds,

and H« C. Rollins, Postmaster

Subscribed and sworn before me this 21st day of April,

Reports of airships and strange lignts saillrig in the heavens '

tapered off toward the end of April and the New York dailies

turned their attentions to the world of recognized fiction.

The popularity of H.G.Weils* War of the Worlds grew in scope

and William Heinemann, the London publishing house, made plans

to bring the serialized novel out in hardback,

William R. Hearst, the young dynamio editor of the New York

Journal-American, sensed the impact of the Martian invasion

theme and employed the popular science -writer Garrett P. J\v.-io

Serviss to produce a sequel to Wells* work. Serviss thrilled

the readership of the Journal Tarithi?Edisdn»s Conquest of Mars",

in the spring of 1S9S, just after the termination of the Wells

Another story appeared at this time which asserted that an airship
had snagged a church steeple with its iron anchor, and thata man in a
sailor suit climbed doun the anchor rope tV^the craft. The' foregoing
story is no doubt inspired by an old English legend. An account of
this old tale appeared in the Salt Lake Tribune on March 7, 1897, p.
15, just pior to the mid west airship flap. This fact helps to weaken
the rature sensational Alexander Hamilton, LeRoy, Kansas episode. '
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serial in the December issue of the Cosmopolitan. The author

f-^ Serviss ooncieved a stirring counterattack ag&assS5^g«% by the
u

scientists of earth in answer to the agression from the planet

named after the god of war. A fleet of spaceships, wingless,

porthole* torpedos, oaptained by the planet earth's chief

scientist, Thomas Edison, are pictured sweeping down on the

red planet and' laying waste to that hostile globle with

disintegator rays.

Amid all this fiotion though,there was an interesting

acknowledgement,in the August, 1S97 issue of the Cosmopolitan.
•%tk.H^

by Wells^hat the heavens did hold some unsolved mysteries.

On page 391 of the magazine Wells had the following inserted:

"In the first installment of this story it was
stated(the grain of fact from which the story grew)
that a light had been seen on the unilluminated part
of Mars 'first* by Pereoten, of Nice, in 1S94-. This
statement involved a slight to the Lick Observatory,
whereat similar lights were observed as early as lgOO
—a fact I was unaware at the time of writing the
story. I trust any American astronomer who may read A&
this story will aquit me of intentional discourtesy." H

Whether stories of strange shapes and lights in the sky in

lS96-and 1S97 contained their ownngrains of fact" mixed in

with a lot fiotion-remains an intriquing ephemeral mystery,

as elusive as a filament of fog vanishing around a corner at

night. The possibility there may have been something real and

important behind the airship sightings went unohallgened and

uninvestigated. The mass of data became a sleeping giant.

In any event the airship story did^end here. Reporters were

sent by :the NewOfork World to interview the famous multi

millionaire John Jacob Astor. Mr. Astor»s wealth($gO,OOO,OOO)
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made possible a very aotive life style and being blessed with

O a neal1;ny b°dy and a vigorous mind, he was equal to the

opportunities money provided. During the Spanish-American war

Mr. Astor would raise and equip a complete battery of artillery

at his own expense and personally lead the unit into battle,

exhibiting both dash and bravery, however suoh was the adven-

tureous spirit of this reaar&able man, he evisioned places

and events offering challenges far exoeeding those of the

Victorian era. He dreamed of the year 2001 when a trio of

scientists might leave earth and speed toward the giant planet

Jupiter-inial&tafj utilizing an anti-gravity substance he

oalledfepergy". This oraft, a spaceship shaped like a bullet

and constructed of glass and "gluoinum11, Astor saw in his mind»s

ey© dodgeing oomets and astoriods on its way to the fifth

planet and back. The imagined vovage was written and published

by the rioh New Yorker,and probably largely forgotten until,

after just returning from Europe in April,. 1897, some newspaper

men desended upon him. The nawspapsr report bx3 i mentioned the

the amazing airship "Callisto" in Astor*s bo'oktA Journey In
Q% z

Other Worlds and compared the prophetized machine with the

reports of similar bullet-shaped airships recently reported r

fc— lover the mid-west. To suohia suggestion Mr. Astor gave

this cautious response:

"I hope the reports from the West that an airship
has been seen in practical operation may be verified
•••'I know nothing of the matter except what has
been printed in the newspapers, and, of course, no
definite conclusion can be reached from the rature
hazy data so far secured."



Chapter Four ■ v
The Madbrained Genius

( i Trusts mounded an opening chord that swelled into an immense

w orchestral paean. Richard Strauss' homags to Nietzche,. Also ~

Eprach Zarathustra, meant to musioally convey the various phases

of mankind'8 religious and scientific evolution, burst forth in

all its magnificent glory for a thrilled fir at-night crotrd in

33rlin. One music critic attending the I856 premiere jotted

iovn his impression in bold graphits Utrokes:"dangerously

sublime".

In the Unitsd States, meanwhile, a shy, heavyset, American was

quietly absorbed in a Victorian litarary romanci^A^Journsv In

Other 7/orlds,^ fictional voyage to the planet Jupiter in the far

off year of 2001. After finishing the novel, the twentS&ear-

old reader returned to the preface to ponder the advice offered

by t^s author John Jacob.Astor. Lashing out at contemporary "

scientific thought, Astor". had writt3n:

"There can be no question that there are
many forces and influences in Nature -vho3e
existence we as y3t little rsore than suspect.
Ho-.T much more interesting it v7ould be if*
instead of reiterating our past achievements,
the magazines and literature of the period
snculd devote their consideration to vhat
J? d0 SSI taao*J It is only though investiga
tion and research that inventions c-ir.e; .?e
may discover something of perhaps greater
moment. It is probable that the principle
glories of the future will be found in'as yet .
Aittle trodden paths..." 1,

Something glimmered in the Bind of the young man, a fellow

oy the name of Charles Fort, who hapyened to be skilled at

shorthand and having an inborn appetite for mysteries. The ; - '

wain preoccupation of Fort's life *as no* decided. Henceforth,

a library would be Fort's favorite haunt.
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Bom Augast 9, l^, Charles Fort vas one of three sons of an

Albany, Hew York businessman, a Victorian father -/hose '.vord was

the law" in the family,- Charles-rebelled against the hard

Victorian discipline andyprcbably was the reason he craved

excitiaent tinged with irreverence. In later years it would

mean, trouble for the sacred co.-/ of science.

For Charles and his brothers, games of imagination had to do

ift«^ths lack of ready-made ones modern youth enjoy, a particular

favorite being one patterned after the historic Guy Fawkes

"Gunpower Plot", England's equivalent to America's Fourth of

July. One likes to imagine good old Charlie still playing his

game to the hilt, tunneled under our civilization and surrounded

by kegs of explosive data.

In school Charles Fort preferred to give comic speeches to

turning out impeccable test papers, yet he was no fool and

showed an early talent for taking accurate notes on his

surroundings which eventually led to a position on the staff

of the Albany Democrat as a cub reporter.

About 1S92 Fort took off and traveled thirty thousand miles

all around the world, subsisting on a slim legacy willed to him,

riding ths rails and sleeping in the open under the stars.

Practically a tramp, Fort 'soaked up a vast store of experiences

and information nonetheless, one ia-ortant event being the

reading of AsterM A Journey In 9_tt}*^if?ll£±^

In 1896 Fort settled down in New York and his life gained

some direction and stability. Through his future sssmed to

lie in straight nsrareporting, Fort'a spirit of -independence
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3tcrie3, feature articals, and novels.

Having taken a rife, Fort was hard pressed for awhile to

make ^Living and he remained on the edge of poverty for years.

Trapped by finances in a Bronx clapboard tenement amid the

noi3y claitor of a slum,Fort, nevertheles3jmanaged to keep hia

clo-«ni3h outlook on life,for hi3 early writings were warm

accounts of his rundown neighborhood. Hia literary output

had to bring in the groceries, 30 expediency kept a brake on

any unconventional leanings. Even so, at times, the furniture

had to bo broken up to keep the family hearth supplied in the

winter. & *

M9an7hile Fort found time to thumb through bound volumne3 of

scientific journals at the huge New York Puclio Library -rith

an eye out for strange facts that scisnce may have ignored. His

labors unoovered hundreds of items. < ■ - .

A typical head-soratcher found was the phantom companion of the

cloud veiled planet of Venus. In 1645, Fort learned, by consult

ing pages penned by scientists, a large, unexplained body ?as

sesn by telescope near the Cytherean world, even though science

was sure the second planet o'ut from the sun had no lunar '

attendant. Astronomers Caasini and Short, each using an array

of optical instruments, and eyepieces, checked and double-

checked, before notifying their oolleegusa. A scientist

named Ilantaigne reported a similar satellite four tin.es during

the first -reeks of !!ay, 1761, and even discribed the object

as :;resentin^ a phase. Observer3 *Rod'iier and Korrebo-.v con

curred *ith the ozhex witnesses of the «ne* discovery" after

searches 7ith o.7n teleaoonea in the month of liarch,
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Another student of the night sky, Montoaron, followed up with

tr.ree isors visual comfirrnations the latter part of the sarae

luonth. Finally, planetary exT-3rt Scheutsn claimed that he had

checked the Venusian tranait of the sun in 1761 and detected

ths supposed luminary of the Oytherean night tagging along with

its parent orb. M. Baudowin utilized Uontaigne's observations

of the alledged phase of the Venusian moon and calulated a

diameter of 2,000 miles. Th9 celestial authority Houzeau even

went so far as to cristen the new found sphere "Heithn, however

after the year 1767 this tiny world was never seen again*

Richard Prootor, a sober scientific author, wrote in his

survey of the heavens, Other Worlds Than Ourg(3g97)» that the

peer-a-boo episode with the elu3ive and nor total vanished

Venusian moon was:"... one of the most perplexing enigmas that

ha3 ever been presented to astronomers".**'4

Charles Fort, Proctor's comteoporary, regsrded the same rogue

morsel,and no doubt with a bellow and roar,penciled the blasphem-

moua oddment on some foolscrap. Fort adjusted his intellectual

bifocal.3 and discerned a "super-construction11 a3 responsible

for the planetary size bit of prestiditation. Ey a "super-

construction" he meant a vessel of sorts from a super-Rome,

A lesser known bit of esoteric was sniffed out of the Annual

Regi ater by Fort,now a bloodhound on the trail of ths improbable,

concerning a U, DeRostan, a. T5aris based astronoo;er, v/ho v/as

giving hia attention to the Sun13 disk on August 9, 17&2, when

a vast spindle shaped form became noticeable by its eclipsing

a portion of the solar limb. For a month that observer tracked

ths black profile's progress as its tortoise drift eventually
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moved it off the Sun's face. No scientific crowd had registered

this quasi-datum like the mysterious moon "Ueith", save for an

interesting exception. A German many leagues from Paris had set

do.vn his ovn daily accounts of the opaque spindle's traverse of

the Sun's 'disk. An:exchange. of notss between the two observers

on the paencmenon,^hich at first glance seemed to have been an

unusual sunsoot, shoved that the German diagramed a different

path than the Frenchman,which indicated, because of parallax,

the solar blemish must have crusing in space, pacing the earth,

that's more, M. DeRoatan believed he discerned a nebulosity

around the veird torpedo. Fort pondered the story and suggested

one should credit the misty penumbra to an atmosphere and the

umbra to a superseppelin, -vhile he smiled and named the whole

objeot:«Honstrator" *fci Fort's mind something-^., out .there, '
something had dropped anchor.

On trie eve of the Frsnch Revolution (17S6), a violent storm

struck northern Europe and amid its fury like some errie omen

a ball of fire moved to and fro over a field in England for

minutes, a duration.of.time that did not fit either a meteor

• or ball lightning. For Fort it could have only been a kind of

cyclop3 without a body.

These early Philistines existed on yellowed paper and contempor

aries of Fort considered them erroneous, nevertheless one person

relieved. Charles Fort dre.v, dreamed, and scratched, a ne-v

quasineos: something had arrived,

On September 7, 1S20, eyes turned skyward to behold a rare

wonder of nature: an eoll-ee of the Sun by the ioon. Fort dug

out of a Fr-anch journal, Annala deOhimia. the recorded- fact
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that over one French town during the eclipse residents could see

objects they pbuld^explain manuvering overhead *ith parade pre

cision. The simple peasants just could not mentally digest the

prodigy. &*

Fort, *ho examined considerable amounts of newspaper files and

.great number, of scientific journals covering the 19th century,

never found the slightest hint of any "alien ambassadors"

approaching an earthman to introduce themselves. It could be

earth's "guests" .vere a timid lot, or the culture on the third'

Planet out .from the star Sol was unappealing, yet has it ever

been? Anothei possibility could have been that "they" *sre busy

else-vaere, perhaps on what .the poets-call .the orb of dreams

and mystery.

1 Turning a page, Fort discovered that on October 20, 1S24-, there

was seen,on that part of the Moon in darkness,strange lights

and that Hare Criaium in particular treated curious earthmen to

a brilliant lunar display, at times dots, and at times stress.*

On July 4-, IS32, there were more of the same.

Tort isolated something from the 'felta Times, dated June IS,

18*5* which told of a British ship that logged an extraordinary

occurrence *hil* sailing' in the eastern portion of the Mediter

ranean Sea. The Br-itiah vessel ^.lookout noticed a oomr- .. -

motion in the water about a mile and a half a,ay,. IGlowing

objects were seen leaping from the sea into the clouds'it

leaat the editor of the Times did not disguise the phenomenon

with his own interpetation. Take, for example, what Fort

underlined in the Scientific American, dated September 29, lsn,

which called r.n unknown light reported hovering in the sky a
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"stationary meteor".

Karoh and December, 1£&7, according to Fort13 investigations,

there more unexplained lights on ths Hoon. Volcanos?

Those who Fort called ostrich-thinkers prefered to ignore the

likss of the next item* Fort scissored from the London Times

a clipping of a dispatch from Inverness, Scotland, September

19* l&H-S, vhioh told of large unexplained lights roaming the

s^y up that way. '.That's more, a year later, in 1S4-9, an ex

plosion rattled thoas same haunted skies .vhich then sent dovn

a single hailstone. Wot much of a storm, but that bit of ic©

did its best. Even Fort was a little amazed when he read that

ths single hailstone had a t-rsnty foot circumference.1^*

Something j&a seen over tiis hills hard by Petworth, England,

on August 11, 1S55, having a red color and throwing out rays

of light in a ,7hselspoke pattern. Fort called it a "construc
tor

tion". One meditates on the word "construction" for ho* can

such concept be entertained if these things in sky never took

the time to land? 7hat possible evidence oould support such a

strange theory of "constructions" defying gravity long before

man had achieved powered flight? What Fort found amused him

greatly,for this additional evidence had two characteristics

chat appealed to his clownish outlook. The material was both

bizzare and puzzling. After considerable labor Fort accumulated

a large number of accounts of strange showers.

One oa3e described a rod rain soaking a certain section of

Siena, Italy, on reomber 23, IS60. The same area received the

sane dorapour for four straight days. Sere the episodes due to

3cme artifical agency? ' , ■ -
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Fort exh.un.ad a particularly frightening item from the crypt

( of buried and forgotten data when he discovered in an old

newspaper that Memphis, Tennessee, had 03an subject to a

muti-thousand shower of anakes, ranging from 12-1S inches in

lenght, on January 15, IS77.

But Fort came across some data even more creepy than the fore-

mentioned rain of vipers. Reading the writings of Fort we are

directed to check the San Franoiaoo'Evening Bulletin of August 9,

1j&9. The Bulletin reported the fall of flesh, strips of meat

which included akin covered *ith brown hair. Furthermore, Fort

discovered a similar item in the Scientific A^sriaan stating

that on March 3, 1*76. at Olympian Springs, Kentucky, organic.

matter tumbled do^im out of trie sky on an area a several

hundred feet square. Careful examination of samples picked

up at the scene identified fragments of cartilage, nuscule, *

and lung tissue. < -

And then if tne strangeness of the showers -/ere not enough,

Foit could quench the doubts of sceptics *ith a bewildering

variety; he could dro-vn them with dOTrpours of the inexplicable.

A shower of xan^id oil, a deluge of tur anting and rains the

shade of black ink,fc&af<all been recorded at one time or another)

At least in previous mentioned categories there had bean a

' reasnfblanoa to something net like real rain. Hc^ about hunks

of lignite as, big as coconuts, seeds partly germinated* or a

slab of limestone —20C founds nrortn.' Such deviations from the

everyday weather *e all are familar -?ith taxes our sanity.

One proposes, naturally, that a rain of anything not true



precipitation muat have besn sacked aloft by tornatic winds.

This makes some sense 30 we try to avert our eyes from the

liksd of lignite or limestone and consider >*/hat el3e Fort

ha«s to offer logically carried up by a waterspout or other

air currents.

How about a fall of frogs? Zut osfore we can reach for a

conclusion*Fort rapps our fingers with this: the fact that

thousands of little croakers had tumbled out of a clear sky

on a calm day. He try a&ain.- -A fall of fish v/as recorded

which seems unmysterious. But Fort intervences again, he's

left out a couple of details. The sho<%er,he finc3s, covered

only an area of gOX20 feet square and again fell out of a

calii and weather clear sky. TThat's more the fall of fish

reoccurred ten mintues later at the same spot. Moreover,

( v

Y~\ on many occasions the fish 7T9 of a variety not found in

local lakes or streams, 't1

Here is a .series YtmM ■maim which s.£s*among the most

baffling inFWffe1 files. Three torrents of fish -.rere recorded.

The first consists of live, thashing examples of evidently

fresh whirlvind ejectmenta. And th<?n Fort distrubes us

/ita a second finny episode, a fall of fish bone dry, but

before stQ can recover our ?its, there is presented a de

vastating clout to our brains: a downpour of headless,

rotton, denizens of tne deep. J*>'

Fort shows us the Monthly Weather Review for June 16,

Tnia journal .vould not have tno effrontery to indulge in

anything offbeat #3 suppose, hovever tha Bronx eccentric



finders an item about the city of Eubuque, Io-ra, -.There large

hailstones fell —with live frogs ineidei ^'

One \?ould think that anything with the ability to break the

bound3 of gravity vould be unafraid of &ere humans, but Fort

ran across the following. On October Hh in the year ISoS, we

have the word of some English fishermen with their hands on

Ei'Dles that something rested on the ivater «ith the appearance

of being all aflame ten miles off Plymouth. A burning ship

*aa their guess until the glowing blob jumped into the air

at their approach and fled among the clouds. ^»

Another fragment of Fort. On a day in !,!arch in 1S7Q, deckhands

on the ship Lady of the Lake experienced something that \?ould

aotoni3h their drinking buddies when the hit port. A circular

object had coasted high over their .ship. The strange thing was

marked ofr in divisions like a pie and *m3 trailing a long

curved tail of aome sort.

Fort also listed a note made from the journal Oornptes Rendus

about a luminous object ir-ovin^ slc/ly through the stir and ex-

souting an-ooca«ional turn, seen on August 1, IS7I. '

£0 ttany "aceteord", similar to the ones Fort studied,were

taking such inexplicable amounts of time to "fall",that even

the fawned French astronomer Flaimnari^n recognized their

uniqusness a-nd created a specially na^ed category for thea:

"bradytes".

In the Report of the British Association for the year IS77,

Fort singlad out an artical that mentioned a remarkably slow

g^o^xJ of meteor a. Ee took issue -vith the lack of strength of

the .'/ord:""remarkable".
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In Fort'3 research work there.are many referencea.to-luminous

,r\ bodies moving through the airWso&e had interesting details.

For example, not every flying ligli^ flew high in the atmosphere.

On July 30, I860, three flying lights silently investigated

a ravine near St. Petersburg (.Leningrad), Russia. The three

minute phenomenon found its way into a French scientific

journal where Fort ran across it, but no one in air minded

Paris suggested an airship solution, Perhaps Russian science

was held in low regard.

In September, 1S83» & luminosity \ia.a seen in the sky..over

Perth, Australia,which observers believed a comet, but Fort

had his doubts vhen the newspaper,the Perth Inquirer« mentioned

that the aerial interloper at one time threw out a searchlight

beam. Also,* Fort cut from tlie Stait3 Times an artical dated

October-13, 1SS3, that told of a comet-like apparition that

paid a visit to the sky of Samarung, Malaya. The local natives

became terrified at the sight and sent up cloud3 of incense to

&H->®ase the gods. Only two months before nearby Kr&katoa

volcano had blasted a cubic mile of earth thousands of feet

into the air^inthe biggest'explosion of--recorded".hi story, and

that would have been enough to test anyone's nerves.

In the publication Nature, Fort\learned, it saysr-thatx.inir;V,

1S93, sailors aboard the ships: Caroline and Leander witnessed

a strange phenomenon in the sky as thsir ships sailed a sealane

through the- East China Sea in the month of February. Luminous

globe-like objects flew alongside ths Caroline,- pacing the

ship for two hours. The crew of the Caroline <7as intrigued vrhen

the phantom lights were mirrorad in the water and v/ere 3een to



behind an island, both improbable feats for a hallucina- -

tion. The H.M.S. Leander ea&e across the same glowing globles

soon after the.Caroline had left the area. The Leander's

_ bold Captain, a gentleman named Caatle, turned his ship and
^ ■

aimed the vessel right at the odd lights pacing him. The

fiery objects, milling around olo3e together and occasionally

trailing out in a single line like a tail on a kite, recoiled

fro;c the Leander's charge and rose far out of reach. ^*

One of Fort's favorite sources, the English Mechanic» re--

ceived an account from Stockholm about a strange red colored

light in the sky oblong in shape, that explored the heavens

over Sweden for ten hours on the Sth of February, 1&92. The

sight was termed by the Swedish observer as an extraordinary

spectacle. '

y~) This Swedish item brings us up to the mid-iS9G»s when the'

big airship flap occurred in California, an excitement that

works! its way ea3t,where Port v/as following the controversy

in the New York newspapers, tfith his discerning mind, Fort

pondered the picturesque elaborations in Uilliaa Randolph

Heart's Journal-Amerioan and the scoffing of Northwestern

University-18 Professor:- Hough, who proposed that the mystery

lights were due to the Orion Constellation seen under unusual

0/traospheric conditions, With the -1—~*^~1 nr by so-called

experts in mind, Fort'penned a very perceptive prediction

for the benefit of later generations. We trill save this gem'

for/.eaaa&aar otopfc&f, until th?n, let us iaove beyond the big

airship /?ave of IS96-97*



As the ISOCs came to close, a significant sighting of some-

thing in the air took place at Lille, France, September Ij-,

1S9S. According to the journal Cosmos, a crimson glow appeared

in the night sky. As we have learned, mysterious lights in the

heavens are not necessarily a rare events however the pheno

menon over Lille was examined carefully through a small

telescope and prove to be a somewhat different breed. An

oblong shape all aglow was discerned, wkieii had a violet

band running down its whole length aad with the main body of

the object broken up up into vertical stripes of red and black.

After a while the strange thing rushed aray and in. fche ^recess

emitted aomekind of luminous emission, Uhile points of light

in the 3ky may be blamed, with some success, on the unsteady

image of a bright star or some other conventional phenomenon,

O visions of weird spindles remarkably similar, to one another

could not be dismissed so easily. In exactly fifty years it

would be just suoh'.a. multi-r-colored-torpedo that;would.:dause. j

panic In'the. ranks, of .U.S. Air Foroe Intelligence.'

Interplanetary matters and the question of extraterre3tial

life focused itself during the turn of the century on the

terrific tussle between Percival Lowell and his oritics.

Lowell had built an observatory at Flagstaff, Arizona, using

his own funds with the avowed purpose of detecting details

on the face of the planet Mars.Long suspected of harboring

an alien civilization, at least this was the popular fasinat-

ion prevalent a«iong the public, Mar3 came under close scrutiny

by Lowell during one of red planet's periodic near approaches

bo earth in the mid 1290s. The results of Lowell13 labors

turned out to be highly controversial, he declaring a network
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of canals was visible which could have only been engineered by

an intelligent race of Martians. Since to discern such features,

it was claimed, one would have to peer long and- very intently,

waiting for extremely brief moments of stable atmospheric

conditions, many astronomers/did riot see the markings and

debated fiercely with Lowell, asserting that the long straight

lines crisscrossing the red disc existed only in his imagina

tion. Arguments rapidly became tainted with acrimonious re

marks and great personal feelings. The controversy ended in a

draw, but the "elaborate Martian culture"; just beyond the blur

of the flickering images that danced in the eyepiece of his

telesoopeyremained an obsession to Lowell to the last of his

life. The impasse on the Haxtian question wilted public inter

est on the matter, while at trie same time international

political '.problems loomed larger on the horizon*

One of last public statements from Flagstaff before the out

break of the Great nar consisted of an interesting and singular

claim. The editors of the Scientific American, in 1901,

mentioned:

"Prof. Pickering makes the following
statement relative to the light flash from
Mars: »Early in December -.re recieved from the
Lowell Observatory in Arizona a telegram that
a shaft of light had besn seen to project
from Mara lasting seventy minute3. I wired
these facts to Surope and sant out neostyle
copies through this country. The observer there

is a careful, reliable ©an and there is no.
reason to doubt that tlae light existed. It was
given as from a well-known geographical point
of liars. That was all. How the story has gone

the world over. In Europe it is stated that I
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have been in coon-runication *ritti Mars, and all
( sorts of exaggerations have sprung up. TThat-
Oever the light v/as, ;?3 have no means of knowing.

TJhether it had intelligence or not, no one can

say. It is absolutely inexplicable.n 27*

September 15, 1901* a ~Jx. Denette, Justice of the Peace in the

French village of Herbignac, let hi3 gaze wander over the

evening sky decorated with scattered clouds. He noticed an

unusual "star" that alovsrly pulsated, Batching a first magnitude

star at its brightest. After calling f&r his wife to witness

the sight, something like a searchlight beam became visible,

illuminating the clouds in the vioinity of the phenomenon. The

French publication The Bulletin de la Societe Aatronomiquo de

France*^printed a letter from rMr. Eenette describing the

entire incident.

K(~\ It is tempting to rcu3e a possible connection between the

"ssignal from Mar 3" and the episode in the sky over Herbignac,

that perhaps vessels from the void of space were taking aim

at the planet -sarth. "he Frence astronomy bulletin topped ita

earlier puzzler with another paragraph in the same issue. It

declared that on February $, 1902, a very odd "bolide* entered

the atmosphere near the star Capella over France. The "meteor"

traced its firey course in an othrodox manner for about three

seconds and then cruved ita path toward the star Algol, .where

it looped and sped off in a different direction for a short

distance before starting 'jo utray once m>re from a straight

trajectory. Usar the star Alclebaran the "meteor" separated into

four parts which then vanished. The observer of tho tshenorr-enon,

O •



located at the city of Havre, timed the total elapsed time of

the "fall" at 12 aeeonJs.

A very similar discretion of the "fall" of a strange n meteor"

is detailed in the book: The U?Q Evidence on page 4-. The incid-:

ent took place in the sky over San Diego, California, on May

1S52, at approximately 9:00 P.M., PDT, ana -ms recorded by an

aeronautical engineer, whoae testimony was confirmed by six

other witnesses at scattered locations in and around the city.
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February 24> 1904, American Naval personnel aboard the U.S.S.

Supply notiood three red colored lights in the sky just below

a layer of clouds* The lights flew toward the ship, gaining

altitude as they approached* As the lights soarded higher and

higher, quickly passing through the layer of scattered clouds

which had provided a temporary baokdrop, the men of the U.S.S.

Supply observed that each light was a globing body of differ

ent size. The largest appeared to be six times the.size of the

sun and had the profile of an egg. The second largest object

about was' ..about double the size of the sun and the third

object about equal. The "meteors" were so remarkable special

( mamtion was given the sighting in the March 1904- iasnxe of the

4- Monthly Weather Review. The officer that wrote up the report on

the episode, Lieutenant Frank H. Sohofield, apparently suffered

no ill effects, career wise, from witnessing the nillusion"} for

he eventually rose in rank to command the entire U.S. Pacific

■* 2.9
Fleet twenty years later.

*See the book Mysteries of the Skies -UTOs in Perspective by

Gordon I.R.Lore, 3r., and Harold H. Deneault. This covers much of
early UFO histoty with an emphasis on a comparison of pioneer feats
of early avS&tion with sightings of unexplained objects in the air.

D



There is little mystery afhy the strange kind of~Bi&terial_a.3

that collected by Charles Fort -vent unrecognized as potentially

important to science. For example, the Scientific American

magazine even derided the idea of heavier-than-air flying

machines as late ad January, 1906, a full t<?o years after the

first .successful trials at Kitty Kawk.

As for things falling out of the sky, even conventional

taeteorities were once considered pure hoosy as late as the

mid-lS003. Cawile Flammarion included the follov/ing in his

gold medal winning book: Popular Astronomy:

"A xather curious fact is that, although the
ancient traditions, the histories of antiquity and
of the Middle Ages, and the popular belief3, had

distinctly spoken of 3tones fallen from the sky,
stones of the air, aerolite.*, the 3&vant3 ,/ould not
believe in thesu ftithsr thsy denied tae fact itself,
or they interpreted it quite other-vise, regarding

the stones fallen on th3 earth as shot out by

volcanic eruptions, raised .froa the ground by
waterspouts, or even produced by certain conden
sations of .tatter iu. the midst of the atmosphere.n ?°'*

That alien beings and thair devises may be have been cotsing

and going in the earth*s atmosphere, wa3 beyond the philosoph

ical range of oomtercporary understanding of the vast majority

of those living in the eery 1900s, clid not fs.33 Charles Fort.

Undi3couraged, he kept busy brooming off ©obwebbed incongruities

for decades. Bien hits library searches pulled abreast of

current events, Fort still found enough data occurring every

year to jc3*$> him bt?sy rscordin^, comparing, and speculating.

Fort lets us in on s^me uncanny doings over Wales in the winter

of iyc^-05. Luirdnous globles in the air were noticed by

{/-n ^t outdoor revival meetings. One organizer of t.i-j spiritual

renaissances, & lira. :,. Jones, aa owner of one those n
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auto^obiies, gained 2 ne-/ foi:)ov/3r, but .vitii a t7i3t. A "light"

flying about in the air took a liking to the her braas-triined

vehicle and paced her car over a long stretoh of road in spite

of^efforts to elude it. The English newspaper, the Daily ifoil,

even aent teams of reportsrs to track down the strange balla

of lifcht. These investigators caught sight of taeir quarry,

however efforts to trap one proved fruitless. The reportsr3

shrugged their shoulders and blamed the phenomena on extra-
at

ordinary examples of tfill-o'-Wi3psf One supposes the 7ill-o'-

Wisp theory of these lights ctill stands, though modern scisnce

says it knows of no examples of burning luarah gas, termed

Ignis fatuus in scientific circles, to last for any great lenght

of time, rise more than six inches from the ground, or to

appear any brighter than' £ .feeble

A later admrer of Fort, Eric Frank' Russell, reohecked records

covering 1905 and had this to say about some strange lights

seen in sky across the channel An^the month of April:

n
.••a mysteriuos thing hung around over Cherbourg, France,

for several nights. It was luminous. Now and again it shifted
position in a manner impossible for a 3tar. Observers deluged
the papers and teohaleal journals drawing attention to the
phenomenon.

The result was a three-aided fracas, two groups of autho
rities against the laymen. One bunch of experts* decided that
a lot of imbeciles had been gaping at the planet Venus. Anot
her bunch asserted that many ignorant nincompoops could not
recognized Jupiter when they saw it. The imbeciles and
nincompoops went right on swearing that they could see , and
that it was neither Venus nor Jupiter.

A bureaucrat then suggested that the vision was that of
a captive balloon, but no suoh balloon could be identified



and the theory was dropped. French astronomers carefully
kept a-*ay from the scene and a solitary exoert iant to

i ?lf- Oo^a^er S7leSE5.^2rtS of
f°? n^ an 9xpart in aerial Phenomena, mads
S/S?"?1*10113*^01*64 tht diti i^mx-omoiai observations, reported that conditions had

?Is pre^trto s9 f°r ac3ufate dignoasis and that afi he
V8nus. " &2. m3 a" e 0b^80t 'r7as not "k* plane

Fort relays to us from the London Times a outting dated Decr-

ectoer 10, 1907* about a LIr. R.17. ?urdy, who watched an unex-" !

plained "lair/p" sailing through the air^race toward him across ]

an open field and tnen changing its mind and speadiiv?- o*'f in ;

^notasr diroction.

■Thff summit of thi3 series of flying lights and objects

yraa reached in 1907. The July ieoue of the Honthly Weather j

Revise gave s, coinplete and uni.si3XP.kably clear picture of the !

asrial phsno&enon that challenged science for recognition. The'

unnatural and distinctly artifical tube hovering in the air, (

accompanied by a mystsriouj globle of enorgy that exploded,

and the fact that the tube aeeined to be disintegrating with

intense, delibrtate fury, r/ere slowsnts of the account that

should have be3n engrave 1 on tn? mind of an alert scientist'

for future ritsrsnoeCSee Illustration).
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__ .^meteorologists can do nothing better than to secure for
t*X y '^e earth the longest and most homogeneous series of
ouStEt-**"*wons possible—C A.

A POSSIBIiE OASfi OF BAIi UCKBTNINCk

Bv Wii.ua* It AlKXASDER, local Forecaster. Dated Burlington, Vt, August 1* 1907

During the month of July, 1907, the weather in the Cham-
plainValley,if not in the entire State ofTennont, was character-
wed by several interesting (not to say abnormal) features.
Perhaps the most prominent feature was the large number of
violent, and in many cases destructive, thunderstorms that oc
curred. A considerable number of lives was lost and much
valuable property destroyed by lightning. Without doubt
one of the most singular, certainly one of th6 most unusual,
electrical phenomena known to the writer occurred at Burling
ton on the 2d, incident to the passage of a barometric depres
sion from the Lake region to the lower St. Lawrence Valley
dunng the last days of June and the first days of July The
distinctive feature of this storm was the single peal of thunder
or explosion attended by what is believed to have been a case
of " ball" or " globe " lightning The " explosion ** was so
sudden, so unexpected, and so terrific that it startled practi
cally the entire city, and there was a general, spontaneous
rush to the windowor street to see what had happened

Effort has been made to obtain from eyewitnesses all ob
served details of importance relative to the phenomenon, but
it appears that altho all heard the sound only ft few actually
saw anything Fortunately, however, there «ere competent
and reliable witnesses whose statements are given below m

St own words.
)sb;p John S Miehaud says
.A standing on the corner of Church and College streets just in

«U-JoftheHoward Bank and teeing east, engaged in conversation with
Ex-Governor Woodburyand Mr A A BueU, when, without the slight, at
mdicatlon or warning, we wore startled b> what sounded like a most un
usual and terrific explosion, evidently very near by. Raising my ojus and

stim»3nfl feet away, stationary In appearance and suspended in the air
StoOfeetaDovlthetopsofthebniiulngs Instae, it wasabout 6*>et
long by 8 inches in diameter, the shell or covei having a daik nppeaiuuco,
with here and there tousnes «»f fire issuing from spots on the surfac-e re
sembling red-hot unburnished copper Altho stationary when Hist
noticed this object soon began to move, rather slowly, and disappeared
over Dolan Brothers' store, southward. As ft moved, tho emerlng
seamed rupturing in places and thru these the Intensely ml flaiaes Issued
My first Impression was that it was some explosive shot from tho upper
portion of the Hall furniture store, When first seen it was surrounded
by a halo of41m light, some 20feet in diameter There was no odor that
I am aware of perceptible after the disappearanceof the phenomenon, nor
was there any damage done so far as known to me Altho the sky was
entirely dear overhead, there was an angry-loofeitig cumulo-nimbus
tloud approaching from the northwest, otherwise there was absolutely
nothinjt to lead us to expect anything so remarkable And, strange to
bay, altho the downpour of rain following this phenomenon, perhaps
twentv minutes later; lasted at least half an hour, there was no indica
tion of any other flash of lightning or sound of thunder

Fourweeks have past sin"e the occurrence of this event, butthepttture
of that scene and the terrific concussion caused by it are vividly before
me, while the craahlngsouud btillTings in my earn I hope I may Tiever
near or see a similar phenomenon, at least at such close range

Mr AlvaroAdsitsays

I was standing m my store door facing the north, my attention was
attracted by this " ball of fire" apparently descending toward* point on
the opposite side of the street in front of the HaU furniture fctore, when
wkhinlS or 20 feotof the ground tfte ball exploded with a deafening
- ttd, the ball, before the explosion, wa* apparently 8 or 10 inches in
w Jer the halo of light resulting from th« explosion was 8 or 10 fegt

ra«ter. the light had a yUlowlsh tinge, somewhat like a candle
\w' no noisa or sound was Iward before or alter tho explosion, no
i auiag<; was done so far as known to lue

Mr W, P Dodd^ (who was on the south sido of the street,
m the oflice of tho Equitable Life Insurance Co) sojh.

I saw the "ball" just before tho ex|J»»lon, It was moving apparently
from the northwest fovar tho Howud Bunk Building) ami gradually do
wn ndin,;; did not M>e it at tint momijnl«f iho explosion, oi aftonv i«i; n<>

«'iult«] w» fur as known to tin*

Jxrtr, 1907
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Vm 1 —Han of small section of Burlington, Vt, drawn (not to _

sealei to show roughly tu«» several plaww mentioned In connection with
the electric phenomenon of .Tul> 2, 1W *• Howard National Bank
2 National Biscuit Cotnpanj r Halls lurnitjro Compsmy -t Fer
gusonAAdsifs store 5. Dolan Brothers, u K.tultablo Lite Insurant

Company 7. Standard Coal and Ice Company. ».

Ihe following account is taken from the Burlington Daily
Free Press of July 3,1907-

A forerunnerto one of the series of heavyand frequent thunderstorm*
that havo characterized theoarij summer In this vicinity startled Bui-
Ungtonians yestotday just before noon AVithout any preliminary dis
turbance of the atmosphere, there was a sharp repott, the like of which
Is seldom heard It was much louder m tho business section of tht
city than elsewhere, and paitloularly in the vicinity of Church and Col
lege streets People rushed to the street or to windows to learn what
had happened, and when a horse was seen flat in tho street in front of
the Standard Coal and Ice Companj "s office it was tiie generalJhipre^ion
that the animal had been struck by lightning and killed This theory
was not long entertained, as the horse was soon struggling to regain hi*

feet * * *
Ex-Governor Woodbnrj and Bishop Hiehaad were standing on the

corner of Church and College streets iu com ercntion when the repon
Startled them. In talking with a Free Press man later in the day Gov
ernor Woodburysaid his first thought was that an explosion had occurred
somewhere in the Immcdiato vlcmttv, md he-turned, expecting to s^e
bricks flying thru the air Bishop Mioliaud was fat Ing fli« east aud saw
a ball of fire rushing thru the air, appaiently Just east of the *<xioaM
Biseuit Company s bttUdlng \lvan> Adsit also saw the ballot ■« to-
did a young man whowas looking out of a wlndowin the Stroug T'wnter
Builrtfng Another man with a vHid inw^nation declared that the bill
struck the center of ^ ollege street near the Standard Coal and Ico Com
pany's office, knoc* . ;ho hore»down by the jar and then bounded «p

agilntosomeua ^ potut m the «ky » • • ^V^wlflh
turbance was fo'l> n A few roinuUa b> ft dawnponr of ra n, wnkB
continued, with b * irruption, for nearly two hours

Another descr jd the souml as "like the temrtg.of new
cambiic ". All abree that it was the most startling phenome
non of the land ever experienced, because so uno^cpf

The "explosion" was followed in A few minutes by a

iThlfl "ballof ttro" maj hav« boeu a distant meteor, and it wiU
woith while to »e««k Tor observations b^ distant obscrvm-s itxmt ■•"'
Tuesday, Julj 2, l'H)7 —



Chapth9r five

A Book A tlx© Eataned

She fasisd American author Tneodors Froiser is best knom for

hi a literary achievements such, as Sistsx Carrie, The ^

An American Tragedy* but he could claijn another ,rature

unique,distinction. Charles Fort had only tso close friends

and Dreiser .vas one of there. ■ Dreiser had a brilliant mind,

though hi3 personality m&o riddled #ith {protea^ueriea^roften

i ; in behavior ths.t vvas unpredicable and childish. Ha

also fascinated with the biz&rre$j^a64e from being some

thing of a jfi&veric himself, Dreiser possessed t«ro other things

that would prove beneficial to Charlea Fort's writing career:

a position of success th?t gave, hits 1oversge trith book pub-

liahsi-s *md a stor/ny twapsradnt that would not always talcs

no for an answer.

Dreiser had taken over the editorship of .Smith's Magazine in

19C5 and vsras casting aaout for interesting manuscripts \*fhen

a f«w appeared \vritte.a by a feilov/ named Charles Fort. Trsiaar

ira!.9diately noticed the extraordinary \?it and perception in

assays subiaitted. "ay Fort, 30 believing the eccentric Erons

author would make iz big one* day, he felt it would prove

profitable and entertaining to cultivate the unusual thinker*s

'acquaintance.y^reissr like to tell his sditor friends of the

tasr shaggy pulpa whai rare abilities .rera lAtaa in the, as

yet,unknown fre6*ij.ncer he had discovered. Fort tried to live

up to Exaiser's aspaotations and aoribbled over J^ million

7or3s» -iiorth of novels of sxyi&tic quality, but the man-

uaenpts. lacked significant thercef.
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The first(and only) published novel by Vort, The Outcast

.'lanufacturers* 'introduced him to tlie public in 1909, written

in a manner that set him apart, a fixture of incongruity and

the ludicrous:"...a dead horse lying in the south side gutter,

boys jumping on it enjoying the elasticity of its ribs...n£>

Fort , a timid, heavyset fellow, peering at the world through

thick glasses, never quite meshed gears with the main stream of

society. Withdra-.rn, he turned to his o/m peculiar world for

satisfaction. Further inheritance boosted his income to a level

where he did not really have to write for a living,, so he -

read and wrote what he pleased all day long and attended the

..rioiries with his wife, Anna, almost every evening.

Still prodded by the words of John Jacob A3tor, Fort continued

to take notes on "mysterious forcea and influences", patterns

of orphaned freakes of data.

He 4aa«l off two purely fictional manuscript3jindirectly in

spired by the ?/erid material he had 30 far gathered^titled ■

T! and "Y". Fort did not think too highly of the v/ork3 and

eventually threw them into the firaplaca. Tail© the manuscripts

did not survids, the two ideas the tales • -yere built s,round

nevertheless lived to play a minor role in our own story

later on. Before they were burned, Dreiser tried to peddle

the two manuscripts to publishers fcdjLed. /A$r luolz^wl&rbfov*^ »

But then another idea took hold in Fort's mind. Ee began to

toy /ith the thought of using the odd facts he had accumulated

for the nucleus of a non-fiction work, sewn together -.yith his

commentary on the Importance of the information and the recept

ion the scientific outcasts had so far relieved.
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By 190S the making of a nan wave of reports was shaping up

and Fort kept close w&tch on the newspapers. Two early events,

however, took place beyond the reach of the New York newspapers.

Myriads of stars were sparkling coldly in the velvet pall of

the heaven** over tha state of Washington one night early in ths

month of February, 190S, when a bright point of light in the sky

.vaa aeen to move about, attracting th* attention of those per

sons living just north of Tacoaa.

On February 1st the following occurred:

fl...(a) myaterious flying object described aa three
time3 as bright aa tha planet Jupiter, displaying colors
of dark red, pale green, yellow and brilliant white,...
Uas seen) cruising tha evealng skies over the region
around Taooma between the hours of 7 and 9 o1clock ...
'Rumors ia such tojraa as Kent, Grays Harbor, and Taooma
had the phenomenon explained as a Japan*ao airship spying
out the Pacific coast. On one oocaaaion something like a
rocket «as seen aischarged apparently from the unknown
object." 3.

For thr«« night.-* tie light was seen, a faot which prompted a

mention in tha daily newspaper:

wKent, Wash. , Feb. 3 —(Special) —For two nights past
much curiosity haa be^n aroused by the appearance of a
large bright light apparently low in tha weatsrn sky, two
or three times aa bright aa Jupiter.' It was observed both
Saturday and Sunday nights between the hours of 7 and 9
o'clock, moving slowly from north to south. Suggestions
ware jaada that it might be an airship, and telephone in-
quifie* were mada covering a distance of two or three miles
xrom this place, but no satisfactory answera were reoleved.
}* ;1Ja?| *?? stfan?° li^J did not appear to be more than
10 to 12 miles distant. All aorta of conjaoturaa are ven
tured aa to the mysterious illumination." 4.

■'0



Early in the eveniniof February ^th^a whole train full of

psopls saw the strange light:

"As the Northern Paoifio train waited for the Fifteenth
street bridge to come down on the rail line that orossed
the tidal flats near Tacoiaa, Washington, the engineer look
ed up and saw a strange multi-colored light in the evening
sky traveling north to south. So prominent was the light,
the train's conductor and soms of the passengers left the
coaches and ran down the track to get a better look. One
person hAd field glasses and said he descerned a cigar-
shaped mass.11 °

The following day this editorial appeared on the matter:

"...things are cro-vding the limit when the Jap pre
empts the air. Here is the searchlight of this air3hir>

SiSi"8*?19 niShJ' like tbe S^inf*Y* of a demon? to
tttllLlll ?eaC^ful fol?,of Kent' Not them alone, but
this matter touches us all. Trains are halted in their

S?P?ff a0r°38 the tideflat8 ***!• passengers sweep
«i™« Jle+ C0Pv8 ~"*not traveling bag? -thl circum
ambient atmosphere to detect the lurking place of this

S'SE'a?1? J5ing ?U8t be 8t0pped' Agcitizen ^delhome at night must not be further unduly alarmed at

?fnjaoJr°?!?iti0? beoauae» forsooth, railti-colored
iJ?f! a ? throueh th« heavens. A free moral agent
should not be so deoieved into signing the pledge This
airship must be captured. We do not kfow it? inflntionL
tut we have no doubt that they are evil. Perhaps it
fitted over this oity to detect the dark designs of that
suggestive democratic convention or the cracks in prim-

a£L Z\lf 80 i* ma a u39l0S8 labor} the people sea
»»* ^ ih!!e# Pe5haPs ^ s«e^ to spy on Captain Ho^ell
t??ihJS4?ati9r^ of artiHery. If so, we warn it that it
will fail. Perhaps it wants to learn ho* 'Billy* Poulh-
^t3l3a*' ^naged to procure the payment of an over

e claim from an express company. If so, it is doomed



to disappointment: nobody knows. Perhaps it would
capture that record-breaking hen at Kent. Or perhaps
it would discover the reasons for operating street
cars with flat wheels or delve into the mysteries'-
of the lighting problem. If so, it will have to
oome close to earth.

And here will be the opportunity for its capture,
easily affected by the usual method of salt on its
tail.

But where is the hero? Truely we are living in a
fearsome age," ^

The "airships" were back again, and so were the mysterious

"meteors".

June 30, 190S a huge, tube-like, shape sped^oward the earth

out of the the depths of space, plunging into the atmosphere

O high over central Asia. The thing belched great olouds of smoke
as it streaked lower and lower over the territory of Imperial

Russia, rushing into the frigid, forested mstes of Siberia. A

mass of 50,000 tons was zooming downward on a shallow slant at

30,000 miles per hour. As the thing approached the headwaters

of the Tunquska River north of Lake Baika, the visitor from

space suddenly exploded at an altitude of 5,000 feet. A blinding

flash lit up the reaote region followed instantly by a roar

that sounded like the sky itself was being torn apart. The

forest for miles around collapsed as a mushroom cloud boiled

tens of thousands of feet into the stratosphere.



As hi6n as *n altitude of 50 miles,strange luminous clouds

floated about in the atmosphere after the tremendous blast, ,

For days the glowing vapor persisted in the~heavens over the
-7

Tunquska River area.

The fate of the unusual "bolide", which witnesses said resembl

ed a giant shuttle and had left a peculiar wake of smoke made

up of glowing gas, whirling flames, and sparks, became a major

scientific puzale. Before tho enormous explosion there had

been a mass of an estimated 50,000 tons, but afterward, though

the effect: of the blast was easily visible, no debris of the

colossal body could be found.

Here are the results of field investigations:

"1. The entire stricken area of forest spread to
the south-east to the north-west, that is to say,
in the direction of the meteorite's flight before
falling. Normally, the place where a meteorite's
falls is in the center of such destruction, but in
this case it was like the handle-end of an outspread
fan, at the extreme north-west point of the affected -
area*

neifhb°uJ-aood of the fall was studded with
If ILtl^l Sf funnel-shaped holes. Search in some
of these brought no result whatever in the form of
any unusual substanoes, debris, ect.

In 1928 and again in 1929 other expeditions, equipped
JS 0lfot*°-magnetic detectors and drilling apparatus,

S2
whatf,»<>r *8oainea of the giant meteor which
f1^ Stony *et«orite36are never of great

r™ "8 dispersed iik th f

aith8r

(O
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Dispatches from EUrope in 1908, meanwhile, told of incandes-~

cent spheres exploring the English countryside and talcing

rests at intervals over farmhouses.

Also, stories of mysterious, visitations ."by unexplained "air

ships" cropped up JU\>. different parts of the eastern United

, , States during the winter of I9OS-O9. Among these accounts was '

1 a spectacular searchlight probing of Worcester, Massachusetts,

i
twice, by a large object in the night sky with the profile of

a cigar. Police and newsmen, we a,xo tola, were greatly sxcited

over the incidents. Hunting, West Virginia; Chattanooga, Tenn

essee j and numerous towns in the state of Alabama, housed

thousands of victims^ airship "illusions".

Cj ■ England recieved only a few months respite before sightings

of strange things in the night sky began anew, swamping news

paper editors. March, 1909* at* Peterborough, a strange shape in

the evening heavens, for example, was' sketched on the note

pads of constables. The thing appeared to narrow, oblong, and

9.
equipped with a glaring headlight. Fort read in the London

Daily Mail an editorial comment.on the continuing sightings of1)

' mysterious lights and objects in the sky,which saidy^no more

space in the Mail*s columns would be given over to anylsuch

reports until tangible evidence was obtained. An aviation

expert, C.S,Rolls, offered his judgement that every report



could not be written off so simply, as an organizer of

England's Aero Club, he pressed for a more tolerant view.

Another correspondent, Fort recorded, debated the reality

of the observations reported over nearly the shole of England

by expressing doubt any airport facilities for such a craft

«#ould fail to corns to the attention of authorities. Furta-

more, if continental powers .vera snooping, the gentleman stated,

why haven1.t their ssepplina been tracked crossing the seas around

our island nation? Moreover, the newspaper Weekly Dispatch

computed the locations and tiroes of the different airship

sightings and protested that if the mystery object was a

aepplin it would have had to achieve the impossible speed of

over 200 ndlsa per hour. '°'

No mention of the Kngliah airship wave of 1909 can be complete

however, without bringing up the alledged episode that was

supposed to have taken place on the summit of Caerphilly

Mountain in Wales on May 13, 1909. For many years students of

the UFO problem have railed on Charles Fort's aooount of the

case as it appears on pages 631-632 in the volume: The Books

of Charles Fort.

Fort had taken an item from the newspaper Daily Mail, a story

told by a Mr. Lithbridge, who claimed to have seen two figures

dressed in thick overcoats standing near a big "tube-Ilka"

contraption parIced in a field. According to Mr. Lifehbridge, he

surprised the "airship cre#""?nn, who became alarmed and jabbered

away in some inoomprehensiable language with heavy accents, and

then jumped into their craft and took off.

Many fans of Fort's work believe that Mr. Lithbridge may have



had an encounter uith aome alien explorera from outer space,

but such a hope ia at odds with Fort's own opinion. If one

reads Fort carefully, one can see that Fort discounts the

possibility that any creatures from Mar3 were involved. It

seamed to Fort that Mr. Lithbridge'a tale was a fake and that

the man merely had a desire for publicity.

An examination of this story, as it orginally appeared in the

Daily Mail discloses that Mr* Lithbridge discribed the airship

crewiuen as quite normal in appearance and the airship they

were flying as one of a conventional design. These details are

not given in Fort's writings which explains how the case has

bean misinterpeted, nonetheless, since the orginal Dally Mail

version ia not readily available,misunderstandings will pro

bably continue.

The picture of the 1909 airship "scare" should include a

word or two about the politioal climate at the time which would

help explain Mr. Lithbridge1a hoax. Fears in England concerning

the >mr-like intentions Germany's Kai3»r had reached such a :

pitch by 190S the Parliment instructed the a "Committee of

Imperial Defense" to establish an invasion inquiry. Barbara

Tuohman touched on the matter in her book: The Proud Tower> a

superb Material work:

"The Committee's conclusion that a successful
invasion could not be mounted eras not known to
the public, which felt an awful fascination in
the topic Erskine Childers had raised it in an

(O



absorbing novel The Riddle of the Sands, in

1903 and William Le Queux more emphatically

if less artistically in a novel called The
Invasion 'of 1910 7hich ran as a serial in
the Daily Hail in 1910 and was advertised

through London by sandwich-men dressed in

Prussian blue uniforms and spiked helmets.

In 1909 Guy du Ilaurier's play An English

man's Rome, which dramatized an invasion
by the forces of the "Emperor of the Nortn,"

opened at tfyndham's Theatre and played to

packed houses for eighteen months. Ths idea

of invasion became almost a psycnosis.
Living at Rye on England'13 south coast '
Henry James felt "exposed," as he nervously

wrote a friend in 1909. Ho worried that
"ffhen the German Emperor carries tho next
war into thi3 country, ay chimney pots,

visible to a certain distance out to sea,
may be his first objective." If.

It should not be considered strange then, that airship reports

again gained in frequency in English newspapers in 1913, as the

international situlation heated up to its feared conclusion,

though there was no exact reason why the second outbreak should

have hit the English public in the month of January.

By 1913 even the conservative London Times was receptive to

airship reports, and on January 6th headlined:"Unknown Aircraft
a-

Over Dover". Cases listed by authorities during January were

almost identical to those of 1909. On the 21st, for example, the

Times printed:

"It is stated that on Friday evening Ia3t an
airship was seen passing over Cardiff in the
direction of Swansea,

Captain Lionel Lindsay, Chief Constable of
Glamorganshire, says: —'at a quarter to 5 I
noted the object. It waj dusk and foggy, so
that 6he could not define it. It was much

larger and moved faster than the Willows air
ship and left in its trail a dense volumne of
smoke< I called the attention of a bystander
to the object, and he agreed that it ./a3 30ms
largelooject. It disappeared quickly."
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The great enigma that presents itself here is whether the

_ political tensions,produced the airship stories, 'or that * -

something, strange in the air was producing the political

tensions. Also, the advance of technology brought new allies

to the suspicion something extraordinary may have been

happening. The magazine Flight, the journal of the Aero Club

of the United Kingdom, felt qualified to weight the evidence '

from a standpoint of a decade of experience with powered

flight:

, nY«b again the throb of an aerial motor
and the v/hirr of a propeller has been heard
during the hours when most worthy citizens
are abed. This time the mysterious aircraft
was heard at ;Cover at 5 a.m. on the 5th, but
it was not unlikely an aviator from a flying
ground, not a hundred milea from Dover, out

for a very esfcrly spin. Ho doubt if aviation
progresses as rapidly in the future as it

has done in the past it will not be long be
fore episodes such, as this will not be aeem-

• ed just in the day's or night's events." t*4.
t

v •

After a couple of weeks the editor of Flight had second

thoughts about his first explanation for the mystery:

"I am wondering whether the mysterious
Dover 'airship* after all is found in the
suggestion that the noiaes were due to a
motoy boat * Sappho,'» owned by a Mr. .Walker,
which was knor/n to have been entering
Dover Harbor with its engines unsilenced
at the very time when the dirigble was
supposed to have been passing overhead.
In that case, where did the bright rapidly
moving light come from? Could it have been

supplied by imagination? If it indeed were
a dirigible, where «did it go to, for it is
hardly conceivable, since it disappeared
inland, that it could continued its cruise
without being noticed by other people."

o

y""^
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The new wave of mysterious airship3 over England was accom

panied by another spectacular "meteor fall" that behaved in

a remarkable manner.

A little after 9 o'clock in the evening, February 9, 1913,

an amazing cluster of "bolides", cruised a distance of 2,500

miles through the atmosphere as measure'd from the first

locality it*was spotted, at Regine, Saskatohwan, Canada, to ,

the last po^nt^asiBBfc the phenomenon was visible far out in the

Atlantic over Bermuda. If the Kbo?.ide3n did finally come to_

earth, they must have struck the ocean in tne lonely expanse

of the south. Atlantic where the fate of the visitors from

space went unobservered.

The Journal of the Royal Astronmical Society of Canada called

s~^ the passage "An Extraordinary Jfeteoric Display*, and dsvoted

seventy pages of one issue to the amazing sight. '

Awed witnesses of the meteors living in Canada»s Ontario

province and right across the border in Hew York state, cooper

ated >irith professor C.A,Chant, who investigated the display,

by senting him discrip-^ions of ,vhat they had seen; One person

wrote: '■

tThere were probably 30 or 32 bodies, and
the peculiar thing about them v$a.s their

- - moving in fours, threas, and twos, abreast
of one another, and so perfect v?as the lining .
up you would havs thought it .vas an aerial
fleet manoeuvring after rigid drilling*
1About half of them had parsed vhen an un- •

usually large one hove in sight, fully ten
times aa large as the others.
•Five or six would appear in two detachments,
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probably 5 3sconds apart: then another
wait of 5 or 10 seconds and another de
tachment would acme into vis;v. We could
see each dstaotr^ent for probably 20 to
25 seconds. The display lasted about 3
minutes."j£ J

Correspondence from another witness rsad:

"There would be number of the bodies m
a line ^vith a light streak bet /esn tnem;
ana the last ^3 one large ball by itself.
The display lasted fully 3 minutes, \7hile
Wf w?re gazing with awe on the brilliant
display far above us in the clear sky a

TXioei*rOBl a §rouP of ClSn '/as heard to say:
•Oh, boys, Itu tell you v/hat it is —an
aeroplane race." y

ID

As unusual as the display .vas, the meteoric firballs did not

deivate from accepted rules of physics. Professor Chant was,

however, puzsled by an artical ssnt along with the bolide

clippings: j

i

"In conclusion I shall refer to a curious
observation reported in The Toronto Daily
Star for Monday, February 10. At about Z"
p.m. on that date some of the occupants of
a tall building ne*r the lake front sa*
soms strange objects moving out ovsr the
lake and passing to the east. They were
not seen clearly enough to determine their
nature, but they did not seem to be clouds,
ox birds, or smoke, and it res suggest-d
at the time that perhaps, they -vl?e air
ships cruising over the city. Afterwards
it was surnased that they may have been of

!aLnati^e Of meteors moving m zuuch tne
samepath as those seem the night before." /£.

O
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Tna <£°J£anto_JDanjnJitar also printed:"They passed from

west to eastf, in three groups, ani taea returned tfost in more,'

^■-stared formation, about aeven or eight in all." &

While the Toronto Daily Star account agrees with the

meteor theory by remarking that tliese objects 3een on

the 10th traveled in groups, the statement that the

objects reversed direction rules out any connection

wita the bolides observed the night before.

The editors of the English aviation magazine Plight* in

March, 1913, expressed an opinion on the English airship

mystery then in progress by noting that it was "grim

humor" for the nation1s Parliment to order the military

to open fire on any more unidentified aircraft whan

there was no weapon in England*s arsenal equal to the

2.1.
task.

The specter of the Germn war machine cast its shadow

over the riddle of the unexplained things in the air

just as the Great War of 19H+-191S turned Europe into

an arena of death and destruction.

Charles Fort occupied himself during the years of con

flict doing research and putting thoughts to paper. From

sober scientific journals Fort complied Iist3 of strange

showers from the sky. Strange because they consisted

entirely of organisms. Bugs, worms, fish, and bits of

matter that were composed living cells,were discovered by

Fort and sorted into catagories. Hitherto ignored, the

data once concentrated presented werid.possibilities

Fort was not slow to ponder*
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THE NOTES OF CHARLES FORT

ARE PRINTED HERE for the FIRST TIME

*"jpHIS is the man who liberated minds.

JL The Society founded to do him honor
can express its appreciation in no more

significant terms. At a time when the faith

of Science in its own works was so absolute

that it paralyzed the thought o£ the world

and prevented any child from becohnng

aware-o£ its own ignorance, this man wrote

The Book, of the Damned and set free a suffi

cient number of mentalities to prevent; true

intelligence from complete extinction. He a

seated at a checkered board with hundreds of

"men before him. He used to say that his.

game, "Super-Checkers , was his chief claim

to fame. In reality be was using the device
as a. means,, to investigate progrjosnex. In

futnre ismes of THE FORTEAN, the racord

of hundreds of "games , played solitairev wdl
■beprinted from ms notes. !

All Fart's books are out of print but the
Society can supply them. ■» )

The. Book o* thb Dammed (1919) ~

New Linus (1923)

Lor (1931)

Wru> Tiuj&m (1932) T-

Charles Fort died May 3, 1932 at the: age
of 57 years. This picture was taken in 1931

CHARLES FORT
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TIFFANY THAYER. Saretarj

iiAtraordhwry Aftlreric Jjt:/.h>y

Kits. 7.—Fiom a sketch matJe by Mr. W. H.'lStevenson, Kenelon FalU. In t\:tf fore-

part <rf w* »a» a cluster of bright white stars { the rear was a reddtsth reflection.

like glare fiom fire. B. a bright «hii« iUr, of the sue of Venus C.

reddish dusters. D, a shower of red meteors.

TonthUl (Wetland Co.. 40 mile?, S. 10". E.).

Arthur Gjlbey. •

I saw several flashes reflected from the txtc-vt and sccmirg to c -me

from the north. The sky being clouded in that direction. I c^uld tirt

_?ec distinctly, but a few moments afterward I heard a rum'-ling. >Kc:

and heavy, which 1 could not account for. I too** no m>;ice of it umi'

a few seconds later 1 heard it again, and then for a third time. Thi*

was about 9.10 p.m. The rumbling was very plain. ' •

Fort Frances (on Bainy Lake, miilway between Ft. William ami

peg).

Robert Moore. M.D.

Dr. Moore did not see the display, but on making hi* round* in the

Indian village near Fort Frances he obtained the following mst\ from

an Indian within 30 minutes after the phenomenon: " 1 Aw them come

slowly from the northwest; first, a string like candles, al-out forty of

them: then, after 5 minutes, another string in the «ame line and n'.vmt

cisht in number. Thej made the snow red quite a while after the> had

disappeared in the cast There was no sound, and they were lower than
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Fort was partioularly faainated with the organiaum that j
i

^made up the bulk of the 294 examplea he had collected. Moat i

; the organic ahowera me falla of thouaanda of amall froga.

Fort muaed viaiona of. odd cargoa aoooped up by oraft from :

the atarry^regiona, their neta b*ia full ,of. aqurming masaea \

of amphiblana. The fact that a fall of.-tadpolea had never \

been reported^and always froge just a few montha old> made i

hie fanciful _thoughta more credible, ,~~~~~

Fort's ?sn raced across dozens of pages,leaving behind in-. - ' . '

spired passages, A cerebral fever gtipped hims

,nOnce upon a time, Then mine was an un
developed 3us£iciousn©ss, and I'd 1st dog
matists pull their pedantries over my per-
osptions, I nevertheless collected note#
upon That seemed to me to be unexplained
phenomena. I don»t do things mildly, and
at the same time much .enjoy myself in
various ways: I act as if trying to malts ' -
ailness out of something, A anarch for the
unexplained became an obsession." 22.

He took up his place in the vast gloom of the New York Public

Library. Eusty tomes gave up their secrets. There he discovsred

"Monstrator" and "Neith", arhile commenting:

*I think I conceive of other worlds and
vg,3t structures that pass us by, -/ithin a
rev miles, without the lightest desire to
oommunioate," 2,3.
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Forgotten proceedings were rehabilitated. An Admiral Collinson

heads an investigation into a mystery of flying lights over the

English ooast in 1S66. The culprit was determined to be a per

son or persons unknown. Fort pencils- in a finish to its

*

nlf anybody wonders why, if these seeming
najvigator3 come close to this earth —as

they do approach, if they appear only in a
local sky —thsy do not then come all the . , ,
we|y to this earth, let him ask a sea captain'
why said captain never purposely desends to
the bottom of the ocean, though traveling
often not far away." 2>4,

More and more periodical came under Fort!s scrutiny; stacks of

aged books

Mutations,

shifting of

grew ever higher; scrawls filled acres of paper,

imposters, and irreconcilables were pried out of

their pigicnholes and rearranged according to new tests. Bolides

with brains, uncertain uranoliths, were followed with stumped

selenograpters and puzzled police, which then vied with aston

ished astrcnooer3 and excited editors. It was all there just

waiting foi someone.

Having proceeded chronologically, the pattern became clear to

Fort by 1914-. But the sands of time were running out on the easy

da,ta, for aside from the mischief of the press, real

zepplines and airplanes were either testing their wings or were

wel^along on the drawing boards. Already by 1913, the mystery

objects were /^prompting heated diplomatic notes.

The lights, by this time, seem to have altered their ways also.

Over Hull, England, the luminosities in question hoversd motion

less for 3Q minutes and thsn <?ere seen "shooting away". Ipswich,

England, had lights in its skies making a great number of turns

in the air and then they were seen "dashing off ovatf the lici ison



In 1915 Font's buddy, Dreiser,took to inhabiting the New York

Library^to take short, sglf-taught, courses in the sciences>

seeking a simple cosmic scheme to the universe. Like more than

one project Dreiser Btarted, the try was a flop, but it did " 2

give him a keener appreciation of-an important manuscript Fort

would ask him to read a few years hence.

Meanwhile, unable to press on any publisher Fort's "X" and "Y"*

Dreiser still hit it big with one novel of his own:in 1916,which

was the widely acclaimed work titled: The"Genius". This literary

effort was attacked as immoral by the "Now York Society for the

Suppression j>f Vice",thus insuring the book's fast rioe to the

top of the best seller list. Fort shot off a letter to Dreiser

saying:"...Highpriest of Evil...what shall I do to be lewd?...

I write of tjxe attractions of the planets, and of the affinites

of atoms. Thpse are lusts, yet, to save me, I can not convey -- :.

evil notions of astronomic and cheaiic abscenities." ^St

Only pretending to be annoyed at his lack of publishing success,

Fort went hip own unhurried way immersed in thoughts far removed

from the distractions of literary fane. He penned:"There are

gulfs of the- unaccountable but they are bridged by terminology".*

And:«Con3ervatism is our. opposition. But I am in considerable

sympathy with conservatives. I am often lazy myself." 2%

The conflict in Europe made the difficult chore of separating

the inexplicable from rumors or mieinterpetations of convention

al phenomenej.nearly an impossible task in English newspapers. At

one point during the Groat War, eleven German' zepplins crowded

«»« night s«y over London on a single bombing misoion. Jaded to

such aerial traffic jams, was the further obstacle of blue-pen

ciling- censors of the Imperial Yfar Office.
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Likewise,s little oould be culled from the Hew York newspapers

of interest to,Fort, though the reason was not the war apparent

ly, so much as a temporary lull in the sightings of anything

unusual in the air. Equipped with a vital doggedness, Fort

spent the war years putting the finishing touches to the new

manuscript he had onoe promised Dreiser. By the time the

European conflict was over,he had almost completed his task:,

"In November,.1913* I made some studies
upon light objects thrown into the air
armistist day. I suppose I should have
bean more emotionally occupied, "but I
made notes upon torn-iip papers thrown
high in the air from windows of office
buildings." 28*

In 1519i Fort finally submitted the result of years of hard

thinking and tedious research for Drieser^ inspection. - It was

a manuscript Fort called the Book of the Ifornned. As Drie33r

scanned the the worfc- he became ecstatic at the construction

built from *k),000 werid notes. The collection seemed to Drieser

an elephantine gadfly bearing down on the complacency of the

cruel world that had tormented him ever since his proverty

stricken, and generally humiliating childhood. With haste,

Drieser met with the. publisher that handled his own works, to

demand that Fort's book be published, or else the contract

covering his own writings could be cancelled, then and there.

This aggressive rush managed to overcome any lack of enthus

iasm that would have surely greeted Fort!s errie manuscript

without a sponsorship of Dreiser's stature. Fort himself

would have never triumphed like that with this mode3t manner

and carefree philosophy, though his literary 3tyl© took up tha



slack wita exotic explosions, capering comets, and discrip-

tions of falls of frogs carpeting the land and making the

ground come alive.

The presses rolled.

One can imagine the reception -Fort's work recieved in the y3ar

1919. It was like flinging a dead polecat into a cro,vd of stuffy

aristocrats.Only the boldest bunch could field that kind of ,

football: writers, men with flexible and receptive minds.

Booth Tarkington, laid up ill at the time, just happened to

find a few hours tor spare to read the latest send over over

from the bookstore, l;y\aLri>j of another man's malady of cosmic

size nightmares. Tarkington converted to the new improbabilities

30*
right off. Mny other men of letters were drawn toward the

novelty of. a fresh anarchy as the word spread. The Chicago

Daily News- assigned Ben tfecht to review the Book of the Damned
*

and he titled the resulting articiflL wPhantasmagorlophobia'r,

praising Fort's work to the skie3 and coining the expression:

"Fortean". Secht designated himself as the first di3cipla to

pay homage to the "Fortean" view of the universe. So intriqued

was the editor of the .Daily Ne.ys, a telegram quickly arrived

at Fort's humble Bronx apartment requesting information for a

biblographical sketch of the author of the fantastic new

book to b$ run the following day, %"M*<

One author-friend of Dreiser disputed with him about Fort's

semi-cyptio v.-.sweres. That, t for example, perwinkles, blood,

snakes, eQto, can fall out of the sky from a mysterious source

t ,, ', high in the air Fort occassionally refered to as an "Upper

Saragasso S«afl^and not do violence to elementary scisnee.



^ Dreiser fired back?

"To dub him enormously ignorant of any
thing is to use an easy phase without
correct information. Fort is not enorm
ously ignorant of anything. He is so far
above any literary craftsman now working
in thi3 country -your own excellent self
exoulded- that measurements are futile...
to me no one else in the world -so far-
has suggested the underlying depths &
mysteries and possibilities as had Fort. >
To me he is simply stupendous & some day
I really believe he will get full credit..." $2.

Fort became restless after draining what he could from the

New Yo^ic @ity Library, so setting hi3 financial and personal

business in order, he wrote Dreiser that he and his wife were

going to $ail for London in October(1920). Now a recognized

-^_- writer of sorts, Fort expressed his thanks to his benefactor

"i=~ before leaving. "*

In London the Forts set up housekeeping close to the British

Museum where the strange American soon became a common sight

as he resumed his self appointed task, a g-5 workday of search

ing old journals and books. Once and while Fort jsrould spend an

afternoon|debating with strangers in Hyde Park, exchanges of

which, unfortunately,.records are extant. That park in London

was probably the only place in the world Fort could go unnoticed.

Of their London life, Mrs. Anna Fort later told Dreiser:

"JCharlie)...used to stand in the street
and gaze at tha stars and point them out
to be and tell me the meaning of it. Then
up in our rooms he would throw open the
windows and stand gazing at the stars.

( Tiiar& was his delight for a long, long time."
r „.
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So far Fort had conquered only a part of the reading publio,

though an influential segment to be sure,with the likes of Hecht-

and Tarkington. His Book of the Damned » reluctantly printed by

Boni and..Liverigh$, numbered.only about 1,000 copies in its

.first edition and the publishers were not sure they could un

load all of that.
"XM-

Elsewhere, -in the year 1920,^H ..G.Weils developed a fasination

for socialism as a way to build a better world. He requested

and recieved an invitation to call on the self-appointed

prophet of one of the most extreme examples of the economic

doctrine, Uikolai Lenin, who had Overthrown the Kerensky

government and was now in process of making Russia into the

"Union of Soviet Socialist Republio3n.]CTells groped for a

oriticism of the Communist "wave of the future" to keep the

conversation interesting, so he proposed the possibility that

human technology might ultimately render Marxism obsolete.

Lenin stared at Wells and proceeded to concede that fact,
i

but with a surprising difference. There is an imagined limit

on human potential, Lenin said, if one entertains the pretent-

ion that we shall never contact other advanced civilizations

in the universe. If that oocurs,,the Communist leader continued,

violence as a means of progress would face extinction. "*

Meanwhile, back in London, Fort became greatly amused. He

dashed Off a letter to his brother, Ray, back in Albany, New

York, saying that word had reached him of some persons, apparent

ly readers of his book, proposing somekind of Lunar expedition

to obtain evidence of his wild.suppositions. With hia U3ual

jocular flair, Fort -wrote that most assuredly a delegation of
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spaoesailers would soon arrived at his door bearing a sword

and an Admiral,' o&p on a velvet cushion. The letter of Fort's

was written some time in the month of January, 1$21. Fort was

probably refering to Professor's Robert Goddard's early exper

iments with liquid fueled rockets' which the New York Times

optimisticly touted with an artical titled:BHoon Rocket Ready

Soon". /fIn actual factjGoddard's" pioneer efforts did make

him the father of the modern rocketryfwhich eventually did

lead to trips to the moon, but the Times was little premature

with its estimation of a-launching date.

Tet Fort had no need to roam the solar system to deal with

matters of a cosmic nature. Something equally challenging

seemed to exist on ~weli ^chartered routes here on earth.

After following a series of strange events in the New York"

Times, Fort wrote:

"It may be >hat if beings from somewhere
else would seize inhabitants of this earth,
wantonly, or out of curiosity, or as a matter
of scientific research, the preference would
be for an operation at sea, remote from ob
servations by other humans of this earth. If
Such beings exist, they may in som<9 respects

be very wise, but supposing secrecy to be
desirable —they must have neglected psych

ology in their studies, or unconcernedly
they'd drop right into Central Park, New
York, and pick up all the specimens they
wanted, and leave it to the wisemen of our

tribes to explain that there had been a whril-
wind, and that the Weather Bureau, with its
usual efficiency, had published warnings of
it." 3$



In early 1921 »a secret terror stirred from ita dark place

of ambush. On January 29th, the 3,500 ton vessel Carol Peering

drifted ashore, at Diamond Shoals, North Carolina, inexplicably

abandoned. When investigators'boarded the ship, no trace of the

twelve man crew was found, nor was there any olue to the cause

of- the Bass disappearance, Ola sailors were -reminded of a '

similar riddle of the 3ea vhen it was 'disclosed dishes and

eating utensil3 were discovered in the Carol Peering!s galley

arranged for an evening mealy^nevei- eaten. The Peering; ca33

had an errie resemblance to a near legend in sea annals in

volving the ship Mary Celeste* found adrift in the Atlantic,

east of Portugal, on Pecetnber 5, IS72. Still a sea.Tor'thy

ship, the Mary Celeste's provisions* cargo, and longboat',

were intact. In the galley a dish of food was found half

consumed and numerous personal effects of the different

crewmen, such as books, letters, and a razor, were discovered

in such positions it looked as if their owners had set them

down and walked away with every intention of returning in a

minute or two. An intensive official inquiry failed to learn

what had happened to the men aboard the Celeste and it became

extremely difficult to find a crew to serve on the 3hip then

on. No sailor with the slightest superstitious belief in his

mental makeup would think of going aboard a "ghost ship".

Returning to the Peering case, it seemed the chronicles of

the sea would have yet another unsolved puzzle without an

ending. The captain of the Peering, he/ever, had b^er married
1

to a very dstsrmined woman.: The wife of the Bearing1 a aki-.er
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' traveled to Washington B.C. where she hoped someone in the

CsJ-
- government would toe sympathetic and listen to her pleaa for

939
assistenoe in finding her husband* The minister of her

chruch happened to be in the Nation's Capital and he knew

a Senator"representing their state quite well,so with his

aid and a message found in bottle that had washed up on a

Worth Carolina beach alledgely "written by one of the Peering*a

crewmen .telling of being kidnapped by pirates, the lady felt

she^could get someone in authority to give her an hour or so

their time. '

Accompanied by her clergyman, the woman went to the Department

of Commerce to begin what she believed would be a long, tedious

campaign to get a hearing. Rature surprisingly, the two were

promptly ushered into the presenoe of Herbert Hoover(later

elected 31st President of the United States),$he Secretary of

Commerce. Secretary Hoover told hia visitors the New .York police

had uncovered a scheme by a Bolshevist orientated group during

a raid on the headquarters of a Soviet Workers organization on

East Fifteenth Street of that city. Documents that were seised

in the raid indicated a possible plot to stir up rebellions

aboard ships on the high seas. In fact, Secretary Hoover said,

the vessel William O'Brien, a feighter that vanished in;.April, ,

1920," faa-r-r~tihe-4i)amo--in:oacp3Aoabl® way ao the

had experienced unrest among its crew just before its departure

from New York harbor on its,final voyage into oblivion. Mr.
1

Hoover further related to the two that the Peering and O'Erien

/>■ ' ' '
r^' were not the only ships to come to the attention of tha govern

ment because they met a mysterious fate. Up to te* 3Mp3 hsa.
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toaen reported missing, and like the perviously named vessel*,

not a singly trace could be found of the ships, mueh less of

the the cre^s. With a promise he would do whatever was possible,

Secretary Hoover dismissed the grieving woman.

Seen in its historical context Secretary Hoover!s suspicions

simply mirrored the almost irritational fear of Bolshevik con

spiracies sleeping the United States at the time. Postwar

strikes and disorders were widespread and mahyJrere more than

ready to put ^the whole blame on •»'♦■* alien, aid therefore - j

sinisterAideas, whose adherents were pictured as crazed, be-

whiskered, bushy-haired, revolutionaries. Though the Bolsheviks

did cause some trouble, they were feeble and confused, playing

a-very small role in the labor unrest of the era,

Trud to his: word to leave no 3tone unturned, orders went out '

from Hoover to every conceivable government organization that

might help unravel the mystery. The State Department alerted

every American embassy and consular post throughout the world

and supplied, them with full particulars on every seaman that

had been on the missing ships^on the chance at least one sailor

would turn up somwhere. The Treasury Department was instructed

to have its subordinate branches, the Coast Guard and Lifesaving

Service, to start a search of beaches and hidden covea along the

eastern seaboard, looking for possible pirate hideouts. The Navy

recieved ordjers to patrol the coastal waters, challenge

suspicious vessels, and.pick up and examine any floating debris.

Under Secretary Hoover's direct control, the Bureau of Navi

gation checked the records of the ships Tith the hope they might

have had a bearing on the strange disappearances. Even the



^ Justice Department got into the act and assigned Secret Service

{w ' agents to coordinate the total investigation. Hot to be left

out, the U.S. Weather Bureau drew up a report on past storms

in the North Atlantic that might have caused the high loss of

tonnage. •

Though the full weight of the U.S.Government was employed, it

was all for naught. What drives-home the singluarity of the >

rash of disappearances was the alarm of the marine underwriters

in London. Pirates, storms, floating mines, and Bolshevik plots,

didn't hold water with the experts on disaster at sea, Lloyd's

of London. The editor of Lloyd's List was quoted in the New York

Times to the effect that numerous details of the strange

vanishments just didn't fit conventional explanations. Why, the

q ^ editor asked, would the Peering cargo, for example, be left

intact by pirates and just the crewmen taken away, and the

ship, quite valuable itself, set adrift to publicized .the deed?

On the other hand, th^Snglish expert went on, if the ships

reported missing, (by^ time ^frHri*^**^ reaching twenty

in number), had been sunk by misadventure or design, why hadn't

the slightest bit of wreckage been obtained? The underwriter

could only conceive .of a fantastic conspiracy among ship

o,nera to'oblleot insurance money. As a result of such a belief,

Lloyd's of London issued a mass cancellation of policies on

ships plying America's Atlantic coast, ^6*

Vessels without insurance then vanished and much later

aircraft began disappearing in the region. The whole area

,Q of ocean off the coast of southeastern United States

became nicknamed'the ghostly "Bermuda Triangle".
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"A Society of Forteans

By 1923 Boni &. Liveright ,tas again persuaded to publish a

collection of weird data complied by Charles Fort. This new

- aooumlatioo was tjttledtEtair Lands and w&s created from news

paper clippings of pink hailstones, shower3 of oharooal, un

dignified comets, odd "will-o-wiapsn, and other unbelievable

items. In frew Lands Fort proposed" that there are "lands" in '

the sky, suspect regions responsible for events that have

been anathematized. The idea that someone, or something,

trawls the atmospheric ocean about ,us. Duper-epioureans,

supsr-bats,, and other phasing of staggering constsllational

visions fiiled the volumne:

- "Ships from other worlds that have
( ; fcesa seen by millions of the inhabitants
V1 - of this earth, exploring, night- after

night, in the sky of France,, England,
New; England, and Canada... "J, .

An editor of a Camden, Hew Jersey, newspaper, moved by*Fort»s

conscriptions of errie statistices to war against the- lethargy

of conventionalism in science, urged that those of a Fortean

inclination should organize, a suggestion Fort discouraged on

the grounds that group.disciplino would attract fundamentalists,

occult, religious, and others of. their ilk. Yet, an unconnected

event led to just such a step. Jt was the arrival ,at Fort«s

address of a letter from a Mr. Tiffany Thayer in the year 1923.

The letter marked the beginning of a long friendship between

Fort and Thayer,,Also a man that made his living with his pen,

^ Thayer would become Fort's most devoted apostle, a regulsr St.
W ;

Paul of Fort;eani3Hu It was the efforts of Croiser that led

to Fort's discovery by the reading public, bjut it *?ould bo to



, Ihayer most of the"Forteannbusiness would-owe its.perpetration.

The temperfnent of Thayer differed from Fort's,in that Fort did

always take, himself seriously, keeping some of hi3 biggest :.

laughs to direct at himself. Thayer 'a outlook was more serious

in oonparison, remarking in his first letter to Fort that Ben

Heoht had humorously predicted the Book of the Damned, would

make a high percentage of its readers go nuts before they reach**

ed the last page. Fort replied, wisecracking, that he knew most

people are toad anyway. After Fort»s -death,.however, Thayer in-

terpeted "Forteaiiism" ae^more than witty swipes at "soiantism",

and,unfortunately,abandoned ForVs-only significant contribution

to history:1 the speculations about possible alien visitations.

While Fort snipped ship vanishment items out of the Hew York *

a"t ki& home in the Bronx and penned oomments about beings

from spaoe fishing for earthly artifacts along lonely sealanes,

his strange ideas, gained support from an event at one of the

most remote places on the face of the globe. at that time. Re

grettably the incident never came to Fort's attention.

Nicholas Roerich, an American explorer, glanced around at the

rugged peaks of the Altai Mountains while/[corrected the tilt of

hat and wiped some sweat from hi3 brow. The horse-mounted ex-,

pedition under his command was making its' way deep into the

desolate heartland of central Asia. The caravan plodded slowly

south from Urgo, Mongolia, ^senses alert to possible attack by

marauding bandits, aB .its trex,took .it .passed -dry waterholes

surrounded with animal cadavers, a grim reminder of the unfor

giving nature of the country. At any moment the expedition



(tT\ could also be threaten by powerful winds that sometimes blew'

with, such." gale''force,- small stones would be scooped up from

the surrounding, smooth, unbroken, and varicolored slopes

of the desert terrain and^sent flying through the air with

the power to inflict painful bruises.

Roerich kept a daily record of the expedition's progress

through this inhospitable land/and on the fourth of August, '

1926, was assisting some Mongols in the erection of a

religious shrine:

4

"We complete the Suburgan. The Elder
I»ama of Tsaidam comes to consecrate it.
Prince Xurlik Eeise sends envoysj he offers
his caravan. It is significant because
the Prince usually molests travels". 3^

The following day's entry was far from routine:

" "On August fifth —something remarkablej
we were in our camp in the Kukunor district -
not far from the Humbolt Chain. In the
morning about half past nine some of our

* oaravaneers noticed a remarkably big black
eagle flying above us. Seven of us began to
watch this unusual bird. At this same moment
another of our caravanesrs remarked,'There
is something far above the bird.' And he
shouted in his astonishment, tfe all saw, in
a direotion from the north to south, some
thing big and shiny reflecting the sun, like

. a huge oval moving at great speed. Crossing
our camp this thing changed in its direction
from south to southeast. And wa saw how it
disappeared in the intense blue sky. We
even had time to take our field glasses and
saw quite distinctly an oval form .rith a

- shiny surface, one side of which was brilliant
from the sun." -4> ,

After returning to the United States, Roerich published his

daybook in 1929 under the title Altai-Himalaya. Within the



\ book an-important. paragraph reisainefi, undiscovered for over

twenty year3. ,

Fort labored for almost a decade in England, but his health

went into a decline, so hs returned to his old stomping grounds,

New York, in 1929* where he spent his last day3, Back in the -

. states, he put together what •**» left in his files. Most of the

residue was' of an occult flavor> haunted people and suoh, but/

he did find a few more strange "aircraft" reports. Fort circled

. an item in the New York Times soon after his return dated

August 29,. 1929, concerning something large seen flying in

the air by sailors aboard a ship cruising far off the coast of

the United States in the north Atlantic.The Times mentioned

the possibility the unidentified "airplane" might have been a

"passenger craft" because of the array of lights visible.- 5*

The year 1930 found Fort finishing work on a third book that

he named LoJ, iwhioh one.,of Fort's admirers suggested should be

titlediGod ia an Idiot.Tha suggestion was immediately rejected

by Fort because he was very solicitous to the idea that God,

and/or nature, was rational. Only human interpetations were

seen by Fort as being less than, bright at times.

Aside from writing .on. hiS-manuscripts, Fort now carried on

numerous- epistolary friendships with people all over. One

correspondent was a author of science fiction, Edmond Hamilton,

probably the first writer to.adapt Fortean material to his

■ storytelling. The editor of Air Wonder Stories prepared the

magazine's readers of Hamilton's tal£:"The Space Visitors" in

the Haroh, 1930, iasue,with the following remarks that appear

r.
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in a brief introduction:

• . ' ' \

".That such,beings may have actually come
near the earth, i3 asserted forcibly by

Charles Fort in his amazing book,»Tns Book
of the Damned1, in which he brings forward
evidence o"f strange extraterrestrial activity,
presumably from sentient beings.

As Mr. Hamilton so truthfully points out,
we beings of earth are not at all isolated.
Any day we may have plunged upon us an enemy
from space that would have- no more regard for ,
our civilization than we have for those of'
ants and other insects.";^

Hamilton wrote Fort asking what he would do if science

suddenly accepted his strange theories* To which Fort re

plied, with typical irrepressible rebelliousness, that he

would be the first to whip out his literary slingshot and

pepper the ?new conventionalities" with new heresies, 7.

Meanwhile, the editor of the New York evening "Post gelt;there

may be merit in keeping modern scientists on their toe3 and
•r

that some kind Fortean group might fill the bill. This was the

second time such a proposal was made, but in a way, such an

organization had already achieved something of a start with a

membership of three.

Fort honored Thayer by inviting him to pay a personal visit

to his Bronx apartment in May, 1930, where the "zany writer

lived a' hermit-like existence. It was a strange plaoe with

photos of scientific freaks adorning the walla andzweird

speciments stored in jars,

Thayer and Fort hit^off andvsoon Dreiser joined them in

spending many an evening at Fort»s home on Ryer Avenue,where

they gathered in a philosophical atmosphere,verbally sword

fighting with their talented minds and prolific vocabularies.

While the trio conjured up visions of topsy-turvy uziivarss^ B*
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Fort nonetheless resisted attempts by his two friends to shift

the Fortean outlo'ok 6n things to a cynical level, knowing full

well his off beat jibes could only have a mild castic effectj

if- any, on scientific opinion. B33ides, that just wasn?t hio

nature. F0& felt it better and more effective to offer his own

special explanations folded in wit, afterall, for example, a

mischievous spaceship lingers in* the mind longer to explain '

some episodes than a brain-equippedrtornado picking up tiny

toads one day and periwinkles the next. Hreiser and Thayer,

nevertheless, sought to enlist Fortes frolioing skies scms-

how into the service of social commentary }for the literary

dominions,#ere awash with contenting intellectual tidea in

those years we remember as the Great Depression.

-tf~) January, 1931, marked the publication:of Fort-*s latest book:

LoJ, and to help sales Thayer rounded up some well known

litorary lights for the founding of a "Fortean Society1!. Fcrt

- howled with laughter at the tidings ..of a structured organiza

tion promoting "Fortean" thought" ^though he S3& meekly complied

to put in an appearance at the founding dinner held at the N*.*/

York Savoy Plaza on the 26th* J.0.Stern, Ben Hecth, Eurton

fiascos, J.D.Adams, and"the publishers of Lol, Claude Sendall

and Aaron Suasman, helped Thayer and Dreiser to get the group

. off to a good start, Fort^tried to look inconspiciuous, hating

the idea of being "limelighted''.^*'*.

Thereafter, the group met informally and in frequently, vrhich

took the edg3 off Fort's dislike for the whole business, ho^aver

he continued in his refuse.! to be named ^raai&cnt or oven
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\ officially join. If his name was removed from the organisation's

letterhead and^changed! ^to something like:"The Interplanetary

Exploration Society", he said would be less reticent about

coming in. Thayex refused, but aelaesured Fort the Fortean

Society wou}.d always have a fondness for rocket.eers.

• About the time of the official birth of the Fortean Society

in New -York, 'the Cons^ss of the British Association for the ,

Advancement of Science met in London, The proceedings included

a short speech by a mirthless image to the nevr Fortean cult,

the speaker being a scientist in reigious raiment, a sort of

compounded orthodoxy. But this cleric-scholar was not content

to be satisfied with conservative visitas. Comisunication with

other worlds lies well within the domain of possibility and

humanity must contemplate the aftermath of such a revelation,

he said . A new era would stem from that moment, he continued,

offering mankind a perceptivity to the purpose of the cpsmos

otherwise unatainable. This Bishop1 sn.utterance also predicted

dramatic opposition to any alien pansophism, as any pretense

to universal, wisdom would find unequal acceptence and lead

to something hopefully the world had permanently forsaken:

world ivar. At that moment the aged, bemedaled leader of Germany,

Hindenburg, recievedrAdolf-Hitler, to. discuss the nation's

pbliiicaljfuture in light of recent gains by the Hazi party in

national elections.

i

March 1,.19^1, Maynard Shipley praised Charles Fort'and the

booktLo.' in a Hew York Times review, promising potential

buyers an adventure exceeding any of Vsrne's*
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Dreiser did his part in spreading the word^by sending to the

famous H.G.Wells,Fort's Book of the Damned, tfells glanced at

the volumne and denounced it as so much rubbish, writing

Dreiser that he had thro\7n it out with the trash (April 9,

1931). Dreiser, outraged, shot''back a missive that asserted

time would justify Fort's labors.-As a gesture,LDreiser

dropped in on Fort at the strange writer's humble abode '

Christmas that year and left a $100 check as a present, a

small fortune in those hard times. '**

Edmond H&fcili/'on evangelized the readers of the pulps with

another story based on Fort's works in the magazine TTeird

Tales* Augu3t, I333-* which Hamilton, taking a thought from

Fort's musing, titled:wThe Earth Owners"r Hamilton envisioned

a gaseous life form, black clouds frora space, that attack the

planet earth only to be driven off "by some mysterious globles

of light. On page 22 one finds this dialogue:

11 'They(the globles) might b© intelligent
as well as living, for all we know, coning

in from outer space to explore cur world.

They might be coming for reasons incompre

hensible to us.*They might be the owners
of tthe earth coming to visit their propertyI'

'Owners of the earth? "That the devil do
you mean,; Randon? I asked.

For an ansvrer Randon ctrode to a ahelf
and pulled down a tb.ick red book, opened it

rapidly and found a page. He looked up from
it to us.

'Listen to these words of Charles Fort,

whose mind has explored the dark gulfs from

which most ininds reel back'.

He read in a clear voice: I think v/efre
• property. I should say we belong to something.

That once upon a time, this earth was a Ho-Man's

-Land, that other worlds explored and colonized

here, and fought among themselves for poasejjion,



but that now it*s owned ,by something. That
something owns thi3 earth —all others warned
off.»

Randon shut the book, looted up at us. -»It3
a strange idea, I said.r -*-

Ending his story Hamilton has hia hero say:"Somewhere out

there they(tho owners) are now.? 12^ • >

October 11, 1931, the Hey York Times mentioned a ruckus

near Point Pleasant, West'Virgina. Citizens of Gallipolis

Ferry had the police searching the countryside there, claiming

that a flaming, 100-foot, blimp swooped low (300 feet) over

the Ohio river. But all the dirgible companies denied any of

their ctaft were missing or even flying in the tfest Virgina

region. Authorities were baffeledthat no trace could be*found

of the "crashed blimp" after an all day ground and air hunt.

Likewise people living in and around Kammonton, New.Jersey,

December 6, 1931» ks-d firemen, State wtroopers, local police,

and some 200 volunteers tramping the swamp3 in that arease

a "parachute" in treacherous near jungle.only Indians ventured

into. Giant bonfires were lit to provide landmarks for search

teams operating in the darkness. Ho trace of a distressed

aviator was found. Perhaps only what looked like a parachute

«re seen.

lew Jersey .must be a spooky place beoause the Hew York Time9

stated that a "airplane"-had Swooped down and disappeared be

hind a treeline just off a road near New Brunswick, on Dec.

29* 1932. Police swarmed over the thick growth in th3 aroa

looking for weckage without success. The original ,?itnec3 de

clared thafc he didn't hear the plans engines, but the craft'a



blinking lights were clearly visible as the "airplane" dropped

^ dovn behind the tress t^'-- \^ 'do.vn behind the tress, t^

Things that appeared to have been parachutes, fiery blimps, or

simply dark masses with-blinking-lightaj thing3 that liked to

land in swamps; things that were assumed to be quite ordinary

even v/hen nothing jiras found to account for them; inspired Fort

to spell out his most important legacy in his long list of

interesting predictions:

B...I accept that, if explorers from
somewhere else should visit this earth,

and if their vessels, or the lights of

their vessels, should be seen by millions

of the inhabitants of earth, tha data

would soon be conventionalized.n \*r

As the 3first months 6f 1932 slipped away, Fort felt his life

force eboing. He,,notes on his decline,as he seemed to do on

everything,and refused a doctor. Finally on May 3, 1932, an

ambulance took him to Royal Hospital, the Bronx. There Charles

Fort, the count jester of literary kings, lay dying as Aaron

Sussman brought the last book by Fort's / hand, Wild Talents,

still smelling of ink and glue, to his bedside. Fort could

only manage a faint smile hours later encountering the final

IB-
mystery of death. He was 57.

The New York Times gave him his passing a respectable column

of type, terming Fort a "Fos of Science". The marvel-monger

was dead, but not forgotten, "

In October, 1933* Astounding sciencefiction magazine chose

to serialize Loj to expose its contributors and readers to

fresh off beat ideas. Lo.1, sna on©.work of Fort*s with the

largest printing up to taat tiw9(3,OOO copies),
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a readership of 50,000 which read all or part of the volumne.

Still many readers wrote in and complained that they didn't

2.O-

know what the author wa3 driving at. Thqse in a quandary had

only to wait for the alow march of events.-; - tlii/^o ^ oci.s

int. fyc-,.3.

New Years Day, 193^, dispatches from Stockholm told of author

ities there taking steps to intercept a "mystery plane" roaming

at will for weeks over the Lagland region at night. By January

10th, the Swedish Air Force announced that three members of

ground search parties had thus.far besn lost in a determined

effort to clear up the puzzle. In was generally believed a

secret base was located somewhere in the mountains. Similarly,

the Finnishgovernment, on January 12th, notified Sweden and
i

f~\ Norway that its territory was also being overflown illegally

and that perhaps it was the Russians up to something. On

January 2gth, the Swedish Parliament enpowered the nation's

Air Force to use any reasonable means necessary to stop the

activities of the "ghost aviators". By February the Hew York .

Times oarried the~news that the Scandinavian powers were

greatly alarni3d by the continued reconnoitring of the unex

plained "nocturnal aircraft" they had so far been unable to

identifiy. <Helsingfor and Viborg, Finland, disoribed their

night-visitors as just-mysterious Iight3,whioh was of no help

in establishing nationality, yet one -vonders if the Kremlin

was snooping,why do it wittjan aircraft adorned with lights?

Aviation experts were called upon to explain the "ghost avia*-

\j tors" that displayed, as the newspapers termed it, "exceptional"

skill. The Soviets were unhappy over the uproar and steadfastly
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denied accusations aimed at them,

February, 1935j> Thayor notified Dreiser he now-had the'time "

to give the Fortean "Society the attention it warrented and,

as Secretary of. the group*was planning to put out a Society

magazine for the enlightenment of the masses. Dreiser learned

that Thayer wanted to use hi3 picture for the cover of the

first issue, but true to iiis unpredicable nature, Dreiser . - >

quarreled with Thayer over some minor matter and was never

featured, nor did the famous author take any further interest

in the Forteen organization. . *'

July 20, 1937> a Fortean correspondent in Europe send Thayer

in New York some information from London, In seems the Britich

Air Ministry gave orders to investigate a strange light in the

sky paying a nightly visit to the heavens over Hsndon aerodome.

Officials publicly aired puzzlement over this peculiar activity
*

in the air and called the the mystery the actions of a unknown

" stuntpilot". ^7-

Also, the July 22th issue of the Ne-y York Times carried a

report by the British ship tojaes |Which stated that its crew

had spotted an "aircraft" some 500 mil33 off the coast of the

United Statss apparently making a trans-Atlantio flight which

was not a minor acheivement even in 1937. Identification of ,

the plane could not be asertained due to darkness but the

"lights of the craft" -vere plainly visible.- The press became

interested in who the daredeyil was>so American and Canadian

seaboard air facilities were contacted. Nothing officially

learned^ so wealthy individuals active in aviation v/srs
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polled to objain some clue(one was Howard Hughes). All in-

\.J quiers to determine if an unannounced air feat was in pro-

gress failed to dear up the matter.

Tiffany Thayer began to fullfill his intentions by writing

and publishing The Fortean Society Magazine, beginning in

September, 1937* The oost came out of his own pocket, but this

gave him almost complete editorial control. As a result, the

vast majority of material izLthe first and subsequent issues

did not dsal with mysterious flying objeots, though the Hendon,

aerodome and Ranee incidents appearad in the initial publicat

ions. Thayer commented on the two:aerial riddles in this

way:" (These are).,.typical of much that Fort reoords. Something;

in the air -orthodoxy explains without evidence -'a stunt

:,;■:•

In England a Fortean Society member noticed an item in the En

glish press and sent it to Thayer in Hew iYork. Thayer oommented

on the clipping for the readers of the Society's'magazines"The

Daily Telegragh* February gth 19JS, carried letters from four

readers* two of them scientists', describing things like glowing

spheres which they had seen floating in the British sky. The

same issue ran another letter from Mr* H, Bond, of Ringwood,

Hampshire, describing one seen by himself and a friend, 'It

resembled an enormous shield of brass lighted by a searchlight*«n

Thayer followed his September edition of the Fortean. publioat-

ion with another in October, in whioh, for example, muoh ado was

made of a ohart of the eccentric changes in the level of water

in New York harbor.
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And then, for some reason, there was a twojyear gap in the

publication of the Fortean Sooiety journal. Perhaps Thayer ;

lost interest, ran low on money, or both. However,^,nter-

national political scene.galvanized Thayer into a furry of

renewed aotivity.

There were reports of strange things in the sky over the

German-Polish border in 1937# and descriptions of the

phenomena were in keeping with the political tensions in

ths air. The objects were described as "swords" and

"coffins". o'*

A typical note
made by Charles
Fort. ".Exact size,

( )
V

# There is an intriquing bit of data on page 122 of Donald

Keyhoe's book: The Flying Saucers Are Real(1950). Keyhoe

olaimed that he learned for a confidential source, an un

named aeronautical engineer,that there was some UFO activity

over central Europe at the beginning of the irar. According

to Keyhoe this gentlemen asserted: "Some top Nazi scientists

were convinced we were being observed by space visitors. They's

searched all the old reports. Some sightings over Germany set

them off about 19*K).n
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CHARLES FORT

Playing a sohtare game of t

super-checkers—his own invention

-M

WOOLLCOTT
Ever since I first heard the startling and

ominous trumpet blast— The Boo^ of the
Damned—twenty three years ago I have
been full of enthusiasm for the works of

this singular man

TARKINGTON
I read this vigorous and astonishing book

straight through and then re read it for
the pleasure it gave me in the way of its
writing and in the \ substance of what it
told Retort must be left to the out
raged astronomer—lay brethren must con

ent | themselves with gratitude to a man

who' writes such books

POWYS
Forts books not only liberate the mini

from those sublimated herd dogmas if
science along the particular lines he deals

with in his enormous pilings up of evi
dence to the contrary but they also liber
ate the mind from all sorts of other pre

possessions and idolatries of the market

place

1 > I ■!

RASCOE
You can read the Books of Charles Fort

in almc st any way you like or in any mood
your temperament dictates and whatever

way you read it it is my expression that it

is a great book

HECHT
THAYER

He has made a terrible onslaught upon
the accumulated lunacy of fifty centuries

He has delighted me beyond all men

who have written books in this world
He has shot the scientific basis of modern
wisdom full of large ugly holes

This is one of the very few books in the _£
world which make their readers think

without ever telling them what to think
in fact I can recall no other It encour

ages the curious to question the prying to -

pry the inquisitive to inquire If there is

any higher mission on earth I dont know

what it is ..

t
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Chapter Seven p. 12.7

Military Intelligence Takes Over

In 193S the Democracies watchsd with horror as Hitler pro

gressively took apart the treaty system that had kept European

* political boundries intact sinae TtTorld War I "and most felt

tndre was no way of avoiding the coining bloodbath* Nazi Ger-

' many had at that time zeroed inSTCzechoslovakia, asking that

country to meet outrageous demands by October 1, I93S. There

^was a general fear the ultimate madness would finally com

mence even though the deadline came and went without war.Peopl?fe

nerves!remained s** as taut as bow strings. Invasion was on

everyone's mind.

October 30, 193S, was a Sunday eveing in an era when radio

. supplied a large measure of public entertainment, which in

those turbulent days was spiced with shocking news bulletins 1

of war escalations. Eight o'clock that night a popular program

opened its show with an unknown singer. Bored, multitudes of

American radio listeners switched stations jand in many cases

belatedly tuned in to Orson Well's Heroury Theater of the air

then in progress.

v. Ironically, H.G#W#llg, who hadscorned the work of Charles Fort,

no** Could hear his fictional tale of in-cruders from space, Tfer

of the Worlds.treated as an actual news event>with the utili

zation of dramatic interupticns of recorded music to establish

credibility. The play .vas the Heroury Theater's Halloween

show and it turned out good, too good, in fact. One million

members of the radio audience (confirmed by later surveys)

became convinced of impending_doom. Among those who-yot through

'0
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the jamned network switchboard was an angry Mayor in the

mid-Westjwho shouted over the phone that armed and frighten

mobs were runningithe streets of his town and if the Martian

invasion was a fake he would clobber Mr. Orson right on the

nose, '•*

The dramatic power demostrated by radio that eveing compelled

the Federal Communication Commission to institute controls on

any more realistic presentations of similar fashion. Further

more, Princeton University conducted research on the episode

to diagnose the causes of panic among the public. The august

academicians determined that belief in the Martian attack. *

was found to manifest itself in direct porportion to the

general ignorance, superstitiousness, insecurity, and war

tension proneness,o* the person in

a gentleman that had actually rushed to the "Martian landing

site" in Hew Jersey to chip off a sample of one of the space

ship for study,whioh turned out to be a professor from
\

PrinoetoAlV * *

March, 1939, the chief Fortean Society correspondent overseas,

Eric Frank Russell, living: in England, gained fame in science

fiction ciroles with .a highly successful story he wrote for
-

the magazine Unknown. In this tale,"Sinister Barrier", Russell

proposes that globles of light secretly exist in the atmosphere

as a werid kind of lifeform>and as their "food" they feed on

■the emotional energy of humans, becoming visible only under

very'special conditions. Apparently aware'his "Sinister Barrier"

story would be well reoieved, Russell prefaced hie ^ork with
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tributes to the Fortean organization and its Buddha, Charles

Fort. The English author, with grateful seal, set about combing

the European press for data with more enthusiasm than ever."

The news in the papers was not good. Hitler had learned that

England and Trance had firmly guaranteed the security of Poland/

his next victim. The Fuehrer scr«aiaed to a gathering of his

lieutenants that those oountrie3 that now dared to resist his

will would:",*.soon choke on a stew he was cooking up". General-

European h.osilities-officially started 0^:^ hours, September

1. 1939- .

The resulting insanity infuriated Thayer. He began anew to

write and publish the Fortean magazine which now took on

poli tioal overtones (January 19*K)). Thayer, like many others,

frantically hoped the United States could some how stay out

of tne widening conflict. He had an unusually strong fear

that the press orla popular public figure would lead the

Americans sheep-like into the war. But such dreams of American

isolation in a world at war were dangerously in error, never

theless the idea was so pleasant people in the U.S. were

blind to logical arguments to the contrary.

On Sunday morning, December 7, 1941, Orson Uells was on radio

again doing readings from the uorks of great American authors when

he was suddenly shouldered aside by a member of the stationfs neus

staff. It was announced that Pearl Harbor had been attacked.

A feu weeks afterward, President Roosevelt met Uells and remarked

about hou Uells had been interuped. The President said:M...uell you

did that Martian thing so some thought this time it uas a bad joke".

Meanvhile, an odd footnote "**■ . —^—= ■—- _jm

to the ooca88ion was an artiole printed in the Fortean magazine.

During the last months of 19*fl, *a Fortean correspondent^ sub-
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mitted a two page article to Thayer, who accepted it for p

publioation in the Society1a journal. The author of the article

had listed the mystery planes reported over Europe, the phan

tom paraohuttes ii^New Jersey, and other unusual bits of

recent information of similar nature, Thayer noted that this

Soolety member had been studying■strange maritime vanishments

and their relationship to the orbital position of the planet

Venus* so in the Fortean publioation Thayer mentioned the

forementioned faots and all but spilled the beans in regards

to a request that he keep mum on a certain conclusion drawn

from the reports of mysterious activity in the atmosphere .

and on the seas made by the investigator. 'The way the final

article read made it clear the Fortean investigator believed

aliens from Venus posed an imminent threat. The message

was an accurate portent of sorts. A few Forteans may have .

been actually reading the article about a surprise aerial

assault^hen a Japanese bomb exploded on a Peal Harbor sea

plane ramp at exactly 7:55, Oahu time, Sunday, December 7, 19IH.

America had been attacked, but not by any aliens from the

depths of space, yet no in the Pentagon in their wildest

dreams would have guessed . how differently the Fortean article

would appear in official eyes some five years later.

Fires were still ragaing in ths Pearl Harbor area when the " •

American government took atspa to avoid.another brutal sneak

attack/It became instantly clear the U.S. had been too lax in

its vigilance and much more exposed to danger than hitherto

believed. Oddly enough there had besn considerable advance

warning of the Japans39 blow. American radar had picksd up the

vary first waves of Commander Fuchida»3 carrisr planes, yet ths

flight was carelessly confused with friendly aircraft. Also, ths



American minesweeper Condor.detected enemy submarine activity

just outside the harbor entrance well before the Japanese air

strike. And, most inportantly, U.S. Naval Intelligence had

broken the Japanese secret oode, so the Pentagon had available

a good idea of the future moves of the aggressive Asian power,,

nonetheless, the processing and handleing of the oode informa

tion was so slow and inept it was almost useless. Furthermore*

it might be said, American Intelligence could havejiad more utr "
-i - ' -— • '. ■ ■ \ . , .

W data intelligenca reports pt Japanese atrategl© alma and >.'??

military «apabilitia»«• -- ^ilitar^c;.--V.X?t•:•.-■ ;.; "".._". "• *-^*

With a vigor that matched Imerloa*a .'industrial moblization, a>.

series of orders went out from the White House to variou8

government agencies, requesting that the Intelligence establieh-

ment be updated, strengthened, and better coordinated. - .

* In subsequent months the reorganized Intelligence service had

chances to redeem itself, but the biggest challenge it faced in

the Second World War, however^was not Japan, but Germany,

The inventiveness of German scientists and the engineering

skill of German industry teamed up to produce some of the best

military arms of the entire war.. Not content with creating

tougher armour plate and faster fighters, the Germans pushed

work on higly revolutionary ideas with the blessing of Hitler.

One of the most spectacular achievement of German genius was

the rocket program that developed the dreaded Yorgeltung '

(vengeance) weapons, the t-1 and the V-2. '

From the beginning it was.vital for the United States and

England to. join in a coordinated effort to recognize and deal

with such dangers as the rockets;since the interests of both

oountries closely dovetailed. In -msn't long before the smooth-
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Working efficiency of the Anglo-American Intelligence team

matched that of other allied military operations in the

European theater.

April k, 19^2, a small group of French troops was sent to

garrison a military post in the middle of the Sarhara. One

Frenoh officier remembered a ourious event that took place

shortly after the groups arrival:

■ fWe had been there a few days,1 ...(said) Captain
Le Prieur, »When one morning the meteorlogist N.CO.
came in and drew my attention to a kind of "planet"
which had appeared in the cloudless sky immediately
above the fort. The object was visible to the naked
eye and looked like a small aluminum speck. There were
about forty,of us and we saw it quite plainly, as the
atmoshare a&a perfectly clear,

•When we examined it more closely'through our-field
glasses and.small telsoope of a theodolitei the "planet"

- looked like a small moon or five-franc piece. It had a
pale metallic glint and seemed to be suspended at an
altitude of 15,000 -12,000 feet.

fIt appeared to be motionless, but prolonged exam-"
ination with the theodolite revsaled that it fas slowly
rotating. We counted three complete revolutions in eight
hours.

•The next morning it was still there immediately
overhead, and ve began to take it for granted, assuming
that it roust a stay star or a new satellite attracted by
the gravitational pull of the earth, ...at dawn on the
third day, there was no sign of it. • " ym

The Americans and British,however, took nothing for granted.

With the oity of London hard pressed by Nazi air attack, any

thing that might possibly present a new threat, indeed, any

thing that was in.the least suspicious, caused immediate and

intense ouriosity.
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A valuable tool of British Intelligence and one the Americans

r\ quickly adopted, was the taking'and analysis of three-dimen-

( sional aerial reconnaissance photographs. It was such pictures

taken by swift long-range fighters that provided conclusive

proof of the Nazi rocket work at a place called Peenemunde.

Unusual activity in the area where GernanyU Peene river

> flowed into the Baltic sea had atracked the attention of

English photointerpeters. And information from various other

J sources Confirmed the fact that some kind of secret work was

in progress there.8*By April, 19I9, Dr. R.V.Jones, one of the

top British Intelligence chiefs and a professor of astrophysics,

who also had been following the experiments of the German
1

scientists for years(He studied carefully papers written by

J 4 Von Brau» on liquid fuel rocket engines), -ms shown a report

O on the Secret missiles and pilotless aircraft being built at

; Peenemunde drawn up by the British Secret Service. Dr. Jones

"j ', confirmed the suspicions of the Secret Service agents. From

! I what was available, it seemed that the Germans were making
rapid strides in developing advanced weapon systems.

": The Britiah War Office felt the situlation called for <o . •

i vigorous action to obtain mdre information, so it asked

I Winson Churchill's son-in-law,Duncan Sandys, who held a

, high post in the government, to head ajspecial inquiry into

the German secret weapon mystery. After a thorough discussion, "

The Sandy»s Committee issued directives for an immediate

and intensive photograhic search of the Peenemunde



region and other suspect areas. -*» "

By November sufficient photographic evidence had been obtained

of 4tf» Peenemunde and ouuji4iom« construction sites in northern

France )to show that two types of "vengeance weapons" were near*

ing operational status. One was a small, winged missile called

the 7-1, which used an odd shaped launching ramp. These'/ramps

were showing-up^all-over the French. c6unt±y Side -that".bordered

the^.English' Channel andrwere all aimed at London. The other

missile seemed to be a large,high trajectory, long range rocket

»a»e4(the 7-2)which apparently was still in the process of being

perfected at the elaborate testing station at Pesnemtmde

Yet,even with extensive photograhic evidence, uncertainies

persisted as to the aotual danger of the weapons and what steps

were to be taken to counter the menace, Duncan Sandys and number

of others favored a concentration of countermeasures against the

big rocket experiments at.Peenemunde, while another group, led

by Lord Cherwell,^ felt that the short range 7-1 flying bomb

in France was a more immediate threat and should be" bombed*! at

ohcej e,ven £f it meant a delay JLn_hitting the 7-2 target. Some

experts even questioned if the evidence called for any military

action" at all, their thinking being, that perhaps the.=supposed

flying bombs and giant rockets were just fakes to frighten

Germany's enewie s,or fco.drawAblockbueters meant for vital

Industrial plants. '^"

Dr. Jones, as an Intelligence expert, was well aware of why

there might be some confusion over the reality of the missile

threat. He had learned from Danish fishermen that strange

pilot!ess planes were crashing in the Ealtic and the descrip-

- '
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tions of the weclcage being retrieved from the sea by German

^* technicians seemed to indicate a small, automatically steersd

flying bomb, so there was reason to believe the V-lAdid work.

On the other hand,Radio Berlin had been raving about all-sorts

6f;Becr"et devices which few experts took "seriously, like, for ,

ixample,' a way of freezing the EaglisniChannel* solli at will.

Also stories of giant missiles had been planted in the public

ations of the neutral nations of Swizerland and Sweden by

known Nazi sympathizers taking orders from Berlin, German

agents even tried to mask their activities by phoneing false

eyewitness reports to Allied news agencies,

Beforeboebbel's Ministry of Propaganda clouded the picture, Br.

Jones'8 Intelligence organization, had a simpler time of it,

r\ ■ -slnaeWeports were fev and knowledge of the German devices

restricted. Now faced with with a lot of low grade and false

information thanks to Berlin's rumor machine, Dr» J.ones hit

upon a plan to goldpan the reports coming in by utilizing

what-he called his "touchstone11 theory. He relied on only

those reports which contained a certain fact he knew to be

absolutely true. "•

Meanwhile,Prime Minister Churchill was made aware of the dis

agreement over the nature of the 3eoret weapon evidence, so

he ordered the Minister of Aircraft Production, Sir Stafford

Cripps, to hold a full scale conference on the matter to con

vene no later than November &, 194-3•

A panel of experts was chosen and it met on the appointed day.

;O Besides Sir Stafford Cripps, present was Duncan Sandys, high



military officers froxrkvery branch of the British military and

Intelligence services, and a scattering of civilian scientists.'?'

One scientist in particular was one we must keep in mind. HsWs

the United States and his name was: Dr. K.F.

Robertson.

The problem of information evalulation was reviewed for the

4, AU&4
distinquished panel which included^great^attention given to

aerial photographs. After hearing the pros and cone and in

specting enlarged prints -of selected .areas, it was judged that

the V-weapc n3 were real enough, .to warrent a-ir strikes by Allisd

bombers. Tt.is planned military blow was then_authorized undor

the codenaaie: Operation Crossbow .

Of course the Allied capture of^actual V-weapon would have

made the Intelligence problem simple and conclusive, and by

a stroke oi luck in the case of the V-2 this took place,though

somewhat belatedly.
i

In June, is1^, German General Walter.Dornberger recieved an

urgent summons from the Fuhrer's headquarters at Rastenburg.

It-.seems th|e Swedish Foreign Office^ad made a formal complaint

to Hitler afoout the orash of a German rocket in southern

Sweden. General Dcr.nberger, as head of the Peenemunde missile

base, had teen singled out to give an accounting to an angry

Hitler, a kind of face-to-face meeting that made strong men

cringe. Forjtunatly for General Dornberger, the Fuhrer's temper

oooled before the General arrived at Rastenburg^as Hitler13

warped mind came around to the idea he could now intimidate the

Swsd3S at -.Till.

General Dornberger's worries did not end v/ith the Fuhrer's
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pacification however, as there was the whereabouts of the

wayward rocket to concern him. He knew if the Allies got their

hands on the missile their Intelligence agencies could put

together the whole V-2 picture. The British were on their toes

and confirmed Oeneral Dornberge'r's worst fears by learning of

the downed rocket and pressing the Swedish government for all

the weckage. As the Swedes looked the other way, the V-2

remains were»*w*«ss5'd to the Eritish lies in a slow cargo planej

making a risky crossing of airspace, controlled by the Luftv/affe.

When the Anglo-American scientific Intelligence team watched

the unloading of the Dakota aircraft>there were-almost audible

gasps. The V-2 looked like something out of sciencefiction.

Hearsay had hardly exaggerated, and there was rumors of an even

' more advanced "V-3W °& German drawingboards. Opinion of "German

talent soared,/b*

The Forteans,meanwhile, continued on their merry way with

touches of whimsy in their comments on the latest odd nev?s-

• clipping and the like, blissfully unaware ths^ircuch of the data

they so lightly entertained and considered their own>had an

inportant appointment to keep at General Eisenhower's Read-

quaters in Paris in the fall of 19*14.

After a strenuou©effort, Thayer and the Society managed the

reprinting of all four of Fort's*limited editions,in a 1,200

page torae in May, 19^1. Book reviewers greeted the voluraie

with mild approval and created a number of new titles- for the

king of the inexplicable:"clapperolawer of scianc3B,wthe Had

PkJ Genius" and the "author of th3 srrle". No stranger-to Fort's

scientific idolatries, Ben Hecht, a long time d/j
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outdid them all and made the most of a rare opportunity to

praise the man that,ridiculed accepted herd-dogma3. Hecht

wrote in part:

"It is possible that our master was a
little mad, and given to seeing chircers
where only crackpots existed. It is poss
ible too, that there is a touch of Flash
Gordon, in his vision of sky monsters, cloud

demons and astral were-,volve3 bedeviling, the

earth. But the looney fringes that~hang
from his sacerdotal robes are a minor
matter (and)... There, is room in the Fortean
Society for some high and clacking tongues
to cut loose in behalf of our master, and

plenty of room for members to provide the
proper niche in the world for thi3 Apostle
of the Exception, Keeper of the Ghosts,
Observer of Secret Rays, Avenger of Forgotten
Theories, Lost Causes, and Strayed.COmetsj .-

Jocular Priest of the Improbable and Dem- •
onstrator of Idiocies."

One writer that wrote for popular periodicals became inter

ested and began doing a regular feature for Coronet magazine

based on information found in Fort1* book's. The writer, K.De-

Witt Miller, titled the fsature:"Forgqtten Mysteries". To his

credit he stated his case in plain language, which advoided the

confusion Igayer^S opinions a«d^unu0ual.,writing. Styles were

creating in the Fortean journal.

If one watched the papers close enough, he could still find

data of the "forgotten" variety: „ , '. "• > jr*

■A large light with a tail, resembling a comet, was obser
ved in Transylvania in September, 19^. It was visible for
five mintues.

Witnesses reported that the head dissolved and the tail
took the shape of a scinitar before vanishing".'7«

And:

"June 27, 19^ -(a) brilliant red and green meteor (was
seen) over Case County, Ind. A witness near Kewanna stated
that it flashed across the road just above the telephone
wiresUt was) bright green with a tail, of red sparks."'8



Around the latter part of 19^3 a gentleman by the name of

Arthur Loui0 Joquel II established "The Society for the In

vestigation of Unusual Phenomena". An index to R.Bewitt Mill

er's Coronet features was included in the new group's initial

newsletter, an eleven page miltigraph publication that also

, carried a tribute.to Charles Fort and the Forteanc Society.

Neither the Coronet series or the "investigators of unusual

, phenomena" offered anything like a strong challenge to Tiffany

Thayer*s dominance of Fortean-type material though the days of

such a situlatlon were numbered. While Thayer still continued

* to print afw items about things in the air like the strange

moving light in the sky over a town in Missour>~on Hay 23, 19H

the vast bulk of the Fortean magazine was still given over to

such confusing non-aerial oddments as "Cosmic Constants",""Anti

THE FORTEAN SOCIETY MAGAZINE

Vol. Ill Whole Number 59 Left: The cover

of Doubt> .#59.
(here not full
size)showed
Charles Fort com
piling his list

of the "damned" •
The cartoon to

the upper right

illustrated ths

heavens baffling

conventional sci
ence* the inverted

observatory.
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Einstain Theories", "Atom-anatomies", or"Butterfly Map project

ions11.

{3 Tn« Society, nevertheless, had at least one member

stanchly devoted entirely to the theory of visitors from space

and mysterious vanishments, but he was rarely referred to in

the Fortean publication's columns. One rare occasion was soon

after a strange fireball flashed low over the midwestern United

States on August &, 1944. The editor of The Fortcan Society

Magazine, renamed Doubt in the mid-19^0s, Tiffany Thayer, light-

heartedly coupled the bolide story with a newsolipping from

Mattoon, Illlnios, Thayer noticed that some M-0 people in the

town of Mattoon became infected with mass hysteria when a rumor

started that they were breathing a deadly invisible gas. He then

scribbled the following for the readers of Doubtt'

.. "The Mattoon business began on (September 2nd.):*.. 'vhen a
( ) 'tall thin roan in a skull cap1 is alleged to have sprayed

" *-- - a mother and child...If the sprayar was a visitor from one
of Fort's New Lands, who arrived in a fiery chariot about

two weeks before, he is going to have a hard time getting

spare parts for the return journey. The Society's expert

on celestial visitors has not peeped on this subject. We

more than half suspect that he had a rendezvous with this

interplanetary Hess« *2o #

knows but that there might be more to this episode than

meets the eye at first glance. On the remote chance there might

be something to this case let'^juote some lines from the Harbart

Sohirmsr, Ashland,JIeb., contacts* case. According to Soirmsr,th®

aliens were:"wiry" and wore »tight^fitfcing_helmetsB. Al3oin0ne

(alien) in front of the oar (shot)..'.funny stuff,like a graanish

gas...all over the car..•*
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What, one rigntly asks, doe3 such A^k^u^/^LctJSll^n nave to do

with the harsh realities of the var then rageing around the

world? The ansver is that strange things began to happen in the

war zones frhich could not be easily explainers mere "mass

hysteria".

Civilians were generally unaware of anything that could not

be shrugged off as just a vartime phenomenon. Fortean Eric

Frank Russel^on watch ln^eiwarfaJU^summed up the problem *

thusly "The skies became so full of exploding, colliding or

collapsing fruits of world technology that many a valuable

item vas overlooked or discarded because it bore too close a

resemblance to common events." 2.**

Yet thbusands of well trained and equipped military personnel

more than filled the gap. Whole organizations had ae*single task,

the collecting of facts and the solveing of puzzles, bat as-

tiiese group8_of .intelligence experts Increased their influence,

-power, and efficiency, one riddle swelled ap_ace. _^~~1~" ~~~~ ~

<One American pilot testified: ;

"I was on a mission from Ceylon, bombing Palembang,
Sumatra. The date was August 10, 19*14, the time shortly

, after midnight. There were 50 planes on the strike going
in on the target at about 2 or 3 minute intervals. My

J plane vas the last one in on the target and the assign
ment was for us to bomb, then drop photoflash bombs,
attaohed to paraohutes, made a ten runs over the target
area, photograhing damage from the preceding planes. The
weather 'vas broken clouds, with an overcast above us.
Our altitude was 14,000 feet, indicated air speed about
210 mph._ _ »- _

\
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*? Jn? general target area we w*re exposed to
flak fire, but immediately after leaving this

S; "3 see sss^i
S -ri%g^^i^r^aV rf

%i V9ry bright and ***««• red or orange
V'£My 8?naer reported it coming in from about
°i°Ck P°8ition at our level. It teemed to throb
?!S °?nstantly. Assuming it was some kind of radio

^? ^ect ?9nt t0 paoe us' x *ent int0 evasive
? ansonf^ireotion oontantly as much as 90 degrees
iu2e ?'000' '•«*•. I* followed our every maneuvlr

S minu*es» always Hoicttng a position of about
??t ??d aS°ut 2 °lolock in relation to the plane.

SSiil if ' it made an abrupt 90 degree turn, up and
accelerating rapidly; it disappeared-in the overcast.".

In Europe mysterious occurrences slowly built up to a point

where military intelligence became greatly concerned. A strange

series of events during the fall of 19^ had its beginnings

in October:

Enl!11.,?1?"?0*?^' 1?^' a M< Nord3tern of Mittainvillier,
Eure-et-Loire(France), aa« an enormous objeot shaped like
a shell flying at an altitude of 35,000 to 45,000 feet,
seen through glasses, it showed a marked scintillation
rature like that of a mirror reflecting the rays of the
sun. It was rapidly revolving horizontally. The object
moved in an up right position with the point directed
downwards. The diameter of its upper part was from 100
to 200 fe 3t and its height at least 350 feet.
10cf? U fir8t aPP9ared it was moving at the rate of
125 miles per hour. M. Nordstem could now distlnquish
!L iight1os5i}1ation which wa© frequently repeated. The
upper cylindrical extremity, less distinct than the lower
Soi??®» ??0' jas surmounted by a thin dark cloud.... The
machine flew horizonatlly, maintaining its vertioal pos
ition, from the north-west to the south-east. However,

SrSK*!*?1!?® Oha!tr9f» " ^ade a slight turn toward
Sfdanl7 a3dd till at?appIareSf

m?m9nt a S3COnd ^OD5eot) appeared, identical in
i««?nvY ^yin?v,a gOod deal high8r- ^ '^3 following
approximately the same oourse as the first one and then
made the same slig::.- turn to advoid Chartres and dis
appeared in the aa,-* direction as its leader." Z%



Tae Allies were not the only ones puzzled. The Axis forces

were encountering similar phenomena: -

"It was a September night in 19*14. Somewhere near
Epinal in the French province of Lorraine, ~, Private
Immel and 500 other German soldiers were dug in, wait
ing for the Allied advance.

Suddenly, Immel saw an object hovering nearby. There
was neither light nor sound.

•It was silver-white, like dull alumium,•recalled Immel
...fIt stopped a few feet from the ground, above some j-
railroad tracks near us*..'It was round and about 6 feat
in diameter. But as it got closer the shape changed to
oval. I raised my rifle and fired. As soon as the bullet
struok it, it flared up into the brightest sunlight I»d
ever seen.

•Every one of the 500 men in my company opened fire on
the ball of light. However, the next corning, when we
searched the area, we found nothing.' B ^ •

* >

One of Germany's Axis partners, Romania, also had a visit

from a strange aerial objectJ

"On'a summer day in 19^, engineer George Zmeuranu
was near the Vage refinery, Ploiesti, immediately
following a bomb raid and 'one of the oil tanks was
burning...»

'Then I (Zmeuranu) noticed a pointed object' coming
from the north,...It was yellow...but with a whitish
tail which, when it met the clouds of smoke, seemed
to shorten and vibrate in a strange way.•

(The objeot) traveled at a high rate of speed. Over
the burning refinery it turned, stopped momentarily,
then ziggagged toward the north and disappeared."

The American homefront was not exempt from strange things in

sky. On the banks of the Clinck River at Oak Ridge, Tenn., a

huge, black, winiowless, building, 525 feet long, SO feet wide^

and 75 feet high, was oontruoted in record 70 days. In the

middle of September, i9a*f this structure, a^gaseous- diffusion
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plant, began operations, This-unusual factory was designed to

prepare sufficient quantities of fissionable material for the

United States' most important secret weapon: the atomic bomb.

Shortly after the plant started operations the area had a very

odd visitor: * ,. „ , . .

. ,oAil-ftb2ut 5U8k ona Sspteraber evening in evening
; in 1944 a Mr. Nelson in the company of two other Oak

, Ridge workers, A.O. Eutler and Albert Profitt, were
driving from Oliver Springs into Oak Ridge, At a point

.. about two miles out of Oliver a strange object showed
- ,, up about fifty feet in front of the car and at about

the height of the windshield. Nelson said it was glossy
white in color, and the reflected light had a dimension
of about thirty feet long and four feet wide. When "
Kelson eased the car up to the objsut, it moved slowly
away, and when he stopped the car, it also stopped.
Nelson claims that he called people out from a house by
the roadside to see what they were observing, and they
were as dumbfounded at the sight as the three men were.
Finally, after Nelson had moved forward and stopped
again several times, the light rose high into the air
and disappeared over Black O&k Ridge. The men reported

. the incident to the superintendent of schools, and the
FBI was contacted in Knoxville. Nelson said that -:

at first the FBI wa3 very interested in the report but
■ „ then they seemed to lose interest in it completely. He

assumed that they found out that the object was some
sort of secret weapon being developed at Oak Ridge and
so it was no longer of any interest to them." 2.6+

On November 23, 1944 an American B-17 swooped down to make a

sloppy emergency landing close to a British anti-aircraft

battery in a Beligum field. The Britiah gunners rushed up to

the downed bomber to rescue the crew but were greatly puzzled -

: to find no one aboard. The bomber had apparently landed itself,

something that was not unknown to happen once in a while after

being abandoned in the air if conditions are right. After man-

v ageing to turn off the engines by experimenting with the con-

trols, the soldiers examined the plane's interior to learn why

the crew had bailed out of a seemingly undamaged plane. The

Tommies were astounded to discover all ten of the crew's

parachutts still in the aircraft.' r
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That very eveing an American night fighter rolled do-m *fce **-

runway with ever increasing speed) and with a swelling roar

climbed into the night sky over Dijon, France. Lt. E.Schueter,

the plane13 pilot, set a nortern course to begin a search

and destroy mission over trie Nazi held Rhineland region down

river from Strasbour^Q/ot far from the^ ^fr; in the navigator's

log of the B-17 that had mysteriously lost its cre.j, Manning

the "electronic eye" of the big night fighter was a Lt. D.Meier,

an experienced combat radar'operator. A third officier,intell5?f

igenoe expert Lt, F.Ringwald, rode along to keep tabs on any

final hour seoret weapons/Of-^the*Germans, <t *»

Widely spaced clouds 'a^ghostly grey against the black heavsns

formed a backdrop as the deadly flying machine skipped over

treetops and snckestacks . Lethal fireflys arched through the

darkness in a vain effort to seek Out the'-speeding ^planejas* ,

pilot, dodged machine guns hidden in shadows of the landscape*

^ three Americans also kept their heads on swivels to pre

vent being pounched on by the Luftwaffe.

Suddenly they spotted nine orange lights moving fast, one

behind the other, off to their left* A quick checkW^possible

ground lights and reflections Saou ■ fani-l^faPHMmice^ failed to

account for the glowing points^ so Lt. Schueter jerked the con

trols and stood his plane on a wxngtip in order to turn into a

possible attack by enemy night fighter^his thumb hovering over

the gjun button of his own teepons. The s'trange lights winked

out only to reappear far out of range.

Seventy-tvo hours later, a Lt. H.Giblin and a Lt. W.CIeary

f

j?ere on a nother night fighter sweepvwhen a red glople .as
(1

sean by thsru sailing through the air at better than 200 mil 55
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per hour.

More such reports were complied "by military debriefing officers

and vouched for by men like intelligence officier Ringwald.

Soon Supreme Headquarters of the Allied Expeditionary Force at

Paris issued a -statement.whioh officially recognizing the pheno

mena, explaining the lights as probably due to a new and rature

novel German secret weapon. The communique'* described the "Nazi

device11 as basically a silvery sphere like a large glass ball,

which it was guessed, had some, as yet, unknown air defence

function, for the structure, purpose, and mode of propulsion

had completely eluded Allied intelligence up to that point.^'

Tiffany Thayer didn't yet know it but the usefulness of the

Fortean Society was now on the wane. Military intelligence was

now formally collecting and conjecturing on what Thayer once

admited was:"typical of much Fort recorded". Yet'Thayer had

also accurately echoed the words of Fort when he stated that

the mortal sin of the orthodox powers-that-be (science- or in

this case military intelligence) would continue to attempt to

explain mysterious phenomena in the air without adequate or

accurate evidence.

The military was now interested in Fortean lights in the sky

and not far behind would be modern science. A New York Times

military affairs writer spectulated on the strange phenomena in

the heavens over Europe in an article dated December 15th which

suggested that the puzzling behavior of the odd flying spheres

probably indicated that they were a new type of German radar

window.
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On December 22, 19*44, around O6OO, -under dafck.morning skies,

-*iwAaTrm9n of the haunted 4-15th night fighter squadron were

again in the air scrutinizing the Rhine area for enemy targets,

when two lights rose from somewhere below the.plane,/vlevsled

out at the same altitude (10,000 fe3t)^'th« lights paced tha -

American can warplane for a time and then dived to a lower altitude.

The follov7ing evening the same airmen in tne forementioned

- account, a Lt. D.Mc Falls and a Lt. N. Baker, claimed something

glowing red shot up at their fighter and flipped over before

plunging do.rciward. One of men said the light "changed into

an airplane" at th3 top of its climb. This was the only time

anyone claimed the lights resembled something conventional. It

~-\ might have been one of the small experimental rocket propelled

interceptors the Germans were working on,and £hen~Again,it has

been proposed years later,that perhaps the airman might have

eeen just an edge of something flatisince he used the words

<sfwing-over*. Anyway,its unlikely the details of that one.,

particular sighting will ever be cleared up.

By early January, 19^5» the whole 4*15th squadron buaged with

shop talk and wisecracks about the strange,but as yet, harmless

flying lights. The desk jockeys at the night fighter headquart-

ers generally felt tae same as many of the unitiated ^15th *

pilots who were inclinded to ^03t their buddies nthat saw
1

things".
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At Air Group levsl a more somber veiw set in/\pilots flying ths

P-47 Thunderbolts reported an increasing number of objects m

the air they di3oribed;as "golden balls". Since the P-^s flew

only daytime missions the phenomena being seen could not be

tricks of light in the darkness. . _ , .

New Years Eve, 19^4, a newsman stopped in to visit the men of

the *J-15th to help the fellows there celebrate, and in the course

of the night's gala atmosphere the subject of the aerial ghosts

came up* The newsman listen far into the night until 4- a.m.

and the following day the reporter cabled a full story back to

the states. - ..:^,r,\- i^-y;. __ ,^2 cv^i -v^i V-. «.V'~y

A Science editor of one newsservice in the United States

commented on the strange "foo fighters", as the men of the 415th

squadron had nickmaned them, by questioning conventional ex-

plainations so far proposed. He wrote that ordinary ball

lightning, for example, ddul&n't match the reported movements

of the mystery globles*since the things often flew independ3nt

of the air craft had "ras supposed to have attracted tham.

Furtharmors, he doubted that the Garwans oould have perfected

fe-^-t a radio controlled device of such capabilities.

Some unnartisd scientist^ statement, merely datelined :Tew York,

nevertheless called the foo fighters a product of St. Slmos

fire, a phenomenon, of static electricity. That explaination



angered the pilots of the 4-15th, one of which exclaimed:"Just

let the sons come over here and fly a mission with us, We'll

show *em.n

A *H5th Eeaufighter helmsman was quoted in the New York Herald

Tribune on January 2, 1^% that' he had powerdived at 360 milso

per hour without shaking a foo fighter «m* tagged along like a

friendly puppy. Another exasperated pilot suddenly braked his

plane4and,, sure enough^the following lights overshot, Tif only

for:a moment.-A third .flyer entered a towering-cloud .and thsn, •

power(lived- 2,000 festeemerging. on\a ~dlfferlsnt '.heading, _ but to

Ms greats surprise, as-i£ ,$ied with an invisible string, the

foo fighter- tailing;him,was'-still there. ^'

A oomlicating factor to the question of whether or not the

lights ,7ere due to some trick of nature peouliar to tha 3kies

over Germany appeared, when ,it was suddenly revealed American

B-29s were reporting simiKr^mystery globles*. stalking thier'

aircraft on missions over Japan* The B-29 pilots had no better

luck than those flyers in the European theater in shaking off

the phenomena)fishtailing and yawing to no avail. Near Turk

lagoon in the Pacific, early in 19^5* a pair of red spheres gave

chase to a B-2H- Liberator.' An hour seemed to be limit for one .

of the globles vvhioh fler away without encouragement. The more

stubborn globe, however, stayed with the B-24 most of the way

*o the target)but never~fclb~sed to" more than 1,000 yards.

i

Sources of information on the Foo Fighters are few so we"

can only guess at the full extent of phenomena* About the



most remarkable statementlwas a olaim by the author Frank

Edwards. He makes some interesting q&s&bSjabout when the Foo

Fighter problem was first recognized by the British. Perhaps

reports of glowing spheres floating around in the British sky

back in February of 193S,when .the threat of war loomed,initial

ly attracted the attention of English Intelligence, and as a

result censorship imposed until sometime-in 19*14. According" to -

Edwards the British eased up'ron-the matter^in 19^,jjjust before

the Foo Fighters appeared in great numbers:

"As early as 191*3, the British had set up a small
organization on these objects(foo fighters). It was
under the direction of Lieutenant General Massey, and
it had been inspired to some extent by reports of
a spy who was in reality a double agent, working under

the direction of the Mayor of Cologne. He had aonfirmed
that the foo fighters were not German devices but that
the Germans thought they were Allied ranging instruments,

whioh of course the British knew they were not.
The British Air Ministry in 1966, told me that the

Massey Project was official terminated in 19^4. Perhaps
it was only coincidence that the double agent was exposed
and executed in the spring of 1944,"

iWhen the Foo Fighters appeared in large numbers in the Fall

of 19^who should show up but Dr. R,V, Jon98,who proposed -

that the lights were singla. engine German night fighters with

lights in their noses,an explanation that Allied pilots found

to be as^puzzling as the strange firery balls of light.

A major Leet recalled that a small disc-like objeot, yellow

in color, followed a B-17 he was'piloting asihe returned* from-

a mission over Germany. The objeot stayed with his bomber for

100 miles. When an intelligence officier suggested that the

mystery object might have been a German
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debriefing, Major Leet wondered why his bomber experienced no

hostile fire. 3€*'

Years later Dr. Jones admitted that the German fighter theory

was unsatisfactory and even offered evidence against it, yet

he insisted in substituting a hypothesis equally unacceptable:

- light reflections from windtip eddies, even though the Foo

Fighters often paced aircraft at distanoes of hundreds of

yards. For reasons best known to himself, the British intell

igence expert perferred the guidance of a. certain Dr. Donald

Menzel: . <■

"When I did get a chance to ask a German nightfighter
crew whether they knew what -the explanation was th?y

said that they also knew that no single engine fighters
were flying but that they had seen much the same thing

as I diccribed to them. American aircraft, later in the
war, also saw what may have been the same phenomenon,

both over Europe and over Japan. One theory, advanced

by Professor Menzel(1953), who has studied such-'.incidents
in detail, is that it may have been some effect of _^
light reflected from condensation in wing tip'"eddies.41 37

Over Tierquin, Ireland, January, 19^5, a big firey ball

moved slowly through the sky in a western direction. Witnesses

were impressed by its size, saying that it looked larger than

the moon. It is hardly likely the object could have been a

German fighter so far from bases in France or a reflection
no

from a wing tip eddy of an Allied plane.

Though the Foo Fighters remained unexplained, no more mention

of them was made in the press in the year 19^5. Meanwhile the

post war fate of the German secret weapon program was being

determined. In January, 194-5, a large meeting of Peenemunde

scientists >/
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_ oonvansd secretly in a farmhouse near the Baltic rocket base

■v-^ to decide v?hich nation they would surrender to, for- the Nazi

propaganda machine couldjyconceal the coming defeat from the

learned gentlemen and they cared less for politics than for

the continuation of their rooket "projects. The specialists

had to decide which country of all the Allied powers could

best utilize their talents. The vote was unaminous. in favor of

the United States. Confidential plans were drawn up to flee to

American lines as a body with most of their vital equipment

lust before Gexinacy's collapse*.

The Russians had their own ideas about the mattery . * spring

of 19^3 the Soviets were making plans themselves. Gsorgi

Malenkov had been appointed to lead a special team of looters

-r"^ 'and kidnappers. The first thing the Russians did when they

stormed Berlin, for example, was to dismantle and ship $0 the

Soviet Union the cyclotron found in the basement of the. Kaiser

Wilhelm. Institude. ' .'. " '

The Peenemunde area had been assigned to the Russian zone of

occupation and when Soviet infantry commanded by a Major

Anatole Vassilov overran- the Baltic te3t base on May 5, 19^5*

no Americans or Englishmen were there to meet them, however

the facilities were a complete wreck and most of the top German

rooket scientists had made good their escape as planned. The

Russians had to be satisfied with rounding up minor techicians

and salvageing what could be found in the instalation1s ruins.

Later ths Soviets recieved a pleasant surprise when the American

~\_j forces withdrew from -certain territories to conform with an

agreement Truman made with Stalin on the division of Germany
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WAYNE-THOMAS, JR.

P O BOX 831

pt.ant crnr Florida

October 3, 1963

Mr. Richard Hall

NICAP

1536 Connecticut Avenue N. W.

Washington 6, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hall:

Pardon my delay in answering your letter of August 27 reqesting in
formation on UFOs seen by B-29 crews during World War II.

I was a group intelligence officer stationed on Timan, and the cases

I recall were all night-time sightings.

These lights, ranging from green to orange and yellow, would approach
and move along with the bombers for several minutes at a time before
breaking off. The crews were sure they were not reflections on plexi

glass, or stars, or the moon.

I recall of no case where an aircraft or form was distinguished as

such, just the lights.

These "Foo-fighters" were so common, that they were discussed in the
various unit publications around the island.

I also remember no discussions about the possibility of space-craft,

just strange unidentified lights.

It is hoped that this small bit of fragmentary information may be of

help.

Very truly yours,

WTJr:v Wayne Thomas, Jr
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and a oozapl9te Y-2 assembly plant <vas discovered in t.13

vacated region around Uiedersacnsjrerfen. Furthermore, a

complete combing of the ea3t German zone turned up stores

of documents and equi^usnt that had bean overlooked before

Ho
or cleverly hidden.,A SU United States seemed to havs

gotten the better of the deal, because not only did it have

dozens of functional V-2s ready for testing, jjC also ,

ha<d the vsry cream of Cerman brainpower.

In March, 19^5 a arend report vas made by the oxew of the

attack transport Delaraf at sea off Alaska's Aleutian islands.

Ie was claimed that a dark colored sphere rose out of the sea

and flew around the Delaraf* After oiroling the ship, the

m f
mysterious globe sped out of sight over the horizon, '

The foregoing report reminds one of another strange occurrence

that had taken place nine months before in the same area.

The book: The Thousand -Mile War, by Brian Garfield, is a

eoholarly, faotual account of World War II military action

in the Aleutian theater. On page 31S author Garfield felt

compelled to use the wordferric". Researching the logs of

the warships involved9 Mr. Garfield was alSLe to reconstruct

what he oalled the mysterious*battie of the pipe" whioh he

say*:"...has yet to be explained." ••"

According to Garfield,on July 22, 19^3, a Catalina reoon

plane picked up seven unidentified objects moving on the

surface of the ooean southwest of Attu. No visual contact

wa8\made because of thick clouds, but since the whereabout

every American Navy-iwas known, it was assumed that the objects



were Japanese ships. The regional American Commander, Admiral

Kinkaid, dispatched a task force to intercept the enemy. Though

the PBY maintained radar oontact for six hours before losing

the targets, lU.S. Naval units wsve failed to arrived in time

to sight and engage the apparent enemy vessels.

On July 26th, almost an hour after midnight, a battleship

force under the command of Admiral Griffin, was steaming 90

miles south of Kiska island when the radar antennas on the

taller ships: UsQlsoipri. New Mexico, Portland, San Francisco.

and the Wichita,^ust over the horizon to the northwest of

th© fleet's position. Bearings on all radar^ indicated a group

©f seven objects at a distance of 22,000 yards. The targets

were over the visiual horizon but well within gun range. Admiral

Giffen ordered the task foroe to take up attack formation and

to fire at will* During the resulting confusion as the heavy

14 and 16 inch main batteries salvoed away at the unseen foe,

messages were reoieved at the various combat centers of the

different ships which^apparently activity on the part of the

enemy:"•••below decks, men felt oooussions like near-misses

toy enemy shell. The Portland sighted what looked like a torpedo

• wake; soon afterward she spotted1illumination by star shells, ,

souroe unknown1". '

After JO mintues of gunfire the targets on the -fleet's scoops

began to wink on and off and finally disappear altogethsr. The

American fleet then headed straight for the^position of the



enemy -vessels" to piok up survivors. Upon reaching the area

where the Japanese.had apparently gone down, the American fleet

oould find no trace of floating dedrift, no survivors, and not

even traces of oil on the water. Moreover, after a thorough
44 3j {

check, verifiable evidence of enemy counterfire wasinonexist-

ant. The.-U.S. Navy officially conoluded that the mysterious

radar targets had been due to:B...peculiar atmospheric con

ditions" , Another theory, that the targets were Japanese subs

running on the surface, did not correlate to everyone's satis

faction when the records of Japanese Navy were examined after

the

On Way 7,1945 it uas V-E day. In Paris a group of uar correspon*

dents uere: >■'<

"...sitting at the center table in the bar of'the Scribe

Hotel, jovially engaged in a victory celebration. A colonel

from the Uar Department uas introduced to the journalists,Ke

then became miffed uhen they began to express skepticism about

his story of the Nazis uorking uith 'heavy uater' in Noruay

and being on the verge of perfecting an 'atom bomb'...The

colonel, piqued at being doubted, moved to a table of his

oun. His place at the correspondent's table uas taken by a

much forceful person, an Air Force major*

•Hey, you guys, are you uar correspondents?' this man
uanted to knou. 'Then uhy haven't you told the folks back home
about the flying saucers?'

The major had a chest full of medals and combat stars that

marked him as a B-17 pilot uith fifty missions.

'The last five or six uere over Berlin,' he said, 'and on

every one of them these things popped up out of nouhere.

'Suddenly they'd be on our uing, six or eight of them,
flying perfect formation.

'You turn and bank; they turn and bank; you climb; they
climb, you dive, they dive -you just couldn't shake 'em.

Little, dirty grey aluminum things, ten or tuelve feet in

diameter, shaped just like saucers; no cockpits, no umdous,

no sign of life. Nou isn't that a story and uhy haven't you

put it in the papers?'

Curious, the correspondents asked the major if the saucers

had ever attempted to shoot doun any of the Allied aircraft.

The major said that, as far as he kneu, 'uhen the things finally

got sick of the game, they uould just take off into space and

disappear, flying at the most incredible speeds, five thousand

miles an hour or more,'



When the neusmen asked the major what the pilots thought
the flying saucers were, the officer said: 'Some of us think
they're more of Hitler's V-ueapons, something the Germans
were only able to get up in the closing days of the war. Some
of the boys think they're Russian...some think they must be

from outer space because they maneuver so uncannily and fly
at such superhuman speeds.'

The correspodents put major's tale of flying saucers into
category as the colonel's story about an atom bomb. They sug

gested that the two officers get together and compare notes

and leave a group of uar-ueary journalists to their victory
champagne." f

Back in the States unexplained glowing globles "were seen in the

air over Fishervilla, Kentucky, April 17, 1945. A fellow named

Hendry complained that a strange sphere desended from the clouds

to a point just above his residence where it havered and lit up

his home and yard with a brilliant, pulsating, light.

Even though the Germans were out of the rocket business by ".,*'.

April, 19^5* and the American and Russians were just getting or

ganized, a couple of queer things happened. On June 1, 19*15, a

shiny tubular object, nudged along by a blue flame, sped over

Morganton, North Carolina. The "rocket" passed out of sight and

reportedly exploded in the air in the vinoity of Lake Jones to

the southwest of Llorganton. Also, something zoomed over Vaester-

botten, Sveden, at 10,000 feet alitude on July 9, 19^5, alarming

49
the Swedish General Staff. - - '

Elsewhere, what has since been.called "a small dress rehearsal"*

took place out over the Atlantic:" \*-ij , ■-- * , -u 2 . .» *.„

"Every air-sea rescue unit in South Florida and the Royal
Air Force from the Bahamas had been mobilized to hunt for a -
missing PB-4YW, ft engine, Privateer with 4 offioiers and 11
enlisted men on board.

Lieutenant William C. Bailey of New York piloted the big

plane off the runway of Miami Ilaval Air Station on a routine
training mission. The single-tailed version of the Array'3 B-
24 headed out to aea at 12:26, Wednesday morning, July IS, -
19^5» and never returned.

A gigantic but futile air-aea ssarch was oonduoted with- ^0#
out turning up anything, either in the sea or on the bssohea."
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Thayer's resistencs to giving the visitors from space idea

much attention in Doubt probably prompted the creation of a

aouple of new attempts to play up the theme.

A group in southern California, with chapters in San Diego

and Los Angeles, set up shop in 194-5 and called itself the

"Borderland Sciences Research Associates" dedicated to the

study of unorthodox happenings ignored by science which they

said resembled that of the "damned data" listed by Charles

Fort. Two primary fields- of interest to the the borderlanders

were the ideas that an undiscovered civilization existed in

caves deep i"a the interior of the earth, and t&e mystery of

"ether ships" ,7hich visit the earth periodicly coming from

a source in outer space.

Similarly, the science fiction pulp Amazing Stories began

publishing elaborate»>US£u* of a secret subterranean race res

ponsible for a lot of unexplianed mischief on the surface of

our world and stories of another ethnic stock that lived

among the stars,,oocassionaly spending their time tormenting

mankind by carrying off ship crews in their spaceiut#^jh and

causing unexplained airplane cra3he3» *— ^ "-- - '-"' - \

Both concepts had a close likeness to the Hbss ideas Charles

Fort amused himself with back in the early, 1900*3 just before

the final arrangement of his collection of/esoteric information;

Sortoliad-disowned^tne £to crank manuscripts X and Y^and dealt

with only what was printed as fact, y.He-just .punctuatwtj the

data with his perspicacious observations.

The :poorly concievdd and executed attempts by amateurs to

,deal with the bizzare information gathered by Fort,, apd the

'fact that strange things were .still occurring,mads ins transfsr

of the job to professionals imperative if any progress "/as to
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be mads, but expert3 in that line of work iiad a lot of troubles.

It was late May* 19^5. Germany had capitulated some week**

before on May 7th, but in the Far East Japan still resisted

Allied forces. On May 23rd and 25th, Amerloan B-29 Super

fortresses made heavy inoendiary-bomb raids on Tokyo. After

the B-29» passed over, Mr, Toiaoyo Okado, a Tokyo business

man, emerged from his bomb shelter to observe some strange

objects in the air following the U,S» planes. He said the . : -

things were:"...like hot'oakes -about 20 square yards(In eizo)

..•(and)were followed several times by six feet wide and 30

oi.
feet long colored air waves". Also, he noticed that:"The obr

52..
jeota flew noiselessly and did not crash."

An American boraardier of one of the B-293 of the 52nd Squad-

ron, 29th Bombing Group, also saw some strange.objects himself

during the July 23rd and 25th raids, U.S. airman Gerry Dumphy

5 3.
sighted"... round, speedy balls of fire". Ke said the objects

paced the B-29s on their way back to the bomber's base on Guam.

Machine gunners fired on the fireballs without apparent effect.

Thoughout the Marianas island chain, every B-29 outfit event-

ly olaimsd its share of fireball sightings. As time wore on,

the fireballs paoed the bombers farther and farther out to sea

54
and became more active in their manuvering. '*

On August 6, 194-5, some events relevant to our story were set

in motion when President Truman announced that the United States

had dropped something called an "atomic bomb" on Hiroshima,

Japan. Three days later a second suoh bomb leveled the naval

and industrial Japanese city of Nagaski.



The Emperor Hirphito -announced Japan's capitulation in a

-Q personal broadcast address on August S, 194-5, ordering the

termination ©flhostities on all fronts. World War II had finally

come to oloee, but thetmystery of i unidentified flying objects

remained.

Twenty days after the Japanese surrender, August 28th, U.S^

Occupation forces were scheduled to land on Japanese soil,but

a typhoon delayed troop movements. Out at sea on a flight be

tween Okinawa to Iwo Jima, a C-46 carryingisome occupation

personnel experinced some engine trouble while flying through

the bad wheather.'.The plane began to lose altitude and the {

crew and passengers watched the sputtering engine with great ••->

: , Concern, hopping it would not be necessary to ditch in a storm

^ , i tossed ocean. While everyone's attention wasidww**to one

1 > side of the plane, one passenger,* Army Air. Force officier

Leonard Stringfield, glanced out the windows on the opposite

side. To Stringfield*s surprise he saw three brilliant, white

fireballs paceing the C-46..Just then the aircraft's balky

-engine stated to run smoothly s^gadfarand the plane rose to
I i

its former altitude. The fireballs did not stay with the. plane
i

ia-its cllafo and Stringfield eventually losf track of them in "

the clouds below. 55. """- & ~ ~~~ —-

. The death and destruction caused by the ft*evHfc,'$«»J* ^aa stag&stf-

ing, a quarter of a million casualities and two entire cities

obiterated. The asnsitive and highly intelligent men that were

persuaded to create the bomb in order to savs the world from

O the satanic rule of the Axis dictatorships were, nonetheless,

filled with loathing over the results of their work. Now that

the powers of tne atom ^ere revealeo. to the public, the



scientists of the Manhattan Project could alert the »vorld to

the frightening implications of the invention that marked a

new era in history. The famous scientist Niel Bohr lost little

time in speaking outjand his warning to mankind was contained

in the essay.Scisnce and Civilization" printed in the London

Times on August 11, 19^5, in #hich he urged that some sort of

control be placed on tha nuclear monstrosity. Following Bohr's

example, other scientists banded together in an organization

to spread the word/\pivilization teeterad on the brink of a

precipice. Politicians were not deaf to such pleas and on

November 15th, 19^5* President Truman, Prime Minister Atlee

of Great Britain, and Prime Minister King of Canada, made a" *"'

Joint declaration of a proposed agreement to limit the use of

atomic energy to peaceful ends. The big drawback to an immed

iate settlement of the iS3ue was the future intentions of the

Sovifct Union, and for an indication of that, the West had to

take a wait and see atitude for the RussiansAplay thier cards

close to their chest.

The clocks in Oakland, California, showed 5 p.m. on November

29, 19^5* when a large fireball sped over the Bay Area, passing

from the west to the eas-t. The odd bolide at first glowed blue-

green which than changed to an intense crimson hue as it drop

ped toward:the eastern horizon. The meteor seemed to be going

so slo,? and so low the police and military were called in to

search the hills in back of Oakland to find the remains of a

"plane that exploded and crashed". A professor at the Univer

sity of Nsvada at Reno, collecting sightings of the spectacular

meteor, expressed pusslement when the bolide was reported fivs
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hours after it passed ovsr Oakland, speeding through "the skies

of western Nevada.1 The disparity of time was attributed to

some confusion on the part of the observers, so the attention

the epi30de reoievsd from th2 scholar ,vas transitory.

The foregoing uas not the oraly unusual sky phenomenon to occur

during this period:

"August 4, 1945 —In the sky over East Lansing, Michigan, a
mysterious glou uas reported. Police uere notified by curious

citizens. The ueather bureau uas also alerted, but like the
police, could offer no explanation."

And:

"August 18, 1945 —a meteor(?) zoomed lou over the states of In-
iana, Illinois, and Ohio. The fiery object blazed through the he^v/ens
uith a speed exceeding that of a airplane, but so slou for a meteor
astronomers in Chicago expressed doubt the thing uas it fact a bolide,

So spectacular uas the strange object's passage police uere suamped
uith phone calls. Some uitnesses suore the object actually fleu a
zig-zag course. The odd sky visitor screamed through the a r uith a
high pitched sound and as a result set uindous panes rattleing.
Military security squads rusea to war plants in region because of
wild talk of the U.S. being under attack by robot flying bombs. S7,

Also:

"September 5, 1945 —Over Indianopolis, Indiana, people- spotted
a funny bright object in the heavens to the northwest. The thing

cau ght everyone^ eye because uitnesses claimed it changed colors

and moved about. Fir. Emsley U. Johnson, president of the Indiana

Astronomical Society, uas notified and he suggested that the object
must :have been the star Arcturus. Movements and color changes he

said uere due to overactive imaginations.

(This neus account fails to mention, houever, uhether Mr. Johnson
went outdoors for look himself.)

Still another:

"January 23,1946 —The Cincinnati Enqu irer ran the following
story under the heading:"Spook?" The Enquirer printed:"A firey
warning or divine manifestation uas visited upon persons living in

the neighborhood of Draper Street, Central Parkuay and Western Hills
Viaduct last night.

The phenomenon uas described variously as a streak of fire, a

ball of fire, or a big flashlight going on and off. The visitation
struck terror into the hearts of some for electric lights became
dim for a moment and houses quivered as if in the grip of an earth
quake.

A denial that any ueather phenomenon had occurred uas issued by
he Ueather Bureau. Police and the Highuay Safety Bureau denied
that any accident or explosion had occurred near the Parkuay."
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The December, 194-5, issue of the American Legion Magazine

called attention to the World tfar Two sky riddle with an

artical titled:"The Foo Fighter Mystery", reminding the nation's

veterans the military still had enigma on its hands left over

from the war.

The nation's security still weighted on many military minds

and already there existed a conviction among a lot of generals

the United States was now confronted by an enemy as dangerous

as Hitler's Germany. The Pentagon worried that the rapid de
vils,

moblization iu^process and the attixude of the war-weary

public would result in an America with an insufficient defense

force,especially sines technology had shrunk the world like a

prune.

On December 5, 19*1-5, Army Air Force Lieut. General James H.

Doolittle, now a Presidential advicfor on foreign intelligence

activities, adressed a luncheon at the New York Waldorf Astoria.

Present was a distinguished array of influential gentlemen that

had banded together to form an"Air Power League" dedicated to ' ,

the establishment of the Air Force as a separate service

branch and the general promotion of more aircraft for America's

defense.

After the dishes had been cleared away, General Doolittle rose

to outline the nesds of the country's military forces .for the .

forseeable future. The Ear American Air Force, he said, must

have at least *K)0,000 men and 5,000 first line aircraft as a

permanent peacetime strength. The nsxt war, he went on, would

take place over the artic regions, be extremely brief, and ses

the employmsnt of jets plan33, plus rockets tipped tfith atomic
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warheads and powered with nuolear engines. •

At that very instant :• fived Navy torpedo bombers roared down the

runway at Fort Lauderdale Naval Air Station, Florida. The planes

gained, altitude and then set out on an eastern heading over the

ocean for a brief training flight. The aircraft were large,three

man planeSj particularly buoyant by design and the crews trained

for operations over water, - •

The sun shone in a sky strewn with'scattered clouds as the

aircraft sped out to sea on what promisted to be a short

routine flight, however, somewhere out in in the blue-green

expanse off the southeastern United States, a.jregij&n where.

Herbert Hoover had difficuties back in the twenties, the niilit-

ary now its^rendeznous with linibo.

Just pior to 5 o*.clock in the afternooniradio traffic between

the five planes was monitored at Fort Lauderdale, The dialogue

heard.was alarming. The five planes seamed to lost. Panio

gripped the pilots as command of the flight was relinquished

from one to another. The Avenger torpedo bombers radioed Fort

•Lauderdale around 5:25 that they believed they were about 75

miles northwest of the Banana River. That would put the lost

flight around 50 miles due west of Baytona, Florida, yet a

radio message said they weren't sure if it was- the Gulf of

Mexico or the Atlantic below them.

The Weather Bureau reported winds gusting up to U-0 miles an

hour and scat teredl thunderheads J.n the general area of the last

reported position. The Naval Bass Commander, Comdr. H.S.Roberts,

wa3' summoned-"to.-deal-with the emergency end he 3urmised that

freak winds had blown the five planss off course.Still, it



odd/^five planes couldn't even find Florida.

When time came for "the fuel of aircraft to run out, nervous

personnel at Fort Lauderdale waited for radio fixes of the

location of tiie ditching of each plane. No radio messages

were recieved. Somehow every plane had stopped transmitting

without warning.

A big Martin Mariner flying boat, with 13 air rescue men aboard)

set for the last estimated position .of the missing torpedo

aircraft. Shortly afterward Fort Lauderdale radioed the flying

boat for a progress report. The big Martin Marinet did not

answer.

Now frantio appeals were sent via radio to a ship in the

Tea, the U.S.S. Gaines Hills, requesting that its crew make

a visiual checl of the sky. The Mills sent back a repy that an

explosion had been seen high in the air followed by the 3piral-

<b»- <b2-
ing seacard of some apparent burning resmue about 7-:5O p.m. <-

"The vessel's captain was unable to give the exact location*

but at the time of the reported incident the Galnea Mills was
off the ooast of New Smyrna Beach, Florida,

Dozens of plane3 and surface craft were diepatohed to the

reported area^ but no wreckage, oil, or other clues were .1 :
found. The aerial hunt was then farther extended 200 miles
out to sea in a 400-mile front down the Florida coast, from
Jacksonville in the north to Miami in the south.

The three-day-old hunt for the lost fliers was suddenly
intensified when an Eastern Airlines pilot, Captain J.D.Morri
son, reported to the Navy that he saw red flares and flashing
lights "in the middle of a swamp" at about two o'clock Satur
day morning, ten miles southwest of Melbourne, Florida. Capt-
tain Morrison, piloting a northbound passenger plane, was

quoted as saying he saw human figures standing in the light of
the flares but oould not discern any wreckage. "I'm sure they
were flares, not a fire,"he said.

Five minutes after his first communique, Captain Morrison

reported he saw a fire burning in the dismal, sparsely pop-
ulated region some 20 miles north of the spot where he had

seen the flares.



A Naval plane *as dispatched from the Banana River Haval
Air Station. At 2:30 A.M., the pilot radioed that he also
observed a flare about 50 miles inland.

At dawn, a dense fog limited the visibility of aerial
searoners to almost zero. The main hope of a rescue was cent
ered on a small land army of wartime assault craft, weasels,
marsh buggies, alligators, and jeeps that groped their *ay
through the bleak swamplands of north central Florida. Through
out the day, shuttling sweeps of Army, Navy, and Coast Guard
planes, plus a Navy blimp from Lakehurst, New Jersey, flew over
the wild, desolate region. A helicopter also made a number of
landings and sent men out to comb the marsh on foot in an at
tempt to looate wreckage or survivors.

Commander H.H.J.Benson of the U.S. 7th Naval District said,
"We don't want to get any hopes too high, but I would like to
report that we are moving-everything up there to find those
men if they are alive." He went on to say that the hunt was
being pressed with all available forces and disclosed that
farmers in the Melbourne-Orlando area reported hearing an ex
plosion on the night the six planes vanished. Commander Eenso**
was quoted as saying,"This is the first time a whole flight of
planes ever disappeared without a trace."

A pilot of an Army Air Corps plane reported seeing two men
aboard two life rafts. He stated that the men waved as he fie*
toward their rafts, but when he made his run over their crafts
he could no longer see t.is "ien. u

A Naval spokesman ca3t doubt on the report by saying that
two survivors, no matter how exhausted, would never collasae
simultanously with rescue so near at hand after sseing a plane.
The Navy»s position <vas supported when the alleged rafto were
found to be nothing more than packing oases bobbing in the
waters some 300 mile due east of Melbourne.

Hope was raised again when a report was received statinp
tnat Uo survivors had been rescued at sea by the tanksr Ermn
ffussell. Tlii 3 too turned out to be erroneous.' The Navy said"
the tanker«e original report in effect read,"Lowering lifeboats
to pick up survivors from raft." Subsequently, the tanker radio-
mfde n?ftr^?a? *jadquarters in Miami stating that ?hey had
?£?!,« Betake; instead of survivors or life raft, it had only

Raton £2l£ fff?'J**8 *•;•**•<! ftrom the Army airfield at Boca
2$ hVJSSS Z,Ute ?il0\' ^P11*' and 9 crewmen of an Army B-
east of EibJUS %£*tS Cl03? t0S«tner in an area 290 miles
Suldled in'onf tT?"? ^^ ^ they ^ S*en two ehTra??

PiiOt> L*°™?d Bostiok, and his copilot Eugene B. Hol-
U £ ?^Cd a3saying they fi« or th lft f

pilot Eugene B. Hol
£ h ?^ v.yg they fi«, over the lafts for about
to if^°Uf $•£<«• »*»Hins gas supply compelled them
t0 basevAn extract from their official report raada

^{fllrlldt i2j£5"?T)" l0Cat6d raft3 ^ oircfefover^he..
It IL if 7 f ® aW two on«-ffian rafts apparently tied together.

f^^?S ^T^ "" in the orew *elieved there wereto
as the dS«S- ? ™s_rafts. However, as the day wore on we could not be

sure." Bostick related how they flew do^n to an alitude of se
veral hundrsd feex, but heavy winds prevented them fror roins
lo-ver for closer observation. He said they tried to direct Sur-
+?ff vessels »o the rafts but no contacts were made by the
time they vere forced to leave the. scene.
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An extensive air-3ea search 'vas conduoted in and around ths

reported area "but again without success.

The Coast Guard cutter the Vigilante reported sighting "Soma

li) thing which could have besn a parachute," ISO miles east of
v~y Melbourne. Later the cuttsr radioed that it had scoored the

particu^lar^ area .vithout locating anything that might "be remote

ly considered a clue. <hS,

After a full day of futila searching, a press conference called

by the Navy at -vhich time the names of the officiers and enlish-

ed men that .were^miasing ffsre xuade public It was the morning of

December Jth, the-anniversary of Pearl Harbor.^ * : lt ± Hi

The search continued: '

"As hope for rescue faded, only 66 planes took to ths skies
at daffn on December 10. Liost of ths aircraft, a nurabsr of

merchant ships, and one destroyer-tander had been rsloa3ed

from further search operations.

Naval officials announced that the air-cea rescue operation

ffould be called off at dusk unless new evidence could be dis

covered. They expressed fear of jever finding any of the fliers
alive, but added,nTe have not given up yetj if those men are

still alive >ve!ll do everything to find them*.?
Search craft carried out orders of the last day of ths

queat by combing 25,000 square miles, yard by yard, for even

' a eight l"

No trace was ever found of the six planes and 27 men.

After months of fruitless effort, by the Navy, a Board of

Inquiry was held on the mysteries vanishments. Without

the slightest bit of evidence as to the fate of the missing

six planes, the members of the Board confessed that no one

could offer any explaination or even make a guess at

a solution. .

A reporter for the Associate Press rechecked with Navy

authorities at Fort Lauderdale some time after the Board

of Inquiry had made its official report on the strange

incident. The newsman was informed by a Navy spokesman

that nothing new had turned up, adding that the mass

aircraft disappearance was so completeAfor all the ?!avy

knew the pl8,nes may have ended up on Mara.



Chapter Notes

1.) In his book:Flyinq Saucers(Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
1953, pp. 97-96) Dr. Donald Menzel states: "...a scientific mission
sent specially to study these foo balis, to find out if possible

uhat they uere,] spent many hours in the air, waiting in vain for one

of the mysterious lights to put in its appearance....this expedition

completed its mission(this mission must have included a rature complete
check on sighting reports by pilots)and returmed to the United States
without even haying -seeing a single foo fighter." Considering the

foregoing it is' fetsfc a bit difficult ,to believe that scientists working
for the U.S. Government were caught flatfooted by the later ghost rock

et and flying saucer furors.
i

2.) Anither thing to rememhqr is that Dr. H.P. Robertson, who headed
the important UFO CIA review panel in 1953,could hardly rate as a

surprise choice for any later investigation of unexplained^aerial

phenomenon requiring,-if it-was.so-decided, a careful hanoling of

certain data and conclusions draw from it. In the volumne;Scientific

Study of Unidentified Flying Objects. Dutton, 196£, pp. 909-910, it

states:"Robertson (Dr. H.P.) and (a censored name) had been concerned
in the investigation of these(Foo Fighters) phenomenon, but David T.
Griggs(Professor of Geophysics at the University of California at Los
Angeles) is believed to have been the most knowledgeable person on
this subject. If the term "flying saucers" had been popular in 1943-

1945(Here is an admission that the FooFighters had been reported as
early as 1943.), these objects would have been so labeled. It was in
teresting , that in at least two cases reviewed that the/object sighted
uas'cateqorized by Robertson and (a censored name) as- probably "Foo
Fighters," to date unexplained but not dangerous..."

I

3.) Writer Donal|d Keyhoe, in his book: The Flying Saucers Are Real

(Fawcett Publications, Inc., i950, p.36),relates the following ex
change between ihimself and a friend who- was a Pentagon intelligence

expert. Keyhoe said^'Didn't the Eighth Air Force investigate the foo

fighters?"

Friend:"Yes' and they found nothing to back up the pilot's yarns.

Dust war nerves, apparently.

Keyhoe:"How about a look at the Intelligence Ireport?"
Friend:"Uait, a minute."(Keyhoe's friend was taking on the phone

from the Pentagon. After a short time he returned after apparently

checking some index.) i
Friend:"Sorry, its classified."



Chapter Eight

(3 Rockets, Radar, and Atomic Energy

The first inkling of a wild Fortean year was something that

took place February 26, 19,46. Finland announced on that date

that an unusually large number of meteora had been reported

lately in that country's northern districts near the Artie

Circle.# ' x 1 J • '

Later on, around May 24th, persons in northern sueden began to :

noticed unusal si9ntsi0the heavens uhich they also at first dis-

missed as just inardinate/\activity.2-

Meanwhile, the United States /rmy Air Force made a statement

on February 28th which 3tated that a bombardment of North

. America by improved versions of tne German V-2 might be possible

soon if technology kept up its fast pace of advancement. Brig.

General W.L, Richardson, Chief of the Air Staff Guided Hissile

Division, declared that the militarywas planning to test

means of detecting and tracking approaching rockets speeding

through the upper layers of the atmosphere at more than

3*000 miles per hour. It was further revealed that a test range

at White Sands, New Mexico, would send up captured German

V-2 rockets to aid experiments with rad=r in hopes of per-

#The Fortean Society was able to obtain information not

printed in American papers because of its European membership,

The February 26th item from Finland, for example, had been

obtained by a Fortsan Society member who had been monitoring

Helsinki radio.



feciing an electronic .Tarning system. The General stressed the

extreme urgency of finding a proper high alitude radar surveil

lance method to eliminate-the threat of .a sneak attack by /

rockets armed with atomic warheads. He went on to say that the

U.S. had been interested in long range rockets since 19*K5, *

The American military also had .'worries«4>«h the*spread of

nuclear secrets to many less responsible governments, though

many experts felt it would be useless to hope that restrictions

on the secret of the atomio bomb and related military projects

(which would no doubt have included schemes for nuclear powered

rockets) could be successful for any extended lenght of time.

The best Congress could do was to try, so legistators became

embroiled in a protracted debate over policies covering im

portant scientific in formation. During the controversy Hanson

Baldwin of the Ne/r York Times reported:

"...the worst manifestation so far of the
secrecy complex that every now and again assails

our democracy .ras a recommendation made recently
to the Senate Atomic Energy Committee. It recom
mended t.ist the espionage laws be tightened by
making it a crime for any official to reveal,
without autnGrity, any military 'secrets* and
for reporter, radio commentator or publisher
to publish or broadcast such information. The
^definitions, as reported, were broad enough to
include under military 'secrets1 many classifi
cations of news of vital importance to the public
and to the nation." y> '

Besides the disagreements over controls on scientific infor-

nation, an intense interservice rivalry took root over the

control of the nation's long-range rocket program.

During a radio dramatization of a future war fought with

rockets, Lieut. General Curtis Le Iiay, head of the Army Air
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Foics's Research and Developeuient* and Gen, Carl Sparta,

Air lorce Commander in Chief, boldly asked HBCIS listening

audience to back their bid to obtain exclusive authority over

guided missiles. Later, an Army Air Force spokesman even

came right out and bluntly told the ITavy that it was "finishecP.

The Army's non-flying departments such-as the Ordnance and the

Signal CorpSjalso felt the sting of the air arm pronouncements

that they had no rol© in the new missile technological revolu

tion. Critios of Army Air Force dominance urged that each

service or agency be free to pursue missile research along *

lines that would be functional in the carrying out its

particular military mission • ^*

■A compromise was reached and work went ahead with a great

deal of tf&ste and duplication. A few even felt that the
v

. ^300,000,000 earmarked for the huge White Sands, New Mexico,

test facility be spent instead on basic research grants, but

thay were overruled.

Th- U.S. military had a dream of someday perfecting a rocket

■ utilizing atomic energy. It vas theorized th^t the almost un

limited temperatures of a nuclear reaction might be harnessed

to increased the momentum of the gases ejected out of the

rocket's nozzle. Uetfing the fission of uranium for ja rocket's

thrust also had the added advance of possibly combining "both

the "/arhead and part of the missile fuel **»ff&| into Gns ex- ^

plosive package. 7"-~>*» * ^_ ' •



&~ Baok in 19^ even the perfection of the Saneer

type glide bomber, whlch^be mentioned in greater detail later

on, required rocket engines of greater thrust than what the

Germans had so far perfected. Yet even with more efficient

engines, the chemical fuels in use in 1946 seemed to hold

little promise to increase the 250-300 mile range of the

V-2 rockets. On the other hand atomic power seemed to offer

a way to surmount the fuel problem:

"The limits of range and load for rockets are
oaused by the enormous increase in fuel required
to obtain an extension in range. For a ohemioal
fuel, tha ratio of fuel to total weight rapidly
apprcachedes as range is increased. If research
makes possible the application of atomic energy
to rocket propulsion(which would be very difficult),
the- weight of fuel will no longer be a serious

. limit on distance of flights." r

At this time, July 3, 19^6, serious squabbling eesg&gd between

the different American military branohes was abruptly ended by -.

the establisnment of a Joint Research and Development Board .->

that recieved its power directly from the civilian posts of the

Secretaries of the Navy and War. The various boards and com

mittees with their overlapping authority and independent spheres

of operation concerned with military research were reorganized

into just four subcommittees:l. -guided missiles, 2. electronics,

3. atomic energy, and 4. medical science. Moreover, various

oivilian research groups were to be better co-ordinated with

Defense Department projects, such as the National Advisory

Committee on Aeronautics and the Bureau of Standards,
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At La Grange,1 Florida, in May, 1946, a Mr. Titcomb was out

working in his yard when he heard a whistlinisound. He looked

up and saw something flying overhead at 1,000 feet. The^stem-
ed to be traveling jx&f a little over 100 miles per hour. Mr.

Titoomb claims the.thing was a dark football-ohaped object

about twenty feet long with a perfectly smooth body with no

wings or engines of any kind,- furthermore no exhaust trail

was detectable. No noise could heard with the exception of the

whistling sound^whioh Mr, Titcomb attributed to the distur-

banoe of the air from the object's passage. The weird aerial

•football" flew off in a slightly oruved course, disappearing

into a cloud bank in the southeast.^ ' (\ \

During the months of June and July, 19^6, there were a couple

of interesting personnel shifts within the U.S. defense estab-

ment. This, together with the fact of large scale military

hardware experiments, indicated a tightening of security <..- -

measure*:*** and a readjustment of emphasis by the Pentagon.

This must be kept in mind when we return to mystery plagued

Europe.

Early in June Rear Admiral Sidney W. Souers, who hadj\chosen to

head the newly created Central Intelligence in January, was

suddenly replaced by an Air Force General, Hoyt S. Vandenburg.^-

And Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, one of the key men of the

Manhatten Projeot, was withdrawn as a meaber of the scientific

joommission to:observe atomic bomb tests at .Bikini atoll in

the Pacific. The removal.-of Dr. 0ppenhei~mer may havs had no
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significance, but as^mtfy as the very beginning of the Manhattan

Projectjthe professor had been under fire for associating with

left wing persons and organizations(The security clearance of

^Dr. Qppenheimer was taken away on.December 22, 1953, but after

an inquiry was found innocent of all charges of disloyalty), if

any left wing associations were distastful during the war, one

can imagine how any such taint was viewed in 1946 with the Cold

War building up. Replacing Dr. Oppenheimer was a gentleman we

will refer to again:the Director of the Bureau of Standards, Dr.
Edward U. Condon. '

The Bikini atomic tests,^nuoW explo3lon Qn Junfl ^

and another on July 25th, were military ln oharaoter rather than

soientifio. exposing everything from K ration8 to Battleships% '

the phenomenon of nuolear fission. It was a complete evaluation'
of the nature of the revolution in warfare.

The Bikini teste/tprobably remembered best because of the spec

tacular ««««*»£-e^off aaid.a fleet of Out
moded ^n "i

Je n9ar ^

enter of.the blast.and. those farther_a*ay that escaped most of

*ook waves and heat, were, nonetheless, eubjeot to a deadly

drum of radioaotive ooeanmter. This-blast was-also something

of a blow to the presitge of seapo*er. The Pentagon must have

wondered if there was a future^he massed fleets of World War
II.

General H.H. Arnold, retired wartime Commander of the Army Air

Foroe, addressed the Oommonweath Club in San Franoisoo, July 6.

1946, echoing General DooUttU'. assertions made the previoua "
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December, when he stated that the defensive frontiers of the

United States -«*« no longer the Pacific and Atlantic coasts,

but the Polar regions to the north. 'The editor of Radio ftena,

a Mr. Oliver Reed, gave support to another contention of

General Doolittle's, when upon returning to the U.S. after

witnessing the Bikini test on June 30th, he told the Chicago

Daily Tribune there could be little doubt as far as he was

concerned that atomic tipped guided missiles would be used in

the next war.

A month after the last Bikini explosion on July 25th News-

week magazine printed a remarkable statement:"This was the

Russian reply to Bikini. Such was the conclusion drawn by

many from the continued flight of self-propelled missiles over
(a.

Sweden..." These two sentences introduce the most mysterious

crisis of the East-Test Cold War:the riddle of the "Ghost

Rookets".

Dr. Louis Alvarez#, a professor of physics at the University of

California, secretly suggested at this time that liquid hydrogen

be considered as the fluid propellent in any atomic powered

rocket because of the element's favorable ratio of mass compared

to the exhaust velocity at certain temperatures. The technical

details are too complex to list here, but one important point

of this theory should be remeabered. Professor Alvarez believed

such a nuclear driven missile would speed acros3 the 3ky

leaving large quantities of super-heated — ----- 9H

WDr. Alvaraz was al3o the chief scientist in charge of the

development of microwave warning radar for the Unitad States

during tforld 7/ar II,
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and highly inflamable hydrogen in its wake, creating an ex-

plosive haaard. The eventual developement of such an atomio-

hydrogen. missile was felt to be far in the future, ao, in

May, I$k6, when mysterious raissile-like objects trailing

strange illuminous smoke and accompanied by loud unexplained

denotationa, appeared over the Baltic, the Pentagon muat have

been both amazed and greatly alarmed. It euddenly seemed that

the Rya8iana had brought off a masterpiece of scientific

espionage and/or were making fantastic scientific strides in

dependent of America's pioneer nuolear discoveries, to say

nothing of apparent achievements in rocket technology. Some

important persons in Washington must have asked themselves

whether the United States was in danger of becoming within

direct military reach of the Soviets*

Sunday, June 9, 19^6, a rocket-like light lit up the night

sky over Helsinki. People there rushed into the streets ju3t

in time to see a smoke trail in the heavens and hear a" distant

rumble. An illuminioua afterglow lasted 10 mintues. This

"ghost rocket", as it was dubbed by witnesses, had passed toward

the southwest at about 1,000 feet altitude.

Before tiie Finns could recover from the phenomenon on the

Sabbath, a "7-2" roared over the town of Tammerfors in western

Finland, on Monday, June 10th ^only to reappear the same night

on a southeast heading over Helsinki. A correspondent of the

London Daily Mail wrote that .Monday's "v-2" was an "unident

ified luminous body" giving off glowing smoke and that the"thing0

o
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had come in from the direction of the Eatic <sea only to then

wheel around and retrace it course.

Between July Jth and 11th six njcre reports of strange asrial

objects .vere tabulated. The press became -unsure in its in-

terpetationa and variously collad the phenomena "rockets"

and/or "meteors".

The Chicago Daily Tribune overseas newsservice said that an

important Stockholm newspaper had firmed up its vier^wa th.o,-,,, _

odd missiles,overflying not only Finland but Sweden/ declaring on

July 10th:"Shining missiles sesn in the last 2M* hours tru/sl- ^

ing at great alitude -with high spesd caused speculation today

by the newspaper Aftonbladet that the Bu33is.ns are conducting

rook-ct axperiraenta on Paltic bases* The missilesWv* described

as f ■greenish blue shining balls giving off a tail of light of

the sair.e Color1. Similar sights t??o months sgo^ay) were re

ported from about 10 places in Sweden and ssverval j;laces in

Finland. Ths Aftonbladet quoted a Swedish bomb expert ao saying

the sights occurred too frenquently to b^ celestial phsnoirrena.

The papar 3aid ths Hussi&n &k$jb* are, trying out giant rocket3

by remote control, making them return to the starting point.

Instaad of esplosiyes, tis nev/3papsr said, they v?bulo contain

radio transmitters registering altitude, 8p$3d, direction,

and the amount of fuel."

This speculation resulted in a "find" of evidence, A half ?

doscn "crashes" v/ers reported, yet the only items oi£»im'»0 to

have be-^n. found wexeja pi-sea a ptx$ex tliat sore acid iai£;ht be

of movie film, and .>»«i,1 ^etol ,/ith a"density l?.^c- tar.n tt-i".

^Similar green fireballs were reported in the U.S. in
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Another nevspaper printed:"metal a3 light as papsr". London16

Daily Talegraph carrisdfthis version on the matter dated'July

12, 19^-6:".. .there had bsen 'seven strange crashes* in Sweden

and that a well-known Svedish physicist, Doctor Binger Facklund,

had declared tnat »he had found paper among the fragments in-

~- 17. ~~"—"'
dicating that it <7as not a meteorite1 ". v ^ ',

-The Manchester Guardian(England) printed yaaX was probably the

clearest aocount of the find of physical evidence:

"After passing for hundreds of miles along the Swedish
east ooast, where it was observed at numerous plaoes, in

cluding the suburbs of Stockholm, one of these mysterious

objeots fell on a beach near Sundsvall, making a small
crater in the sand about ten inches deep and three feet
wide. Bathers collected about seven pounds of fragments

which resembled slag, but one piece showed traces of
having been part of a oylinder about one inoh wide.H

The fragments have been sent to a military laboratory

for analysis, and a preliminary report says that a mioro-

soopic test showed the existenoe of a fragment of a film

divided into squares(?).° fg,

Nothing dsfinate oame out the "rocket parts" announcement

and it *as subsequently denied any suoh hardware had oeen

19
traced to a "ghost rooket crash". 'Anyway, it ssem very

that such a small amount of evidence had been recovered

from "seven crashes" unless, and this can only be alledged,

Swedish authorities permitted confused statements to

#It should be said here that it is quite possible the bathorg

picked up some debris having no connection whatever .vith the

object that mad© the crater.
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circulate about finding rocket parts in order to alarm the

Russians so they would put an end to the testing in the Baltic.

The London Times suminerized the murkey situlation on July

12th, printing that glowing balls trailing smoke were annoy

ing inhabittants along Sweden's east ooast and that the

Swedish General Staff had taken a formal interest in the

matter. The Tlmea now said that no definate meteorio evidenoe

had been found so a radio-controlled V-bomb theory was

2O«
being entertained.

The United Press* July 12th offering described one of the

aerial phantoms as a big torpedo with a very bright headlamp.

Switerland's Rhone Valley region had a visit from a flying

object that crossed to the northeast, .the'phenomenon was

labled as either a Soviet buzz bomb or a shooting star by

London Daily Mail.6* *

Around the l^th of July inhabitants of a small Norwegian

town on the coast south of Oslo spotted a smoking fireball

zipping overhead at an altitude Of about 4-00 feet. The London

Telegraph reported on the "Oslo mystery star" and the news

that Norway's newspapers were urging future witnesses of

strange aerial phenomena to oontaot authorities immediately

and to keep on the. lookout for any weokage, ^'

Norway had more univided aerial guests on the 19th of July,

as a darken pair of mystery rockets zoomed across the

countryside at"only a 50 foot altitude before plunging

into lake M^oesa.
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On tap.19th there vas also an artical in the France nev3pcpor

Pesistance that told ita readers that pQople all over central

and soutnern S.vsden had been shook up for the last three

months by bright bolide3 that seemed to be diving in and out

of the earth13 atmosphere cn.th a' deep roar. *

The Norwegian High /\ a3ksd the public to aid them by celling

polioe or the nearest military establishment.

Sweden listed up to 500 sightings in less than a month|but th3

multitude of cases still led to confusion as to what the objects

were and from what direction they vrers coming from. Some

information indicated the objects <vere not following the free-

falling path of a meteor or the ballistic arc of a long-rango

missile. Instead^the phenomena appeared to be 3 lov flying

object under soraekmd of control. S^vedsn's military chiefc

became so uneasy that some foriegn po-vsr <vas ranging in

Swodisfi targets they suddenly forbid the publication of tho

location of "ghoct rocket" 3ightings from the 27th on. ?'

Ths correspondent of the London Daily ""ela.^rafrh cabled his

office on July 29th that Norv7«gian authorities had censored

information on tha ghost rockets still falling on Norway. The

previous evemg a light like a giant flashbulb lit up Oslo

with an accompaning loud explosion. Humors 'vere rife, he -

reported, tnat ths blasts were dus to aeri3l bursts of tr.e

ghost rocKets which disintegrated into fragments 20 smsDl

they escaped detection* Personnel at an air base north of

Oslo rsported something rushing overhead just bsfore the

detonation. Q"
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There was one^sighting at this time^far from Europe, Army Air-.-—-

Force Captain*J. Puokett was stationed at Langley Field* Virgina

in 1946, Besides being base Safety,Offioier, he was in oharge of

pilot training and was supervisor of flying operations. Agass^,

Captain Puckett had completed a tour of combat duty during the

war.

On August 1, 19^6, Captain Puckett was on a flight between

Langely Field to Tampa, Florida:

"At approximately 6 p.m. while flying a C-^7 at 4-,000
northeast of Tampa I observed what I thought to be a
Shooting star to the southeast over the Atlantic Ocean.
My co-pilot, lit. Henry F. Glass and my engineer both J

, observed this object at the same time. /

This object continued toward us on a collision course ^
,_, at our exact altitude. At about 1000 yards it veered to

j * cross our path. We observed it to be long, cylindrical

shape approximately twioe the size of a B-29, with lum

inous portholes.

The objeot trailed a stream of *fire* about one-
half it3 own length, and remained in sight 2^ to 3
minutes," 29

The very next day(August 2nd), the following was carried in the

Stockholm press:

"Eyewitness descriptions of a soundless rocket projectile of

silvery hue, slouly skimming the tree tops over northern Sweden,

appeared today in the newspaper Daqens Nyeter. fhe paper added

that seven or eight persons had seen the object, which they said

resembled an aircraft.

The paper also contained an account of two other missies seen

moving toward the Baltic. It said that when the projectiles got

out over the sea first one then the other exploded, creating a

glaring, yellow-white light."

^



had seih some unexplained objects ovar that country.10

The situlation had dstarioratod to such an extent th© Chicago

Daily Tribune's man in ?ari3 cabled his horns office on Auguat

M-th, that he had obtained an admission from American and British

intelligence services mm the Russians had reopenid the Psena-

muands faculitiss in spite of Soviet assertions the Baltic base

w&3 still in rums. Ths most intriguing paragraph of th« Paris

dispatch attribut3d a belief to an American source »hich pro

posed that the Russians vrere t>robably rushing work on the

Gerwan adaail»s to counter ths admn^ the U.S.,

ths soltf^tion tfith atoraic y«apona."' .-'"■-. . i

Aa eaxly as July 2Sth the strongly anti-oommuniat Hearat nawa-

paper chain gave a lot of apace to it's Paris correspondent ,vho

tfaraad Of new n?-type* rocketa being constructed at Berlin1 a

Kainer Wilhelra Instituts, attributing the aooop to some unnamsd

tout "trustworthy ©ources",

Yet» o»ce the accusations of Russian mischief was'baldly and-- —

refpeatedly stated, military authorities -then seeraod to wsvsr

' in3t©ad of flocking to That was ths most logical anc^rar to the

ghost rocket mystery*

Sweden1a Air Defense Chief, General Uils Ahlgrecm, made public

an official comiauniqui on August 6th, that had been promised a

week before, but for sow® reason, had be^n delayed. The General

confirmed that the ^xoclt&ta11 "vers coming in mostly form the *

south at low altitudes and followed flightpaths that cruvod. Ons

ct .vas report3d to have dived into S-y^dsn's Lak^ Ov<?r-
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he said, and that thr^e hundr3d sightings ivere compiled m jusjb

the four days of July 9th through the 12th,

An eyewitness of one of the ob^cta flying in Sweden's airspace

#&B a lieutenant of that nation's air d3fence command, .vho told

Of a "bright firey aphars cru^ing casually at a 1,000 feet. This

iypothesis

/
On the 8th an English correspondent at Stockholm sent a.

wire to his editor which read:

"One of the mysterious bombs which in recent

weeks have been passing across Sweden was seen
last night by an officier of the Air Defense
Department of the Defence Staff, He rerorts that

the bomb looked like a fireball with a clear
yellow flame passing at an estimated 3,000 feet
and at a considerable but quite measurable speed.

This first observation made by a trained ex

pert dispels any remaining doubts that the pheno
menon really is some sort of bomb or rocket and
not just a meteor. No trace of one having fallen
in Sweden have yet been found, but in the far
Horth one is reported by several trustworthy wit
nesses to hsve fallen into a lake, and the search
for it continues in the lake's muddly bottom...

(tne missiles) change direotion either in a slow
ouxve or sometimes very aoruptly. This is believed
to indicate that they are radio-controlled. After
following the Swedish coast-line many of them
seem to bear off towards the northeast --that is,
in the direction of northern most Russia. Sometimes
it has been possible to follow their course by

radar..."
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AMajor General Aurand, General Eisenhower'a expert on rockets,

called a newsoonfarenea to put to rsst^ruiriors of sharp differ

ences within tlie War Department ovar research and devalopment

of guided missiles, evidently to shore up public morale at horns

and to restore confidsnee in American technical superiority

abroad. General Aurand said jurisdictional disputes between the

military services were overrated and a hearing ,vould be held

soon to iron out any minor disagreements and to lay down sons

»m guidelines. Appearently vith an eye on the "mysterious

demostrations" over th-2 Baltic regions, Army Air Force General

L» I/lay joined General Aurand in boasting that the United States

would soon produce an "airrocket" that would be capable of aoom-

ing to 7OO,OOCrfe3t alitudej^ The press asked General Aurand if

American and Bri tisa research was being coordinated concerning

missiles. The General replied:"I cannot answer you that .

News from Paris,August 11th, told of more unusual occurences

in the atmosphere. The Puy du Dome Observatory said a strange

cloud of unnatural composition had basn lingering over the

French capital at 20,000 fe?t for ths last three -reeks. Air- .

£lan<3s",vith special instruments had flown through the cloud up

to 20 times. A rumor circulated that the vapor may hava had

some connection with th© Amarioan atomic tests at Bikini. °*

Hints that Russia was making atridea in the rocket field

hardly failed the raiae eydbro^a in Western Capitals. Dr. R.V.

Jones, —-— ----- .
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a key figure in the tha tforld ftar II Y-weapon detsctive story, .

was -ar British Piractor of intelligence at this time. Once

again it fall to Dr. Jones to determine the reality of a re

ported V-ffeapon. Like the situlation during the war, the pro

fessor was faced with divided opinion on a problem confronting

British intelligsnca. Many staff members under the director

were unhappy because Dr. Jones did not readily accept that

artifioal devices(Russian) were being seen. Dr. Jones based

his scepticism on the fact that no convincing weckage had

been found. In light of the fact that, something like 500 plus

sighting had besn catalogued^the percentage of technical rsli-

ability would have to meant many crashes because of ntaehanical

failer. Evidently Ijr. Jones wa3 thinking in terms of another

rocket capture like that that/^made trouble for Germany's

General Dornberger in 19*14, however the only reliable frag

ments so far discovered turned out to be piecss of carbon

or coke which seemed to point toward a meteoric solution as

the logical answer. **y*

And then there was another difficulty. During the V-arsapon

hunt back in 1943, evaluldting reports had ba-wi a simple task

when the V-.veapons were not publio knowledge. Only later;when

Germany put its propaganda mill in high gaar and the Allied

press began speculating on the matter^ did British intelli^nce

become swampsd with fake and low-grade sightinga.. Now in 13]l-6

the Swedes and Norvreigana had created a ruonoter by making

offical public appeals for anyone and everyone to contact ths



government when they thought they saw something. TCith the

resulting deluge-of letters, phone calls, and crank visitors,

it "became difficult to examine, let alon© evaluate such a mess.

Susdisti newspapers had been earring ghost rocket reports almost

daily, from the first of July until August 11th, at uhich time a

dispatch from Stockholm sent out by the Associated Press summed up

the situlation as of that morning. The Association Press stated

that the rocket Phenmenon had reached a peak between Duly 9th to

Duly 12th when reports had numbered a loo a day. Since July 12th ,

the sky phenomenon had settled down to appearing at a much lower,'

though daily, rate. The Swedish public had taken* the alarming

barrage with "suprising calm", observpd the Associated Pres<*,

uhich the neus bureau suggested uas probably due to the lack of

harm the flying objects had caused so far, and the fact that

Swedish scientists had found only evidence of the "presence of coke

and other common materials" at the site of the mysterious explosions.

However, the complacency of the Suedes underwent a severe test begin-

/ ning the evening of the 11th and started to reach a crisis point in

days following. Stockholm itself came under fire, the military uas

placed on alert, and worst of all, some deaths occurred.

The beg inning of the crisis was important enough to make the front

page of the New - ' ""h— *—"' """"•" -— •——-———-—^7

York Tim%siwS;/aru: of Mysterious Rockets Is Sean Over The Capital

Of Sweden". A large -.lumber of "missiles" rers reported to have

pas3sd low over Stockholm 10 o'clock in th3 sveing of August
>

pushing interest in the phenomena to a new high. A sum-

-mation of tho^xocket oitulation was cabled to the Times^

mentioning that the Swedish General Staff expressed great

alarm by no-;? since over J>QO more rsports had been r'ecieved in

3ust 2k hours. Th3^popular^rumor still—f bl&ir.ed the Russians

P- as testing rocket shells for a future generation of nuclear-



tipped missiles. Why the Soviet Uniotywith the greatest land

mas3 of any nation in th& vorldjchose to test*rockets over

Sweden and the waters of the Baltic continued to puzzle many

in Stockholm>who*|nonethele33>believed4in the Soviet missile

theory. Furthermore,the Times reported that the Tidmingen, a

Stockholm daily, carried an editorial titled:"Ghost Rockets

and the Future \7arn in an attempt to explore variousipossd-

bilities. Moracvar.^, the Swedish military stated that armyf

units were*probsing a lake bottom in northern Sweden.hopping

to find tne rsmains of a ghost rockat that plunged into tho

waters of a lake there. An additional mystery was encountered

j when a newly constructed bsrn, strongly built, fell apart with

a sudden crash just pior to a gh03t rocket passage overhead. Th-s

Swedish military shOv?ed enough interest to rush an investigative

team to

' The American magazine Time '^m^Tl^a the Swedish excitement by

commenting:"., .a picture released by the Army last ^/eek finally

convinced all the papers (except the Comii.unist) that the rockets

were real, and that a foreign povver (Russia) ,vas using Sweden a3

a testing ground. Bluster3d"Stockholm!3 Social Democratic

Morgantidninren:' Intrusivenesg, must not be allowed to continue.1 M

Datelined August 12th, the ITsw York Times recieved a second

dispatch from Stockholm that dS3onbed the tension in that

Swedish Capital as near"the boiling point". The Swedish Gsnsral

'Staff had requested ne.v radar equipment from Britian and it was

unofficially announced that Lieut. General James Doolittle

?
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■would be visiting Sweden to give advioejto that rooket beleaguered

Soandenvian nation.

One well qualified observer, a gentleman that was both an a3tron"

omer and a meteorologist, gave a rature complete eyewitness acr

oount of a ghost rooket whioh was printed by the Hew York Timest

«I was studying some olouds through a telescope when suddenly

Bobserved a luminous point on the horizon.

I first believed it to be an airplane, he said, but soon I
noticed it aras traveling much too fast for that, and within

ten seconds I got a full view of the projectile. I managed to

get a dear view of the bomb's body and estimate that it was
at least 90 feet long. The body v/as torpedo-shaped and shin

ing like metal. No sound could be heard,although the bomb -7as

only ttfo kilometers away. At the explosion, a terrific light

flashed up that for a moment completely blinded me. No fire,

smoke, or sparks were noticeable."^s. 4-4*

According to the Christian Science Monitor the scientist who had

witnessed this passage of a ghost rocket also said the mystery

missile had:"...a tapered tail that spewed glowing blue and green

smoke and a series of fire balls...11

As of August 12th Swedish military authorities began a new inten

sive investigation under tight security*

WlAn Army source said the visitations were regarded as 'most

serious. He 3aid the time had come for an all-out effort to

establish the origin of the rockets,...The rockets streaked

in over Sweden beginning about 9 o'clock last night(August
11th). Newspaper in South and Central Sweden were besieged
with calls from alarmed and curious citizens. Hundreds of

callers reported the passage of comet-like objects within

an hour's time....Witnesses said that one of last night's
rockets



directly over Stockholm and exploded north of the city. An editor of
the newspaper Aftontidninqon» one of many persona who reported seeing
it related:1A brilliant light suddenly appeared on the southern hori
zon, on a straight course at an altitude of some 600 feet. Although it
could be seen sharply against the dark night sky, a determination of
its size and contruction was impossible because of its blinding, spark

ling tail of blue fire.1 n%

Events in Sweden on the afternoon of the 12th went this way, accord

ing to the 1 ocal press:

"The Sweden army today rushed experts to three points in Central
Sweden where unidentified rockets, rumored to be results of Russian
experiments crashed last night...unconfirmed rumors said the Russians

were experimenting with rockets and flying bombs, probably launching
them from some point in Estonia on the Baltic, but the Swedish army
clamped a tight blackout on the results of its investigation.

Reports from hundreds of Swedes who sighted the fiery missiles
shortly after dark last night (August 11th) flooded newspapers in
Southern and middle Sweden....A Sewdish air force lieutenant, after
observing another bomb in Central Sweden, estimated the body length
at about 20 meters(65 feet). He said the bomb was shaped like a cigar
with a green foremost projecting part and w hite sides. He said it
moved at exceptionally low altitude with terrific speed.

One eyewitness to an explosion in Centrol Sweden said fragments -
■rained down after a great blast in the air above him. Previous ex
plosions have left hard, black metal objects similar to coal clinkers.
Some experts believe these bodies are not the bomb itself but frag
ments of the explosive used to propel the missiles, which supposedly
are radio-directed back to their launching site after flying over
Sweden. Witnesses said they flew at altitudes ranging from 600 to
1200 feet, but that some were much higher. Speeds were estimated as
high as 600 miles per hour,"7

The Eaily Telegraph carried the following on .'August

13th:*Several rookets were seen from Hariehamn, on the Aaland

Islands, between Sweden and Finland, it is revealed. They were

similar to those seen over Sweden." 48» ^

many nrocket3tt cam'e from.the direction of Russian

occupied ?e©nernund3 to ths south, 3yc/itn3<339a alao claimed

that &om<3 of the my3tsry missile -yare coming out of ths north.
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Th# behavior of the phantom bombs also puzzled the Swedes, who

^ f«lt that the observed antics of the missiles did not match

what could be expected of the design capabilities of the Ger

man V-l or V-2, so the objects were nioknamedfTM*", Newa-

Treek magazine reported:"S'vedas....olairaed to have seen the

missiles backtrack, loop, barrel-roll, dive, and climb...(whioh)

indicated they were radio-controlled."

The United Press oomplied the following for its August 13th

report which read:

WA spokesman for the Swedish defense staff said people
thoughout the nation apparently had been 'seized by a real
ghost-bomb psychosis* and that preliminary investigations
had proven useless.

The newspaper Pagena Nyheter said the latest(August 12th)
missile vas observed moving across southern Sweden from the
northwest last night.

•Shaped like a giant torpedo and emitting a blinding light
• from its foremost part, it moved soundlessly with great speed

, and at a high altitude. • " 5©..

On the other side of the world a Soviet scientist, who was ob

serving the Amerioan atomic tests at Bikini, told the western

- ^press that his oountry would explode its own nuclear bomb in the

5*1* Sfr***-
near future, a claim which must have^chills down the spines of

those in the Pentagon following the ghost rocket story,

Swedish troops wars now mobilized to make exacting ground

sweeps over central regions of the country looking for any sort

of ghost rocket wreckage that would be conclusive evidence,

while Sweden's Foreign Office prepared a strong note of protest

for a certain "neighboring country" o5&*

News out Stockholm on the 13th reported that one unit of the

Swedish military search team, a reconnaissance plane, had been

struck headon by a ghost rocket and the,three man ere-? killsd



;j;r,1 instahtlyv. ;L£kew,ise',, th'e3-:-Swedi:3h ^dai-.ly A:ftonblad'et revealed the

V; suspicion'th^t^yet ahoitherv plane4 mlghVjha've bei'sh ^struck down

f,;nea^ theitown of^yag'geryd.VThe;Aftonbla:4g>t claimed it had re-

'•'- blevtd ijts Information from official' investigatorj5i;/The?:report

i '

a searphlplane hadiradibed that tiheVctewjhad

:VV sighted »a ghoVt^".rb.cte;t^.aril;\,iih»n^ suddeniy^ contact was lost

\ yltio. ,th^.;!airqraft'''''^f'ah'-expibsionT^was^heard in th1^ area. No

./j^furthef^ 'detail's wer;e'"

t To'.add.ctb.the Swedish: militaryf headaches, agn- army ground search

;/:tes^,- makingn>a; sweep along the ;Svred±8h??|rorwegianrjw'r4erimys'jter-

;Y'iriousiy""va:nished';;i_ V_\ ?*'
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Sweden had now reached the crisis point. The military was

plaoed on nearly full alert. The question now was:"should

Sweden fire back at Russia, or wait until a ghost rocket bomb

exploded in downtown Stookholm? Sweden paused at this critical

- moment. Though little ia inown exactly, on August l^thj

"The nevspaper Aftonbladatsaid yesterday that

a 'ghost bomb1, bursting over a Swedish lake,
had nearly caused casualties and criticized

military authorities' for their failure to ex

plain the nature of the missiles, v/hich have

been reported almost daily by observers for the

last ttfo month8,

The paper said that two persons boating on

the lake, Iooat3d in central Sweden, were nearly

hit by taZ bomo, .vhich burst into mony parts.

The paper al^o reported that a rocket had been

observed near Ooetaberg by a group of Boy Scouts,
■who sa.T th3 flying mi3 3ile turn and then return

to its original course....From Copenhagen came

the fir3t report of a 'ghost rocket1 explosion

over Denmark. Eriand Jensen, a night watchman

in Struer, lest Jutland, 3aid he sa*r a speeding

. • miasile, approaching from the northeast, explode

.'* with a blinding flash.
i Swedish military authorities said yesterday that

x they- had received no tanigible proof that the
frequent celestial phenomena obssrved over the
country resulted fro a. foreign experiments with

aerial missiles.

In retort Aftonbladat said 'it; ought to be poss

ible to stats whether they are meteors or not,
and if they are rockets, on3 should be caught,'
....The paper added that if they vere rockets and
of Russian origin, as ha3 been suggested, there
wer<3 two possible explanations for their appear

ance over S.veden:

(1) S.veden is systematically being dotted in on
. a Russian artillery map.

(2(j S'veden is beim? uasd as an object of demon
stration, directed not at us, but to vas Eig

'. World.
Military authorities said little attention raj

paid to a rumor a bomber /hich crashed .londay had

been hit by a rocket

The last comment in the forgoing account is interesting, "id it

mean the eailiar account - concerning tha crajh wss in eriur^ or
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did it mean the episode --vas bsir.g surpreseed?

The Se'.T York Timoa printed on the same day an item datelinsd

Washington B.CM.vhioh reported:wUnd9r-Secretary of State Dean

Acheron said today he personally was V3ry much interested in

reports of rocke'ta flying over Sweden but that the Swedes had

not sought any American advice on tha subject." ^'

It didn't seam significant at the time, but the Unite'd States

had a mystery of it3 o--vn near Grants Pass, OregonjOn the same

date. Red and grean lights,so. intense they ^ere compared to

flares, were spotted in the air between the Serpentine and

Onion mountain- peaks, For 30 mihtues the lights swayed in the

atmosphere accompanied by odd towering clouds. Oregon police

called the lights very mysterious after a check failed to

show there was any missing aircraft that might have been

57.
dropping flares. The Grants ?as3 Daily. Courier said that *;h2

Civil Aeronautics Administration and tha Army Air Force could

not identify the Iight3 since no red ot green flares were

58
carried by civilian or military aircraft on overland, flights. °'

Tiffany Thayer noted the Grants Paa3 items and. humorously^ths

readers of Doubt to place their caviar under guard.

Returning to "rocket menaced" Sweden, the Prime Minister

postponed a protest to a certain foriegn power bacaus3 of

continued puzalewent over the "nature and origin" of ths

• mystery missiles. Only a six inch metal fragment had been

found during the all-out ground 3earch and it apparently

failed to have a connection with the problem.
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The Christian Science Monitor's London representive put the

dilemma in plainer terms by saying:"...without proof the

Swedes are unable to take any action.11

However ths ghost rockets still kept up their relentless

barrage. On August 16th a mystery missile zipped to a position

over Malmo, Sweden,, where it produced a blast that broke a

great number of windows. Authorities sent out search teams, on

what proved to be a fruitless quest; to find partioals of the

explode* missile reported to be seen raining down. At the

same time, citizens at Denmark's capital,Copenhagen, reported

seeing another rocket during the night, speeding through the

heavens.^1'

Between the 14-th and the 21st of August, almost a dozen rock

et sightings were recorded over Danish territory. Following

the lead of Sweden*the Danish War Ministry ordered all of the

nation's' .newspapers to censor the exact locations of any

mystery missile reports.

Rumors became so rampant in Stockholm by this time that the

"low flying luminous bombs", as they were termed, dominated

conversations throughout the city. Imaginations were becoming

more and more inflamed.

Ys*, strangely enough, when windows were smashed in Tromso,

Sweden, on the 17th, by another aerial blast of suspicious

origin, the Swedisn Defense Staff insisted that lightning

had been the cause. ^°

Th* Associated Press then issued a newswire from Paris that

told of whistling rooket-lik© objects leaving red-orange

glowing trails of vapor which had been alarming the district

of Chatlllon-sur-Saine nightly for a week.



Mean vhilej the international situlation wae\ anything but

bright in the East-Test cold mr. The United State3 hac<

delieved an ultimatum to Communist Yugosalvia over the

shooting do#n of ^n. American airplaneJfj andlifc had backed

up Turkey in that nation's refusal of trilateral control/.vith

the Soviet Union of the Dardanelles. Diplomatic reporters in

Washington D.C. expressed opinions that America43 relations

' ,vith the Russian had sunk to a post war nadir. Strangely

enough dilor.atic relations bet /23n the Soviets and the

Scandanvian po.vers was one of the fe* "bright spots in an

oth3rvise dark European picture. The Russians had a track team

touring Sweden and the Soviet's publicly supported Sweden's

and Iceland's admission into the"~Uhited Nations n?ith pleasure",

"~Jr~ " as the Reds themselves termed it. The Finnish border dispute

with Russia had been settled in the latter 'e favor, the Soviets'

gaining the maTor part of the Karelia territory, Petsamo in

the artic, and the Baltic port of ?okkala near Helsinki. *

The large Danish island of Bornholin, just a short distance

north of the Peenemunda test base^had been occupied by

Russian troops after the war,but the Communists evacuated the

island on March IS, 19^6 with little hesitation. Surely that

island would have been of value if rockets were being launoed

on test flights from the old German missile instalation.
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Therefore diplomatic observers called- the "Swedish rocket -

"barrage" .-mysterious and mentioned that -chere v;a3 "undercover"

concern in "7a3hington.

A special, dispatch to the New York Tirre3 datelined:Stockholm,

August 20, announced that American intelligence offioiala

were now on the scene in Sweden. The vi3it was thinly •veiled>

evidently for the benefit of the Soviet Union:

"Two United States experts on aerial warfare,

Gen. James Doolittle and David Sarnoff, arrived
in Stockholm today, apparently independent of

each other. The official explanation is that

General Doolittle, who is no-/ vice president of
the Shell Oil Company, is inspecting Shell branch

offices in Europe and selling oil snd gasoline,

while General Sarnoff, who is prsoident of the
Radio Corporation of America and a former member

of Gen. Bwight P. Eisenhower's London staff, is

studying the market for radio equipment.

The two men arrive here as reports on 'phantom
bombs' are more numerous than ever. The Chief of

the Swedish Defense Staff, Col. C.R.S. Kempf, said

tonight ho was ex-cresieiy interested in asking the

taro general's advice and, if possible, would place.

all available reports before them.

General Doolittle, vrtio arrived.from Oslo, where

he sa-v Sing Haakon of Norway, said on his arrival
that he was merely on a business trip but was

willing to place his knowledge and experience at

the disposal of Swedish authorities in case they

wanted his advice. He pointed out that it had
been possible in England during the war to deteot

the range of German planes, the place where they

took off and their height. He was highly surprised

that the Swedes had not yet found a trace of a
rocket and also that no theory had been advanced.
General Sarnoff said definitely that it was

possible today by means of radar to defect the

range, height and even the place from vhich rockets

are fired. He said he -vas willing to give advice

if the Sv/ede3 wanted it."

A professor at the. California Institude of Technology spoke

up on August 21otty\that a German scientist, Eugene Sanger, had

proposed a variant of the V-2 rocket by suggesting wings for
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the missile which enable the rocket to reach 2,000 to 3,000

miles in range by skipping along through the atmosphere like

a "flat stone on the surface of a body of water". He added

that an earth orbiting space station, or a ground based

radio direction station utilizing a line-a-aight principle

was needed to direct it.

Meanwhile* reporters interviewed a Swedish scientistv that

had just arrived in the United States to inspeot American

scientific faculities:

n...Dr.(Ragnar) Woxen said that an Atomic Control Com
mittee of leading physicist has been set up in Sweden
under supervision of the Government. There are no military

men on the committees, he added.
Asked about rockets seen over Swedish territory, he said

they had fallen into lakes." <^9.

At the same time General Doollttle turned up in Stockholm:

"General Doolittle met the commander of the Swedish
Air Force and several of his staff to discuss the

phantom bombs and he read the reports that the Swedish

General Staff had recieved.

Simultaneously a spokesman for the Swedes had obtained

•oertain results with radar, whioh registeied the pre

sence of bombs over the country.

Registrations were made during days when reports on

the bombs were most numerous. It is believed that in
the future they will reveal the type and identity of
the bomb..." to*

The Swedish Air Force Command denied the statement made by

the British Foreign Office that stated:"There has been no

question of foriegn help...(and)the report may have arisen

through confusion over negotiations now proceeding .in Britain

and the United States for the purchase of eoho-radio-radar

equipment for the normal use of the Air Foroe. These negoti

ations had been proceeding for a long time and had nothing to

do with projectiles flying over Sweden."
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Perhaps the most important part of the story in the New York

Times, the August 22nd issue> was contained in the last sen

tence which read:"...cetain new measures were discussed with

Doolittle." No more ghost rocket accounts datelined Stock

holm appeared until September 17th.

A correspondent for the Christian Science Monitor stated on

August 22nd that not only were the locations of ghost sightings

73.
being oensored, but even the publication of reports themselves.

The British Foreign Office admitted the day after the August

22nd Doolittle newsitera, that British radar experts had besn to

Sweden to investigate the ghost rockets and they had now re-

#
turned to submit secret reports to the British as to the origin

of the strange flying objects.

JL

ffThis writer suggests that an impenetrable ourtain of censor

ship desended on the UFO subject as early as August, 13^6»

and not sometime in 19^7, or later, as others have asserted.

In fact, considering that UFOs were believed to have been

either of German manufactureXduring-the war) ..or Russian (after

the war),-irarious degrees of censorship have no doubt always

veiled the problem.
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Uhile attention was attracted to Swedish skies, the heav/ens over the

United States could also count on attracting some attention too. On
August 24th, 1946, a strange fiery sphere sailed over Wilmington North

Carolina in a northern direction. A quarter of a hour later, the fire-

ball, or^»e just like it, uas seen cruising in a southern direction in

sky over flu-bam, North Carolina.

■">'

Swedes Annoyed
By Bursting of

"Ghost B
; STOCKHOLM, Aug. x»—vri—
! The newspaper Aftonbiadet said
• yesterday that a "ghost bomb."
I bursting over a Swedish lake, had
• nearly caused casualties and criti

cized military authonues for their
failure to explain the nature of the
missiles, which have been report
ed almost daily by observers for
the past two months

The paper said that two persons'
boating on .the lake, located in'
central Swede: —<«
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Chapter Note

1.) At this time some-interesting speculations were carried in the

March, 1946, issue of the Soviet magazine Vokruo Sveta, proposed by

a Russian named Alexander Kayantzev. He had visited Hiroshima after

Japan's surrender, and uhile inspecting the ruins of the shattered

city, he noted the effects of the atomic blast. The nuclear explosion

had been an airburst'so it uas vital to determine the height at uhich

the bomb uas detonated, in order to evaluate the military pouer of the

American ueapon. He checked the area around ground zero and found it

almost totally flatten except for trees and chimneys. The very tops

of the trees had been snapped off as well as the branches, but the

main trunks remained upright and sturdy. It uas apparent^that vertical

pole-like structures, represented in this case by trees^cRimneys, off

ered the most resistance to the shock uaves coming from a high

altitude.

Uhile turning this fact over in his mind, Kayantzev uas jolted by

an old memory. Something had exploded over Siberia back in 1908, a

"unique" natural catatrophe generally supposed to have been a meteor.

The curious nature of the explosion over the forested Siberian Tunguska

region just after the turn of the century had long puzzled Kussian

scientists. Nou Kayantzev enterained the thought that the Tunguska

"thing" may have contained uranium, possibly the 1908 blast uas his- -

tory's first atomic explosion. ^

Some years later, after further invest igations into eyeuitness

accounts of the 1908 "meteor" revealed it^^ajp_e^speed, course,

and other unusual aspects of the devastatedAthat the 1908 phenomenon

might have been an atomic pouered "cosmic ship" from outer space that

met disaster braking to a stop in the earth's atmosphere. The Russian

professor B. Lapunov passed on the remarkable idea to the French

writer M.X.Velathcourt who urote about the startling hypothesis xn the

magazine Sanalne du Monde in the periodical's June 5, 1953, issue.
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"Are Men From liar3 Knocking?1
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Giant question marks exist at ■

intelligence experts beginning to consider al4non-Russian(t

origin? Would any new dsv3lopement3 inofficial thinking call

for"ne<r measures"? With the-foregoing thoughts in mind, let .

us return" to what was printed in the American and European

press.

Norway notified the press on August 31* 19^6 that in the

future all rocket sightings were to be sent to the intelligence

■department of the NorweTgian High Command. Any discussion of

4
ghost rockets in the Norwegian newspapers was banned. '

In Sweden, where only limited censorship was in effect,- the

Swedish High Command let it be known it ~^k had developed a

"New Explosive Theory" to explain why the radar-tracked -

mystery rockets explode and yet leave nothing for metal de

tectors to find. The Swedes had the idea that an unusual '

explosive was being used in an extremely efficient solf

destruct system which fragments the parent device into part-

ical3 as email as dust.*-*

The Russians!issued a denunciation of Western allegations in

the Soviet ItfttAfootfMMa/jNew Times. That the ghost rockets were

Russian missiles meant to intimidate the Swedes, the ITews

Times called:"anti-Soviet slander" designed to "poison the

international atmosphere". The Moscow journal further stated:

"...that although one Swedish newspaper had concluded that

the alleged missiles were nothing but a mirage, the'panic'
3.

spread by the reports wa3 not a mirage but real fact."

A curtain of silence deserxded over the Sccindenavian' are^jbut

you can't just applQ'"' the brakes on public interest ti^t



quickly without settleing on a firm sQlution.kfrhe London

Daily Hail sent on© of its craok reporters to Stockholm to

ferret out something solid. The Daily Mail'a representiTe,

Alexander Clifford, cabled a report on the ghost rocket

mystery from Stockhlom around the first of September. He

found that S.vedish public opinion varied from mas3 halluci

nations to luminous balloons. Scientists that he had contacted

expressed baffleinentjarid-the Swedish and Danish military

staffs were deeply worried. Generally,, the phenomena seem3d

to be wingless, low flying, tube-like*that moved silently

through the air, exce-t for an occassional whistling, at 100-

200 miles per hour^ sometimes trailing flane and siaoke. Further

more, the phenoraenpwhad its beginnings in the northern region

of Scandinavia's Lapland back in IIay}and then slowly shifted

it a activities southward. '

The "southern shift" idea gained increased credibility when

the ghost rooket phenomenon moved beyond the news restrictions

of Scandinavia in the month of September and appeared in the

Mediterranean region.

The New York Times reported:"Aoting Foreign Minister Step

hanos Stephanopouloe(of Greeoe) supported a statement in .

London by Premier Const&tin Tsaldaris that flying rockets had

been seen in northern Greeoe(the night of September 1-2), He

said that Greek divisional oommanders and British offioiers had

seen them both east and west of Salonika traveling from north

to south. • Also;"He said that roofrets estimated to be flying

at the heights of 15,000 to 30,000 feat, had been spotted at

Drama, 1J0 miles northeast of Salonika, and just below the

Bulgarian border. The Foreign Minister added that an invest-

gation was under way." ^'



Curiously, tae very naxt day the English issued a statement

about the strange luminous activity, which differed from their

Greek al3^t3 interpetation." The Ng,v York Timaa quoted the

the Associated Pres3:«The British Embassy issued a news release

tonight discounting reports that flying rockets had bean sean

over northern Greece." The release, emphasising that no British

officier had reported seeing sach *«»h missiles,, said the

rockets could have been b type of flare, such as a Very pistol,

a number of vhich had been reported in the-same *rec«'^ l '
Th* Manchester Guardian*a special correspondent, stationed in

Salonika, giving his version of the incident, blamed the report^

of rockets seen over that oity as the result of the war of

nerves being waged against Greece by that countries hostile

Communist neighbors to the north, although he admitted that

noneother than the British Consul himself had witnessed a ->

strange light in the sky the eveing of September 1st, but dis

missed the phemoneon as probably fireworks sinoe the lumination
8

was so near the ground.

If there did exist some complacenoy among the British at this

time it must have surely been shattered in the following weeks.

Tha following reports appear 3d in the press,and the locations

of the sightings were remarkable:

9-11-46 Srinagar, Kashmir:wLtLTiinous body resembling a squash
raoket", headed west, left smoke-like trail.

9-15-46 Alemtejo, Portugal; At dawn, "a strange bluish ball
of light" visible for over five mintues.

S-16-H6 Tangier; Horth Africa: Between midnight and 1:00 a.a.,
"for three successive nights", large balls "of fire
with huge green trails streaked ^ith red."
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Fez Para,North Africa(near Casablanca):"Long
thin trails of yellow-grasn light followed
the projeotiles." 9.

Meanwhile, tensions and uncertainties were beginning to be

devil America^ intelligence establishment. Major General

William Donovan, wartime head of the Office of Strategic

Services, on September 17,1946, attaoked the National Intell-

genoe Authority, calling it a "phony" by stressing the oharge

that the service had yet to be truely intergated while the

Soviet Union edged to a forward position in Europe.IO'

At the same time,a storm was raging between the Pentagon

and a group of concerned atomio scientists..The control of

important scientific information became one of the most

sensitive issues confronting the U.S. government. The time

of~extraordinary security precautions had arrived. The

scientists felt that thatctnere was .really..no sure defense

against the spread of nuclear secrets and another war when

atomio weapons might be used. The only hope of mankind, they

believe*, would be the formation of a strong United Nations

organization that would encourage world cooperation betwsan

members of the scientific community. The United Nations oon-

cept was accepted, but the Pentagon disagreed on a free flow

of information,-imposing-i restrictions on the foriegn travel

of American scientists and the exchange of their scientific

papers. H.



As early as the 19th of August, 19^ Field Marshal Bernard

Montgomery, Chief of the Imperial General Staff, had flown

to Ottawa, Canada, to confer with that nation's chief of state
1

enroute to 7fe,3hington D.C, to discuss plans for future "com

bined thinking" on-all defense matters between Britain, Canada,

and the United States, yjfche l6th of September; the Field Hex shall

spent the day criusing the Potomac river aboard the ship Sequoia

with the American Joint Chiefs of Staff, consisting of the

Generals Leahy, Eisenhower, Kindts, and Spaatz, 1 l«-«**g the

foundation for post war cooperation.'

The timeing would have been perfect to make policy decisions

regarding the OAm^mmmi»mftNTjae potentially dangerous threat to

Western security ':which appeared to be the amazingly s\?ift

perfection, of a Russian long-range,radio controlled, and

possibly atomic powered, rocket. However, the- confidential nature

of the conference prohibits any good guesses as to whether or

not the rocket matter came up«"U#Wv frrtMsJ^/vwfawJl 1}^^"%^ e^^t

The . day following the- get together of Montgomery and the

American military leaders the He// York Timea informed its

readers:

nDr. llanne Sigbahn, 59-ys3.r-old Swedish
nuclear piiy3i3ist --nd "vTob3l ?rias winner,
who arrived here yesterday froa Groeteborg,
Sweden, pn the R/edish American linec
Drottaingholia, expresood doubt about recent
reports that rocket bombs had been fired over
Sweden,

1 There is no clear e\'idenco that any guided
jaissilsc havs bean flying over Sweden, ( Dr.
Sisgb&hn deoir-red. !I, wysclf, exaninod* one

- reported to be suoh & 014.3311© and found it
was a meteor its. I ara very suspicious obout
the @xistet of any ©i;ch thing. »



Dr. Siegbahn, who cam© to the United States
to confer with African physicists, *.nd as a

SwsdiJh delegate"tojth? foreseeing bicentennial
celebration of Princeton University, declared
that 'hysteria1 mi^ht have bean a factor in
reports about the missiles." ^^

Almost as if in defiance, from September 22th through the

2H-th, the rockets, meteors, hysxeri*, or vhat have you, appeared

in the sky all over Italy;^Rome, Turin, Bologna, Vsrcelli,

Modena, Imola, Florence,- Haples, and Bari, were subject to

overflights. The rocket seen flying over Florence -vas distinctly
tA

discerned changeing direction in the air. *If these "Russian

rockets"could fly from the Soviet base at Feenemunde to Hales

and back, why not Londoner possibly $he ?Tcrth American

continent? And if these "Russian1 missiles" fle.v level instead

ballistic arc, this feat of crusingAfrom Pesnomunde tck&plss

would take a fuel of considerable potency, perhapc of

a nuclear nature. Furthermore, the Swedish "New Explosive

Theory" might indicate some kind of nuclear engine of an un

stable nature. Unstable perhaps, but apparently with the

advango of reducing the missile to a cinder,thereby foiling

Western intelligence.Alf there wasabeiicf in the Soviet
-1 • j\

missile concept among American experts,there still seemed to

be no reason to v/crry about a direct treat to the United States,

unless the n&v rocket was adapted to the Sanger glide bomb

principle jthx achieve great range,as the Cal Tech professor dis-

oribed the propess,by".,.skipping along through the atmosphers

like a flat stone on the surface of the water."

One big drawback to official silence on important matters iz



that it leaves a vacuum the public^!s usually more than willing

to fill. Remember, for example, Amazing Stories magasing with

it3 bizarre twin "true" story of subterraneans and interplanet-

arians? ^ell, the July, lS^-6, issue of Amazing; printed an clcJrmjwg

JudLjfyi*s#X,oSg 'the publication's "debt to the work of Charle3 Fort,

and the editor commented somewhat prophetically:

"If you don't think space ships visit the earth
regularly, as in this story, then the files of
Charles Fort, and your editor's ov/n file3 are

something you should see. Your editor has hundreds

of reports(especially from returned soldiers) of
objects that were clearly seen and tracked which

rcoulc|iave been nothing but space ships. And if
you think responsible parties in the world govern
ments are ignorant of the fact of sjjace sni^s •" ir

visiting earth, you just don't think the way we do.

Amazing magazine exceeded its editor's expectations in having

aniafluenos on the aerial riddle. That result was achieved

quite unintentionally when one of the publication's writers

tapped a mo3t profound, and fundr-msntal theme:the problem faced by

mankind in coming to terma .7ith the swift tpace of the cojeint

revolutions in science and philosophy." The gifted philosopher,

Alfred Horth TThitehead, forsaw in these two revolutions th3

coming of new and difficult* times when the human intellect

.would attempt to reconciled its pampered dogmas to the ever -

swelling flood of novelties from laboratories and lecture

halls. Whitehead explored some basic principles in his book:

Science and the lilodern ^'.orld written early in -the twentieth

century. The Whitehsad assay is heavy reading for the average

mind, but a simpler illustration.that embodied the gist of

the basic problernjivas successfully popularized in tha the

Hollywood film Inherit the Tind, which recievod its inspira

tion from the fsunousjreal-liCs, Tennessee "Monkey



Ey the Second iTorld 7'ar the supreme deity of the Bible had

receedsd from many personal philosophies, becomeing simply

the "Prime Mover", a god that had set clouds of hydrogen in

motion eons ago after establishing the ba3ic rules of atomic

interaction and then paying no'more heed to his creation. It

had become difficult for the . average man to believe in a
4

divine spirit so near and concerned it would listen to humble

supplications or influsMut. events for the sake of one individ

ual.

On the other hand, the srsat disaster of two world war3 since

the beginning of the centuryAdiminished faith in human instit

utions directing man's destiny.

The peace of 19^5 brought no real relief

. 3tfuk enormous destructive power of the atomic "corrto —■>/

and *«4 increasing 3ie:n^i international

political problems had not been resolved.

Something that could bridge the gap between scien.ce and

religion>and cure the world's political ills quickly and

firmly^ would have been an ideal medicinal tonic. The <vorld

got what in wanted, but only in a fictional sense. •

During the summer of the* "ghost rocketsjii9¥6-** author Harold

M; Sherman mulled a portraiture of a character he had in •

mind for a future science fiction tale for a fall^_issue of

Amazing. Sherman envisioned a role played by a tall, strong,

handsome'- -•:•- type,wigqq!!.-..'/du very fair,ilar character in

countless novels, however the difference * in this case -vas

the that -She-hero pfocessed exceptional pover and wisdom-

because" he was.'caavisitor from outer space. ^7hile many MM-y^s

writers were still under the spell of K.G.lella1 conception

of alian3 rrorn ..other planetsLeing ugly monsters, Sherman
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m&de only a minor physical concession in protraying the alien

as different from human3,and that was/p616r ..of the being*s

ekinw It was green. The close likeness to humans was critical

to the subconssience appeal of the resulting story. "

October, 19^6, the pulp Abasing Stories appeared on the news

stands with Saerman's idea as the cover story. The tele was

titled:"The Grean Man". The lead sentence of Sherman's vork

proclaims to the reader that in California:"...anything can

happen."

The plot was concerned .?ith the recaption mankind? gives to

a Mes3iah-lke alien from "another world. To start off, a pro

fessor of astronomy is depicted motoring do-vn a binding road

along'the side "of-the^mountain'in California-thatAis "feoffe^"

with Hount Wilson Observatory. I* is late at night as the

professor has spent most of the eveing giving a lecture to a

group of colleaguss at the Wilson Observatory about the poss

ibility of other worlds in space being abode3 of intelligence

-life. 'Suddenly anv invisible beam of energy directed at the

car paralyses the engine. Unable to fix the trouble the
— - I

elderly scholar leaves the stalled vehicle to seek aid, unaware

he was being watched by a pair of alien eyes.

After walking a few paces, the professor notices a large,

silver, cigar-shaped object, floating in the air behind some

- trees. &nd then, suddenly^ there emerged an impressive figure
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garbdd in a Icoss fitting robe from nearby

appeared to be^huaian "/ith a greer

The professor ,vas calmly told' in the best of English that

he had bean selected by aliens from another civilisation to

_act aa^intermediary between the erttraterrestials and mankind.

After the world at large learned of its gueatljhe universe

and the trauma of the event 'wore off, curious crowds ivere

quickly .von over by the alien's benign disposition. The Christ-

like similarity of the being extended even to alien ability to

heal the 3ick by^nere^touch, .the curative-power leaping, from

his fingertips '.in^forn^special electrical energy.

The strange visitor and his human assistant- -vere entertained

by all the heads of stats and quiasd as to the purpose of the

unusual arrival. The extramundane fellow met suspicions, of

course, that he was the vanguard ofinvasion. One U.S. Senator
in th3 story explainers had never quit9 gotten over the Orson

Wells Martian broadcast of October 1933, but the bensvelent

ambassador from the :aiky ^ay assured-the nervous legislator."

fta"l|M thS ^ wa3'.called, told everyone he had ooae to
the planet earth^to act as an -airakener\ to herald the advent'

of a ^moralchange in mankind that would soon have the grabbl

ing nations on the globe working together in peace with a

cosmic outlook.^ ' . ...
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diaries Fort made a number of comments in regards to the

reactions of alien visitors to mankind and its civilization.

He did not imdorsethe bellicose theory made famous by H.G.

Wells, nor did be consider the raeasiah oonoept later pro-

posed by Harold Sherman. Instead, Fort'*thinking was guided

by the data he had compiled on strange things seen in the

sky as it was recorded in newspapera and various public

ations. Besides what is probably the best known of Fort's-

ideas on the matter:"I think we1re property", he left us

several others. For example, as for Sherman1s storyline

which oontents that a superior race from the stars would

try to aend the ways of humans, ona of Fort's oomments

disputes that views"I aocept that, though we're usually

avoided, probably for moral reasons, sometimes this earth

has been visited by explorers." '°* ;>|
7fe

Fort did made a concession.©* the posaibM-Uy aliens

might trouble themselves to land and mingle with uss"If

lights that have been seen in the sky were upon the vessels

of explorers from worlds —Uhen living in New York City,

perhaps, or in Washington D.C. perhaps, there are inhabit

ants of Mars, who are' secretly sending reports upon the

ways of this world to their governments..." l?<

Wise in the ways of human nature Fort anticipated events

like that envision in the atory :"The Green Man". So he

wrotes"If beings, like human beings, from somewhere else,

should land on upon this earth, near Hew York, and parade

up Broadway, and then sail away, somebody, a year or so

later, would 'confess1 that it had been a hoax by him and
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some oompaniona, who had dressed up for their parts, and had

jabbered* as they thought extramundanians should jabber. New

Yorkers would say that from the first they had suspeoted

something wrong. Who ever heard of distinquished foreigners

ooming to New York, and not trying to borrow something? Or

not coinciding with propaganda in the newspapers?" *■

Returning to that period just after .the Second World War we

had left earlier, the fall of 1946, we should take a closer

look «.t preparations being made for a possible future conflict

between the Western powers and the Communist.block.

At 4:4-4 in the afternoon of October g, 1?46, trie, right honor-..

able Ellis Smith(Stoke) gained the floor in England's House of

Commons. The Parliament aza in the process of debatemg the

Atomic Energy 5ill. A soro point of the bill ras the broad

provisions tnat .vould greatly restrict the flo-v of scientific

information. While di3cus3ing the issue, U.?.Smith happened to

drop the remark:

"The Manchester Guardian of the 9th
September said that General Eisenhower was

to have conferences with the Imperial General
Staff when he visited England. It was under
stood that close Anglo-American cooperation

in the development of guided missile was

being sought.

We heard a great deal last week(Oct. 1-7)
about General Eisenhower's visit, but nothing

about the report to which I have referred. I
would ask the Minister whether that report

^_ ^was -oorxe.c.t.11 S ; __ _

Ho answer was forthcoming.

On Ootober 3rd the Kremlin.used the Moscow magazine New Times

to deliever a very strong protest against aledgations mads in

the Western press about the production of "mysterious kinds of

weapons* supposedly being manufactured in the Soviet zone of



Germany. A story attributed to the Reuter newsservice on August

22nd asserted that the Russians were developing a "new and very

powerful rocket —the German V-4* and that "the Russians (ware)

oontinuing German experiments", Reuters gave as its source of

information some unnamed Germans and "partioularly officiers of

2.2..
the Russian-favored Socialist Unity party."

For some reason the Soviets had waited five weeks to lash

out at what the Kremlin called:"savage and absured gossip(and)

fantastic stories". The sources of information mentioned by

Reuters tha Cnmmuni3t3 termedfsoma mythical representatives of

23-
the Socialist Unity party". Why did the Soviets wait five

weeks to answer this partioular charge? Did Washington and White

Hall just then, at the end of September, deliever an^official

oomplaint against Moscow, warning Stalin of the dire oonsequences

if the ghost rocket were attempts at intimating Western Europe?

Had Eisenhower been sent to London as a military precaution to

await a Russian reaction?

Perhaps the issue wa3 not pressed for the simple reason that

the scientists advising Washington and White Hall were not yet

sure just what the ghost rockets were, Nonetheless^considering

all the phantom rocket reports, there seemed to have reasonable

grounds for the problem to remain a sensitive one until further

investigation shed more light on the phenomena, or the phenomena

itself revealed its nature,, either deliberately or by accident.

V ,

J
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In any event the ghoat rooket question did not publicly become

an official problem seriously affecting international tensions.#

# In 1946 Yugoslavia dsli vered stiff diplomatic protests to.

the United States government over alledged violations of that

country's airspace by American aircraft. Many of these alledged

violations oonoerned "unidentified aircraft" which the Yugo

slavs could not even classify as single or muli-engine planes.

There was no question, however, over the identity of one U.S.

aircraft paunoed on by Yugoslavian fighters and shot down. The

result of the unprovoked attack was a crisis in U.S.-Yugo

slavian relations. It is unclear if UFO aotivity in the area

was responsible for misunderstandings or if the belligerent

actions by the Yugoslavians was a Cold War taotio, Yet» it must

be mentioned here that U»S. intelligence did order, about that

time)the flying of secret short range incursions into Soviet

held territory on aerial spy missions using stripped down bombers-

The aerial spy missions were so successful a speoial aircraft

was later designed for deep penetrations of the Soviet Asian

land mass. This special plane was the famous high flying U-2.

Until the Gary Powers fiasco in i960, the aerial spying pro

gram was a top secret projeot and was -considered an invaluble

source of intelligence on Russian missile development. The

extent to which UFO activity has affected East-West relations

remains a significant and unexplored area for future historians.
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3ournalist Marquis Ch ilds, in his newspaper column "Uashington Call

ing11, made the following statement on October 7, 1946:

"I (Childs) have talked to many people here(Stockholm) about the
flying bombs. Some put the whole thing down to postwar hysteria.

Others take a serious view of what they call, half in jest, "Russian

hail". ^

One t horoughly reliable American observer with whom I have talked

saw flying bombs in broad daylight over this city. It was a" cigar-

shaped object which streaked across the sky with great speed and

seemed on the point of shooting eastward(?). Careful Swedish observers
haveseen what they believe to be rockets.

Officials opinion is that nothing is really known about the pheno

menon, which has now more or less subsided. Recently, at any rate, very

few rapotrs of the bombs have been recieved. If the government has

found any fragments, that fact is being kept a careful secret." 2/f"

' r \
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Typewritten Text
Swedish Inquiry Fails  To Solve Rocket Case



Meanwhile;interesting spectulaticn on rocketry was being made

in journals accessable to the public*

The use of atomic energy to propell missiles had been dis

cussed in the September 19*1-5, issue of the Journal of the

American Rocket Society. The artical on the subject even had

something interesting to say about a proposed radar trigger:

"Instead of dropping the atomic bomb by

parachute thereby enabling the bomb carrier

to vacate the vioinity before the explosion*

an atomic warhead rocket could continue on

to the target. Employing the principle of , '■
radar, z. radio-operat9d trigger could set

off the explosion at a predetermined height

above ground.Exploding the remaining fuel with

the bomb load, or the fuel and bomb load

consisting of the same substance, are very

possible.n ^ — -

The suggested scheme to divise nuclear propulsion eventually

did not prove to be technically feasible, yet in 19^5*46 no

one felt they could put a limit on revolutionary developments

of atomic power after the seemingly impossible feat of pro

ducing the devices dropped on Japan. Not only were arsenals of

atomic rockets envisioned,armned and propelled by nuolear

fission, but even the question of defense measures against

missile attack was considered a valid-worry for the U.S.

military. The rocket threat was debated during a mee ting of

the American Rocket Society on March 15, 19^. The editor of

" the society's journal made a short presentation of the pro

blem which was then followed by a spirited disousaion. Some

of the menberswere military personal aquainted with current

government work on rockets and thus were in & position to

contribute the latest unclaseifi$d information. Ons salient

difficulty argued wasswTh© need for furthsr development of
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radar equipment to plot the oourse of a rocket at great

distances." to'

One active member of the American Rocket Society as of

October 191*6, was a gentleman discribed on the society's

roster as:"E.U.Condon, National Bureau of Standards,

Washington, 25, D.C. Former Researoh Director of Westinghouse.

2.7
How on research work on military rockets." 'if anyone

knew something about atomic powered rockets or atomio

weapon systems, it would probably have been Dr. Condon. <

Dr. Condon had bean active in war time research and dsvelopement

of micro-wave radar aa well as aiding work on America's first

efforts in rocket research and development, though his best

credentials wero in the field of applied physics which enabled

him to make significant contributions to the Manhatten Project.

In three areas, radar, rockets, and atomic energy, Dr. Condon

could boast of considerable knowledge and experience. It may be

further noted that the distinquished professor attracted oon-

siderable attention to himself in 19^6 because of his outspoken

opinions on scientific information and the military. Dr, Condon

apparently thought little of the military's attempts to control

&&te±rr exchanges of -important 3cisntific knowledge. Some*impor-

tant data of pure science were, he felt, and this the impression

v

<S-fc>

given in the volurnn© Currant Biography iffM* hampered by the

restrictive practices of scientificly unqualified Pentagon

censors. An interesting question left unasked was Dr. Condon's

view on certain scientific information and the public.1 s right

to
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men like Bernard Baruch were warning the world in

scare headlines*that an atomic war would fling mankind

back beyond the Dark Ages, scientists were greatly interested

in investigating the capabilities of radar in detecting and - -

tracking meteors.* The ionospheric station at Sterling,

Ylrgina, operated by tha National Bureau of Standards, trained

its large radar antenna on that part of the sky which would

be the origin of a meteor shower caused by the Giaoobini-

Zinner comet due the night of October 9> 19^. Tn« director

of the bureau* Dr. Condon, told the press the next day on the

10th, that the m\A**A»were clearly visible by electronic
_ 28.

means and the experiment could bejjonsidered a success.

_l!o* what does Dr. Condon, radar, rockets, and meteor.

have in common? And, we must add, UF0s»

A large altfuLc&SL in the Christian Soience Monitor* on August 16,

194-6, titledfThe Great Swedish Rocket Mystery", by that news

paper's Washington correspondent, indirectly suggestes a few

tfOn page 175 of Captain Ed.tard Ruppelt's booktReport on

Unidentified Flvlng Objects, it states that in February 1952,-

the Royal Canadian Air Foroe Intelligence, for reasons not

mentioned, came to the conclusion it would be fruitful to de

vise instruments to check on the entry of objects into the

upper layers of the earth's atmosphere.Reported results were

officially uegsrti ?er and the scheme terminated in 195^

*ut the word;officially *in quotation marks.



interesting point3. The atitLrJU. recognized the fact, and cau*

tioned the public, that guilded missile developemsnt was still

largely composed of drawingboard schemes in spite of the rash

of optimistic press releases, then being handed out by the Army

and Navy Pentagon spokesmen,which promised artificial satellites

and rockets to the moon. The sudden appearance of so many press

releases by the Pentagon, the author suggestes, was probably

prompted by feelings of insecurity taking hold in the Pentagon

because of the mysterious missiles ove^ Sweden, Also, the cor

respondent.fim^j^oV^ that though experiments were being rushed

to develope a defense against atomic-tipped, long'ranged rookets>

the possibility of devising an adequate defense was nil and that

it looked as if non-military solutions to political problems

29
was the only way to advoid world disaster.

This view, that there was no defense in the atomic age, was

shared by a group of prominent scientists led by Albert

Einstein* They put together the booklet :0ns ^orld Or None*

Among the experts that contributed to the booklet was Dr.

Condon, who wrote a shory essay of how simple it would be to

smuggle a small atomic device into the United States and

conceal it within a mile of a selected target;which would be

quite near enough to be effective.

It is interesting to note Dr. Condon's preoccupation with

methods of atomic weapon deli very and defense.
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j There were five recognized means of atomic weapon delivery

that ewL'U^threaten the United States in 19^6:

1.) Conventional bombing planes.

2,) V-l type flying bombs launched from the decks

of submarines lying off the coasts of U.S.

3«) The smuggling and concealment of small hand-carried

atomic-devices.

k.) £-Sauger type|"V-3llJ glide boato(not recognized as

perfected,but seemingly within reaoh of 1946- technology).

5.) V-2 type ballistic missile of intercontinental --- .

range(not.within the reaoh of 1946 technology).

The first four methods oould be successful in theory, but only

the V-2 type ballestio missile was ideally suited as an atomio

offensive system. Ballistic missiles travel too fast and too

high to offer any reasonable expectations of devising a^de-

fensive warning and interception apparatus. The British oould

vouch for that withAexperience of German V-2s raining do-ro on

London still fresh in their minds.

While American scientists with German help began the big job

of perfecting long range missiles, the Pentagon,meanwhile,

oould get some comfort from the fact that the United Stat33'

giant, 10,000 mile range, B-36/i then nearing the final stages of

development.
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With the startling news of the Swedish ghost rookets, the

Pentagon A seemingly faced with a possible threat by long

range missiles. The only hope for any warning of suoh an

attack was the perfection of long range radar equipment.

At this point we might ask if the Army's feat of bounohing

a radar signal off the moon in January, 19^» a "best conducted

in secret, was just a scientific stunt or a serious military

experiment. Commenting on the 19^6 moon radar test,Life- mag-"

azine stated that the test was felt by authorities to be valuble

in that:n.«.experiments coS^d already "be used to detect enemy

rookets which might travel above the atmosphere." "One might

add here that a certain Dr. Menzel was one the two scientists

that produced the mathematical calulations that made the moon

radar test possible. In May, 19^6, with the rank of Commander in

the UoS. Navy, Dr. Hensel left the servioe and returned to

Harvard University vhore he took over as head of the astronomy

department. When in June, 1951, the U.S. Air Force finanoed

high-alitude observatory at Climax, Colorado, needed a^director,

Dr. Menzel was appointed.

|< — However^ a much better test of long range radar

in the development of a missile detection system would be

the scanning for meteors.entering the earth's atmosphere.

By December 19^8 U.S. scientists had perfeoted a workable

meteor.detection system. Three high-powered radars were set

up t 73nty-five miles apart aimed at a point about 60 miles

above the earth. At an altitude of 60 miles, or 100 kilo-

meter3, meteors plunging earthward begin to produce a trail

of electrified particles which can be detected by radar. Height,



velocity, and the direction of meteors could be determined by

this system. The application of this system to the detection of

long range ballestio missiles was possible if similar dis-

trubances oocurr shed in the atmosphere during a. missile's

passage.* ,

* ' #Th«se facts were taken from a source at Harvard Observatory.

The mention of Harvard&rings to mind a name of a oertain ,

professor associated with that institution: Dr. Donald Menzel«

Dr. J.Allen Hynek of Northwestern University,on page 171 of his

book;The UFO Sxperlsnoa, wrote:"The Pentagon's official attitude

(on UFOs) was largely dictated by the scientific fraternity.

After all, not even a major general wishes to be laughed at by

r highly placed members in the scientific hierarchy. One example

' was, of course, Harvard astronomy professor Dr. Menzel, who

took a seemingly compulsive Interest in the flying saucer

question, even though this subject was far removed from his

scientific field. He loudly proclaimed that UFOs were nonsense

and particularly championed the "mirage theory" of flying

saucers." . - 4aW^ Uf°Aj

* Perhaps of additional interest mm an article in Time magazine*,

i/*tthe June 9, 1952 issue, authored by Dr. Menzel titled:"Those

_Flying Saucers". The Time article mentioned:"During Wo;fld Tar

5 II, Menzel had left astronomy to become a radar expert. One job

(as Chairman of the Wave Propagation Committee of the Joint

' Chiefs of Staff) was to study the effects of atmosphsric irreg-

1 ! ulariee on radar waves."
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There is a nunber a references that bsar- on the relationship

of UFOe, radar, and rockets. For example, if one checks the

October 1957* issue of Amusing Stories, one can "find

an article titled:"0*1191 Space Saucers A Myth" , by Oliver

P. Ferrell. In the article Mr. Ferrell staunchly defended the

official Air Force posi tion that no tangible evidenoe of UFOs

existed and,jthat facts about the UFO mystery were being kept

from the public. A short biblographical sketch introduced Mr.

Ferrell»s essay. His background is interesting, particularly

his past association with the Air Force:

"Oliver P. Ferrell is credited with having inde
pendently discovered the radar detection of meteor
trails(published in Physical Review, January 15,
19^). His plan for tracking and sizing mysterious
ionic clouds some 65 miles above the surface of the
earth(published in Science & Culture, Calcutta, India,
May, 19^) was adopted by the U.S. Air Force in 19^8.

From 19^9 through 1952, he served as Project
Supervisor under Air Force Cambridge Research Lab
oratories contracts AF(l22) -72 and AF 19 (122)-
2^2.

These projects evaluated the radio observations

of 600 observers scattered throughout the western
hemisphere. The results of these contract3(135,000
observations) have not besn published, but information
obtained during this period has become a guide to

research during the International Geophysical Y

There is yet another fragment of information that might shed

some light on UFOs and long range radar projects. In the

University of Colorado book:. Soientifio Study of Unidentified

Flying Objects there is an interestinireferenoe to the matter

on page 553. In Canada, we are told, UFO reports are filed

under "Non-Meteoritic Sightings" and are the responsibility of

the "Upper Atomosphere Researoh Section of the Radio and Elect-

rical Engineering Division of the National Research Council". "*'
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^ . According to an article in theiSepteuiber 6* >1952> issue of The
jorker'magazine, Project Sign, the U.S. Air Force UFO.g ^

vestigation conducted between 19*7-19*9, had the following per

sonnel assigned to determined a possible Physical explanation

of UFOs:

"...an assortment of physicists and aerodynamioists
who specialise in the study of the •»**»*>«*£• "?*
tie space be>ond it} and the electronices experts
-attached to tne Cambridge Field Station." 34

A further note on this matter is of considerable importance.

In August, 19*6, a correspondent for the Christian Science

Monitor learned the following about British radar assitence

to Sweden:

"It is expected that the latest British radar gear
developed as a result of experiences during the rocket
bombardment of London(during World War II) will be
loaned to Swedish military authorities....Using radar,
it should be possible to backtrack the rocket's *$ruL pW£*w*T
-itou firing positions to within a few miles. In the
early stages of the rocket bombardment of London it
vraa fou^d difficult mo pickifanr^-traveling at 3.000 m.p.h

on aircraft warning radar sets, but research workers
have made considerable advances. At the time the bomb
ardment ended it was within the bounds of possibility
to piok up rockets and give looal warnings of impending
arrival in time for persons to seek shelter." 35.

If this report is correct in stating that radar of reasonable

capability for detecting ballestic missiles already existed,

vould there be any unusual motive for doing further researoh on

meteors,Avisitors arriving from deep space?

V)
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' ' .. October 10th,/\the Swedish Defense-Staff spoke

up on the ghost rocket issue after a long silenoe. The New

York Times carried the Associated Press* account of the

official announcement:

■Swedish military authorities said today
that they have been unable to discover after
four months of investigation the origin or
nature of the ghost rockets that have been
flying over Sweden since May,

A special communique^declared that SO per
oent of 1,000 reports on the rookets could

be attributed to •celestial phenomena** but
that radar equipment had detected some objects
•whisk oaimot be the phenomena of nature or
products of imaginations, nor be referred to

as Swedish airplanes;'

CO

fO

The official admission that something besides imagination,

rockets, airplanes, or'celestial phenomena*(meteors?), was

responible for tl» a sizeable portion of the ghost rocket

reports is quite astonishing. A resulting silenoe on the part __

of American and British authorities, on the mysterious portion

of the Swedish investigation is also quite astonishing. This

would not be the last time data of a truely inexplicable nature

in official investigations would be ignored. As might be ex- "

peoted, Charles Fort had not overlooked even this difficulty.

He left us this opinion:

"I don't know to just what degree my accusation, in
these matters, is of the laziness and faeblemindneas
of scientists. Or, instead of accusing, I am simply
pointing out everybody's inability seriously to spend
time on something, which, according to his precon-
captions, is nonsense. Scientists, in matter of our
data, have been like aomabody in Europe, before 1^92,
hearing storiea of lands to the neat, going out on the
ocean for an hour or so, in an ro^-boat, and then
saying, 'vhethar exactly in tness <vords, or nott'Oa
hell,' there ain't no America1.*37
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Scientists associated with the 19^6 ghost rocket investigat

ion may have lacked curiosity, energy, or even intelligence,

in oonformance to Fort's old accusation, hovaver we must give

them more credit than that and consider other reasons for ths
i

i

i the silence tnat desended over the ghost rocket mystery, sb

silence that still prevails. No"scientific papers, for example,

i have ever turned up in scientific journals on the big 194-6

mystery.

Apparently the ghost rockets of 19^-6 caused something of a stir

< in Beligiura, though there seems to have been^no- mention of such

activity in American or English newspapersjthe two prime sources

I of unusual data available to the Fortean Society and to anyone

O <.*-dtffng research on the matter only understanding the English

larfjage. Ue do know that there was a report, dated September 25th,

which told of a ball of fire plurfrng out of the sky over Ostend,

Belgium, trailing a dense smoke trail. The ball of fire almost rammed

a house, but whether or not the object was determined to have been a

meteor, was not disclosed.^ __

~—- Without knowing a That was in Beligium newspapers, we

<,

can indirectly gues3 that something iBisg-rt have happened when a

notice turned up in the Bri«ti3h press on October 15, 19^6,

issued by the Beligium Defense Minister, which insisted that

after an official inquiry nothing of an unknown nature had

over flown that nation's territory. *^

"AlthVogh little appeared in the press, Ed Creagh, an Associated Press

staff writer, stated that the ghost rocket reports continued in great

numbers right up to October."0*



_ Binds on how the "rockets" were being propelled. Thayer also

- was puzzled by the "radio bomb's" habit of blowing up and their

uncanny marksmanship for bodies of water. Even though he

couldn't tie up these loose ends, Thayer was certain who was

behind the exoitsment and why* He blamed the whole mes3 on the

U.S. Office of Strategic Services* thinking that the organiza

tion was oonoocking scientific trash to scare the public into '

believing those "Damned Reds" could sent Atomio Bombs raining

#
down on America from a half a world away. "Malarky", he snorted*

refering to rockets in general,*before you know it the Pentagon

will be burning up billions". Finanoially/jThayer's aim <sas

dead center. ***••

Only casually did Thayer make a reference to the possibility
iX'AXU'ti l

ofAinterplanetary visitors and^hose members that might perfer

that kind of theme. See page 2^2 under "Ghosts"X AJfr$L

" Author Bernard Newman, a well traveled and adventureous gentle

men who penned many spy novels as well as serious works on in

ternational politics, jrrote an interesting fantasy-thriller

titled:The Flying Saucer(Maomillan, 19^g)which was a ouriou3

mixture of H.G.Wella' plot in Warof tne Worlds and actual UFO

news items ladled over an idea of his own. The theme of Newman's

fiction story waa that a small band of scientists had faked the

ghost rocket and flying saucsr reports in order to oreata a

Martian invasion aoarelthus unify the world and brirg peaoe.
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Ja*> issue number 16. Sure enough)on that page there was a Reuters

dispatch that to}.d of a "strange luminous figure" wandering

remote beaoh areas at night on Sweden's Tarn Island. Cattle,

for some reason, avoided those areas and the lush grass there.

Elsewhere in that issue there w,ere items about a shower of

worms during a temporary lull in a storm in Philadelphia and

an unexplained light seen in the/yby a oouple of policemen at^

Weatherford, Texas, just 13 days afterras Thayer put it} the

Navy "misplaced" six planes off Florida, ^*.

As the ghost rocket story came to a temporary,_close, the cur

tain went up on another episode that seems to have an interest

ing relationship to some earlier information we have covered.

From what information that is availble this is what apparently \

happened. On the night of October 9, 1946, people all over the nation

uere outdoors uatching for a meteor shower that marked the approach of

the Giacobini-Zimer comet. During the meteor display "something" ap

peared near the moon in the dark eveing sky over San Diego, California.

One of the witnesses in San Diego of the strange object in the sky,

a medium named nark Probert, immediately phoned the head of 8.S.R.A.,

Meade Layne;a Fortean, a believer in interplanetary travelers visit-

ing the earth as indicated in the writings of Charles Fort. Layne <-.

asked Probert to attempt psychic contact with the object in the sky.

Other witnesses in the San. Diego area notified the newsmedia

and soon the aerial mystery story was being broadcasted over the

radio. Sometime during the eveing Meade Layne phoned the radio station

and told about Probert's attempt at contact with the object in the sky.

As a result Layne began to recieve sightingcreports at his Borderland

Research headquarters. One sighting reported to the local newspapers

'O



and later printed in the Los Angeles press stated:" 'You must think

I'm a nut, but I know uhat I saw1...(also)»I»m sure it uasn»t a shoot-

ing star. It looked like a rocket ship1, trying to make contact*.. .(and)

•The object appeared on the right hand side of the moon at about 8 p.m.

and remained in view for nearly three minutes1...(moreover)fIt was

shaped like a bullet and it left a thin vapor trail behind it.1 " ^'

Meanwhile, just north of San Diego; at the small community of Palo-

mar Gardens located at the base of Palomar Mountain,the leader of a

cult that called itself the "Royal Order of Tibet", Mr. George Adamski,

an amateur astronomer who uas waiting impatiently for the completion

of the giant 200 inch telescope atop the mountain, uas scaning the

heavens like other people hoping to see the meteor display. He also

claims he sau something near the moon. After the strange object dis

appeared, Adamski went indoors and turned on the radio. He soon heard

the radio annoutncer say that there had been numerous other witnesses

to the object in the night sky. There could be little doubt- that he

checked the newspapers to learn rriore.

Sometime between October 10th and the 11th, an alledged message re-

cieved by Mark Probert from the mysterious thing in the sky was given to

the press. The Los Angeles Daily News headlined its artical on Probertfs

mental message:nAre Men From Wars Knocking?" The News printed that

Probert alledgedly learned that the dark object blotting out a portion

of the lunar face was piloted by creatures from outer space that were

seeking contact with mankind but wary of the hostile instincts of

mankind. The spaceship, -irtiich was suppose to be called a

Kareeta, or Corrida, uaed a very efficient anti-gravity

engine according to the allsdgad telepathic message, and its • "

pilots sought a meeting with aarth scientists at a remote sits.
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Tiffany Thayer, who felt that th« newspapers served up

~^k quite enough fiction as it was, noted the whole business

with a trace of a humorous sneer, proposing that the so-called

bashful extraraundanians might yet land and olose in on the

4-7.
White House in droves.

Several weeks passed, aocording to Adamski*s testimony,

before he heard the expression "San Diego spaceship" mentioned

again. He olaimed that some military officiers happened to be

traveling through the, town he lived in near Mount Palomar and

that he happened to overhear them talk about the interplanet

ary idea in regards to the San Diego manifestation. Further

more, he declared he never saw anything else inexplicable in

the sky until August of 19^7» yet the phiosopher in him began

to stir and the world would hear from him in the years to come.

_• George Adamski later wrote a novel titled: An Imaginary Trip

to the Moon, Venus, and Mars, whioh was published in 19^9. As

a work of fiotion it did not attract any attention, but on

November 2M-, 1952, a strange story appeared in the Phoenix,

Arizona, Gazette about Adamski. The Gazette printed claims by

the Oalifornian that he had met faoe-to-faoe with a pilot of a

fying saucer from outer -space that alledgedly touched down

for a short time at a remote location in California's Mojave

desert. Soon after, a fully detailed account appeared in the

book Flying Saucers Have Landed, in whioh Adaraski discribed

his new found_friend from the firmament as a human-like being

with an angelic face, golden brown shoulder-lsngth hair, and

dressed in a simple one-piece jumpsuit. Adamaki's alien was
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an obvious attempt at a comparison with the traditional oon-

oeption of mankind's revered Nazarene.

The reason for the meeting betwssn Adaraski and ths spaceman,

Adamski claimed, was a "good news" message of spacemen saving

human civilization from self destruction. Needless to say at

this point, Adamski'3 yarn sounds too similar to Harold

Sherman's tale "The Green Man" to ignore the strong possib

ility the unusual Californian oooult leader had been inspired

by th« story in Amazing magazine.

Unfortunataly, Adamski'a BNumarB didn't stick around to plea

for peace among the nations of the e&rth, but Adamskl was

only too glad to spread the word himself.
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GEORGE ADAMSKI stands beside a painting of the Venusian "flying saucer" pilot he claims to have

contacted near Desert Center, Calif , on November 20, 1952

REAL 9
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Stockholm mad® the news once again on November 16, 19H-6, but

! no rockets were mentioned. It seems a mysterious explosion in

the air over the center of the city knocked people flat in a

100 yard radius* but Sweden, however, was du@ to surrender its

scepter as the current world leader in experiencing extraordin

ary aerial phenomena, for Seattle, Washington, U.S.A., half way

around the world, was Just then trying to explain six mysterious

blasts in the air that had recently took plaoe in a 2k- hour per-

iod.

From that part of the world to the northwest of Seattle cams the

following report:

•London, Nov.20 (19^) (AP)—The Moscow radio reported Wednesday

that a meteor which resembled «a white-hot flying cannon ball9
was sigthed Nov. 12 by the Lenningrad Arti© institute's polar
station at Providence bay, at the northeast tip of Siberia
across the Bering strait from Alaska.

•The m@t@©r was observed for twenty-tv?o seconds at a height
of twenty-t© twenty-five seconds degrees from the horizon,• the
report said. 'Its trajectory was almost a straight line. It pro
duced the impression of a white-hot flying cannon ball. Its
velocity was relatively low, far below that of falling stars*
The meteor was of a reddish-violet color and its huge tail was

light blue.•
"The radio description, particularly as to velocity, coincid

ed to soms degree which that of meteor-lik© objects sighted
above Scandinavian countries in recent months." 5<-

Some time later, January 6,19^7* those strange, low s-vooping

meteors returned to the U.S.:

"...a fiery ball giving off weird flashes of light, passed
over southern California and out to sea. Visibl© from San
Diego to Bakersfisld, —almost 200 mile® apart —it resulted
in two separate searches for crashed plan33.

Coast Guard boats at Santa Monica and Oceans!de put out to
sea, and in many cities tslephone switchboards were jammed as
witnesses call3d police and newspapor officss.
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At Malibu it was reportad that three ghostly flashes of
light appeared after the blazing ball had passed. Tiro trans

port pilots in the air at the time stated that the object
flashed by at a tremendous speed.

' Dr. Clarenoe H. Cleminshaw of Griffith Observatory said it
apparently was "exceptionally large".52< ^ :

January 6, 19^7, found England's Field Marshal Bernard Montgom

ery in Moscow for a high level visit* Other-than Stalin's out

spoken mistrust for the reoent Anglo-American agreement of a

"standardisation of defense" whiaa the suspicious old fox of

the Kremlin made Marshall Montgomery go to great lenghts to

define, the Russians seemed friendly enough for the moment*

Making a mental survey of the condition of the war ravaged

countryside, Marshall Montgomery later reported to his govern

ment that the Communists might not be ready for an agreesive move

for another 15 to 20 years. '

Wklle the Russians leaders were toasting Marshall Montgomery

with vodka in Moscow, the commandant of a Portland military

aoademy cane close to being bashed on the noggin by a chunk of

■something" that had dropped down out of a clear blue sky along

with a number of egg-size hailstones. Oddly, only an area of 15

square feet was affeoted by this queer cloudless "weather"

phenomenon. The academic13 headmaster told a Portland newspaper,

the 0regonian» that the strange chunk of dark material that

nearly struok him had a jacket of ice and hit with suoh force

it rebounded six feet high. According to an Oregon state
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geologist, the unidentified mass was composed of eleven differ

ent metals, but,that no analysis gave a olue to what it was or

where it oame from. ^'

It had been a warm olear day, January iJ-th, when the unusual fall

occurred, and it iminediately became obvious an airplane might

have dropped the ice, but the OAA authorities oonfirmed the

faot that no airplanes had been-over the campus area at the '

right hour of the day. During the short span of days in which

investigators examined various theories,the OregonIan did some

research on its own. On January 7th, the Oregonian suggested

that long range rockets from White Sands testing range in New

Mexioo might be responsible, adding that the Swedish ghost

rocket*s landing bases had never been discovered and that there

might be a connection. The Commander of White Sands proving

groundsAmade an official denial that his installation could

have sent aloft a rocket that could have reached Portland. $5.

tThe Oreftonian proved to be well informed and reminded its

readers that a man named Charles Fort believed he had discovered

proof of unexplained things oruising the earth's atmosphere

fifty years before. The Oregonian asked:"...who on earth —or

the moon —is upstairs anyway?" ^&'

Tiffany Thayer reoieved the Oregonian newsstories on the : -

Portland excitement and savored the brief Fortean acknow

ledgement, but to expect more would probably be like the

optimist that went fishing using whales for bait.

A further U.Se Army Air Forca communique quickly slapped

down any notion the freak occurrence at Portland could be,

by strecth of the imagination, connect©* with the Swealsh
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ghost rockets, 57

March 22, 19^7* a familar headline returned to the pages of

the New York Times*" 'Phantom Bombs* Return To Skies Over

Sweden"• A sixty-foot* silver torpedo, spurting smoke that

persisted long after the thing itself sped out of sight, had

been noticed over southern Sweden. The trail of vapor showed

that the mysterious rocket had reversed its course, thus ,

GO

displaying intelligent control. ws:>

Meanwhile,the editor of Amazing Stories lectured its readers

in its April issuei^Does it take e fiction magazine like

Amazing Stories to stress the importance of not taking these(^F6)

£9
"mysteries" lightly?" sy ^

ThaGhost Rockets had been primarily a European phenomenon

within the jurisdiction of British intelligence^ and the

reponsibility of European newsmedia. In the spring of 194-7 there

ocourad a major shift to North America* Curiously)U.S. Air Fore©

intelligencejheadquartered at Wright-Patterson Air Foroe base

in Ohio(Air Teohnioal Intelligence Command),seemed to have been

caught completely unawares. This fact alone indicates strict

security must have limited Ghost Rocket information of official

nature to a high level.

According- to official records Air Technical Intelligence Com

mand (ATIC) at Wright Field was first introduced to the fact

that something very odd was going on in the atmosphere in mid-

April, 19^7. Official records stated that a weather observer

at Ricimond, Virginia, spotted an unexplained object speeding
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through the air. The observer tracked the UFO using a theodolite

and with it ./as able to obtain accurate speed and height measure

ments*. The complete report of the Richmond case ia still classif

ied and not much more is publicly known. After a number of year3

the fact that "flying saucers" were officialy recorded before

June 24, 19^7(an important date that will be explained in the

next chapter)6 has been a fact that offioial sources seem to be

inclined to ignore..

Other elements of the shift from Europe to North America was

a sudden and ma3aive appearance of UFOs in the skies of the

Western Hemisphere, and tho discovery of the phenomena by the

American newsraedia, a recognition that required some especially

advantagous conditions that did not occur until the afternoon of

June 2^th.

Meanwhile, - the Russians, the often accused villians in the

ghost rocket mystery, had at thia time, April, 19^7* badly

failed in tlieir efforts to achieve anything naar ffhat the West

feared. The Sanger type long range antipodal rocket glider, had

only then come to the attention of Stalin personally. .He grasp

ed the significance of the weapon and summoned a conference of

his top lieutenants. On a gray overcast afternoon in April, 19^7,

in Mosoo.f, the leading figures of the Communist empire gathered

together in a secret room in the Kremlin. Present at the meet

ing was Stalin, Molotov, Malsnkov, and Beria. Others there also

included Stalin's son Vassili, and the Soviet Generals Voznesen-

ski and Voroshilov. The group listened quietly for Jirhild to a

oouple of Russian rocket exports discribing the history of the

German V-vsapon program. The two debriefing offioiers, Colonel

Serov and a Colonel Tokayeff. had begun by diacussing tlia 7-?



"and its 2^0 mile range, but 'lalsnkov iaterupted with P

hgm the comment that Socialism!:current chief opponent did

not lie at such a oonvenietly short distance. Stalin hushed

Malenkov and asked the military aides to move on to the

Sanger rocket-that oould olroumnavigate the globe*

After the lecture Stalin ordered Tokayeff and his son Vassili

to travel incognito to Western occupied Germany where Sanger

was believed to be living and "persuade" the German scientist

to oome to the Soviet Union and continue his work on the anti

podal missile.

After month8 of fruitless effort to find Sanger* Vassili ana

Colonel Tokayeff returned to Moscow emptyhanded. Such was the

Russian long range intercontinental missile program in the

early summer of 194-7 • Tokayeff defected to the West a year

later in the spring of 194-8, giving Anglo-American intelligence

an inside look at the Communist missile program and disclosing
&. i"

the existence of the "Sanger rocket meeting"•

Meanwhile, Fortean R. DeWitt Miller put together a selection

of his Coronet artioals for a book titled Forgotten Mysteries

in the spring of 194-7, telling of ghosts, vanished people,

lost cities, sea serpents, eot. Charles Fort rated a single

chapter, an abbreviated treatment of reports of "mystery planes"

and unexplained lights seen at sea, and Mr. Miller was careful

to credit Fort as the man who was the first to dare assert that

62. -
the planet earth had "guests". Yet the total effect was that

the strange Bronx author remained a little honored prophetf\to b©

stuokli in books like Forgotten Mysteries indefinitely, sand-
nl" ' - 11 1 r 1 in

wiched between Nostradamus and the surviors of Lemuria, amid

th@ latest speculation on the Pyramid of Gizeh arl sharing the



the stage with the Looh Ness Monster, holding hands with the

Abominable Snowman and moving over for the vast stonework of

Saosahauman.

Amazing Stories devoted its entire June 19*1-7 issue to the

■true" spacemen-subterranean story as related by the magazine's

special correspondent, a fellow that claimed somekind of

"psychic understanding" of the 'secret doings of these undetect

ed alien civilizations. All of this correspondent's articles

in the June issue dealt with the antics of the alledged under-

ground beings and just why the- spacemen were ^ignored is not

known. However, the editor of Amazing got an author-member of

the Fortean Society to write a two page spread for inclusion

in the June issue whioh was titled:"Visiters From The Void". The

Fortean writer, Vinoient Gaddis, penned an accounting of the

phantom airplane newspaper clippings gathered by Tiffany Thayer

63.
during the 1930s. The editor of Amazing had a 50-50 chance of

being right on top of one biggest news stories of the year, yet

|ust,about all of the publication's money was rideing on the

theme of subterraneans.

Things began warming up'early in Junewhen there waa some 50

reports of "silvery balls" seen speeding through theAHungary in

eastern Europe, but it was in the United States where real

pandemonium was about to break out.

A whole series of sightings were made between May and mid-
1

June, 19^7* across the U.S.,, yet for various reasons the

sightings failed to trigger any excitement. Most people believed



they^seeing secret.weapon^ but with no definite data they

did not go the newspapers and make an issue of their ex

perience.

Over Oklahoma City, May 12th, a private pilot watched as a
es, -r

large oircular object sped by at a high rate of speed.

Another unexplained thing was seen manuvering over Manitor

Springs, Colorado, a shortocime -later. ' ,

Speedy''flying objects zipped over Weiser, Idaho, on June 12th,

(XT
rising and falling as they moved along.

Juno 14th a pilot on the ground at Eakerfield, California,

Richard Rankin, was startled to see nine dies-shaped objects

in formation in the.,sky* He estimated that the round objects

were thirty feet across and traveling around 900 miles per

hour. •

An Air Force pilot sighted six more unidentified flying

bodies .in the air over Lake Meade, Nevada, on June 21st.

Finally, on June 23, 194-7, the local newspaper office in Cedar

Rapids, Iowa reoleved a telephone call from a genl.teman who

felt compelled to tell the world he had seen something he

believed should be publioided. The phone repott mentioned:

"They looked like ten shiny, disc-shaped things,

•••(and) were very, very high, fluttering along in
a string and soon they vanished toward the north

west.. .Talso) he guessed they might have been
traveling five hunderd miles an hour —faster than

any plane he had ever seen," S9

Apparently since the witness was a railroad engineer, the

nsws item failed to cause a national stir (This is. UFO expert

Frank Edwards',, opinion.)«

The afternoon of the.next day, the 2^-th, a rfle<aber of tho-
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Washington State forest service was on fire watch at a lookout

tonex at Diamond Gap. Diamond Gap is a small settlement near

the town of Saloon, Washington, just south of the majestic

peak of mount Raineer. The forest service lookout noticed

someting in the sky which said were:"...flashes in the dis

tance quite high up in the east(they$...seemed to be going

in a straight line and made a strange noise, higher pitched ,

than most airplanes make."

^> ^Like on previous oooassions conditions were not right for

a perfect sighting, but from all indxoations the report from

Diamond Gap supported v?hat has become one of mo3t famous UFO

reports of all, and one good enough to make the UFO mysteyy

a^major neursstory for 150 the nation's biggest ne^spapars the

72,
rT following day.



Chapter 'Notes

l.)ln 1945 the United States Air Force had-the nou famous think tank

organization, the Rand Corporation of-Santa Monica, California,, created

to ex.plore the problerfi of intercontinental warfare. By 1946 Rand scien

tists uere busy studying the possibilities of utilizing rockets of

space traveling capabilities in a military uay. The Rand Corporation

also had a big role later in the preparation of the anti-uFO report

at the end of 1949.

When General L© May toaatad about a possible "airrocket" that

could soar to 700,000 fast vhere it might need ,a "anti-rmeteor"

gun, he was probably refering to the research plans XS-1 which

was then under going tests. Th© XS-1 was essentially a- winged,

V--?-flown by a pilot. A fasinating thought is that perhaps
1

General L© May beleivad the XS-1 might be rieeded to engage tha

ghoat rockets jin combat.

The rocket airplane XS i nestling under the wing ot a U-29 bomber

at Murpc Air Ra^e, California In order to prolong riving time, the XS-i v. a;

camed|Jlort by the B-29 so thar uo iuel would be needed Lor initu.! taks ofl

1 \ (11 S At Forct Photo)



CHAPTER . TEN

Pandemonium

June 2^, 194-7, a single engine Oallair was

executing a ISO degree turn 9,200 feet over the small town

of Mineral, Washington, The pilot, Kenneth Arnold, scrutinized

the rugged terrain below for the wreckage of a missing C-46.

His plane's airspeed was 2£$ miles per hour. l<

Arnold came out of his turn and'setAplane on an eastern

heading. A:few moments later something strange happened:

noticed wa3 a s«i«s of flaahes in
Sid it Li ^.J?? WaS reflectinS sunlight at me,«<hs .
2X2IU.V!! e flashes were coming from a series of
objects taat were traveling incredibly fast. They were
silvery and shiny and seemed to be shaped like a pie

Banking his plane, Arnold slid back

6id« window so he could get an unobstructed view. Ha saw

an echelon of silvery objects flying along following the

snow blanketed ridge of the Casade range. The Callair.

helmsman was unable to see any tails on the strange "aircraft"

andy\thought that very peoulair.

Arnold said:

* %1 oounted nine of them as they disappeared behind
the peak of Mount Ranier. Their speed was apparently
so great I deoided to ©look them, I took out my watch
and checked off one minute and k2 seconds from the
time they passed Mount Ranier until they reached the
peak of Mount Adams..,All told the objects remained
,in view slightly leas than two minutes from th© tim®
I first noticed them.• H 4,

A fast oalulation of the speed using the peaks of Mount

Rainer and Mount Adams gave an answer of 1,200 miles per

hour, far above contemporary technological achievements.
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Looking like the shiny flickering of metalic flakea> the

mysterluBs "aircraft"faded from sight as they moved beyond

Mount Adams to the south almost 50 miles away*■*'

The Chicago .Daily Tribune' gjaocount of the incident added the

following?

"He(Arnold) said he calulated the length of the
air train at five miles by flying over a mountain

ridge behind which he had seen the lead object

emerge about the time the tail object disappeared. i '

This ridge proved to be five miles long...'I am
sure they were separate units,1 he(Arnold) said*
'•because they weaved in flight like a tail of a

kite1." 6.

After the objeote disappeared from view* Arnold set his

course for his next stop at Yakima* Washington. ,\He talked

with some the airport personnel t&e$eM9ut ~.he could learn

nothing new about what he had seen*

Arnold continued on his way home to Boise, taking off for

his last stop at Pendleton* Oregon* At Pendleton the weather

was clear with some rain over the mountains to the east* At the

city airport preparations were being made to welcome a 60

plane air fle«tY^wPiyhyt4Cfia^S^a^HrnHegttfaag, a tri-etate air

tour to promote private aviation by business concernsv Someone

at the Yakima airport had phoned ahead of Arnold to notifiy

Pendleton airport,overcrowded with extra ground personnel,

that if they wanted to hearia strange new "aircraft" to check

with the pilot of the Callair due to land there within the

hour. When Arnold landed he was greeted by a large crowd.

Everyone wanted to hear the story about the "tailless jets"*

While the physical description of the objects was strange,

interest was focused on the odd njets" speed. Calulations

made by Arnold were rechecked and after much discussion an

answer of 1,200 miles per hour seemed inescapable.
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The Portland Oregon Journal carried the following UP account of

Arnoldfs discussion with the other pilots at Pendleton airport:

t

11 (Some of the' pilots thought it over and said it uas possible

(said Arnold). Some of them guessed ihat I had seen some secret
guided missiles. People began asking me if I thought they were

missiles sent over the North Pbla(Russian Sanger rockets?).
•HIhen I sau. them(Arnold continued), weaving and ducking in and

out as they came south not more than 500 feet over the plateau.

They looked like they were rocking. I looked for the tails but

I realized they didn't have any. They were half-moon shaped,

oval in front and convex in the rear.•..There were no bulges

or comings. They looked like a big flat disk. They were larger

than the oridinary jet plane,-but slightly smaller than a DC-4,

if you don't count the rear fuselage.11 7.

AF:S THEY JET PROPELLED?
£ /2S/4-7

•C
The far-famed "flying objects'*

were seen at close hand over

Woodland, Wash,, Friday after

noon

In two groups, numbering

either 9 or 10 in all, and soaring

between 1000 and 2000 feet, ihey

skimmed silently as clouds from

north to south—making a south-

casterH turn as they disappeared.
There was no sound, no vapor

trail, only the very thin pie-plate
afiaits now reported as having

been seen in several Western

•states, which as they "undulated"
in ti.e air flashed the ra>s of the
sun like the reflection from mir

rors.

RErORT TELEPHONED

This is the report, telephoned

In a maUer-of-fact tone to The

Journal lale Friday by Clyde
Koni?n, who lives in \Voodland
and :k manger of Tulips, Inc a
bulb-growing prooertv about two

miles south of that city in South

western Washington.

Homan sad the objects also
were seen by the farm foreman

wno »"as in a warehouse but ran

to the door ss Homan called and
glimpsed them just as they were

j disappeenng in the southeast

"I "as sitting at my desk in

I the office when a bright flash
I c<"trip in the window," Homan re
ported ' 1 looked up at the s£v

and «av these things in two

I groups pretty close togethei I

j didn t get an exact count—there

» v ere four or five in the first

1 bunch and the same mimbet in
the second, which was behind the

fn t some 400 or 500 yards
"1 coutdnt spp snaps' much

either because the} were terj'

bright, reflecting the sun like

from metal—not glass mirrors—

and the flash was so bright I

couldnt make out the shape be

hind it
"They were going fast, but not

any 1200 miles an hour I d say

about twice as fast as an ordinary
airliner, maybe 600 mile; an hour.

There was no particular forma

tion except that they were
bunched
"The peculiar thing was the

wav they •moved along—tilting

back and forth, tipping up and

down undulating — and every

time thev reached the right re

flection angle, the flashes tame '
Homan ventured the opinion

the objects might have been the
r*w tjpe of tailless aircraft

known as flying wings

DAY WAS CLOUDY

Homan was reminded that the
day was mostly cloudy and he re
plied, "It was partly cloudy here
with sunshine occasionally
through the clouds There were
'holes' of blue skv And anyway,

the clouds were high and thes"
things weren't over 1000 io 20C0
feet up and were fljmg under

the clouds

"And there wasn't a sound, not
a trate of \apor trail—just these

things sailing elong As soon as I
saw them, I ran to the warehouse

and called the foreman, and he
got to the door nisr m time Io
«ce them. The} came^ over the

hill back of us here "from the
noith and thev were following

straight alor-g the Pacific high
way Ju«t south of here thev
veered off sharply to the south
east

1 Shstpp*" Very flat very, very

thm, particularly when you saw

them on edge as they were bank
ing and very bright "
Homan said he had flown manv

times feels he knows pretty well

the speed of planes, and is con

fident these "objects" were go

ing just about twice as fast as
airliners and judge.d them to be

jet-propeiled but ne was pulled
by absence of the vapor trail

"And I am not too excitable

and 1 ha\e good eiesight and I
know what 1 saw this afternoon,'
he said m conclusion '*Irn sur

prised vou don t h*ve reports

from others of having seen theii

todav"

Meanwhile other reports of

i h p flying saucers continue to

ceme in

United Press reports that

Charles Kastl, ra.l^oad engineer

of Johet 111 said he spotted
' about nire" of the things as he
■walked along a highs, aj- at 1 50
p m Central standard time Tucs-

day If these are the same ones

seen by Kenneth Arnold, Bois«
it means they must have co\eied

the distance from Seat'le to Chi

cago—about 2000 miles—in 50

minutes

TOGElHEIt

Kastl «am he could see no con

necting link between them but

they acted as though the leading
disk had a motor in it to po^er

the others because when it flip
ped the others would to When

it would right itself, trte others
would right themselves

Archie Edes of Wenatchee <-a>rt
he saw cne explode about /fit

feet from the aiound near }Ioso>

lake list Fiidav nip i He ^a"

there vjs no b'fndin- fl bir j

ICleat shower til spa"\s sf

s seemed to h trt'e to <hc

ground.



Finally Arnold left the crowd «t the airport to go to his

fcotel and get some rest^temporarly satisfied that the erri©

formation of fluttering, dipping, pie-shaped objects must

have been a test of Uncle Sam's latest <ss» secret

tike the other;airmen,it was the^ed that
Nothing, Arnold surmised, would have survided the violent

movements of the objects as they skipped along, therefore

the things must have been some kind of radio controlled

missile* 8«

The following morning every plane of the air fleet had

arrived at Pendleton municipal' airport by 9 o1clock and

all of the fleet's air personnel convened in the local

YFW hall for breakfast. The pilots and mechanics were in

jovial spirits,and when the main speaker rose to gave his

address,he was set upon by some men in white coats and

strapped in a straitjaeket while the audience howled with

laughter. The mystery missiles had already been forgotten.

Arnold didn't attend the tfee good humored gathering, but

fate would have him in that same VFW hall twenty-three day©

later giving a talk himself, saying some incredible things,

and there would be no straitjackets or laughter.

The Boise flyer was up early on 25th and decided to go down-

town. A gentleman who said he was^a city called Ukiah stoppsd

Arnold in the street and brought up the subject of the mystery

"mystery15 missiles. The stranger claimed that he seen a similar

formation over his home in Ukiah,the day before,about the sama

time Arnold had seen this" formatlojg^near Mount Rainer. Ths

man added that the things would weave and threaten to break

out of alineaent as they sped along, A



The enoounter with a man who claimed to have seen the

same thing, as he}enbolded Arnold. Before leaving for Bosle,

Arnold gathered together his courage and went over to the

offlee of the East Oregonian. Pendleton's only newspaper*

It was noon time as Arnold timidly walked into the East

Oregonian building and asked to talk to someone in the

news department. Nolan Skiff, who wrote the "End of the Week"

column, invided the flyer to have a ohair by his desk. Mr.

Skiff listened as .Arnold slowly began describe what had '

happened the 24-th over the Cascades. At first Mr. Skiff

thought Arnold might be a kook, but as the flyer's story

unfolded the sincerity with which it was told quickly over

came any doubts about Arnold's honesty* Arnold freely

admitted it was a fantastic story, yet h® said he had to

believe his own eyes. The "missiles1* traveled* Arnold

remarked, like a flat rock bouncing along the surface of

water* a rising and falling motion(undulatory flight).'

Another staff member, Bill Bequette, had been taking down

Arnold's story and -aeon believed it might have national

interest. The East Oragonian was hooked up with the newswire

of Associated Press so Bequette sent a short message out on

teletype, pausing at the point which called for a name for

the phenomenon. Thinking of the motion of objects Bequette

spelled out "flying saucers"**

Hundreds of newspapers picked up the Arnold flying saucer

story and carried it on the lower-half "of their front jpages.

Immediately dozens of persons - contacted the press to tell of

similar sightings made by them that same day or earlier in

the month. People said they they had been afraid to say some-



thing ^or had thought nothing of it believing the objects

were government devices.

Kenneth Arnold's place in history is due to four factors.

First*as a pilot he was familar with aircraft and had instant

4oubts whetherathe objects wer« ordinary aircraft*

Second, Arnold was flying,. 9,000 feet &&mmm&s when.witnessed

the object8 moving through the- air along the Cascade range./

This high vanaga point /\, him to get a prolonged look at

the strange formation. A third factor was that Arnold's plane

had beeny^directly over the town of Mineral, Washington, and

that the objects passed between two very prominent reference

point*,Tf&£&&meaM Mount Rainier and Mount Adams. A little quick

thinking and a handly timepiece g&v« Arnold something important.

This was information that was not purely subjective in nature:

a computed speed of.1,200 miles per hour. Armed with his

amazing oalulation* Arnold was ready for the fourth faotor,whioh

was that the flyer found the courage to tell his.-story to the

newspapers and risk ridicule in a face-to-face interview. ,

Reaction to the newsstory about some "flying saucers* was^un-

favorable for the first few days. And a Pentagon .spokesman

even responded within a matter of hours on the Arnold report

by commentin^that only a V-2 rocket could achieve 1,200 miles

per hour, lhe fact that the Pentagon chose not ignore what

seemed to be' a. sea serpent type newsstory was a point in the

story*s favor«

Soon rr-—> a flood of reports hit the newswires and the

L,/\ public had to begin to take sides ,on the issue.



en similar things had managed to

f[

capture public'attention before,they were^ names of explain-

ible devices:"airships?,■mystery prane>","German secret weapons?

and "ghost rockets" or "foo fighters". But now, in June,

the eye catching expression:"flying saucers" had ——~

be9n tacked on th® aerial mystery. The name drew attention

and kept the door open to a wide range of interpetations.

^^ Reaction rangea

from intelligent skepticism to belief l that approached panic*..

-Arnold hung around the East Oregoman office until June 27th)

J watoking the teletype clatter away on dozens and dozens of

^-flying didk sightings,but the information he patiently waited

for never appeared. He juat wanted to know what the objects

were^but- no . satisfactory answer was ever proposed.

A Portland newspaper reporter phoned Arnold in Pendleton and

asked if the saucers had not been reflections within the

' cockpitjor an illusion created by the glare off the snow on

slopes of Mount Rainier, The Bosie flyer, a little upset, re

peated his story in detailjsaying he wasn't trying to gain

notoriety, just an answer to something that looked absolutely

real)and- that he could hardly believe 1-t-bad-happened himself.

The newspaper, the Portland Oregonlan, printed a-story on

thei\ telephone interview which included Arnold's remarks on

exasperating • results of the increasing excitment:

9 "(Arnold)... said a preacher called him from Texas
and informed him that the strange objects Arnold
claimed to hav® seen batting through the ozone act
ually were harbingers of doomsday.

Arnold said he didn't get the preacher's name
during their phone conversation, but the minister

said he was getting his flock 'ready for the end
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of this world*.
That was unnerving, according-' to Arnold, but

it wasn't half as disconcerting as'the episode

in a Pendleton oafe«
Arnold said a woman rushed in, took one look

at him and then dashed out shrieking, •There»s
the man who * saw the men from Mara,1 She rushed
out of the eating place •sobbing that she would
have to do something for the children,• Arnold
added with a sudder." /£,

Arnold later went to a Pendleton photography )alK»p anS pur-"'.*

chased aW50 movie camera , Hejtold Bill Bequette of the

East Oregonlan that if «.ny of /those baffling saucers dared

show themselves again he would at^least catch them on film.

With that Arnold finally left Pendleton for his home at Bosie.

After Arnold had leftythe East Oregonlan editorialized on the

nation wide uproar and said that whatever the objects were,

they had better be American* ■" .

It wasn't long before persons came forward to give Arnold's story

support from experiences of their own, that predated the June 24th

episode by a considerable lenght of time. Tfie Oregon Daily Journal,

on Dune 27, 1947, printed the following:"Lloyd Kenyon, 26, of 6934

SE 45th Avenue,...a former shipfitter in the navy, reported he first

saw the disks while in the Russell islands(in the Pacific)in 1943. He

was aboard a ship at the time and said several others saw the objects

traveling at an unbelievable speed....(Overseas I saw them only at

night...'he reported it to intelligence officers who contended the

objects were meteors or falling stars. »but(Kenyon'saicl) they certain'

ly looked as though they might be some kind of plane.11 '^'



If the existenoe of unexplained objects flying in the atmos

phere waa difficult to acceptjand physical evidence seemingly

impoaaible to obtain,during 19H-7 ^ ^ "'
) 5 ***' and the yeara following, the-

problem waa not a new one sinse the foo Fightera and Ghoat

Rocketa had presented simila|p&fe. Nevertheless^*
appear peroeptive investigators that would persist in the

face- of a number of obetaolea: .the eluaiveness of concrete

data, non-oooperation from official authorities, the rid-

ieule of friende, and the lure of an easy dollar by the

aaorifice of fact for eatsrtaining fiction. The driving

foxot behind thoae honestly concerned with the unknown aerial

otojeota problem was the fact that good reports continued to

oome in from highly qualified witnesaea, and also the fact,

aot alwaya apparent due to the incomplete gathering of infor-

matioa, that many -*ep©-t»- shared similar characteristics.

aorf Wn. Arnold besl&ihe Callaif, «/?e-
plw ased <M Us* tahtrk



One important example of a similar characteristic ^ras ths

following motorist's sighting.

The Associated Press reported on June 27th:

"Still another version this time of a night flight

was reported by Archie Edes of Wenatchee(Washington),
while driving on the Moses Lak® highway last Friday

night with his father and family, Edes said he saw a

speeding object 'descending in a long slant •••it

looked like a long oval blue--/?hite flam®*1 '

•As we watched* it neared the ground and when it
was about 200 feet high it exploded. There was no

blinding flash, but there were great showers of
sparks and piles of flame seemed to hurtle to the

ground,8 h§ d"

This Moses Lake report seemed to match the sightings of

objects exploding and disinte grating over Sweden, either

high in the air or low over bodies of water,

-.The laok of physical evidence has always been a problem

to those who champion the cause the physical existenoe of

the saucers, thus a stir was caused -Then all edged pieces

of a flying disc were eventually recovered some years after

194-7 and subjected to exhaustive spectrographio analysis..

Th.*--examination disclosed that the fragments were almost

pure magnesium* The background on how the fragments were

obtained and a detailed, step-by-3tep, disoription of the

laboratory teatsjwere given in a book published in 1962,

authored by Coral Lorenzen. While the book gives principle

attention to the examination of mysterious samples, the.

disoription of the fragments discovery is also interesting.

What has become known as the Ubatuba episode tells of a

person who claimed he saw a small, grey-colored, platter



speeding out of sky on a downward course. The disc then

suddenly trust in a sparkling display a few dozen feet in

air over a river near Ubatuba, Brazil. Most the fragments

were consumed, by fire before they fell very far , but a

few were resoued when they reached, and^apparently cooled

by, the shallow waters of the river. The interesting re

semblance of the forementioned case to the ghost rocket '

-reports and the little known Moses Lake sighting cannot be

ignored*

Returning to ■. * a recounting of the turbulent year of 19*7,

we find that the newspapers of the time offered a variety

of solutions to the flying saucer riddle: persistent vision,

ttdteors, jet plane exhausts seen at night, and even aluminum

wafers from bottle caps.1

One item found in the newspapers was an important clue, A

prospector had returned to civilization after wandering the

mountains in search of gold to tell the press a now familar

tal© of seeing silver discs playing about in the sky. The

prospector added, however, the interesting comment that

the compass needle on the instrument he always carried

twitched wildly during the object's presence in the sky over

head. &

. From White Sands, New Mexico, came a carefully worded, but

not very convincing, explanation of the situlation, apparently

an attempt to calm down the public with some magic words about

"astronomical phenomena" that» back in the year 19*4-6, had



helped cool off the heated ghost rocket controversy:

"El Paso,Texas, Dune 28 —(UP) Lt. Col. Harold R. Turner, com
mander of Uhite Sands proving grounds, said today the puzzling objects

'sighted in the sky in New Mexico were evidently meteorites.

'They appear much larger and apparently are coming closer to earth
than usual', he said..

Investigations of two reports of falling bodies, one in Tularosa

and another near Engle, N.M., were made by Colonel Turner today.

Colonel Turner said such a meteorite could give the appearance

, of a shiny flying disk because of reflection' of the sun's rays.

He said the meteorite could easily cause the illusion of being

quite near and traveling slouly, while actually it is probably many

miles away and traveling at a high rate of speed."

Yet on the same day Colonel Turner's statement appeared in print the

following happened:"...an Air Force pilot in a F-51 uas flying near

Lake Meade, Nevada, when he saw a formation of five or six circular

objects off his right uing. This uas about three-fifteen in the after-

noon(0une 28th)."

^ Within six hours,more military men uere witnesses to strange flying

objects, lights, or whatever: "...at nme-tuenty(Dune 28th), four Air

Force officers,>two pi lots, and two intelligence officers from Maxwell

AFB in Montgomery, Alabama, saw a bright light traveling across the sky.

It uas first seen just above the horizon, and as it traveled toward

the observers it 'zigagged,1 with bursts of high speed. When it uas

directly overhead it made a sharp 90-degree turn and was lost from

view as it traveled south." *^Cl

On the 30th, a newspaper in Wyoming ran an item written by

a local man which discussed his sighting of strange globes

IX
in air over Germany during the war. '

UFO sightings became fewer and fewer, ^r Duly 2nd aaad spine thought

the flying saucer fad had burned itself out, but the Unitaed Press
0

noted that on Duly 3rd flying object reports uere suddenly on the

increase once again. '

^-r To compound the Pentagon's headaches, yet another plane, a C»5$,

\" \z_^ vanished without a traca off Florida.
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3rd, at Charlottestoun, Prince Eduard Island, a farmer's gaze

uas attracted to a bright light in the sky. He looked in the direction

of the glare and saw something that closely resembled a ghost rocket:

"The light appared to come from the rear of a black projectile
whose shape resembled that of a rocket, or ui.ngi.esb plane. The
flame behind this black object uas blinding uhite. Behind this
uhite flame there trailed a long plume of imoke, in uhich could '
be seen occasional fpuffs, uhich looked likn; smoke rings. The smoke

trail appeared to be two miles long. The object uas estimated
to be at an altitude of 10,000 feet, and uas traveling in an
easterly direction at tremendous speed. It uas in vieu for 15

seconds." 2^3L

While the Hew York Herald-Tribune chose to denounce the'

"saucer craze" as due to people suffering from delusions*' out

of Fayetteville* Ark., came the remarkable report that cows

and horses were*victims of the delusions;' * .

0 •The animals sure get up and go when they see

these things*1 Henry Saay, who lives two miles north

of here* reported*

Seay* who said he had seen six of the disks
Friday night and again just before dark Saturday
night* described them as *yellow, about the size

of pancakes* and whirling around*1 He was driving
cows and horses toward his farm at the time* he

said* and the stock became frightened.•

>

The Fourth of 3uly, 1947, uas probably the biggest day for UFOs

that year;

The center of activity uas the Portland, Oregon, area. At 11:00
A.M. a carload of people driving near Redmond sau four dxsk-
shaped objects streaking past Mount Defferson. At 1:05 P.M. a
policeman uas in the parking lot behind the Portland City Police
Headquarters when he noticed some pigeons suddenly began to flutter
around as if they uere scared. He looked up and sau fxve large
disk-shaped objects, tuo going south and three east. They uere
traveling at a high rate of speed and seemed to be oscxllatxng
about their lateral axis. Minutes later tuo other policemen, both
ex-pilots, reported three of the same things flyxng xn traxl.
Before long the harbor patrol called into headquarters A oreu
of four patrolmen had seen three to six of the dxsks, 'shaped lxke
chrome hub caps,» traveling very fast. They oscxllated as they
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flew. Then the citizens of Portland began to see them. A
can saw one going east and two going north. At four-thirty
a woman called in and said she had ^uat seen one that looked

( lik9 'a new dime flipping around.1 Another man reported two,
^ ond going southeast, one northwest. In Vancouver, Washing

ton, sheriff's deputies saw twenty to thirty."^

At Kau8er Lake, Idaho, 200 persons attending a ball game watch

ed a disc circling in sky for 30 mintues before it shot straight

up out of sight. Ana, according.to United Press, Mexloans and

phoned their national defense ministry to report discs in the

sky over their country, but a ministry spokesman put an abrupt

end to that by simply answering inquiries to the effect that he

just didn't believe in the things. *

A science writer for the one of the newsservices tended to

agree with the Mexican defense ministry official and wrote a

long article which tried to blame the discs on light reflect

ions, but a New York psychiatrist countered with an essay which

\_ stated the number of "mental mistakes" were too massive to be

physiological. Besides that, one newspapers man in Tennessee

swore that he had seen some unexplained flying discs back in

194-5* long before the recent flap. He told the press that the

objeots he saw in 19^5 looked:"...a bright aluminum color and

were going at terrific speed." The journalist stated that he

had not called attention to what he had seen because he thought

the objects were connected with the highly secret activity at
2.7,

nearby Oak Ridge.

Also, on July 14-th, a forest ranger at the a lookout tower

north of Fort Ross, California, observsred something odd about

10 miles off the-coast.-It-looked to him to be a burning ship

whioh seemed to sink after 20 mintues. The coast guard searched

c
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the whole area thoughly with no results. A check showed that

, no ships were suppose to have been in the area.at the time of

K^ the sighting, nor was any vessel reported missing. The ranger,

Earl Halle, nevertheless, stuck to his story of seeing a ship

afire on the horizon.

It must be noted here that ranger Halle's sighting is not

unique. UFOs emitting intense crimson light have been mistaken

for burning ships before, -.Then the objects were apparently rest

ing on the surface of the ocean or just above it. There are also

cases of glowing and smoking "aircraft" plunging into the sea

which were possibly UFOs.

Another July 4th report, datelinsd San Diego, also mentions

the ocean:

"Two navy chief petty officiers today reported they saw

three 'flying disks' approach the coast in fornation here
{( ^ yesterday (the 4th), oircle and disappear at sea.
w Robert L. Jackson and William Baker, the navy men, said

the disks, larger than an average size airplane, looked like

saucers and gleamed in the sun."25*

From Twin Falls, Idaho, came the following story complied by

United Press:

"Three groups of 'flying disks1 were seen by sixty pic

nickers at Twin Falls City park within twenty minutes late

Friday(July 4th), A.E.Mitchell of Goose Creek, Texas, re
ported Saturday.

Mitchell, visiting in Twin Falls, said that a formation
of seven mysterious objects was seen about 2:50 p.m. by

seven persons.

He said that ten ndnutes later thirty picnickers saw

another group of nine or ten discs vrtiriling through the

air. At 3:10 p.m. Mitchell said that a third 'flight' of
eighteen 'flying saucers' were seen by sixty persons who

had been soaning the sky after the first two flights.

Mitchell 3aid that the group of seven was in V-for-

mation but the other two groups were circling and diving

in loose formation." ~.



The United Press notified the nation that the U.S. Army had started

i,.-^ a probe into theiflying object mystery on Thursday, 3uly 3rd, and that

" ^ the naval observatory at Washington D.C. had, on Duly 5th, concluded:

"...unofficially Saturday that the mysterious 'flying saucers1 were

not at least, astronomical phenomena."^ • Thus it seemed the newest

outbreak of UFO activity would not recieve a brush off like that

given the ghost rockets.

Dr. H.H.Nininger. director of the American Meteorite museum at

Uinslou, Arizona, made a very logical observation uhich all but re

moved officialdom's favorite explanation the same day(3uly 5th), \

end also calls attention to the fact that the 1947 UFO flap uas a j

daytime phenomenon:"He pointed out*..that if as many meteors as have <

been reported uere seen in the daytime, the sky uould be filled uith

them at night, uhen they are more visible".

Probably the most dramatic conversion from sceptic to believer uas

the experience of Captain E.G. Smith, a story that made nearly every

major newspaper.

As early as Dune 26th Captain Smith, a pilot for United Air Lines,

{( , had been approached by reporters and asked his opinion on the flying

saucers being seen over the northwest, an area where fhe_:regularly "flew

airliners. He told reporters:"I've never seen anything like that(Arnoldf£

flying saucers)and the boy^sCother pilots)say they haven't either...

what that other fellow probably saw uas the reflection of his own in

strument panel.0 2>5>,

On the eveing of July 4th, Captain Smith was walking up the ramp to

board his airliner for a flight from Boise to Seattle when someone

mentioned the massive wave of saucer sightings that had taken place

all day. Captain Smith joked:"I'll believe in those discs when I see

The airliner lifted off and turned toward Seattle. As Captain Smith

remembers it, the control tower at Boise,bid him farewell by:"joshingly

warning us to be on the lookout for'flying saucers;»

Captain Smith told a representative of United Press what happened

then:

. fty co-pilot, Ralph Stevens, also of Seattle, was in contajpl shortly
after we got into the air. Suddenly heAA^i^i, on the landing lights.

He said he thought he saw an aircraft approaching us head-on.



I noticRd the object -or objects -then for the first time.
Ue sau Four orTive 'somethings.« One uas larger than the rest and,

for the most part, kept off to the right of the other three or four
similar, but smaller objects.

Since ue were flying northwest -roughly into the sunset -ue sau
whatever they were in at least partial light. Ue sau them clearly.
Ue followed them in a northwesterly direction for about 45 miles.

Then I called the attendant at the Ontario, Ore., radio touer,
oivinq an approximate location and course for the objects. The at
tendant acknouledged our call, uent outside to look, but uas un

able to see anything like ue described.
Finally the objects disappeared in a burst of speed. Ue uere

unable to tell uhether they outsped us or distegrated.
Ue uere never able to catch them in our DC-3. Our air speed at

the time uas 185 mph.
Miss(Marty) Morrou, our steuardess, verified uhat ue had seen.
Because ue uere follouing the objects at roughly the same alti

tude, ue can't say anything about their shape except that they uere
thin and uere smooth on the bottom and rough appearing on the top.

But, uhatever they uere, they eere not another aircraft, nor

uere .they smoke or clouds. .
Our plane had eight^passengers aboard, but because the objects

uere mostly dead ahead of us and off the bou, they uere unable to

see them."33

The saucer flap of 1947 had many firsts,-one of uhich uas the

sighting of a large disc-shaped craft uith a "mast", a disceiption

l\ , that resembled the images in the later famous Trent photographs.

Because of the unusually good qualifications of the witness, Tiffany

Thayer included the follouing sighting report in its entirety in the

pages of Doubt. Crediting the Science Editor of Pathfinder magazine,

Dohn Conly, for the information, Thayer passed on to Doubt's readers

this account:

"La Bous is a commercial artist, a person trained to use his
eyes. He had spend eight of the previous nine years uatching air

planes and then drauing them as visual education artist of the
Civil Aeronautics Administration. He was on a bus(ll:45 a*"-»July
5 1947) and sau a four-motored bomber in the sky. He has 20-20
plus-plus vision and can recognize any convention a^craft as far .
away as he can discern it. Habit and training caused him to ident
ify the plane's model and estimate its distance. As he shifted his
vision, glint as from 'a mirror in the sun' hit him in the eye. He
focused on the object, expecting to see another Pjane. Instead he
sau a shinv, disk-shaped object -'uay off over Bethesda(f1d.).

He observed it fo/tuo minutes, estimated its distance as be-
tueen 10,000 and 15,000 feet, its size, about the same as that of
the bomber. It uas moving, but not at a speed which would be sur
prising in a military aircraft. U heeled over, seemed to have a



projection, like a short mast, rising from its top axis. La Bous

said the disc uas travelling 'the urong way1. It uas not slicing

through the air like a scaled plate, but mushing through it,like

a kite draun at a run. He said it seemed to him to be whirling.

He uas sure of this but he didn't know why." 'ik

From Dayton, Ohio, at this time, came the following news item:

"German .scientists shook.their heads in wonderment today over

reports of mysterious •flying saucers1 skittering thru, the skies

over a dozen states.

A spokesman said the scientists, many of them experts from the

Nazis* most carefully guarded experimental laboratories,fsay they

never heard of anything from the past, present or future answering

the description.

Guided missile experts here also professed ignorance." 3/.

Yet in spite of the above disavowals, the public imagination uas dry

tinder awaiting only a sizeable spark to set it aflame* One such spark

came on the afternoon of Duly 4th in the form of a letter.

/jreoieved a crudely written SsEfcrar^July 4-th that al lodged

(_J the flying saucers were ne\?ly invented Russian atom powered

planes, aircraft that .left radio-astive clouds in their

wake. The writer of the letter claimed that the information

came from Russian crewmen of a Soviet tanker that had visited

Los Angeles harbor a, few days before.

The Examiner showed the letter to a well known nuolear .--.-

physicist who said the idea was:9.*.not entirely nonsense." ,

The reaction of the physicist prompted the.. Examiner to pub

lish the story and to contact the FBI.

The Russian Vice Consul in Los Angeles, Eugene Tunantzev,

replied to the charge immsdiatly:

« 'Russia respeots the sovereignty of all gove -n-
ments and by no streoth of the imagination would it

use another country for a proving ground....Russia

\) ■ has plenty of territory of its own for any scientific
""" experimentation. • " 39.



United Press had the following to add to Tunantzev«s

' ) statement:

"High-ranking U.S. Army officiers agreed with

Tunantzev, They disoounted theories that the flying
di3os might be secret weapons....They said it was

significant that none of the disos had yet registered
on army radar."^£

But Tunantzev*s assurances failed to smooth things over. The big uave

of UFO sightings had hit the Uest Coast the same day(the 4th) and the

first indications of panic took place. The most vulnerable point uas

Hauaii with memories of Pearl Harbor still very much alive in the minds

of those living there. The news from Hauaii uas ignored for very little

of the excitement that began to sueep through the islands appeared in

neuspapers on the mainland. The Denver(Colorado) Post houever, took

the initiative during the July 4th holiday and placed phone calls to

different areas of the nation to learn uhat uas going on. In Hauaii,

the Post found out that:11.. .there uere uild rumors that the United

States uas at uar uith Russia, and that the Soviet uas sending the '

devices over the country by uay of the north pole." /'•

The rumors may uell have been triggered by military officier, for

Kenneth Arnold's "flying saucers" had been spotted coming from the

direction of the artic and the reported motion of the odd disc-like

craft resembled that uhich one might expect from a long range, Sanger

type, rocket. In Washington this must have caused a stir for uithin a

short time the press uas notified that certain steps had been taken.

The Associated Preas told the nation that on 3uly 6th:"The Army Air

Force alerted jet and conventional fighter planes on the Pacific

Coast...in the hopes of chasing and explaining the mystery of the

'flying saucers1 uhich in 12 days has challenged the entire country."

It uas emphasized that the primary mission of the alert uas the " *

identifcation of the phenomenon, but the uarplanes uere also armed

uith live a mmunition according to official sources.

General Carl Spaatz, Army Air Force Commandant, rushed to the Pacific

Northuest, uhile a Pentagon spokesman insisted that;"...he(Spaatz)

had not gone there to investigate(the saucers), but merely to make

a speech at Seattle and for an airfield inspection at Tacoma."



On the 6th of July, a uidely publized incident occurred at Acampo,

• ^ Calif. The United Press reported:"Residents of Acampo.. .thought for

sure they were being attacked by flying saucers before daun Sunday

when they heard a roar, saw a glou in the sky -and then all the lights

went out...(witnesses said)the noise uas 'like a four-motored bomber

with its props feathered for a take off.1 Looking toward the sky,

(uitnesses)saw the glou, as all power in the community uent off." i>

It would prove to be of some value to pause and reflect on some

other material that came to the attention of firrany Thayer. Thayer

urote in 4&$k Doubt:

"In Houston, Texas, Norman Hargrave uas having trouble

uith a reporter from the (Houston) Chronicle, or vice versa.
On July 6, as uas first stated, Hargrave found an 'aluminim'

disk, tuenty inches thick, bearing these words:'NON-EXPLOSIVE

...Military secret of the United States of America, Army Air

Forces M4339658. Anyone damaging or revealing description or

whereabouts of this missile subject to preecution by the U.S.

Government. Call collect at once, LD 446, Army Air Forces

Depot, Spokane, Uashington.'

Having revealed so much, according to the Chronicle, the ^

man changed his story next day, saying it had been a joke." y^'

(r
V The above report must have been forgotten after the confusion of

the July, 1947, flap. In March of 1950 when the U.S. uas again -.:

experiencing a big UFO wave, the journalist and radio commentator

Henry J. Tayor came out with his "The'Flying Saucer1 Is Good News"

story which turned into something of a fiasco even though it did 1

have a calming effect on public excitement. Mr. Tayor maintained >
i

that the flying saucers were American secret weapons and proof of

this uas a saucer that had alledgedly been found in Galveston, Texas.

According to Thayor the' disc had the follouing stenciled on it:

"MILITARY SECRET OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AIR FORCES

(and.a number)
ANYONE DAMAGING OR REVEALING DESCRIPTION OR UHEREABOUTS OF

THIS MISSILE IS SUBJECT TO PROSECUTION BY THE UNITED STATES

GOVERNMENT.CALL COLLECT AT 0NCE(then a telephone number, and
the address of a U.S. Air Base)

NON-EXPLOSIVE" fa

Thayor's claim gained , quick national attention helped considerably

{ by a three page spread in the Reader's Digest. After a week or two,

Thayor's "Good News" tale uas discredited, but the yarn didn't seem



to hurt Mr. Thayor as later on he uas named U.S. Ambassador to Suiter-

land. One might alledge that the U.S. secret ueapon story uas a plant

by a»silence group" within the government to head off public panic.

And one might suggest that the Rargrave hoax on Duly 6, 1947, may have

also have been a plant that uas retracted so it could be used later.

On Duly 4th the Denver Post placed a C«££u TO Daivd Z. Lilienthal,

head of the IKS. Atomic Energy Commission, to ask if the flying discs

had anything to do uith government atomic projects, uhich he firmly

denied, adding that he:"...uas anxious to knou if any of them had

'fallen to the ground." -~il

Dust as the disk mystery threaten to create panic, a conference uas

called at Los Alamos, New Mexico. The Denver Post learned of the

gathering because of its special relationship uith a Dr. Roberts. On

Duly 6th the Post printed:

"One puzzling aspect of the nationally uatched enigma of the
heavens uas a meeting in Neu Mexico of Los Alamos officials

and Dr. Ualter Orr Roberts, superintendent of the high altitude
observatory of Harvard and Colorado universities at Climax, Colo.
A telephone call to Los Alamos and Uhite Sands, N.M. failed to
locate Roberts or the officials uith him. Roberts is a regular
contributor to the Denver Post.11

By a coincidence on the following day, Duly 7th,when the Hargrave

secret ueapon story uas uithdraun, a flurry of conforting comments

appeared in the press.

General Irving 0. Schaefer, commanding officier of Coloado's mili

tary forces, for example, admitted that fighter planes of the National

Guard uere on standby, ready to take off and intercept the flying

discs at a'moment's notice, butjhe:11...cautioned agaainst any 'mass

hysteria'1" ^C>'

Dr. Neuton Smith, of the National Bureau of Standards, uas quoted

by the Associated Press saying:"It's like those Loch Ness monster

stories —once the report gets around that someone said they seu

something a lot of people think they see it too."

Duly 9th three scientists scolded the American public by saying they

shauld:"calm doun". One sientist, a doctor of mental and nervous di

seases, blamed the flying disc visions tin illusions, uhile another

expect, a human behavior specialist, said persons were/ seeing spots
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in front of their eyes. A third scientist, a famous astronomer and

one of the men uho helped create the atom bomb, blamed the saucers

on "group hysteria".'"""

Houever, uhen things did quiet doun, it uas due more to the fact

that UFO activity seems to peak in the mid summer and taper off uith

the approach of the Fall, a fact repeatedly confirmed by statistics

in the years since 1947. Yet there may have been an official effort

to blackout information on the discs as early as July 7th. Perhaps

the meeting in Los Alamos had something to do uith implementing such

a scheme of censorship. If certain scientists kneu more about the UFO

mystery, having investigated the ghost rockets in 1946, than the

generals in the Pengaon, then it uould seem the 3une-3uly UFO flap

of 1947 uas a period of difficult policy adjustment between the U.S.

military and the government civilian scientists.

By Duly 8th the official communique out of Washington sounded like '■

those later issued durings the 1950s, 60s, and 70s:

i

"The army air and ground forces announced that they uere

investigation the reported clouds=hopping discs uith an open

. mind. But privately, high-ranking army officiers said they

believed the saucers uere a hoax and that some persons uere

victims of hysteria." i/i- *

Edward Ruppelt himself admitted that there can be a big difference

betueen official communiques and uhat uas actually happening be

hind the scenes:

"By the end of Duly 1947 the UFO security lid uas doun

tight. The feu members of the press uho did inquire about

uhat the Air Force uas doing got the same treatment that you

uould get today if you inquired about the number of thermo

nuclear weapons stock-piled in the U.S.*s atomic arsenal.

No one, outside of a feu high-ranking officiers in the Pentagon,

kneu uhat the people in the barbed-uired enclosed Quonset

huts that the Air Technical Intelligence Center uere thinking

or doing." i>-\ •

The saucers^visitod California's great central valley of

fame. An official of California^ Department of Agriculture, a

Dr* Sarr, and his wifa^were in Sacramento on July 7th .vhen two

of the flying disks appeared high in the sky coining out of the
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west. Dr. Carr grapped a pair of 12 powar field glasses and

watched as the disks spad to a point over the center of the

oity. TOien the objects were directly over tfe*. downtown^

one of them flipped up on edge and made a turn north, while the

other continued on a straight course and quickly disappeared

to the east* £>5"«

The experience of Dr. Carr appeared in the major Northern

Californian newspapers and has been reprinted in a few period

icals and books since that time, but in the smaller communities j

there were UFO sighings of equal interest that never made the

large circulation 4nHMrJLL9n. As a consequence many reports have

never been widely publicized* For example, near the small oity

of Lodi, a short'distance south of Sacramento, something was

seen at a very low altitude not many hours after a neighboring

to«m of Aoampo suffered its unexplained electric po*er black

out* A farmer was out in his vineyard northwest of Lodi on

Telegraph Road when he saw a flying disk;

0(Mr*) Lloyd said the saucer was gray in color and
about the size of an automobile steering wheel* He

estimated that it was flying about 20 feet above the
ground*(Mr* Lloyd)...was plowing when he first noticed j
the object 300 feet away. It was traveling in a south-1, I

erly direction and narrowly mi333d the pump hou3e at

his home, he explained as far as he was able to deter

mine, no one else sar it*

Lloyd said the noise made by the motor of his

traotor drowned out any noise made by the 'flying
saucer*"8 It #as traveling in a straight lino and
maintained the same altitude."

One item uith a July 7th date, uorth mentioning was a comment by a

person living in the Bay Area, His ideas had some resemblance to the

theories of Erich I/an Daniken's that enjoyed some popularity in the



early 1970s uhich helps to prove that very little concerning the UFQ

business is really new:

"Ole 0. Sneide of San Francisco, said he uas surprise that
the witnesses didn't know they uere seeing 'oblate spOieriod
space ships from the older planets'. In a letter to the San
Francisco Chronicle Sneide uarned the people of the earth to
'set up no belligerence' or they uould be wiped out in 24 hours.
He said the 'masters of the "Space ship" passengers from out of
this world' planted the original humanities here'.

'They have absent from our planet since before the fall of the
Roman empire, when the Great Plaster left earth for the outer
galaxy by fohatic teleportation,' he explained.

'He is now back and what is going to be depends upon mankind'."

As far out as Mr. Sneide seemed to be, United Press was sending

out his rature foolish mutterings on the news services' newswire

with the following statements tacked directly on the end:

"Aircraft engineers at the University of California conceded '
that if the 'flying saucers' were traveling at 1200 miles per
hour, as reported by some witnesses, any passengers must be
'out of this world'." >>i

Thayer enjoyed the following two). At Palmdale, California*
f

a housewife phoned the sherifficthat a "mother diac" was

overhead with it»sllohildernllmilling about. The sheriff just

said thanks and hung up. The Fortean editor suggested that.'

the sheriff may have taken' the report too lightly, afterall

the.Fortean menbership had discovered and sent to Fortean

headquarters a similar item from Taooma, Washington, about a

"flagship" and smaller disos whioh was reported by lawmen!

These Palmdale and Tacoma reports deserve a closer look. A

oheck of local newspapers in those oittes reveals tlie follow

ing aocounts;

> . Early in the morning, Monday, July 7, 19^7» a bright moon
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hung in the . dark sky over Taooma, Washington:

"At 2:30 a.m., a bewildered voice "boomed over the

police radio.
•We'r3 cha3in=r a flying saucer out toward the Narrows

bridge,1 Prowl Car officier Stan Johnson and Skip Davies
reported to startled Radio Operator D.F.Srickson.

»What are you doing out at Western State HospitalY1

Erickson demaned facetiously.
He sobered as Johnson and Davies gave a play-by-play

account of the di3o's antics as they sped south on

Prootor and then.down 6th Avs.
Davies and Johnson wera sitting in a car at North 3)d

and Adams, where they had been dispatched to find a burglar.
Suddenly Johnson said hesitantly.

»Do you see anything, Skip?' ■Yeah, Do you?1 Davies
answered cautiously.

•Uh huh. Over to the left of tnat big trse,■ Johnson

»I thought I was 3cre.?y, • Davies remarked with apparent
relief. fIfv9 been watching it for five mintues.•

•So have I,1 his partner admitted.
As the officiers gave chase, they radioed a description

of the aerial platterse Johnson said that although it was
impossible to judge size, altitude, speed or distance
accurately, »they moved at tremendous speeds and appeared
to be the size of sof tballs.« (also)...the-.offioefs said
the first disc they spotted appeared to be flying over

J

THE MYSTERY OF THE FLYING DISKS 39

These disks, observed August 4, 1947, glowed with a platinum-white

radiance with an opaque center. When changing formation after

passing tree, they seemed to be joined by silvery streaks of light.



Meadow Park golf course. Later, they reported
seeing another disc ..in tie direction of Hood
Canal and a third* whioh vanished after about
60 seconds, over Ruston,..The objects turned
from a brilliant red to purple to blue-white
and back to red , progressing through the
color oycl« as they moved about on a erratic
course, they said at one point, the disc which

had been flying over Hood Canal shot straight
up an estimated 5,000 feet above its normal
flight level 'quicker than you could- snap your
finger8,« Davies said.

•If they come close enough , I'm going to take
a shot at them,'said Johnson as he fingered the
prowl', car shotgun.

•Don't do it,1 Davies cautioned.
'It might blow up Tacoma. •
Davies said the objeots appeared to spin

•like Brick Bradford's "time top"...The patrol
men agreed the phenomena oould have been neither
a plane nor a star because of the swift, erratic
movement. They said the discs gave off no sound,
as far as they oould tell. g£

Another newspaper reporter learned these additional details

from the two polioemen:

"One central saucer, they said, appeared to
act as sort of a 'flagship;» It appeared
larger or closer than the others, with the
smaller saucers repeatly making sorties to
the proximity of the larger diso and then
gliding away southward.

•The largest disc seemed a shade of red part
of tlie time,:particularly when it aoomed, but
most of the time it was sort of a luminous
silver,' Davies deolared...Davie3 said the
larger disc remained for a time after the
smaller or more destinct objects vanished
westward in a group. v<©o.

Unfortunately the Palmdale oase was auoh less detailed:

"Just as the Press suspected, sooner or later some
Antelope Valley(California) resident would see one of
these 'flying saucers* which have besn sailing over
the whole countryside with the greatest of ease. One
Palmdale woman reports sesing a 'Mother Saucer' with
a bunch of little saucers playing around in the sky.
Occasionly the smaller saucers would return to the
mother sauoer for nourishment or gasoline or whatever

the sauoer8 use to romp around in the atmosphere." £
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. on July 4th 'trtTrnti^ wet ^massive wave of sighting*, s&ewspapersg

that previously thought the discs were just a fad started by a

fellow named Arnold) took a hard new look at the situlation.

The Chicago Times splashed a saucer drawing over the entire

front page, 1396 airship style. Elsewhere editors sent report

ers scattering in all direction to turn up any inkling of an

answer* Reporters descended on colleges of psychology, army

posts, private laboratories,iwheather bureaus.

At this point Walter Winchell got hisJiands on some inside

dope, namely DeWitt Miller's booksForgotton Mysteries^ but

we know he could have done better tnaa that.

Sure enough it took an Associated Press reporter checking

Chicago»s Newberry Library. There the reporter claimed to have

discovered a rare "unknown" book (Thayer rsally thought that

was hilarious), the scarlet colored volumne titled the:Book of

the Damned. After this "discovery" it wasn't long before news

agenoies tracked Thayer and the Forteans to their laity to ask:

"Who was this guy Fort?9 and *oan we- quote such and such?"

This was a-highpoiat in the history of the Fortean Sooiety

and unfortunate^ Fort himself was not alive to take a well-

earned bow.

Orville Wright, oo-inventor of the airplane,was still alive

and kicking though,and out of Dayton, Ohio, the home of the

retired pioneer, came a .statement atributed to the famed

aviator on July 8th, fciwte^pinned the disc scare on the Bentagon

trying to ignite \rorld war III. Thayer awarded the highest

Fortean honor on the old flyer:a Society Fellowship.



According to Air Force filea, which Edward Ruppelt quoted,

aom© military technicians near Ed-varda Air Force Base, Califor

nia, testitfiedt

On the & of July 1$*VJ at 2ll.t5O we were sitting in an
observation truck located in Area . 0, Rogers Dry Lake,
We were gazing upward toward a formation of two P-£2*s

and an A-26 aircraft flying at 20,000 feet. They were
preparing to carry out a seat-ejection experiment. We
observed a ..round object, white aluminum .color, which
at;firat resembled a parachute canopy. Our fir at.,impres
sion was that a premature ejeotion of the seat and
dummy had ooourred but this was not the oas«, The
object was.r3:ower than 20,000xfeet, and was falling at
three times the rate observed for the test parachute,
whioh ejected thirty seconds after we first saw the
object. As thetobject fill it drifted slightly north
of due west against the prevailing wind. The speed,
horizontal motion, could not be determined, but it
appeared to be slower than the maximum velocity of a
F-&3 aircraft.

As this object descended toraalow?enough level to
permit observation of its lateral silhouette, it pre
sented a distinct oval-shaped outline, with two pro
jections on the upper surface whioh might have been
thick fins or nobs. These crossed each other at
intervals, suggesting either rotation or oscillation
of slow type.

No smoke, flames, propeller arcs, engine noise, or
visible means of propulsion were t»tsd. The color was
silver, resembling an aluminun -painted fabrio, and
did not appear as dense as a paraohuta canopy,M c ^

Thinks

Flying Saucers

Will Fizzle Oiitf

(By Unite* Vrest)

Hollywood. July 8.—Ovmmi Welles,

who once "M-atcd tuf shirts" off

American:, with an invasion horn

.iMars bioadca.st, svd lod.ty h« dMn't
[have a thing to do with the flying
'saucers.
• "Once was enotigh," ho sdicL

The aotor-producer-director-writ-

' er, currently nuking ""MacBpth,"

,tciat>.>d out that during his 1&J8 ra

dio hoax dozen:, of Americans re-

po. ted Mvmg t.p.i<.e &hip-* 'dtidiitr-

"People are imaginative unii f,ul-

'.i'oie," lie w»id. 'Til lift 10 to on«

this wil! £i/.Ale o;.t."'

j Hying Saucers; Divorce.

! Pittsburg, July 8.—Connie Diui-

jbar told Judge Harry H. Rowand

Jin divorce court yesterday there
| w»s no mystery about the flying

j saucers in his home—they weie

j wife-propelled. The judge gi anted
• Dunoar, 35, a divorce.

Above: A joke that was
inevitable.

Left: Orson proves less

prophetic than his name*

sake H.G.
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"Hysterical" is the term invented for
the doctot's use to shut your mouth when
/our wife is sick and he doesn't know
what's wrong with her For most rough
aid ready purposes it deaotes the mildest
form of insanity "Hysterical" persons
are not really crazy, they just act as if

they were. By extension, typical of this
era of loose generalizations and to hell

with details, the term has come to be
applied to shut all our mouths whenever
anything is going on which Science
doesn't understand. The editors of the
freepres have borrowed the gag from

tne doctors, and thus — by extension

again — they place themselves on a
level with the medicine-men, above the
masses to which they minister, immune

to the effects of their own jargon, amulets
and incantations.
One detail commonly overlooked by

doctors and editors who lift themselves
to the ast-al plane by their own boot-
• raps is the permciousness of self-satis
faction. No rose that blows can be so
captivating, so enchanting m its fragrance,

as are — to an individual — the odors
he creates himself This matters very
little in the case of a doctor in love with
1 h own diagnosis. If your wife's "hys
teria" kills her, that's no great loss to
the world, whereas the fate of nations,
ovi'izations, of the planets m their .

coupes, may depend on the editors'
whims. The stench they raise daily is
their ozone and it affects, them much like

opium. <o that by constantly inhaling

their own gasses they live in a perpetual

I'-eam-ffCiid of their own cioation.

I imitins ourseh es to the local scene,

1 ty havt- set up the United States of

n eamht"i, vvhenco this essay derives its
title

If the numerous editors created private'

worlds, like the thousands which revolve
in Bedlams everywhere, they would be
shut up with the other maniacs who
think they arc God, and aUhough we
might deplore their sad state,' we should
be protected from their violences. Un-

. fortunately for us, the great editorial de
lusion does not create private worlds Its
false appetites are not satisfied until
vast numbers of the sane are behaving
AS IF the synthetic cosmos of the
editors* diurnal vaporings were bona fide.
Like "hysterical'' 'women, the editors
generally retain some, faint awareness of
reality, and like maniacs, they are
cunning. Their faint awareness of
reality is their yardstick by which
they measure their power over the sane.
Their cunning has inspired them to unite
their efforts to extend that |*>wer by en
forcing the delusion of a single dream
world universally instead of a different
one in each circulation area, and the
means they have devised to this end are
called the Associated Prea. the United
Press and the International News
Service.

These press associations and their
member publishers own or control the
means of broadcasting "news" by radio
as well, so that any appearance of com
petition between the two media is the
sheerest illusion. You never have heard
a scrap of news over the air until after
it was for sale, printed, on the street,
with the exception of sportseyents and
a few rare accidents which rfe5**»°curred
under the eves <J!SaE8SEBlgL , t ->*+*
on the air. In this latter class, the ' j?
ing of the Hindenberg and the-^j&riiof
a plane into the Empire Statl^fiuilding
are notable examples.

Yes, the means of general communica
tion in the world today is a monopoly
held by a small group of madmen who
call everybody else "hysterical" and do
everything in their power to make that
wish-thought a fact. Rational humans who,
conceivably, might wish to compare notes
about events in the real world have not
the slightest chance to do so. Nowhere on
the face of the earth today is there a
tingle publication (of any significant cir
culation) which is not dedicated to the
perpetuation of some pipe dream. So
that in good sooth (for all practical pur
poses) the United States of Dreamland
IS the reality. We, the people, have had
forced upon us a notoriously false and
'.curritous wood-pulp soul And what
the Devil do we do about it?

Suppose, for the sake of argument, that
the majority of the population were
ashamed of the picture of ourselves which
the papers send abroad. How would we
go about changing it?

The vast majority of us knew that
Pearl Harbor was a put-up-job, agreed
to by the II. S Government expressly to
make the public "hysterical" (only at
that time the term was "war-minded"),
but what could we — and what did
we — do about it?

Writing letters to editors doesn't do
any more good than writing them to

Santa Claus Nailing their lies doe=n't
stop_ the chain-effect the lies have set in
motwn. No matter what percentage of
the public is aware of a published false

hood, that awareness practically never
gets into print, so that, say, 90% of the

people in New York don't know and
can't find out what 90% of the people
m Chicago are thinking. Polls of "public-
opinion" are engineered to substantiate
any nefarious, noxious nonsense the cdi-
tois wish to foist upon us. The only
publication of any potency which con
sistently exposes their frauds is IN FACT,
a weekly, and IN FACT confines itself
almost exclusively to political issues,
further, IN FACT has an ax of its own
to grind, and so circulates principally
among a group which would like to con

trol the United States of Dreamland
but never, never, never would permit the
views of the masses to circulate freely
Nordoes the limited potency of IN
FACT stem the flood of falsehood in
the slightest. On the contrary, each little
exposure calls forth a smothering blanket
of taller tales, so that the great stock of
imposed hallucinations is weekly being
squared to the seventh power.
Thus was the world led into "war".

Thus were the masses taught to fear
ims". Thus — most recently —

— a grand series of Fortean phenomem
laughed out of the editors' Dreamland

(^Reference is to the data which the news-
dpapers -grouped hysterically under their
'flying "saucer" or "disk" scare-heads

<■ June 2j at 3:00 p.m . between Mt. Ramer
f'pHd Mt. Adams in Washington, 10,000
; jteet up, estimated to be moving at'1203
fpiph., nine objects, bright, "as if nickel
plated", po size stated: moved as if
fatened together, "'if one dipped, the

t >thers did too''. Reported by Kenneth 1
[Arnold, of Boise, Idaho, when he landed !
ji it Pendleton, Oregon. An unidentified
nan from Ukiah, Oregon, claimed to
iave seen similar objects the same date.
AP papers only)

The Chicago Tribune adds — the nine
objects were headed South, strung out
about S miles, remained in sight two
minutes, were certainly "separate units"-
and that "a (that is one) strange shiny
object" had been seen at 7:00 p.m., same
date, by Glen E. Stewart and hb wife, of
Pendleton.

The next day the Tribune gave the
size of the objects — "as big as DC-4
passenger planes", and added: June 25,

shortly after noon, nine objects flying
west over Kansas City, Mo, reported
by W. I. Davenport, of K C ... Also •
— "five or six weeks ano" an obiect
(that is one) alleged to have been seen
by Byron Savage, in Oklahoma City
(The Tribune doe} not credit AP. but
attributes its information to "Special".)
Ravage saw what he saw "about dusk".
The Oregon Journal puts a DC-4 in

the air at the same time as Arnold and
the objects, but sta'es- '-The DC-4 pilot
reported nothing unusual 13 that particu
lar region at exactly that time."

The Oakland (Calif ) Tribune states
that ' experts'' scoff at the story. Just
what the scoffers were ''expert'1 in is
not stated, perhaps at scoffing.

Witness, number SKVKX was Mrs
p;ima (or Kmmj) Shingler, Bremerton,
Wash Saw 'shinv platters" twice jp
past te.1 days. Xo number stated They
were headed NW.

i



Things became so topsy-turvy one state of the union,boasted
A

of no flying saucer sightings within its boundaries and that

made news. With'the aerial desperados at large driving the

military nuts, people began to offer rewards for the capture

of one of %ho elusive discs. Amounts ran from a mere 3*000

to a even 1,000,000 dollars,

Fortean Society publication Doubt*#19, covering the months of

June, July, and August, 19^7, was a memorable one for its

editor, Thayer, The saucers consumed nearly the whole issue.

,It was an awkward situlation since the Sooiety under Thayer's

leadership haa wandered a long way from Fort's hypothesizing

about scout craft from a celestial super-Rome. Anti-Wasserman

testers, Anti-viviseotionists, Anti-vaooinationists, flat

earth adherents, and proponets of universal disarmament, to

name a few, had all but taken over the pages of Doubt, yet the

big new oojcOuiiI distrubanoe was impossible to Ignore so Thayer

gave in. However, Thayer introduced the flying saucer issue

with an S00 word essay on the future intent and passed aosompl-

ishments of the nation's ne-Tspaper^wS&teww to sell the Amerioan

public various "pipedreams*«Joapitained by editors with wood-

pulp souls. Still Thayerfs half hearted attempt to list and

very briefly make a remark about each sauoer clipping

clogged the Fortean Journal. Thayer ran out of stream and room

after the 3S0th item. Such a collection.1 .For once Th?yer '*;-„

vohapply about some offbeat data and it kind of took the fun

out of things when h© had to complete with the magazines Time

and Life.

That there had been a f@w speculations about space visitors

behind.the disc mystery never really thrilled Thaye/. Shucks,

Thayer comment waggishly, the Fortaan Society already had ons
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member who claimed nightly oonversations with the inhabitants

of $he:planet Venus.

Charles Fort'1 a name turned up in highly friendly news dis

patches from Los Angeles to Scotland, and was also entertained

in various scientific strongholds whioh wa3 one result Thayer

could not fault in the least, even by his own stern standards.

Taayer enjoyed the fact that he was one up on the newsservices.

He had cheoked his Fortean .oorespondence file and oame across

a gem. The extensive Fortean network had discovered and report

ed on something seen in the sky over Bombay, India. On June 7,

1Ws"About 9:00, «a dazzing object emitting blue and red light,1

(was seen)..»fifteen minutes later, another, only blue light.

•The latter was round in shape but accompanied by several small

er -sized ones." ^3'

Beoauee no organization outside the government existed to

provide a collection center for data and a forum for speculation

save the Fortean Sooiety, Kenneth Arnold eventually applied

for and reoieved membership. Writing to Thayer, Arnold suggested

that the Sooiety sponsor him on a lecture tour to help turn up

dues to the origin of the mystery objects, but Arnold encount

ered Thayer»s rapidly diminishing interest in the subject and

recisved a negative answer. Since by now, besides Time and Lifea

even the magazines Popular Soignee and The Saturday Evening

Post were putting out welooming hands to the supposedly "dam

ned" data as proper information to print, Thayer»s initial

lukewarm.'enthusiasm for. the mystery of the flying objects

rf ^



oooled more .and more. Though the Fortean Sooiety had for over

a decade been a(clearing house for outcasts, nothing in any

other category approached the volumne of flying saucer data

saturating the organization's mail* Thayer printed lea3 and

lees about unexplained flying,, phenomena* returning the vacated

space to his favorite theme of the perpetuation of dissent*

Later, in February 194-8, . when a subdued publication like

the National Geographic diverted it's readers with an essay

by a Yale professor about/.i-tel-tigen* life on Mars, interplanet

ary travel, and the possibilty the Martians may be investigating

»8, Thayer really felt the Sooiety was in danger of:losing it's

rebellious reputation if it entertained any extraterre3tial

matters which had suddenly tacome so familar and popular. Also,

the second big wave of saucer sightings on July vA put the

tHx-tk
di8cs/\on page one. Saucer items that might have been put on

page 35 or not even printed at all, o&$$a were* put on th9 tele-

type andAShowed up in newspapers all over the oountry. Therefoia

Thayer was .faced with the problem of printing old news,and there

is nothing deader than yesterday's news^ The July, 19^7 flap -

firmly established.the flying saucers as part of the American

scene. Novelists and movie producers were attracted and soon

would make the discs a commercial fad of sorts* Tnough &se

mercantile interests and fiction buffs would greatly damage

the saucer's soientifio respectibiltiy, the unexplained flying

objeot-? subject had already achieved the momentum it needed

to get along without being championed by the Torte'an Society,
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A passing note should "be made of the first recorded enoounter

case having to do with UFOs. On July 9, .19^7, the following

aocount appeared in The Nashville Tenneasean:

"Meanwhile as newspaper office telephone calls on this
latest form of mid -summer madness multiply, it's obvious
that the subject is getting a grip on people.

One man, apparently perfeotly sane and sober, wrote the
editor of the Nashville Tennesaean a long, interesting '
letter about his brush with a couple of Men from Mars on a
nearby flying field.

The strange little men, »all heads and arms and legs,, and
glowing like fireflies,« landed and alighted from a flying
saucer aa he drove along a highway, the man wrote.

The man from Nashville and the Men from Mars exchanged
greetings (in sign language) and the sauoer finally took
off in a oloud of dust, so the letter says."

• ' The East Oreaonian, on July 12, 19^7, mentioned that .tbs now

--(_ famous Kenneth Arnold had returned to Pendleton for a short

visit and that the newspaper had sent a reporter to ask for a

comment. Arnold told ah East Oregonlan representive that "if

the military couldn't shed any light on the flying saucer

mystery, then th» only alternative was that the unknown flying

objects inust be from outer space.
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Three wasks went by before the Army Air Forcef military intell-

Igenoe paid a visit to Arnold's home in Boise, Idaho, to ask

questions about the flyer's Mount Rainier sigthing. It was not

clear why it took so long for military intelligence to get >

around to talking to Arnold , but according to Arnold account

of the visit the military officiers gave the impression they

knew That they were after. The intelligence men took down an

official statement of Arnold's sighting and then shifted though

the huge pile of mail the. flyer had reoieved from all over the

country. Arnold thought "it was significant that the military

investigators picked out inquiries by "organizations and

societies" and generally ignored the rest. Before leaving the

intelligence men -told Arnold that if he:"...needed help..."or

"...anything unusual took plaoe..." lyo should contaot their

office at once ana not to tsll anyone else.fife.

On July 17th, Arnold turned up.again in Pendleton where he

gave lecture in the VFW hall on the subject of the flying discs.

He told the assembled cro^d the discs may utilize nuclear

energy and then brought up R. DeWitt Miller's book of Coronet

articals that Walter Winchell had mentioned over the air. At

this point he revealed the six hour interview the previous

weekend he had granted to military intelligence. The most

interesting thing Arnold mentioned was that the Army Air Force

had known about the flying objeots since April of

#The United States Air Force dropped the word:"Army" and

became a separate branch of the Defense establishment under

the Unification Act of July 26, 19*1-7.



Later, at th^.t July, Arnold was contacted by some alledged

flying saucer witnesses who summoned him to Tacoma, Washington
if

to inspeat some 'fragments they claimed had dropped from a

hovering d^so. The story of finding pieces of a disc turned

out to.be a hoax,but the. reaction of military intelligence

was revealing.

Arnold phoned Hamilton Field, California, and asked to talk

to one of the intelligence officers that interviewed him '

severial weeks before. The Bosie flyer told the intelligence

officer/that he was'nt sure if someone was pulling his leg or

not since the alledged saucer metal looked more like lava rock

than anything else* The intelligence officer reaction was '

immediate. The military expert said he would be in Tacoma to

see Arnold and the samples right awayI

When the slag-like fragments were shown to the two intelligence

officers after^t&ey made a, quick flight up north in a B-25, the

military men lost all interest in samples and told Arnold he

had indeed been bswi fooled by a practical joker. A professor of

chemistry of the College of Puget Bound later conducted some

laboratory tests and verified the quick judgement of the intell-

gence officers. The material was!"...common ordinary smelter

slag." A few unasked questions remain however* Did the intell-

gence offioiers expect slag-like material? And,were the intell

igence offioiers so well briefed they could made a judgement

by sight? Could the officiers have been aware of reports of

ttee slag-like material found in areas, , w&»se» the 19^ ghost

rookets were/^to have exploded?

Their curiosity satisfied, the .military represent!ves exoused

themselves and tfesa left for the city airport, but, not before

having & few pieces of the hoax material pressed on .by Arnold
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as souvenirs. Less than a half an hour after taking off Tacotna

the B-25 the intelligence offioiers were flying caught fire

and crashed, killing both men. The local newspaper which knew

of the meeting between Arnold and . military intelligence

Bpashed a big headline that read:"WRECKED BOMBER CARRIED DISC

SECRET". *^°*

Nothing mysterious about the cause of the mishap «*ea turned

up in a subsequent investigation, yet,@^&&£&& the aura of >

KS-errie sensationalism surrounding the subject of unidentified

flying object8 was greatly enhanced.

Behind the doors at Air Force intelligence at Dayton-things

were not much better. According to the menoirs of a former Air

Force intelligence officier, Edward Ruppelt, who inspscted old
c

files at Wright Field, Ohio, intelligence headquarters there 7?as

at that moment confused to point ,of panic.

'^Captain Edward Ruppelt headed/Air Force Intelligence's

UFO investigation for several years in the early 1950s* Ruppslt

authored what is almost universally accepted as one of the

most important books on UFOs ever writtantThe Report on Unident

ified Flving Obieota (Doubleday and Company,1956)*

Ruppelt*s book is seemingly unbiased, but he still omitted or

glossed over' considerable number of details favoring the extra-

terrestial hypothesis. When Ruppelt/added some additional ohap-

ters to his original book,in anrevised edition,whioh attacked

the extraterrestial theory vigorously without new evidence,

many students of UFO subject began to have second thoughts

about Ruppelt*s objectivity.
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One of Kenneth Arnold's last appearances In print during

the hectic year of 19H7 was when he was interviewed by a

reporter from the Denver(Colorado) Post on July 22th:

"Arnold was first to give an eyewitne&s aocount of the
. disks and 'It's upset the whole routine of my life1 he
complains.

•It1* not funny to me,1 said^Arnold, on a business trip
to Denver Tuesday.

•I don't read Popular Science or Startling Comics, I
don't know anything about atomic fission. I don't know
what it was I saw,.All.I know is that I saw nine obieots
that performed like airoraft, traveling at tremendous
speed.

'I have a wife and two children and a little business
up in Boise and I'm not looking for publicity. If I had
known what a fuss it was going to stir up, I probably
would never have said anything about the disks. But it
makes me pretty sore to have people say I'm imagining
...(things)." ~\z. .

footnote continued:

Keep in mind that American Intelligence learned manyjof its

tricks from the British. Ralph Ingeraoll, in his book:Top

Secret* on page 71,(this book ha3 nothing to do with UFOs)

makes the following observation on the rwt&kinUj of the Intell

igence experts that might apply to Ruppelt's writings:"British

Intelligence operates on the sound and ingenious principle that

the best way to keep a secret is to reveal 90 'per cent of it in

such a way that your opponents believe they have the whole story.

When your opponents believe they have the whole story, they are,

persuaded to relax, to be content with what they havs and pry

no further." - • ...
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Before we leave the months of June and July, 194-7, a few notes

should be mentioned concerning the assertion made all too often

in books, magazines articals, and newspaper stories dealing
7

with the subject of unidentified flying objects^si'nce that■ tenra,

that have blamed Kenneth Arnold for "starting a craze", as if

the aerial mystery has been just an American pyshological

phenomenon. As we have learned, there is/(WV reason^ to believe

tH&t ±He*ejt4 the phenomena is not just American and/or of '

recent origin. June,l 194-7 simply marks the date the American

press first discovered the riddle,-its full scope and many

implications.

We have already dealt at len^it with what had happened „out

side the United States before 194-7, but let*s take a look at

the following items that turned up on the American newswires

just during tne months of June and July, 194-7?

June 26th:
"London r-Recurring reports of a midnight •ghost

plane* swooping out of the east at tremendous speed

gave the British press a sensational aviation mystery,

but the royal air force, while admitting the whole

thing was 'slightly mysterious' refused to get ex

cited.
Eyewitness accounts said the mystery oraft, first

plotted by radar early in January, zooms over the east

Anglia coast —as though it came from the continent

—and disappears inland at a speed of 400 miles per
{ hour or more.

What is even odder is that the plane never has been

seen making the return journey from England to the

oontinent. RAF night fighters have tried.regularly, to

intercept the 'ghost plane1 but so far have been un

successful.

(Radar has plotted some strange things in its time,

from children's kits and raindrops to formations of

geese, but it surely never plotted a strangeruthing

than thi a, • said the Yorkshire
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July 7th:

Something was, seen in the sky over Stockholm as reported
in tne newspaper Aftonbladst as that oity continued to be
haunted by "rocket ghosts".»'*j»

July £th:

Denver (AP) ■ —a Denver Belgian war bride, Mrs. Terry
Cagley, finds the flying saucers no novelty.
She said that she saw disks many times before leaving

Belgium in April to come to the United States to marry
Cagley. She said thousands of others in Belgium saw
them.

Mrs?. Cagley said that when she left her homeland the
disks were still in evidence and had not been explained."

July 9th:

Teheran (AP) « —The flying saucer fever spread to Iran
today.

Press reports from Zabool, Shosef, and Sarbisheh near
the Afghan frontier said residents there had observed
strange fstarlike bodies1 in tne sky whioh exploded
loudly, leaving a cloud of smoke.
The newspaper Mehri Iran said the objects apparently

had something to do with a secret weapon, which it
dubbed «V-20' ". n.

July 13th:

^Paris (AP) —The newspaper Parisien Libere said today
tnat a resident of Le Mans, a Frenoh town 100 miles '-
southwest of Paris, reported tnat yesterday morning
he had seen two 'strangely shaped1 things 'which he
thought were 'flying saucers'.

The paper quoted the man as saying the tnmgs «were
flying noiselessly westward' at a height of about
2,500 feet, and were of a 'greenish-gray' color. He
added that they 'vanished behind the clouds leaving

- a trail of smoke behind them. • " _„
77*

July

"Shanghai -(AP). ..North China news agency said crowis
of Chinese near the summer palace in Peiping's suburbs

<-r\ reported seeing 'an enormous saucer emitting bright
V bfams in alJ directions and dazzling the eyes of all

who aav; i±..« /'x



Mr. Johnson, the aviation editor of the Boise, Idaho, Idaho

Statesman, had taken an immediate interest in the flying saucer

mystery and even conducted an aerial searoh for the unexplained

objects on July 2nd. He invided Kenneth Arnold of Boise to

join him in spending the day aloft in Johnson1a private plane

cruising the sky near the atomic research center at Hanford,

Wellington. If Johnson had taken to the air a couple of days

later on the 4th, he might have been more suoessful, as it was

July 2th. was on® of ibiggest lulls in UFO activity during the

saucer flap.

On July 9th, Mr. Johnson went up again. This time he sighted

a dark, disk -like object manoeuvering among the clouds over

Anderson ranch dam near Boise, He took an estimated 10 feet of

movie film of the object, but since the object was small-and

some distance away, little could be seen on the film when it
"79

was developed.

managed on November 23, 194.7, to obtain some in

teresting news from the ship SS^TJ^ojQd^roga^^^TlFO sight

ing that took place at sea. About two weeks before the tanker *

Tioonderosa had been sailing 25 miles off the Pacific coast

almost directly west of the mouth of the Columbia river, when

two large disk-shaped objects oatne'into view flying on a

southtfsstly course." Witnesses aboard the tanker estimated the

objects were round disks about 35 feet across and trailing

50-foot illuminous streaks"-.behind-.th.em. ®£>*

Johnson immediatly phoned an important Air Force intelligence

officier he kne^to forward the Ticondero^a report. The officer

was glad to hear about the case and assured Mr. Johnson that

f*1

.-a



orders to investigate the UFO problem £taftau§kJL had just oome

dowa from the highest official level(On September 23,

ATIC at Wright FieILd had submitted a report to Air Foroe Chief

of StaffjGeneral^VandenburgjWhioh wa3 favorable to the idea

that the flying saucers were something real. General Vanderiburg

then issued orders establishing a formal investigation which

was given the codenametSign.. * ).

During the conversation with the Air Foroe intelligence officer>

Dave Johnson happened to mentioned something about an odd

meteor seen over southern Idaho. A large blue-jcolored 'bolide"

sped over Idaho and apparently burned itself out 8ince.it

quickly vanished, but it leftanrunusual luminescent smoke

trail that persisted for some time. The Air Foroe officier was

fasinated^to Johnson's surprise,and expressed an opinion that

the blue objeot was not the meteor it may have appeared to be.

Why? The offioer, unfortunately, didn't say.

By a coincidence perhaps, astronomers at Harvard, Dr.

Menael»e hangout, were quite active in their concern about

meteors or meteor-like activity. Tiffany Thayer wrote:

"In its issue of 12-13-47...the Provincetown(Mass.)
Advocate printed an appeal from Harvard to Cape resid-
ets, for data relating to a 'fireball» which Harlan J.
Smith(Dept of Astro) had reason to believe flashed
across the sky •about'100 miles east of Provincetown
and at an estimated height of 60 miles,1 about 3:00
A.M. Nov. 22.,. 'Harvard observers express disappointment
because they miS3ed practically all . of the show. They
were working inside at the time and came out in time
to see only the remains. A rature faint, pale-white
streak about as wide as the moon and ten times as long
was noticedj it persisted for about 20 minutes, enabling
a couple of good time exposures to be taken of it, but
was shrinking all the while, and finally disappeared.'
For a variety of reasons the observers were able to
eliminate clouds, aurora, and man-made objects as pro
bable causes, leaving a meteorio origin as the most
likely explanation." £3,

*v-
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From witnessed descr&fcions from * a aources-the strange

aerial display^could havs hardly qualified as a natural meteor,-

thpugh the phenomenon resembled the remarkable green firsballa

that would be reported in the American southwest a year later

and that would be official deemed of vnatural origin".

According to detailed reports from sources othar than Mr.

Johnson, more than one "meteor" had been spotted over Idaho.

A military cargo plane had been flying at 11,000 feet above

Walla, Walla, Washington' when a bright flash startled the

pilot. The light came up from belo-r'the aircraft, appeaiTi^g

to just mi83 the nose of the Army transport as it zipped by. The

pilot may have been mistaken by the nearness of the object's ;•

passage, for the source of the light was an intense blue-grsen

ball of fire. The firey sphere flew out of sUght on an upvvard

slant. Hardly twenty mintues later, three other aircraft over .

. southern Idaho sighted the same object or one very nearly like

it. Globing .vith a brilliant blue-graen light, a large firsy

ball zoomed across thfl sky on a horizontal flightpath, leaving

a trail of green amoke estimated to have been four miles in

, '. lenght. One pilot confessed he had been frighten out of his

arita by tha encounter. ®^* - »

Yet another uncomforable aerial encounter had occurred much

earlier on July 2Sth when the disk flap was at its height. A

United Air Lines flight 105 piloted by Captain Charles F.

Gibian and First Officer.Jack Harvey had just started its

approach to Boise airport and was.at about 9,000 feet altitude

\ near Mountain Home, Idaho, -Then a disk-like object was spotted

dead ahead of the airliner. The object sped directly at the

plane, but at the last second, turned and raced away.



After many weeks of nothing in the papers on the subject of

unexplained aerial phenomenon, an itemiappeared on the

Associated Press newswire dated December 22, 19^7. Tiffany

Thayer mentioned the item in Doubt,quoting Congressman Harris

Ellsworth of Oregon,who told the newsmedia that:"...he has

received reliable information concerning the development of

high-velooity missiles by Soviet Scientists." The AP article

was titled:"Mystery of Flying Di3ks Again Linked to Russia."

At the end of Deoember, 19^7, the American Association for

the Advancement of Science held its annual winter meeting.

During the opening sessions, Dr.C.C.Wylie of the University of

Iowa read a paper to the hunderds of scientists in the astron

omy section. The professor proposed that a "sRy patrol" be

established to check on unexplained phenomenon taking place

in the atmosphere. Dr. Wylie made a logical oase for his

proposal, so logical that it puts a strain on one's imagina

tion to believe that the U.S. governmental scientists hadn«t

considered the same thing back in August of 19M-6.

Dr. Wylie said:

• " '...in these days of international tension our country
should have a means of recognizing promptly authentic
reports of V-2 bombs, high speed planes, or bomb-carrying
balloon seen in the air.1

•The present failure of scientific men to explain
promptly and accurately flaming objects seen over several
states, flying saucers, and other celestial phenomena which
arouse national intest,,is causing the public to lose con
fidence in the intellectual ability of scholars,' he went
on. »The mass hysteria in simple, but unexplained* pheno
mena is bad for the morale of the country. Many of these
reports refer to detonating and stone-dropping meteors,
and information on these should be of great value to
astronomy.f n g7.
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Urging, that his "sky patrol" "bover the entire United" States on

a year around basis, Dr.- Wylie stated further that:

n i
The

objects

finding

present national policy is to ignore reports qf

seen in the heavens1. Thers is no provision for

the real facts back' of "these reports. We believe

that our citizens have plenty of real troubles without

adding ithe burden of imaginary dangers, and that in these
days ofrrobot planes artd atomic bombers nsither individ-
-uale or{ communities should b© allo.?sd to get hystefial
because] of our failure to explain some simple phenomenon
well known to us..,," 8S.

Besides the unsettling idea that the unexplained flying

objects might possibly be craft from another world, there was

another reason official*might —^s? b® giving the impression

that they were Ignoring the logic of Dr. Wylie proposals. This

was the unsettling fact that three Swedish flyers had died I

under suspicious circumstances.

"^ ^ ^"^ ^** "*■" **T'
1

VPl Photo

From left Capt E J Smith Kenneth Arnold and Ralph E Stevens examne photo (above) ,

of disc they claim to have seen in the air over WasKington in 1947 i

1 ' /%'
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Chapter Notes

0~\ 1#)In April, 1967, some interesting information appeared in the

Soviet press. Frank Edwards, in his book: Flying Saucers- Here

and Now(Lvie Stuart, Inc., 1967) summed up the remarkable Russ

ian disclosure on page 152 of the volumne. The part that con

cerns us reads:

nDr. Felix Zigel, an astronomer who has been connected
with the Soviet space work for years, said in a magazine
article in Moscow that Soviet radars have been tracking
UFOs for the past twenty years and that the Soviet scien
tists are as puzzled by the phenomena as thetr counter
parts in the United States.

He also revealed that in the early years of the UFO
problem, 19^6-1950, the Russian? suspected that they
might be some sort of U.S. secret dsvioe, at the same
time that we suspected that they might have been Russian."

2.)It might not mean anything, but when Dr. Walter Orr Roberts,

,pL superintendent of the high altitude observatory of Harvard and

Colorado, was attending a meeting in New Mexico at the time the

flying sauoer furor peaked in early July, 194-7, someone else

was in the same area. In his booktFlying Saucers, on page 3,

Dr. Donald Menzel told his readers:"My studies of the sun take

me frequently to Colorado and Not Mexico, and I was at the

Holloman Air Base, near Alamogordo, New Mexioo, at the height

of the flying saucer scare."

Dr. Orr and Dr. Menzel must have known each other. Were they

both at the meeting of Los Alamo officials, and did the gather

ing conjsrn the flying disks?

3.')The newspapers were so'stirred up by the aerial mystery

during the summer of 19^7 that even Meade Layne managed to gain

~y s°me notice on July 6th in a dispatch by United Press. Just
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below a comment by a unnamed Atomic Energy Commission spokesman,

who said he would believe in the disks only when he sees them,

United Press noted:"A San Diego editor of an occult magazine -

said the discs were space ships from Mars".

On July 13, 19^7 Layne sent out a postcard to all BSRA meabers,

passing along the opinion of a gentleman identified only as

"FGH", who claimed that the saucers belonged:"...to an old

Atlantean Arcane Order, wbioh has held them in cachesj their

present mobilization if for trial and for training;of crewej

they .will be used for emergency rescue craft and to gather key

personel and material. They have gravity control,.a, speed up

to *K)00 mi./ hr. above the atmosphere. They beoome invisible

by bending the light rays around them, and are invulnerable to

attack by our own forces." Layne then added his own comment:

"This differs in many respects from the information previously

given you by RR(Round Robin) and FR<Flying Roll)service, and

time will establish the true facts. We also have alleged info.

to the effect that government authorities have ordered a shut

down on all news concerning these craft. They are also reported

over Japan and parts of Europe,"

Remarkably enough, Edward Ruppelt's memoirs, confirms Layne's

statement about censorship on the saucers being imposed by the

government in July, though there is no evidence such a blackout

extended beyond governmental public relations departments.

Meade Layne and his borderlander group could have developed

the extraterrestial hypothesis muoh more fully than they did.

In later years there was enough written on the aliens from -. •

space theory to fill dozens of volumnes, however Layne threw

away his big headstart. In a way, it was Layne!s headstart that

proved his undoing,as he seemed to have been to be under the

spell of Mark Probert from the beginning and never quite shook



off the fellow's influe.noe. Just five days after the Kenneth

Arnold newsstory appeared in the newspapers (June 29th), Probert

notified Layma that a spirit named "Lingford" had contacted

him during a seance. This "trance control" was alledgedly to

have informed Probert about an etheric world and the inhabitants

thereof, suggesting that the 19^6 "Kareeta" craft and the flying

saucers were flying ships from an etherio plane of exietence.

Layne beoame highly interested and later Trote the book: The

Ether Ship Mystery and its Solution(1950). The ether ship idea

never oaught the public's fancy and the episode remains to this

day an obscure footnote to the events of the summer of 1947.

4,) Apparently there was more UFO activity over Arizona during

the summer of 194.7 than has been indicated by books and other

sources devoted to the period. According to UFO researcher

Coral Lorenzen, quite a ferr reports turned up in the newspapers

in ArizonaUhe Eisbee Review and the Douglas Dlapatch. It was

stated in the forercentioned newspapers that small flying discs

appeared over Douglas on July Sth, 10th, and 11th. Moreover,

late in July some twenty-five witnesses watched as a strange

object carrying lights fle-v rapidly in a great ciroular path

in the sky over Douglas. The object repeated this manuver ten

times(a remarkable sighting in regards to lenght of time) before

zipping over the horizon. UFO sightings also oocurred a little

east of Tucson on July Sth^Yuma and Nogales, Arizona, register

ed sightings on the 9th, For more information consult the book:

Flying Saucers:Tha Startup Fvidanoe of the Inva8ion_fromj3utar

Space, by Coral E. Lorenzen(Signet, 1966).




